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Abstract of Thesis
Between Concealment and Revelation - Mystical Motifs in
Selected Yiddish Works of Isaac Bashevis Singer and Their
Sources in Kabbalistic Literature
The subject o f this study is an exploration o f Jewish mystical motifs in the works of
Yitskhok Bashevis Zinger (Isaac Bashevis Singer). The study is based on a close reading of
the Yiddish original o f all o f Bashevis’s works investigated here. Changes or omissions in the
English translations are mentioned and commented upon, wherever it is appropriate.
This study consists o f three major parts, apart from an introduction (Chapter 1) and a
conclusion (Chapter 9). The first major part (Chapter 2) investigates the kabbalistic and
hasidic influences on Bashevis’s life and the sources which inform the mystical aspects of his
works. This part explores Bashevis’s family background, the conflicting influences of
mysticism and rationalism on the author during his childhood in Warsaw, and the significance
of Bilgoraj for Bashevis’s writings. Furthermore it investigates the sources, informing
Bashevis’s treatment o f Jewish mysticism and mystical messianism.
The second part (Chapter 3) provides a thematic overview o f Jewish mystical concepts and
motifs employed in Bashevis’s works and explains the theoretical background o f these
mystical ideas. The themes investigated after a brief introduction (Chapter 3.1) are: Jewish
mysticism and magic (Chapter 3.2); creation and language, the central idea o f HTT IDO {Sefer
Yezirah) and its implications for Bashevis’s writings (Chapter 3.3); the doctrine of creation in
Lurianic Kabbalah and its interpretations in Bashevis’s works (Chapter 3.4); and the
interpretation o f Lurianic concepts in Shabbateanism, as it is depicted by Bashevis (Chapter
3.5).
The third part is an investigation o f Jewish mystical motifs in selected works by Bashevis.
Four o f his major novels are discussed in detail. These are:
1^7 {Satan in Goray) (Chapter 4);
»7 {The Family Moskat) - (Chapter 5);
pD
iv i {The
Magician o f Lublin) - (Chapter 6); and üDy^p 1V7 {The Slave) - (Chapter 7). A further chapter j
indicates the use of mystical references and motife in Bashevis’s short fiction (Chapter 8).
^
Bashevis’s works vacillate between two extreme experiences of the Divine by his various
characters, the experience o f concealment and mysteiy on one hand, closely connected to the
Lurianic idea o f Zimzum, and the experience of revelation in creation on the other hand. On a
different level these two extreme experiences of concealment and revelation also apply to the
artist or writer in relation to his or her literary creation. In Bashevis’s literary creation there
are countless references to Jewish mystical ideas, some of them obvious and overt, others
more concealed. This study endeavours to elucidate these mystical references, images and
allusions, their origins in kabbalistic doctrines and the role they play in Bashevis’s works.
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Between Concealment and Revelation -

Mystical Motifs in

Selected Yiddish Works of Isaac Bashevis Singer and Their
Sources in Kabbalistic Literature

1. Introduction
TV D x n n

,mp‘?x r x
tx ,mxT373i t q
nv .o w iin t d c a xix^ ir a üxn yüxü i n
iXT Dw r ’P D'pxn
lim jv p jio yp ’*?” ! x i ly iy i n x ^ i m r x i'^’dx
*.üDxn

Father spoke to me for a long time. He told me that there is a particle o f the Divine
in everything. Even the mud in the gutter contains Divine sparks, for without them
nothing could continue to exist.^

These few words are taken from Isaac Bashevis Singer’s collection of memoirs, entitled
p j-n v 02ÜSD pp^. This collection o f memoirs, as well as its sequel ntJU^-pi-nv DHüSü pp^
[:i2i^DHT-D'>DW?2ii], provides us with Bashevis Singer’s autobiographical account of his
childhood and youth and is thus an important source of information concerning the
backgroimd o f Bashevis’s interest in Jewish mysticism, which permeates his whole work.^
The subject o f this study is an account o f Jewish mystical motifs in Bashevis’s works, with
particular reference to his published novels in Yiddish. It is intended primarily as a
reference work, identifying the major kabbalistic and hasidic sources of these mystical
motifs. As a work of reference this study confines itself to an internal account of Bashevis
Singer, his Jewish mystical sources and their invocation in his fiction, without attempting
to place him or his writings in any literary-historical context.

'

pi-n^n
py^ ,-iyu’T-onwxn pnr, Tel Aviv: Y.L. Perets, 1979 (a reprint o f the first edition.
New York: Der Kval, 1956, but without the author’s introduction), 62.
^ Isaac Bashevis Singer, In My F ather’s Court, tr. Channah Kleinerman-Goldstein, Elaine Gottlieb and Joseph
Singer, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1966, 78. This is, however, an abridged translation. Several
episodes o f the Yiddish original are omitted altogether in the English.
DiDit;-T7-n'’n d: üsü p^X) ,nyu'>T-Dmw^xn pnr (English title: My Father’s Court [SequelCollection] ), selection and introduction by Chone Shmeruk, Jerusalem: Magnes & Hebrew University Press,
1996. This work has recently appeared in English as More Stories from My Father’s Court, tr. Curt Leviant,
New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2000.
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The study consists of three major parts, framed by the introduction (Chapter 1) and a
conclusion (Chapter 9). The first major part (Chapter 2) investigates the kabbalistic and
hasidic influences on Bashevis’s life and the sources which inform the mystical aspects of
his work. It includes discussions o f relevant passages in Bashevis’s two published
collections of memoirs in Yiddish, JWiy pi-n^n

and

. The second part (Chapter 3) provides a thematic overview of Jewish
mystical concepts and motifs employed in Bashevis’s works and explains the theoretical
background o f these mystical ideas. The themes investigated after a brief introduction
(Chapter 3.1) are: Jewish mysticism and magic (Chapter 3.2); creation and language, the
central idea o f HTT IDD {Sefer Yezirah - Book of Creation) and its implications for
Bashevis’s writings (Chapter 3.3); the doctrine of creation in Lurianic Kabbalah and its
interpretations in Bashevis’s works (Chapter 3.4); and the interpretation of Lurianic
concepts in Shabbateanism, as it is depicted by Bashevis (Chapter 3.5). The third part
documents the use of Jewish mystical sources in selected works by Bashevis. Four of
his major novels are discussed in detail. These are:
(Chapter 4);

IVI {Satan in Goray) -

’7 {The Family Moskat) - (Chapter 5);

pD

ly i

{The Magician o f Lublin) - (Chapter 6); and îûDy^p ly i {The Slave) - (Chapter 1)^ The
study concentrates primarily on these four novels, all o f them written in the period between
1933 and 1961, since they are replete with Jewish mystical references, motifs and
images to such a degree that they demonstrate Bashevis’s use o f his Jewish mystical

’’7XJÎ ;vr i m nrr, originally serialized in ozjxti) (Warsaw), January - September 1933, published in book form
by the Warsaw Yiddish Pen Club, 1935, thereafter in a revised edition with additional stories. New York:
Matones, 1943, reprinted in Tel Aviv: Y.L. Perets, 1983, 1992; translated as Satan in Goray by Jacob Sloan,
first published in New York: Farrar & Straus, 1958;
v>'7'>aHD 7, originally serialized in OüiyniSD (New
York), November 1945 - May 1948, published in book form in New York: M.Sh. Sklarski, 1950, thereafter in
Tel Aviv: Y.L. Perets, 1977; translated as The Family Moskat by A.H. Gross (completed by Maurice Samuels,
Lyon Mearson and Nancy Gross), first published in New York: Alfi-ed A. Knopf, 1950;
pD lyjftzim p ly i,
originally serialized in onivniHD (New York), 1959, published in book form in Tel Aviv: Y.L. Perets, 1971;
translated as The Magician o f Lublin by Elaine Gottlieb and Joseph Singer, first published in New York:
Noonday Press, 1960;ddvjp l y i , first serialized in oüivniHD (New York), 1960 - 1961, published in book form
in New York: Tsiko, 1967, thereafter in Tel Aviv: Y.L. Perets, 1980; translated as The Slave by the author and
Cecil Hemley, first published in NewYork: Farrar, Straus & Cudahy, 1962.
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sources particularly well. A further chapter briefly indicates the use of Jewish mystical
references and motifs in Bashevis’s later fiction and particularly in his short fiction
(Chapter 8). Several examples of significant references and allusions to Jewish mysticism
in his short stories will be shown.
In Bashevis’s writings a variety o f Jewish mystical works is mentioned explicitly. During
the course o f this study all the mystical works, referred to in the novels that are analyzed
here, will be identified. In addition to this, the two above-mentioned Yiddish volumes of
memoirs will be examined for further information on the Jewish mystical sources (that is
kabbalistic literature, earlier Jewish mystical works and hasidic literature), which inform
Bashevis’s writings. In his Yiddish writings Bashevis generously supplies his readers with
what amounts to a reading list o f Jewish religious works, including mystical literature. The
titles mentioned in Bashevis’s works are a reflection of his own reading, although they
hardly constitute a comprehensive overview of his sources.
The present study confines itself throughout to those of Bashevis’s writings which have
been published in Yiddish book form, since the references to Jewish mystical works in
his Yiddish writings are not always rendered faithfully in the English translations of
his works. Frequently these references are omitted altogether in the English. Apart from
references to specific mystical works, various other kabbalistic allusions in Bashevis’s
Yiddish writings are also either misrepresented in the English translations or are completely
omitted. Thus in

]1D

1P7, for example, two passages fi'om the Yiddish

original, which contain kabbalistic references, are omitted in the English translation.^ In the
English translation o f

’7 several sections, as well as entire chapters of the

Yiddish original, are omitted altogether.^ Therefore it is completely untenable for a

^
PD li/DSDJSJip 1V7, 72, 74. Cf, The Magician o f Lublin, 58 f., 60, where these passages are omitted.
^ DSpunD irPasD »?, e.g. chapter 9, sections 1 and 2 (128-137), chapter 33 (430-434), chapter 45 (555-562)
and chapter 65 (749-760). Cf. The Family Moskat, 132, 370, 477 and 636 respectively, where these entire
sections and chapters are omitted.
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scholarly account of the uses of Bashevis’s mystical references to rely on the existing
English translations. Translations into other languages are, as a rule, made from the
English, and are normally even less reliable. An important exception to this rule is the
German translation of

pD

lyi, which is much more faithfrjl to the Yiddish

original than the English translation.^
In his later years Bashevis became more involved in the process of translating and editing
his works for an English-speaking public and he collaborated closely with his translators.
However, many o f his so-called “translators” had little or no knowledge of Yiddish and the
process o f “translating” actually consisted of Bashevis dictating his own rough translations
of his Yiddish works, which in turn were put into more grammatical or more idiomatic
English by one of his “translators”.* During this process many subtleties of the Yiddish
originals were lost in the English translations. On the other hand, during the process of
translating and editing Bashevis was also able to see some of the shortcomings of his
weekly installments in the Yiddish ODi^niSD and to “polish” his writings for their
publication in English.^
Of Bashevis’s four novels, which are analyzed here, the author is only cited as a
CO-translator together with Cecil Hemley in the English version o f üDÿ]p iv i {The Slave).
However, the author is cited as a co-translator, or in some cases even as the only translator,
o f many o f his short stories and o f three o f his later novels, which have never been
published in Yiddish book form.^^

^ Der Zauberer von Lublin, tr. Susanna Rademacher, Reinbek bei Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1967. Additional
paragraphs, omitted in the English, are translated from the Yiddish by Otto F. Best and worked into the text
o f the German translation.
* Cf. Lester Goran, The Bright Streets ofSurfside: The Memoir o f a Friendship with Isaac Bashevis Singer,
Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1994,4 f.; Dvorah Telushkin, Master o f Dreams: A Memoir o f Isaac
Bashevis Singer, New York: William Morrow, 1997, 33.
^ Cf. Israel Zamir, Journey to My Father, Isaac Bashevis Singer, New York: Arcade, 1995,44-47.
^°As far as Bashevis Singer’s novels are concerned, apart from The Slave (Cf. footnote 4), the author was
involved in the translation o f 0V>r7y9Dpy-nsw], originally serialized in OüiyniHD (New York), 1974,
translated as Shosha, partly by Joseph Singer and partly by the author in collaboration with his wife
Alma Singer and his secretary Dvorah Menashe, New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1978, as well as in the
translation oîPJiiws, originally serialized in OüivniHD (New York), 1981-1983, translated sls Meshugah by the
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This study is based on a close reading o f the Yiddish original of all o f Bashevis’s works
investigated here. Changes or omissions in the English translations will be mentioned and
commented upon, wherever it is appropriate. The Yiddish will be quoted, as it is found in
Bashevis’s published works, even though the spelling may differ slightly from modem
standardized Yiddish. Wherever Yiddish words and names require transcription, the
standard YIV0-transcription will be employed, which is summarized in Uriel Weinreich’s
dictionary. ^^ In transcribing Hebrew and Aramaic, except for terms such as Kabbalah and
familiar festivals, as well as Biblical names, which have become anglicised, the following
transcription system will be employed: X - ’, 3 - b , 3 - v , l - g , "7-d, n - h , i - v , T - z , n h, Ü- 1, ’ - y, 3 - k, D- kh, *7-1 , a - m, 1 - n, D- s, Î7-

9 - p, D- f, S - z, p - k, “I - r, t:; - s,

u; - sh, n - 1.*^ Polish proper names and place names in Poland will be spelled as in Polish
in most cases, but occasionally the Yiddish toponym will also be given.

The quotation at the beginning o f this study introduces an important kabbalistic idea,
which can be found frequently throughout Bashevis’s works, namely the idea of the
“lypilô yp’*7*’'’n” or “holy sparks”. These are sparks of Divine light, which according to the
teachings o f Lurianic Kabbalah are scattered throughout the universe.

The concept has its

author and Nili Wachtel, published posthumously in New York: Farrar Straus Giroux, 1994. Bashevis’s novel
’7 P2ÿp l i n , originally serialized in Oüiimi^D (New York), 1980, was translated entirely by the
author, as The King o f the Fields, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1988. In addition to this the author was
involved in the translation o f many o f his short stories. For example from his volume o f short stories, entitled
Short Friday and Other Stories, New York: Fawcett Crest, 1964, he translated the stories ‘Blood’, ‘Esther
Kreindel the Second’, ‘Jachid and Jechidah’ together with Elizabeth Pollet and ‘Cunegunde’ together with
Elaine Gottlieb. From the short stories in The Death o f Methuselah and Other Stories, New York: Farrar,
Straus & Giroux, 1988, Bashevis Singer translated ‘The Housefriend’, ‘The Accuser and the Accused’, ‘The
Trap’, ‘The Smuggler’, ‘Logarithms’ and ‘Runners to Nowhere’ together with Lester Goran, ‘A Peephole in
the Gate’ together with Ruth Schachmer Finkel and ‘The Impressario’, ‘The Missing Line’, ‘The Hotel’,
‘Sabbath in Gehenna’ and ‘The Death o f Methuselah’ on his own. Many additional examples from other
collections o f short stories could be cited as well.
Cf. Uriel Weinreich, Modern English-Yiddish Yiddish-English Dictionary, New York: YIVO, 1968, xx-xxv.
Since the titles o f Hebrew works will be given in Hebrew characters, when they are mentioned for the first
time, I have opted for readability, rather than full reversibility.
Cf. Gershom Scholem, Kabbalah, New York: Meridian, 1978 (first ed. Jerusalem: Keter, 1974), 138 f.;
Rivka Schatz Uffenheimer, Hasidism as Mysticism, Princeton: Princeton University Press / Jerusalem: Magnes
& Hebrew University Press, 1993, 361 f.
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origins in the Lurianic doctrine of creation which will be discussed in detail in the course of
this study, since numerous motifs connected with this Lurianic doctrine play an important
role in Bashevis’s writings.
In the few lines quoted above it is Bashevis’s father, a fervent TOn (hasid), who expresses
the view that everything is Godliness and that even the mud in the gutter contains sparks
of Divine light. Such expressions o f the idea of God’s immanence in the world can be
found frequently in kabbalistic and Msidic writings.

In Bashevis’s works, however, there

are also a considerable number o f secular Jewish characters, such as Yasha Mazur in
pD

lÿ i,

who express the idea o f Divine immanence or o f God’s revelation

in nature, God’s creation.
In Bashevis’s works there are countless references to Jewish mystical ideas, some of them
obvious and overt, others alluded to more or less obliquely. This study endeavours to
identify the sources of the mystical references, images and allusions in Bashevis’s works
and their origins in kabbalistic doctrines. It will further document Singer’s early
biographical encounters with these doctrines in his parental home, employing his own
autobiographical writings as well as biographical works.
There is a vast secondary literature on Isaac Bashevis Singer, his life, his works and various
particular aspects o f his writing. But, as far as I am aware, this is the first full-scale
scholarly study, entirely devoted to documenting Jewish mystical motifs and their sources
as invoked in Bashevis’s original Yiddish writings.

Ibid. Cf. also G. Scholem's chapter on ‘The Kabbalah and Pantheism’, in: G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 144-152.
pD
1V7, 65, 256.
There are a few scholarly articles, which have touched this topic, in particular: Bilhah Rubinshteyn, nwor;’
pns'' bw imp^non uv w n bw maixn, in: Dpjms 65:9-10 (July-August 1991), 55-58; bw □’bubi’
‘nVnpn
"lynn-D’a m pnr m r i -.□■'D-’ü-'Dnx, in:
67:1 (November 1992), 44-47.
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2. Kabbalistic and Hasidic Influences on Isaac Bashevis Singer’s Life and the Sources
Informing the Mystical Aspects of His Works

2.1. Introduction - “A Kabbalist. a foolish hov...”

X iix "lya-'TiQ X

x

x :*?xn x ü’d r^x

i’d

Tx

^ .ira-'oyo -lyrayi x ixô o xn ixp
I was everything at the same time: A Kabbalist, a foolish boy, a dreamer
and a canditate for a rabbinical seminary/

Isaac Bashevis Singer was bom as Yitskhok Zinger in the small Polish town o f Leoncin
on 21 November 1904 (although the date of birth listed in his passport, used for entry into
the United States, is the 14 July)/ Yitskhok’s father, Pinkhes-Mendl Zinger, was
descended from an illustrious line o f rabbis, scholars, Kabbalists and hasidim.^ At the
time, when Yitskhok was bom, his father worked as an unofficial rabbi in Leoncin and
was already a follower o f the Radzymin rebe.^ He was a fervent hasid, characterized by
his

is

(love o f people) and his “:ui*iyüD*>‘’JiKn

(hasidic

enthusiasm)/
Yitskhok’s mother, Basheve Zinger, née Zilberman, was the youngest daughter o f the
much-respected rabbi o f Bilgoraj, who was the undisputed authority o f his town, an
outstanding scholar and a "Tuna (mitnaged), an opponent o f Hasidism/ Basheve herself
was a rationalist, intellectual and sceptical by nature/ She was also much more scholarly

] mm-p7-n'>n djdsd
,-iyu'’T-D-'iwiq pnr, 227. Hereafter cited as:
^ My own translation.
^ Cf. for example: Grace Farrell (ed.), Isaac Bashevis Singer: Conversations, Jackson: University Press o f
Mississippi, 1992, xix.
y7£7t7 7’7-/7»3 OjDW pj>D ,iyu''T -O’liw x n pnr, 140 f. Hereafter cited as moit; pi-n^n. - Cf. In My Father’s
Court, 43 f.
^ Ibid., Yiddish: 149 f.; English: 52 f.
^ Ibid., Yiddish: 158; English: 151.
^ Ibid., Yiddish: 143 f. and 19; English: 45 f, and 16.
* Ibid., Yiddish: 16, 18 f.; English: 12,15 f.
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“than other women of similar background and standing"/ The diametrically opposed
characters and temperaments o f Yitskhok’s parents, his father’s Msidic enthusiasm and
love and trust of people and his mother’s rationalism and scepticism, were the source of
constant friction in the Zinger household. Both Pinkhes-Mendl’s mysticism and
Basheve’s rationalism were formative influences on the young Yitskhok or Itshele, and
the tension between them found its way into his writings, as Itshele developed into the
Yiddish writer Yitskhok Bashevis.
In this chapter the influences o f Yitskhok’s hasidic father and mitnagdic mother will be
investigated. The influences o f his two older siblings, Hinde-Ester and Yisroel-Yehoshue,
were also considerable and have to be taken into account. According to Yitskhok
Bashevis’s memoirs, Hinde-Ester was the first of the three siblings, who demonstrated
any talent for writing.

This demostration of her literary talent occurred in the months

before her marriage. Many years later she published Yiddish fiction under her married
name Ester Kraytman (Esther Kreitman in the English translations of her writings).
Yisroel-Yehoshue Zinger (or Israel Joshua Singer, as he is known in English), who
became a respected Yiddish writer long before his younger brother, was Yitskhok
Bashevis’s acknowledged literary role model. Bashevis referred to him as
“TS7JTT

ly f’

(the great Yiddish writer Y.Y. Zinger) in the Yiddish

and as his “spiritual father and master” in the English dedication o f DSpww

v

(The Family Moskat)}^
Yitskhok was only about three years old, when his family moved from Leoncin to
Radzymin, where his father became the head of the newly-founded yeshivah. He was
barely five years old, when the Zinger family moved to Warsaw, where Pinkhes-Mendl
became the unofficial rabbi o f Krochmalna Street. Yitskhok was too young to recall much

^ Janet Hadda, Isaac Bashevis Singer: A Life, New York & Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997, 19.
J7ÜL5' 7’7-/7’J, 161 f.
11
% 3. Cf. The Family Moskat, 5,
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of his family’s life in Leoncin and Radzymin (although in his fictional autobiography
Love and Exile he emphasizes how extraordinary his memory was for a child of his
age)/^ Therefore this chapter will focus on Yitskhok’s childhood in Warsaw and the
events he witnessed in his father’s

pi-rm (rabbinical court), which are recorded

in his collection o f memoirs niDW p7-n^n djdsd jpiD (In My Father’s Court) and in the
first eighteen chapters of the sequel-collection
{My Father's Court [Sequel-Collection] ). Many o f these episodes, particularly fi*om the
first collection of memoirs, shed some light on Yitskhok’s growing interest in mysticism
and the kabbalistic and hasidic influences on his life.
Another formative period o f Yitskhok’s life was the time he spend in Bilgoraj, where his
mother’s family lived. Yitskhok Bashevis describes his life in Bilgoraj in the last seven
chapters o f
memoirs,

QJDXù?

and in the second part o f the sequel-collection o f his

müw-ri-n^2 o:üsü jpd. In 1917, when he moved to Bilgoraj

with his mother and his younger brother Moyshe, his awe-inspiring grandfather was no
longer a l i v e . T h e modem secular Jewish movements and various forms of secular
learning, which Yitskhok’s grandfather had suppressed during his lifetime, found their
way into Bilgoraj relatively late.^"^ In Bilgoraj Yitskhok experienced the traditional
Jewish life o f a shtetl, as it had been hundreds of years earlier. For him this was a
““isix

(“spiritual treasure trove”), which inspired many of his writings.

In this chapter the kabbalistic and hasidic influences on Yitskhok’s life, both during his
childhood in Warsaw and his youth in Bilgoraj, will be explored, and the sources,
informing the mystical aspects o f Yitskhok Bashevis’s works, will be investigated.
When Yitskhok moved back to Warsaw, initially to study at the Takhkemoyni Rabbinical
LB. Singer, Love and Exile, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1986, xi. -L o v e and Exile is translated
from the author’s Yiddish autobiography, published in ODivnisS in New York in 1974 -75 under the title
p s yib } (B elief and Doubt).
p7-JT>n, 321 f. Cf. In My Father’s Court, 273.
Ibid., Yiddish: 354; English: 302.
Ibid., Yiddish: 337, 340; English: 287, 290.
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Seminary, he had read a considerable amount of kabbalistic works, as well as modem
Yiddish and Hebrew literature, world literature in Yiddish and Polish translation and
books on science and philosophy, o f which Spinoza’s philosophy in particular captured
his interest/^ At this time in his life he considered himself both a Kabbalist and a foolish
boy, both a dreamer and a candidate for a rabbinical seminary, as the quotation at the
beginning o f this chapter shows. As Yitskhok Zinger developed into the Yiddish writer
Yitskhok Bashevis, all the different parts of his personality and all his various interests
and influences, both mystical and rational, both kabbalistic and philosophical, found
their way into his writings.

2.2. Yitskhok Bashevis Zinger^s Family Background
In D1ÜWr7-n^D 07DSÜ 72%), in a chapter entitled ‘oynxn px oyT’'’T1%’ (‘The Family Tree’
in the English In My Father's Court), Yitskhok Bashevis Zinger presents his family
background to his readers. His father’s father, R. Shmuel, was a rabbi in Tomaszow.
Initially R. Shmuel did not intend to become a rabbi. He spent his time praying, studying
Torah, fasting and occupying himself with Kabbalah, while his wife, Yitskhok’s
grandmother Temerl, was trading in jewelry and supporting her husband.

Temerl’s

mother Hinde-Ester, after whom Yitskhok’s sister was named, had commanded such
respect that even the rebe o f Belz, R. Sholem, had offered a chair to her, when she had
come to visit him. She was also reported to have worn a pp-rf’bt) (ritual garment with
fringes), just like a man.^^ R. Shmuel’s fether, R. Yeshaye Kintsker, was a hasid and a
scholar. His father had been the sharp-minded R. Moyshe from Warsaw, the author of
^npn niJS (“7%g Sacred Letter'"). R. Moyshe’s father had been R. Tuvye, the rabbi of
Szczekotciny, and R. Tuvye’s father, R. Moyshe, had been the rabbi of ibrs'”!
E.g.; mow p7-n'’D, 336, 351, 356- 358. Cf. In My F ather’s Court, 286, 287, 299, 304-305. 151 f., 163.
mott; p7~JT’D, 140 f. Cf. In My Father’s Court, 43 f.
Ibid., Yiddish: 125, 141; English: 141, 44.
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(presumably Nowe Pole, near Elbl%) and a student of the Baal Shem Tov, the founder of
Hasidism.

This goes to show that Yitskhok’s father, Pinkhes-Mendl, was descended

from generations o f rabbis, scholars, Kabbalists and hasidim.
Pinkhes-Mendl himself had wanted to become a ^ i d i c rebe since his childhood. He
wanted to rise “n:i“i*TOn n m a ps” (from level to level), until he was sufficiently purified
to become a “‘T”

(hasidic rebe). Apart from the Talmud and halakhic works, he

studied hasidic literature and at times also a “*iDD-n*7Dp” (kabbalistic work).^® In the end
Pinkhes-Mendl did not succeed in becoming a hasidic rebe or even in marrying the
daughter of a rebe. Instead o f this he was offered a match with Basheve, the youngest
daughter of R. Mordkhe-Yankev, the well-known rabbi o f Bilgoraj, who was a renowned
halakhic scholar with strong mitnagdic tendencies.^'
Basheve was already known for her intelligence, and since Pinkhes-Mendl was more
scholarly than another young man, who had been proposed to her, she agreed to the
match. At the time o f the wedding Basheve was sixteen years old, and Pinkhes-Mendl
was twenty-one, although he looked more like a ‘pmnû” (father-in-law) than a
bridegroom. At that time he neither knew Russian, nor Polish, nor anything about
worldly matters. His world was the Torah, the prayers and the

(commandments).

For him everything else belonged to the domaine of the “57"in

(evil inclination), the

(demons) and “m m i” (evil spirits).
After the wedding the couple stayed in Bilgoraj with Basheve’s family for eight years.
During this time Hinde-Ester and Yisroel-Yehoshue were bom. Pinkhes-Mendl realized
very soon that the household o f the severe and awe-inspiring rabbi o f Bilgoraj was not
for him. In order to be officially recognized as a rabbi, an examination in Russian was
required in addition to the rabbinical studies. But Pinkhes-Mendl refused to take this
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

Yiddish:
Yiddish:
Yiddish:
Yiddish:

140 f.; English: 43 f.
141 f.; English: 44 f.
143; English: 45 f.
144 ; English: 47.
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Russian exam and was therefore only able to obtain an unofficial rabbinate in the small
shtetl o f Leoncin, where he lived with his family for ten years. In Leoncin Yitskhok and
his younger brother Moyshe were bom, although they were registered in Radzymin.^^
The life o f the rabbinical household in Leoncin is described in great detail by Bashevis’s
older brother Y.Y, Zinger in his autobiographical work ijW

PH OHV übVP H

During the family’s time o f residence in Leoncin Pinkhes-Mendl was already deeply
involved with the rebe o f Radzymin, who offered him the position as head of the
newly-founded

in the town. But when Yitskhok’s father moved to Radzymin

with his family and began to teach students at the yeshivah, the rebe failed to pay him
the salary, which he had promised him earlier. The family’s experiences with the
Radzymin rebe are described in detail by Bashevis’s sister Ester Kraytman in her
fictionalized autobiography yjHD-D^7W l y i P
When the yeshivah burned down, Pinkhes-Mendl was forced to seek employment
elsewhere and finally secured an unofficial rabbinate on Krochmalna Street in Warsaw.
In 1908 the Zinger family arrived in Warsaw and moved into No. 10 Krochmalna Street,
where Pinkhes-Mendl set up his “mou;

(rabbinical court).

2.3. Mysticism versus Rationalism - Conflicting Influences on Yitskhok Bashevis Zinger
during His Childhood in Warsaw
All o f the three siblings who became Yiddish writers, describe their parents’ conflicting
personalities and the resulting tensions in the household. Yisroel-Yehoshue devoted an
entire chapter o f his autobiography to the mismatch between his parents:
‘mnsv n lomxD

X’

px oxn iva oxn ,uvi Tbis (A tragedy on account o f the feet that

Ibid., Yiddish: 148 f.; English: 51 f.
wcyu r s 0X77 £7^V77X 77£7
New York: Matones, 1946; translated as: I.J. Singer, O f a World
That Is No More (tr, Joseph Singer), New York: Vanguard, 1970.
1177 ,iK0D'>ni7 "uiDX, Warsaw: Ch. Brzoza, 1936; translated as: Esther Kreitman, Deborah (tr.
Maurice Carr), London: Foyles, 1946, reissued with a new introduction by Clive Sinclair, London: Virago,
1983.
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matters were confounded in Heaven). He states that his parents would have been a
suitable couple, if his father had been his mother and his mother his father. Even
externally each o f them seemed to be better suited for the role of the other. He describes
his father as short, round, soft, with warm blue eyes, his mother as tall, with a sharp bony
face and cold grey eyes. These physical signs were external symptoms of deep divisions
within their characters. Although his father was a “lia*?” (scholar), he was not exactly
a

(sharp-minded person). Pinkhes-Mendl was “ma po ’n f “ixn po

“lya”

(more a person o f the heart than of the mind). He was good-natured, did not like to
overexert himself, and he believed in people, and even more in God.^^ Basheve, on the
other hand, was - just like her father, the rabbi o f Bilgoraj - a

(person

solicitous about the outcome o f things), always worrying, fretting, doubting, thinking,
and probing. She was a complete

(brain-worker) and

(intellectual).^^
Ester Kraytman describes her parents’ appearance and characters in similar terms. She
remarks, for example, that her mother looked like a “n3n-7‘’Q'7n” (Talmudic scholar), who
sits for days and nights, studying.^* Ester Kraytman also describes her mother’s doubts
concerning the intentions o f the Radzymin rebe and her father’s response, calling her
mother a “pxilü’’'?” {litvak, implying a mitnaged), who is “p’iît X

371 01Z7 X’Sia”

(spreading an evil report about a hasidic rebe), and who is not better than her father in
that respect.^^
In one chapter o f his memoirs, entitled pri%737i pxn 11:37: n oxniXD’ (‘Why the Geese
Shrieked’) Bashevis “turned the dispute between his parents into a parable about
growing up”.^°

r s osn o'pim s jid

.%33.

Ibid!, 34.

Vso-n^7m ITT

inox, 32.

Ibid., 20 f.
Clive Sinclair, The Brothers Singer, London: Allison & Busby, 1983,15.
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He informs his readers that his father liked to speak about
(transmigrated souls) and

(dybbuks),

’(demons) and that he believed in “mm^

(hidden powers)/^ Thus when a woman brought two decapitated geese to the rabbi,
which shrieked when they were hurled together, Pinkhes-Mendl expressed a mixture
o f fear and vindication, and was convinced that “bû’n ps

(signs from Heaven)

were sent to him. The shrieking geese seemed to confirm Pinkhes-Mendl’s mysticism
and question Basheve’s rationalism. Basheve, however, Xpx iBüDXü

X”

"nox] "1571 pD p“iï7p’ü9î7po (a mitnagdic daughter and a sceptic by nature), found a
rational explanation for the apparent mystery. She removed the windpipes of the geese
and asked the woman to hurl the birds together agaiin. Although the young Yitskhok was
afraid and ran to his mother for protection, he sided with his father, hoping the geese
would shriek again. But they did not, and Yitskhok had an opportunity to observe the
powerlessness o f his father’s mystical faith, when faced with his mother’s rationalism.
After his mother had left the room, Pinkhes-Mendl spoke to his son, as if he were an
adult, saying, that Yitskhok’s mother took after her father, the rabbi of Bilgoraj, who was
a ‘piXJi” (great scholar), but a “inno lÿübxp” (literally: cold mitnaged; in the English
translation: “cold-blooded rationalist”). He even told Yitskhok that he had been warned,
but that it was already too late to call off the wedding.
This incident is only one example o f the conflict between Pinkhes-Mendl ’s mysticism
and Basheve’s rationalism, experienced by their son Yitskhok, and although Yitskhok
has to acknowledge that his mother’s rational explanations and arguments are usually
correct, he is fascinated by his father’s mysticism, and various motifs connected to his
father’s mystical world view can be traced in his works as a mature Yiddish writer.
In his memoirs Yitskhok Bashevis describes the Shabat afternoons and evenings, when
hasidic Jews would come to his parents’ home for “nmj7D-\27l'7U7” (the third meal on
31
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Shabat), and his father would preach to his followers like a hasidic rehe. He derided all
the pleasures o f this world and spoke with great enthusiasm about the pleasures of the
“D’p’TS” (righteous people) in the world-to-come, who were sitting with crowns on their
heads and listening to the “rmn 1371 po m no” (secrets of the Torah), which were revealed
to them. Pinkhes-Mendl also spoke about the soul and the “IIDDH KDD” (“Throne of
Glory”), which thereafter were always associated in Yitskhok’s mind with the light of the
stars and the fece o f the moon in the nocturnal sky at the closing o f Shabat.^^
Throughout Bashevis’s works one can frequently find descriptions o f the nocturnal sky
connected with mystical images o f the higher spheres, which appear to be influenced by
his childhood experiences in his father’s rabbinical court.^"^
For Yitskhok’s father the world is

{treyf, impure). Bashevis, on the one hand,

adds to this observation that it took him many years to discover how much truth there is
in his father’s world view.^^ But on the other hand he was always fascinated by the
wonders o f the world.
Throughout his memoirs the balcony serves as a ‘Svay station” between his fether’s
rabbinical court, a place filled with sacred scriptures and constant talk o f God and His
Torah, and the world outside with all its uncertainties and all its secrets.^^ It is out on the
balcony, where Yitskhok reflects on the vastness o f the world, the strange behaviour of
human beings and the place of God in the world.^^ His father almost never went out on
the balcony. For him the balcony was already

n ,D” n n ,pan “i37T ,D X : n ” (the

street, the rabble, the non-Jews, the wildness).^*
Yitskhok Bashevis retained many aspects o f his father’s world view, which he had

25. Cf. In My Father's Court, 23.
Cf.: £7ÿ/7B^7^ ir'pm s % 241 f., 350 f., 541; and:
775
1V7, 2 1 ,2 9 ,6 9 .
P7-T}'’2 , 48.
Cf. Steven David Lavine, ‘Rhetoric for the Spirit. Repetition and Renovation in “/« My Father’s Court" ’, in:
David Neal Miller (ed.), Revovering the Canon, Essays on Isaac Bashevis Singer, Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1986,
123.
JtDW pi-n^n, 51. Cf. In M y Father’s Court, 72.
Ibid., Yiddish: 60; English: 77.
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absorbed as a child, but as he moved away from his parents’ traditional Jewish way o f
life, he developed his own “personal mysticism”, shaped to some extent by his childhood
experiences/^
When traditional Jewish faith and “"iDia” (ethical instructions) did not seem enough to
cope with the turmoil o f the outside world entering his rabbinical home on Krochmalna
Street, Pinkhes-Mendl sometimes turned to the Kabbalah to provide an explanation
of God’s mysterious ways. One episode in Bashevis’s memoirs entitled

niiDp’

(translated as ‘The Suicide’) deals with the suicide of a young shoemaker on Krochmalna
Street on account of an unhappy love affair. The shoemaker’s mother disturbs the peace
of Shabat in the home o f the Zinger family, asking the rabbi to intervene on her behalf, so
that her son should have a decent funeral. During her visit to the rabbi’s home she wails,
curses and questions God’s justice. After she has left, Pinkhes-Mendl has a serious
conversation with Yitskhok, telling him that according to the Kabbalah, there is a purpose
in everything that happens. In everything there are “p n t pT"i” (mysteries upon mysteries).
Every letter o f the Torah contains “nm o

(thousands upon thousands of

secrets). Human beings are created “Dpi'?* D*723” (in God’s image), and the human soul
comes from the “linDH KDD” (“Throne o f Glory”)."^®He also says that everything is
“mp’7X” (Godliness) and that even the mud in the gutter contains

(holy

sparks).
Outside in the courtyard Yitskhok reflects on his father’s words and suddenly feels that
there is a “now:

(holy soul) inside him, “ü'’‘’pDï7'7üyi p’üu; x” (a particle of the

Divine). In the darkness he sees the image o f a fiery flower in front o f his eyes, luminous
as the sun, opening up and shining forth in many colours, as if in a dream."^*
While Yitskhok’s father “traced all things back to God” and favoured a withdrawal from
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the outside world, Yitskhok finds a particle o f the Divine within himself and imagines an
“outpouring into the world”. He is influenced by his father’s mystical ideas, but
transforms them into his own “personal mysticism”, shaped by his own “immediate
experience”."^^
One o f his father’s kabbalistic ideas introduced here, which had a profound influence on
the young Yitskhok and is frequently employed in the writings of the mature Yitskhok
Bashevis, is the concept o f the “lypliQ S7p'’b'’'’n” (holy sparks).The concept of sparks of
Divine light scattered throughout the universe is derived from the doctrine of creation in
Lurianic Kabbalah. The theoretical background o f this Lurianic doctrine will be
illuminated in the next chapter of this study. In this context it is sufficient to say that this
Lurianic motif o f “holy sparks”, which are present even in the mud o f the gutter, as
Yitskhok’s father explains, is frequently employed in Bashevis’s works to express the
idea o f redemptive good in an otherwise dark or evil context. Many examples of this
motif o f sparks of light in contexts o f darkness could be cited, which will be discussed in
the detailed analysis o f Bashevis’s major novels."^^
Another aspect of his father’s mystical faith, which Yitskhok Bashevis retained, is the
idea of the power and holiness inherent in Hebrew scriptures and in the letters of the
Hebrew alphabet. An example o f this can be found in an untranslated story in Bashevis’s
memoirs, entitled ‘mbD

px inn l"X’ (One bridegroom and two brides)."^ In this

episode Bashevis introduces a scribe, who was regarded as a “p’72” (righteous person)
by his father, because he was a God-fearing Jew, who always seemed to have the
“nnn niz?” (God’s name) in front o f his eyes. He went to the “mipa” (ritual bath) to purify
himself, every time he had to write God’s name, and he seemed to be surrounded by an
air reminiscent of Jewish mystical works like the Zohar, the “/7^J/7-/7’îW»f‘7” {Reshit
Cf. S.D. Lavine, ‘Rhethoric for the Spirit’, in: D.N. Miller (ed.). Recovering the Canon, 127.
See for example:
ijrr, 143; m p w i s »7, 8 ,3 0 6 ,3 1 6 , 541,559; pbmb jid
125, 158, 221; üD^p irr, 62, 272.
pi-n'>2, 52-56.

1V7, 111,
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Hokhmah, Beginning o f Wisdom), by Eliyah de Vidas, an ethical work, written under
(the holy Shnei Luhot

kabbalistic influence (Venice, 1579), and the “\Z7npn

ha-Brit, Two Tablets of the Covenant), by Isaiah Horowitz, another ethical work,
written under kabbalistic influence, Amsterdam, 1648 )/^ When Yitskhok had his
bar mitzvah and received a pair o f tfilin written by this scribe, he could feel the “nil/np”
(holiness) inherent in the

(sections of the Torah)

In fact, throughout Bashevis’s works the motif of a certain holiness or power inherent in
the Hebrew script can be found h-equently/^ It is connected with the idea, expressed in
Sefer Yezirah, that the world was created by means of the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet/^
Apart from his father’s occasional lectures on lofty kabbalistic matters and the
kabbalistic literature found in his father’s rabbinical court, Yitskhok Bashevis mentions
a childhood friend, called Borekh-Dovid, who was interested in practical Kabbalah, and
who pretended to be a

(Kabbalist), to be well-versed in the Zohar and to be able

to tap wine from the wall and to create doves, employing “mou?

(holy names).

This information is given in an untranslated episode of Bashevis’s memoirs, entitled
'TOXD

'“i’ (R. Yekl Safir)."*^ This particular combination of tapping wine from the

wall and creating living doves, as examples of

n*7np” or “practical Kabbalah”,

appears in various places throughout Bashevis’s works.^^
In another untranslated episode, entitled

(Idlers) Bashevis mentions a young

man, who came to his fether and asked him to teach him Kabbalah.^^ Pinkhes-Mendl
answered that he was not a

47

(Kabbalist), but that he had kabbalistic literature.
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which he could lend him. In exchange for staying with the rabbi’s family and studying
Pinkhes-Mendl’s kabbalistic works, the young man agreed to become Yitskhok’s
Talmud teacher. Apart from studying Talmud with Yitskhok, the young teacher told
him about Jerusalem and Safed, where

(Kabbalists) could still be found, and he

tried to convince Yitskhok to travel to the land of Israel with him. Yitskhok knew that he
was not going to run away from home with his teacher, but the young man’s words
fescinated him and he dreamt o f becoming “bxü’n D"n 'i X "MIX ,U7i7pn 'nx

x”

(a second holy Rabbi Isaac Luria or Hayim Vital). When his teacher departed, Yitskhok
was left with a longing for feraway places,

yjyiiXülXD” (concealed righteous

men) and caves, where Kabbalists were sitting, dressed in white silk robes, studying the
“nnnn nm o” (secrets of the Torah).^^

2.4. The Significance of Bitgorai for Yitskhok Bashevis’s Writings
During the First World War the family Zinger was suffering from hunger and deprivation
in German-occupied Warsaw, and Basheve eventually decided to take her children to the
safety and relative prosperity of her own family’s home in Austrian-occupied Bilgoraj. In
1917 Yisroel-Yehoshue succeeded in obtaining visas for his mother and his two younger
brothers to travel to Bilgoraj. Yisroel-Yehoshue himself did not want to leave Warsaw,
where he was working for the Hebrew publication ““l’üTn”. Pinkhes-Mendl intended to go
back to Radzymin to stay with his rebe. Thus it was only Basheve with her two younger
children, the thirteen-year old Yitskhok and his little brother Moyshe, who travelled to
Bilgoraj in the summer o f 1917.^^ By the time Yitskhok arrived in Bilgoraj, his
grandfather, R. Yankev-Mordkhe, the awe-inspiring rabbi o f the town, was no longer
alive, and his uncle Yoysef had become the new rabbi. But the influence o f the “deceased

Ibid., 252 f.
” Ibid., Yiddish: 308-313; English: 260-265.
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sage” could still be felt in Bilgoraj.^"^ During the years of R.Yankev-Mordkhe’s strong
rabbinical presence in the town, he had succeeded in suppressing all modern Jewish,
enlightened ideas, which only very slowly found their way into Bilgoraj under his much
weaker successor, Basheve’s brother Yoysef.
Although at first Yitskhok was fiustrated by the fact that he did not have easy access to
modem secular literature or learning, as he had had in Warsaw, his experience of the oldfashioned Jewish life o f a shtetl, far-removed fi*om the “corrosive influences of
modernity”, provided him with an “imaginative and spiritual nourishment”, which
sustained him in his later life and in his writings.
In his memoirs Yitskhok Bashevis states that in his early days in Bilgoraj he could not
find any secular books. Sitting in the hasidic shtibl in Bilgoraj, Yitskhok did not want to
confine his studies to the Talmud and turned to Jewish philosophical works, like
Maimonides’

rtUD {The Guide o f the Perplexed) and Judah Halevi’s nriD (Kuzari),

and to the “Dn3D-n'73p“ (kabbalistic works), which could be found on the shelves in the
shtiblP
In Bilgoraj Yitskhok experienced an ancient form of Jewishness and the unchanged
traditional Jewish life o f a shtetl, with all its customs, superstitions and solemn
celebrations o f the festivals, as it had been centuries ago. Even the language spoken there
seemed to him to be an older, uncormpted form o f Polish-Yiddish than he was used to.
In this world o f

(“old Jewishness”) Yitskhok found a

(“spiritual treasure trove”), and for the benefit of his Yiddish reader Yitskhok Bashevis
adds:

”

p a na

dxt

axn T’a px p'px” (Everything inside me said: This

Cf. C. Sinclair, The Brothers Singer, 23.
326, 337, 354. Cf. In My F ather’s Court, 277, 287, 302.
Ibid., Yiddish: 336-340; English: 286-290. Cf. also: Edward Alexander, Isaac Bashevis Singer, Boston:
Twayne, 1980, 17.
7T-;7’J, 336. Cf. In My Father’s Court, 286 f. Cf. also: :ûi'?dht- d^dwd,i , 151 f., where several kabbalistic
works are mentioned.
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must be described...)-^*
Thus Bashevis described Bilgoraj in his memoirs, and thus it served as a model for the
town o f Goraj in his first novel

ps

isn (Satan in Goray), which, in fact, was an

actual town in the vicinity o f Bilgoraj. In one of his interviews he stated that he could
have written The Family Moskat ‘Svithout having lived in Bilgoray”, but that he could
never have written Satan in Goray or some of his other stories “without having been
there”.^^
His severe grandfather may have served as the model for the “Orthodox patriarch” Rabbi
Beynesh Ashkenazi in ”‘7XJ

The conflicts within Rabbi Beynesh’s

household probably reflect the conflicts within the household o f Yitskhok’s grandfather,
the constant tensions between his two uncles Yoysef and Itshe and their femilies.^^
Yitskhok’s aunt Rokhele, Itshe’s wife, who believed in magic, in ghosts and in the Evil
Eye and whose spirit seemed to live in medieval times, might have influenced Bashevis’s
portrait o f Rekhele in the novel, together with his sister’s colourful personality and
psychological make-up. Yitskhok’s study of the Kabbalah in the atmosphere of
Bilgoraj’s old Jewishness manifested itself in the “special apocalyptic and messianic
world” o f ”*7^

p\t^ W7, saturated with ideas and images from Lurianic Kabbalah.

Yitskhok Bashevis states in the second volume of his memoirs that modem Yiddish
literature has focused on the Jewish life of the shtetl in the last decades o f the nineteenth
and the beginning o f the twentieth century, but that the shtetl life o f earlier centuries has

n m P7-n'>J, 337, 340. Cf. In My F ather’s Courts 287, 290. The last sentence from the Yiddish text is omitted
in the English translation.
Cf. Joel Blocker and Richard Elman, ‘An Interview with Isaac Bashevis Singer’, in: Commentary 36
(November 1963), reprinted in: G. Farrell (ed.). Conversations, 13.
Cf. Irving H. Buchen, Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Eternal Past, New York: NYU Press, 1968, 9. - In the
second volume o f his memoirs Bashevis devotes an entire chapter to his grandfather: xn^X}Ht-D'>DW?2n, 125-131,
On his grandfather’s influence in Bilgoraj, see: mov; p7-n'>i, 326, 336 f., 354; In My Father's Court, 277,
286 f , 302.
On these conflicts in the household o f the Bilgoraj rabbi, see: mww p7-n^, 264 f.; In M y Father’s Court, 217 f.
Cf. I. H. Buchen, Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Eternal Past, 9.
On Yitskhok’s aunt Rokhele, see:
p7-n'>2, 329; In My Father’s Court, 279.
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been completely neglected. He reminds his readers of the influence o f the Shabbatai Zvi
movement and the movement around Jacob Frank in the small Jewish shtetlekh. The
Msidic movement likewise exerted a considerable influence, and the “mT’On

ibVT ”

(pillars o f Hasidism) lived mainly in the small shtetlekh.^^ For Yitskhok Bashevis the
Jewish life o f earlier centuries in the small shtetlekh of Poland, with all its ancient
customs and superstitions, and the influence of mystical mass movements, like
Shabbateanism and Frankism, as well as Hasidism, on Jewish shtetl life, became a major
interest o f his literary work. Thus he devoted his first novel, ”*7^ ;’>f

7J^7, entirely to

the subject o f Shabbatean influences on a small shtetl in Poland in the seventeenth
iÿp^7rr 1V7 (The Sinful Messiah), which has never been

century. In his second novel,

translated, he focuses on F ran k ism .A p art from these two novels, describing Jewish
messianic mass movements, in some o f his other novels and many of his short stories
Bashevis focuses on the Msidic life o f the small shtetlekh, with all its ancient customs
and superstitions, which he had experienced in Bilgoraj.
Nevertheless modem Jewish ideas and movements did eventually penetrate Bilgoraj’s
immutability, and through the influence o f some o f his new friends, as well as the town’s
watchmaker Todros,

px nbJlz/n “lyT po

X” (a pillar o f the Enlightenment in

Bilgoraj), Yitskhok soon acquired access to secular learning and literature. Motl Shur,
one o f Yitskhok’s new friends, provided him with a Hebrew grammar, textbooks and
various volumes of Hebrew prose and poetry, and Yitskhok wrote his first poem in
Hebrew. He also became a teacher o f Hebrew, running evening classes for young
secular Jewish men and women.^^
From a series o f booklets for the study o f the Polish language Yitskhok taught himself
Polish, and was eventually able to read world literature in Polish translation. He also read

:ûi'?üST-Dmwnn, 132.
rrwD ivp'*7271V7 was serialized in the Yiddish ODijniiSD in New York in 1935-36.
p7-n>2, 338, 349, 359. Cf. In My Father’s Court, 288, 297, 306.
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literature in German and was particularly influenced by Knut Hamsun. He began writing
both in Hebrew and in Yiddish, trying to imitate Knut Hamsun’s style, but he was far
from pleased with his first literary ventures.^^
With Todros, the watchmaker, Yitskhok discussed God, nature, the First Cause of
existence and other maskilic subjects, and from him he also borrowed an old German
textbook o f physics. As the hasidim were getting more and more enraged by the feet
that the grandson of the Bilgoraj rabbi was becoming “J7‘’'7Np” (corrupt), Yitskhok
realized that the Haskalah in Bilgoraj was about a century late.^^
Eventually a Yiddish library was opened in a private home in Bilgoraj. Yitskhok’s
friends provided him with both secular Hebrew and Yiddish literature. In addition to
this, many volumes o f European literature in Yiddish translation arrived from America.
Among the volumes sent from America Yitskhok also found a book by Hilel Tseytlin
on the history o f world philosophy and Jewish philosophy, entitled DüU pD

DS7

;w (“The Problem o f Good and Evil“), as well as a volume by Stupnicki on
Spinoza’s philosophy.
Yitskhok’s father had cursed Spinoza and said that he had not discovered anything new.
Concerning the relationship of God and the world, Spinoza’s ideas were similar to those
o f the Baal Shem Tov, who had reportedly stated: “D*7iy xin '7X1 bx xin oPiy - 0*7137 *7X”
(God o f the world - The world is God and God is the world). O f course, the Baal Shem
Tov had lived after Spinoza, but Pinkhes-Mendl argued that Spinoza had drawn from
ancient kabbalistic sources. Yitskhok, who had already read a considerable amount of
kabbalistic literature, immediately fell under the spell of Spinoza’s philosophy. Towards
the end o f the first volume o f his memoirs, Yitskhok Bashevis adds that at the time
when he was writing, he was already more critical o f Spinoza’s ideas, but in his youth
xn^am-D^Dmn, 158,160,163.
mow pi-mn, 350 f. Cf. In My F ather’s Court, 298 f.
Ibid., Yiddish: 356 f.; English: 303 f.
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he was completely intoxicated by Spinoza’s philosophy, “D'T’T’OXiS’n ""ii” (as if under
hypnosis), and this hypnosis lasted for many years.^^
In a chapter o f his W^JDSr-D^Dlz^^n Bashevis remarks that he had been interested in
,DrrbD"'5 ,î7‘>DXDNb’ô“ (philosophy, mysticism, soul-searching) since
his childhood/^ But comparing Spinoza’s philosophy with the teachings of the
Kabbalah, he had to admit that Spinoza’s God was too cold for him, his world too
meaningless and his human being too insignificant. In the Kabbalah, on the other hand,
he found knowledge, understanding, beauty, meaning, greatness and exaltedness. While
Spinoza ridiculed everything, the Hebrew Bible, the Tahnud and the Kabbalah focused
on the lofty, the pure, the exalted and the miraculous in God’s creation. According to the
Kabbalah, even the ri9'’*7p {Klipah - the power of evil) was

X üxn oxn 037537

X”

“I’TX px (an entity, something which has a purpose and a meaning).^' Studying
kabbalistic works and Spinoza’s philosophy in Bilgoraj, the adolescent Yitskhok felt
that he was everything at the same time:

,Dl'ip''SX IX

X ,üD’Txr3U7 x“

“mnwno 370iX'>o px px I37p]xi37: 37r’’U7 px ]X037Hp"ix (a Spinozaist, a Kabbalist, a heretic,
religious, occupied with beautiful thoughts and with ugly ideas).^^
This characterization is reiterated, when Yitskhok Bashevis describes his adolescent
attempt to return to Warsaw, to study at a rabbinical seminary, which had not even been
established yet. At the time o f his journey from Bilgoraj to Warsaw, he saw himself both
as a Kabbalist and as a foolish boy, both as a dreamer and as a candidate for a rabbinical
seminary.^^ In Warsaw he was accepted at the Takhkemoyni Rabbinical Seminary, but he
had to return to Bilgoraj until the opening of the seminary.

Two years later, in 1922,

Ibid., Yiddish: 357 f.; English: 305. The statement attributed to the Baal Shem Tov is not fully quoted in the
English translation.
:ûibDHT-D^DW^n, 151.
Ibid., 152.
Ibid., 152.
Ibid., 227.
Ibid., 236, 276 f.
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Yitskhok had already spent several months in Warsaw, studying at the seminary and
suffering from hunger and deprivation. He had returned to Bilgoraj, but when his father
had been offered a rabbinical post in a tiny shtetl in Galicia and was preparing to move
there with his family, Yitskhok decided to return to Warsaw, where his older brother
Yisroel-Yehoshue was living once more. Yisroel-Yehoshue had left Bolshevik Russia,
had published a drama and was beginning to establish himself in Warsaw. With his
brother and his family Yitskhok stayed at a dacha in Miedzeszyn outside Warsaw during
the summer months. His brother introduced him to various modem Yiddish writers, and
through his brother Yitskhok eventually had the opportunity to visit the famous Yiddish
(Writers’ Association) on Tlomackie 13 in Warsaw.
At his brother’s dacha Yitskhok also wrote a booklet, entitled

n px XTXrsï?”

(Spinoza and the Kabbalah), in which he compared Spinoza’s philosophy with the
teachings o f the Kabbalah. The main purpose of this booklet was to demonstrate that
Spinoza had not broadened and enriched the ideas of the Kabbalah. On the contrary:
pô
".m ô x m i

pô yyi’x n .p n n u x •’■
’ns dxtxtsu; ■
’n nya

nvT’ôo

n”

pô DÎ7SX19 uvi :ai"iï7'7pô’’ix px pt o'»: ,mm3 yiyr^’x n pô raisonu^ipx

(The ten Sfirot are more than Spinoza’s two attributes. The idea o f Zimzum, of the
Divine contraction o f God’s own powers, provides meaning and elucidation to the
process o f creation.). Yitskhok held that the Kabbalah was the greatest philosophy, the
highest metaphysics, the most developed religious system. Spinoza’s philosophy was
nothing else than a “nbinp yiysaiiiz/yjupx px yü2"i’p“ixô” (abbreviated and contracted form
ofKabbalah)/^
Although Yisroel-Yehoshue was impressed by the language and the logic of his brother’s
booklet, Yitskhok was not able to find a publisher for his manuscript and threw it away

Ibid., 279, 285-295, 307-312.
Ibid., 297 f.
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in despair/^
Yitskhok’s years in Bilgoraj provided him with the opportunity to experience the
ancient customs and superstitions of Jewish shtetl life, as well as to further his studies
o f both mystical, kabbalistic literature and modem secular literature. As he established
himself as a Yiddish writer in Warsaw, he could draw on his experiences of shtetl life
as well as on his kabbalistic studies in Bilgoraj.

2.5. Bashevis’s Sources. Informing His Treatment of Jewish Mysticism and Mystical
Messianism
In one o f the episodes, found in the second collection o f his memoirs, Bashevis describes
his kabbalistic studies in the Turzysk Msidic shtibl in Bilgoraj. He mentions one work,
the

yow” {Shefa Tat), which he read from beginning to end. Regarding another work,

the “’"“IXpô n'pnp

px “i’ôr.nx ix - xüxsi’?

'n pô "noôn ’nns

{Keleh

Pithei Hokhmah by Rabbi Mo she Hayim Luzzatto - an introduction to the Kabbalah of ^
the ARI), he states that he literally devoured the book.^^
The S h efa Tal (Abundance o f Dew) by Shabbetai Sheftel Horowitz (Prague, 1612) and
the Keleh Pithei Hokhmah (138 Gates o f Wisdom) by Mo she Hayim Luzzatto (Korzec,
1785) are only two examples o f kabbalistic works mentioned explicitly in Yitskhok
Bashevis’s memoirs.
As a boy Yitskhok was surrounded by Jewish religious works, both in his father’s
D1ÜH7 pi-n’D (rabbinic court) and in the Radzymin hasidic shtibl in Warsaw, including not
only the Hebrew Bible, the Mishnah, the Tosefta, the Babylonian Talmud, the
Yerushalmi, Midrashic literature, like the Mekhilta, Sifra and Sifrei, halakhic literature,
like the Shulhan ‘A rukh and Maimonides’s Mishneh Torah, and musar literature (Jewish
ethical works), like Bahyah ibn Pakudah’s Hovot ha-Levavot (Duties of the Heart 77

Ibid., 297, 301-304.
152. (My own translation.)
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written around 1080), but also kabbalistic and Msidic literature/^
The Zohar is mentioned several times as being studied by various Jews, with whom
Yitskhok and his family were in contact/® Bashevis also refers to the imr ’>21p'>r}
{Tikunei Zohar), an independant book, which forms part of the Zoharic literature. This
work consists o f a commentary on the Torah portion ïT'WXlD (Bereshit), each section
(]lp’n) beginning with a new interpretation o f the word

(“in the beginning”).

Yitskhok Bashevis mentions this work in connection with a couple, pursued by bad luck,
to whom his father lent a copy o f the Tikunei Zohar as a

lainüixô n n'PDD”

(remedy to ward off demons).^^
Several other mystical works, in particular ethical literature, written under kabbalistic
influence, are mentioned by Bashevis in connection with his mother’s reading. Thus
Yitskhok Bashevis reports that his mother was quoting stories from the l^'^n Dp {Kav
ha-Yashar, Measure o f Righteousness), a moralistic book by Rabbi Zvi Hirsh
Kaidanover, written under kabbalistic, Lurianic influence (Frankfurt, 1705), and from
the D'>7'>onn IDO {Sefer Hasidim, Book o f the Devout), an “edition o f the literary
testaments o f the three founders” o f the Hasidei ’Ashkenaz, a mystical movement of
mediaeval Germany (published in two different versions, one in Lemberg, 1863/67,
the other in an edition by J. Wistinetski, Frankfurt, 1891).*^ Yitskhok’s mother
apparently read a considerable amount o f musar literature, some of which bore the
“stamp o f kabbalistic influences”. Apart from the Kav ha-Yashar Bashevis refers to
the 101?^ ÜDV2 {Shevet Musar, Rod of Chastisement) by Eliyah ha-Kohen (Constantinople,
1712) and the

79

{Mesilat Yesharim, Path of the Righteous) by Mo she Hayim

ri-n^n, e.g. 76, 81, 100 f., 139, 204, 249, 252, 292.
Ibid., 53,112, 167, 171, 214, 237.
xnbm-D'>DW2n, 82. Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 218.
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Luzzatto (Amsterdam, 1740), both o f which were written under Lurianic influence.
Another such work mentioned is the n^^Dn

{Reshit Hokhmah, Beginning of

Wisdom) by Eliyah de Vidas (Venice, 1579), which was one of the pioneering works,
combining musar literature with kabbalistic teachings.*"^ The Reshit Hokhmah is cited
together with the Zohar and the

{Shnei Luhot ha-Brit) by Isaiah Horowitz

(Amsterdam, 1648), another ethical work, written under kabbalistic influence.
Another work read by Yitskhok’s mother was the

-IDO

{Sefer ha-Brit, Book o f the

Covenant) by Pinkhas Eliyah Horowitz o f Vilna (Bruenn, 1897), which was an attempt
to “link Kabbalah with philosophical studies”. During the philosophical discussions with
Yisroel-Yehoshue, Basheve based her arguments on the religious philosophy o f the Sefer
ha-Brit?^ Yitskhok Bashevis also reports that he himself read the Sefer ha-Brit during
his childhood in Warsaw.
Yitskhok’s father had various kabbalistic works in his rabbinic court. In his memoirs
Bashevis mentions three o f them in particular: “mix nyiz; ,*7ü Ï7DU7 ,mi337n “nay” ( ‘A mud
ha- ‘A vodah [the Pillar o f Service], S h efa Tal [Abundance o f Dew], Sha‘arei ’Orah
[Gates o f Light] ). These are the works, which Pinkhes-Mendl gave to the young man
who had come to learn Kabbalah from him, and who became Yitskhok’s Talmud teacher
for a short period o f time.**
The Sha ‘arei ’Orah, written by Joseph Gikatilla around 1290 (published in 1559; new
edition by J. Ben-Shlomo, Jerusalem, 1970), is a “detailed explanation of kabbalistic
symbolism” and the designation o f the ten Sfirot. This book, which already shows the
influence o f parts of the Zohar, became one of the major works o f Spanish Kabbalah.*^

"

76, 231. Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 195 f.
müW pi-n^n, 53. Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 196.
m m p7-mn, 53. Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 78, 195.
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The above-mentioned S h e fa Tal by Shabbetai Sheftel Horowitz o f Prague (1612),
which Yitskhok also studied in Bilgoraj, is an attempt to reconcile the Lurianic theory
o f Zimzum with the Kabbalah o f Moshe Cordovero/^
The ‘A mud ha- ‘A vodah is an introduction to Lurianic Kabbalah by Barukh Kosover
(written about 1763, but only printed in 1854)/^ Bashevis reports in his memoirs that
once, when his mother was tarrying for several weeks in Bilgoraj and Yitskhok was left
without any supervision in the femily’s apartment in Warsaw, he studied Talmud with
Tosafot, looked through the Shulhan ‘A rukh and Maimonides’s Mishneh Torah and also
found the “"lyiiXDXp Tnn 'n po "mnyn nay" ” { ‘A mudha- ‘A vodah by R. Barukh Kosover)
among the books on his father’s shelves. Reading this kabbalistic work as a boy, there
were many things, which Yitskhok did not understand. But then Bashevis continues:

moyw yx obxn

x ’n

t’x'd .lyanxn oysy s’ t>x nxn oixi px xi iyax“

“ m a p"»a px (But here and there I did understand something. It was, as if a sealed source
had been opened in my brain.)^^
Another work o f the “Lurianic school” mentioned by Bashevis in his memoirs, is the
ijya {Ma‘avar Yabok, Crossing o f the Yabok) by Aharon Berekhiah b. Moshe of
Modena (Mantua, 1623). The Ma ‘avar Yabok is a work dealing with life after death and
providing a summary of Lurianic eschatological teachings. Bashevis refers to this book
in connection with a hasidic man, who used to come to his father’s court to write and
rewrite his will and who was

px px piT nnya px ixüyn^nx is3x:a'’x”

(completely occupied with the Ma ‘avar Yabok and the World-to-Come).^^
Apart from his interest in kabbalistic literature Yitskhok Bashevis also mentions his
contact with hasidic literature in his childhood. Thus for example he refers to the young
son-in-law of Yoysef Mates, who used to sit in the Radzymin shtibl on Krochmalna

92
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Street, studying the Talmud and reading hasidic books, like the
'Elimelekh) and the

D^)2 {No ‘am

{Kedushat Levi).

The No ‘am Elimelekh (Pleasantness o f Elimelekh) is a hasidic work written by
R. Elimelekh o f Lyzhansk (Lemberg, 1788), the Kedushat Levi (Holiness of Levi) a
hasidic work by R. Levi Yitshak o f Berdichev (Slavuta, 1798)/^
Bashevis also mentions one of the

(impractical, unworldly men), who used to

gather in his father’s court. This young man, named Mates, had become a follower of
Rabbi Nahman of Bratslav, and he was constantly reading the

{Likutei

Mohara''n), mi'>Dn wp^^ {Likutei Tefilot), niD*?n V1p'>‘? {Likutei Halakhot) and
D'lQm '"i” (R. Nahman’s Stories). He was convinced that all the other
“onDD

(hasidic works) could not compare to these books. Mates often came

to the apartment o f the femily Zinger, and without saying a word, he would begin to
dance and clap his hands. Then he would noisily quote Rabbi Nahman’s teaching;
“...îlKnxD

rs

PV” (There should not be any sadness!...).^^

The Likutei Mohara"n (Collection o f Our Teacher, Our Rabbi, R. Nahman) is a collection
of the teachings and sermons o f R. Nahman o f Bratslav, in two volumes (Ostrog, 1808;
Mogilev, 1811).^^ The Likutei Tefilot (Collection o f Prayers) is the Bratslav prayerbook,
compiled by R. Nosn Shtemharts o f Nemirow (Braclav, 1822).^^ The Likutei Halakhot
(Collection o f halakhic teachings) is another work by R. Nosn Shtemharts, published in
eight volumes (Zohdew, 1846; Lemberg, 1861).^^ R. Nahman’s stories are collected in a
bilingual edition (Hebrew - Yiddish), in a volume entitled

{Sipurei Ma ‘asiot

or Sipurey Mayses, literally: Stories o f Tales, first ed.: Ostrog, 1815).^°°

m m pi-mn, 292.
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These hasidic, kabbalistic and ethical and philosophical works, written under
kabbalistic influence, which are mentioned in Bashevis’s memoirs, do not constitute a
comprehensive list o f the mystical works, found in Pinkhes-Mendl’s rabbinical court and
in the Radzymin hasidic shtibl on Krochmalna Street, to which Yitskhok had access
during his childhood in Warsaw. They are, however, among those examples o f mystical
literature, which Bashevis frequently cites throughout his work.
Thus, for example, the above-mentioned ^ i d i c works, the Likutei Mohara"n, Likutei
Halakhot, Likutei Tefilot, No ‘am ’Elimelekh and Kedushat Levi are specified as being
found on the bookshelves o f one o f the characters in Bashevis’s üSpïttw
is a follower o f R. Nahman o f Bratslav.

"*7, who

This particular hasidic character, Menashe-

Dovidl, is incidentally also reported to be dancing and declaring that there should not be
any sadness, just like the idler Mates, whom Yitskhok had known as a child.
In

»7 the Lurianic eschatological work pn'> liv^, mentioned in

Bashevis’s memoirs, is cited as being studied by the octogenarian patriarch Meshulem
Mushkat before his death.
The Zohar is referred to frequently throughout Bashevis’s works, as being studied or
quoted by various characters or as being found on their bookshelves.

The Tikunei

Zohar is also occasionally said to be studied or quoted by some of Bashevis’s
characters.
In addition to the Zohar, two other kabbalistic works, mentioned in Bashevis’s memoirs,
are reported to be studied by Yasha Mazur in

JID lÿDSDWip ij/7, when he becomes

a penitent. These are the S h efa Tal and the Shnei Luhot ha-Brit

The Shnei Luhot

DspuriDiP'pms »7, 501.
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Ibid., 498-500, 666. -m o w p7-7J^n, 249 f.
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ha-Brit is also cited as being studied by Rabbi Dan Katsenelenboygn, the grandfather
of Oyzer-Heshl Banet, the main character o f DSpWJD

Furthermore it is
iv i (The Penitent)}^^ Yoysef

referred to by the penitent Yoysef Shapiro in

Shapiro also refers to the Reshit Hokhmah and the Mesilat Yesharim, two of the ethical
works, written under kabbalistic influence, which are mentioned in Bashevis’s
memoirs.

109

During his years in Bilgoraj Yitskhok had fiirther opportunity to dip into kabbalistic
literature. He was often sitting alone in the hasidic shtibl, studying the Hebrew Bible,
being particularly interested in

(Job) and ’bu?» (Proverbs). He was also looking

through Jewish philosophical works, like Maimonides’s D'^Din^ nmD (The Guide fo r the
Perplexed) and Saadia Gaon’s m^nni

(Book o f Beliefs and Opinions).

Incidentally Yitskhok Bashevis occasionally cites these two works, as well as
Judah Halevi’s Kuzari and Bahyah ibn Pakuda’s ethical, philosophical mnn^nmnin
(The Duties o f the Heart), two o f his mother’s favourite books, as examples o f the
philosophical studies o f some o f his characters.^
In the Turzysk hasidic shtibl there was also
“X“iynx7-ixp nu/ü

u^’üpxô) ’""ix pô "n^n f Ï7" 'jX”

pô "Dliô" x px (an ‘E z Hayim by the ARI (actually by Hayim Vital)

and a Pardes by R. Moshe Cordovero). Yitskhok dipped into these “D’"iôD-nbap î7“iyni:?”
(difficult kabbalistic works) and understood more than he had previously thought.^
The E z Hayim is a book o f Lurianic teachings, written down approximately between
1573 and 1576 by Hayim Vital, the chief disciple of the ’"IX (R. Isaac Luria). The work
consists o f eight parts, called

(“Gates”) and was published with the bulk of

mpvn?2 p'?mD »t, 351.
ir r , 108.
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Hayim Vital’s writings in Korzec in 1784, although different versions of this work
had been issued earlier/
The title "0115" refers to the

D'>awi D115

{Pardes Rimonim, Orchard of Pomegranates),

which is the first major work o f Moshe Cordovero (1522-1570), the main systematic
theologian o f the Kabbalah in Safed. The work was written in 1548 and first published
in Cracow in 1592.^^^
In addition to Hayim Vital’s ‘Ez Hayim and Moshe Cordovero’s Pardes Rimonim
Yitskhok Bashevis cites Shabbetai Sheftel Horowitz’s S h efa Tal and Moshe Hayim
Luzzatto’s Keleh Pithei Hokhmah as examples o f kabbalistic works, which he studied
in the hasidic shtibl in Bilgoraj, as mentioned above. * Bashevis also refers to his study
of the S h e fa Tal at another point in his memoirs. Thus he informs his readers that he was
both secretly reading books by Goethe, Shakespeare, Strindberg and other writers from
the secular library in Bilgoraj, and studying Kabbalah, after his discovery o f the S h efa
Tal in the house o f study.
A few years later, when Yitskhok had written his booklet on Spinoza and the Kabbalah
and was traveling to Warsaw, looking for help in publishing it, he was asked at the
synagogue on Tlomackie Street, which literature he had read, on which he was basing
his ideas on the subject. He referred to Spinoza’s Ethics and Tractatus Theologi-Politicus
and to four o f the kabbalistic works, cited earlier: 1371 ,”nnx nyu?" 1371

37SU7” 1371 ”

“— "0119" 1371 ,"noon n n s n"bp" (the S h efa Tal, the Sha‘arei ’Orah, the Keleh Pithei
Hokhmah, the Pardes).
These four kabbalistic works, cited here again, together with the ‘Ez Hayim, cited earlier,
seem to be the main kabbalistic works studied by Yitskhok during his years in Bilgoraj,

Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 424 f.
Ibid., 73; and J. Ben-Shlomo's article on Cordovero, ibid., 401-404.
xn^aHT-D'0]2/z>n, 152. - See: The beginning o f Section 2.5,40.
xn^DHT-D^DmDn, 209.
“ Mbid., 302.
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although in the Wsidic shtibl he probably had access to other kabbalistic literature as
well, which is not mentioned in Bashevis’s memoirs.
The only other mystical work, referred to in his memoirs, is the “
work Tanya), o f which Bashevis says: “üplpy:ainK üDS obxaxT

“IDD” (religious
T’S

(into which

I was often looking at that time).^^^ The Tanya is a major Habad hasidic work, written
by R. Shneur Zalman o f Lyady (1745-1812). It was first published under the title
nmDS

{Likutei ’Amarim) - (Slavuta, 1796). The title Tanya was employed in the

second edition (Zoflciew, 1799). The standard edition is that of Vilna (1900).^^*
This is the work, which Yitskhok reportedly took with him, when he traveled from
Bilgoraj to Warsaw on his own for the first time, in order to apply for the Takhkemoyni
Rabbinical Seminary.
From the mystical works, which Yitskhok studied in Bilgoraj and which are explicitly
mentioned in Bashevis’s memoirs, the ‘Ez Hayim is frequently cited throughout his
works. Thus it is studied by young men, who are not yet twenty, to the greatest disdain of
Rabbi Beynesh Ashkenazi in

7Vf

In

*7 the ‘E z Hayim is

said to be studied by Oyzer-Heshl’s grandfather Rabbi Dan Katsenelenboygn, by the
rebe o f Bialodrewna and by another hasidic character.^^^ In üD^lp i^ i the main
character Yankev recalls a kabbalistic idea from his previous study o f the ‘Ez Hayim}^^
In

pD i^DH^2:i2lp ly i Yasha Mazur, who has turned into R Yankev, the penitent, is

studying the ‘Ez Hayim in his penitential cell.^^^ Apart from the Zohar, the ‘Ez Hayim,
the Shnei Luhot ha-Brit and the Shef‘a Tal, Cordovero’s Pardes Rimonim is also said to

Ibid., 227.
Cf. Naftali Loewenthal, ‘Habad Approaches to Contemplative Prayer, 1790-1920’, in: A. Rapoport-Albert
(ed.). Hasidism Reappraised, 289.
xnbDHT-D^Dmnn, 227.
PH PW 1V7, 30.
OHpvna
285, 556, 642.
Ü7W/7 1V7, 189.
r'PnP p5 ll!DHX)2S2ip lJ/7, 243.
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be among the books studied by Yasha, after becoming a penitent.
Rimonim is likewise studied by Yankev in üDV^p

The Pardes

Meyer Tumtum speaks about

his studies o f the Zohar, the Pardes Rimonim and the 'Ez Hayim in the title story of
pvürn psnrmiD (Stories From Behind the S t o v e ) . T h e Pardes Rimonim and
the 'Ez Hayim are also studied by Yoyne Meyer in 'omiz? i n ' (The Slaughterer) in the
same collection o f short stories, pv)i<

pD

These are the kabbalistic works explicitly mentioned by Yitskhok Bashevis as having
constituted an important part o f his mystical studies.

There are, however, also several

other mystical works, referred to in Bashevis’s novels and short stories, which are not
mentioned in his memoirs. Yitskhok Bashevis must have had access to these works at
some point during his life, although he does not specify in his memoirs, whether he has
come across these specific mystical works in Warsaw or in Bilgoraj, and in which
particular context he has come into contact with them.
One of these works is the kabbalistic üV’0/7

{Mishnat Hasidim, Mishnah of the

Pious), which is said to be studied by both Meyer Tumtum and Yoyne Meyer in
Bashevis’s collection o f short stories

pyürn

The Mishnat Hasidim

is a summary o f Lurianic nuilD (mystical intentions) and “mystical prayers” by the
Italian Kabbalist Immanuel Hai Ricchi (Amsterdam, 1727).^^° This kabbalistic book is
also mentioned in

üRpwlD

’7,

where one o f the ^ i d i c characters is reported to

have written a commentary on Mishnat H a s i d i m The same hasidic character,
R. Moyshe-Gavriel, is also said to be studying the snw:y7 SIDO (Sifra di-Zni 'uta,
“Book o f Concealment”) and the 70r npTrm'ym (Toldot Ya 'akov Yosef Generations of

Ibid., 237, 240, 243.
1V7, 116.
;?7’7X pV£77’/7 JJDnvmH3, 20.

’'"Ibid., 31.
xnbDHî-D^Dmn, 151 f., 302.
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Jacob-Joseph), in addition to the Zohar, the Tikunei Zohar and the ‘Ez Hayim, referred to
above. The Sifra di-Zni ‘uta is a document of six pages, containing a commentary on
passages from the first six chapters of the Book o f Genesis in a “highly oracular and
obscure” style, which forms part o f the “Zoharic literature”.

The Toldot Ya‘akov Yosef

is a hasidic work, written by R. Ya‘akov Yosef o f Polonnoye (Korzec, 1780).^^^ It is also
reported to be found on the bookshelves o f the above-mentioned Bratslav hasidic
character Menashe-Dovidl in
Another kabbalistic work, not mentioned in Bashevis’s memoirs, which is cited in one
o f his novels, is the D'*'?u %i - ido {Sefer ha-GilguIim, Book of Transmigrations). This
work is quoted in

ps

ij/7 by R. Itshe Mates, one of the leaders o f the

Shabbatean movement in Goraj, together with passages from the Zohar and various
Midrashim}^^ The Sefer ha-Gilgulim is a Lurianic work by R. Hayim Vital, presenting
“lengthy explanations o f the histories o f biblical characters in the light o f their former
gilguliirC^ (Frankfurt, 1684).*^^ Another mystical work, cited in the same context, is
referred to by Bashevis as “*]Xbon-bx’T7” (The Angel Razi’el)^^^ This work is better
known under the title

IDD {Sefer Razi ’el) and includes the first part o f R. Elazar of

Worms’s work Sodei Razaya (“Secrets o f the Mysteries”) - (Amsterdam, 1701). The
Sefer R azi’el contains long lists o f Divine and angelic names and is often used for
magical purposes.

Although this mystical work is not specifically cited in the two

Yiddish volumes o f Bashevis’s memoirs which exist in book form, it is mentioned at one
point in the author’s semi-fictional autobiography, published in English as Love and
Exile. Referring to his reading o f kabbalistic works in his youth, Bashevis states: “Some

Cf. G. Scholem, M ajor Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 159 f.
Cf. A. Rapoport-Albert (ed.), Hasidism Reappraised, 475.
OHpWtD
% 501.

ivi, 66.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 348.

;c7L71V7, 66.
Cf. G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism] J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition, 70, 72,
77, 92, 95.
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o f the Cabala books were chiefly concerned with sacred matters, but others, such as the
Book o f Raziel and the Book o f the Devout, devoted much space to the powers of evil demons, devils, imps, hobgoblins - as well as to magic.”^^^ The '^Book o f RazieP
obviously refers to the Sefer Razi ’el, the ^‘‘Book o f the D evouf’ to the Sefer Hasidim,
mentioned above.
In

1^7 the Sefer Razi ’el is also mentioned among the mystical works studied

by young men of not yet twenty, of which the rabbi o f Goraj, R. Beynesh, is highly
critical.

In two other novels by Bashevis,

v and D D ÿp

R azi’el is employed for magical purposes by some of his characters.

11/7,

the Sefer

In DD}t]p iv i the

Sefer Razi ’el is among the three mystical works carried by Yankev, as a protection
against demons. The other two works are the Tikunei Zohar, already mentioned above,
and a mystical work, which is not cited in the two volumes of Bashevis's memoirs, but
is frequently referred to throughout his novels and short stories, the

H T T IDO

{Sefer

Yezirah, “Book o f Creation”).
The Sefer Yezirah is the “earliest extant Hebrew text o f systematic, speculative thought”,
containing speculation on the “TT'WXlD ntz/î/û” (“act of creation”) by means of the letters
of the Hebrew alphabet. The major part o f this work was written in Palestine between the
third and the sixth century C.E., and the whole work was printed for the first time in
Mantua in 1562.*'^'^
In Bashevis’s works the Sefer Yezirah is often cited as being studied by some o f his
characters or as being employed for magical purposes. Thus it is not only used as an
apotropaic device by Yankev in üDl!2p

I.E. Singer, Love and Exile, 12.
See: The beginning o f Section 2.5,41.
;’X p w ir r , 30.
’7, 412; mmp iirr, 189.
Ibid., 189.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 23, 27,29.

11/7,

but also by one o f the hasidic characters in
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’>7}^^ Apart from this, the Sefer Yezirah is studied by Oyzer-Heshl’s
grandfather Rabbi Dan, and Oyzer-Heshl, admiring the stars in a majestic nocturnal sky,
feels reminded o f the holy names in his grandfather’s Sefer Yezirah}^^ The Sefer Yezirah
is also referred to several times in ”7 ^

7P7. It is said to be studied by the Kabbalist

R. Mordkhe Yoysef, and R. Itshe Mates employs the Sefer Yezirah in a magical way by
carrying it with him to ward off evil spirits and by producing doves by incantations from
it, as it is r u m o u r e d / I n

pD

Meyer Tumtum carries the Sefer

Yezirah and employs it as a protection against an evil spirit/"^* In the story entitled
“1377’ in the same collection, prm ji}^Drn

the Sefer Yezirah is among the

mystical works, reported to be studied by Yoyne M eyer/
These are all instances, where the Sefer Yezirah is directly referred to in Bashevis’s
works. There are, however, numerous occasions, where Bashevis makes use of the central
idea o f the Sefer Yezirah, the creation o f the world by means of the letters o f the Hebrew
alphabet and the resulting power inherent in language in general and in works composed
out o f the letters o f the Hebrew alphabet in particular. The mystical basis o f this idea will
be presented within the following chapter, and its use in some of Bashevis’s novels will
be identified in the course o f the detailed analysis o f these novels.

There is very little information on Yitskhok’s mystical reading material during the years,
when he was trying to establish himself back in Warsaw, becoming associated with the
Yiddish Writers’ Association, working as a proofreader for the
translating world literature into Yiddish and eventually publishing his own short stories in
Yiddish publications in Warsaw. Bashevis remarks in his semi-fictional autobiography
a m p ly n , 189,207,214; m p w ia }p'7^aHD »7, 129.

Ibid., 294, 298.
7VC p w lirr, 47, 81, 160.
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that he spent hours at the Bresler Library, reading books on philosophy, on psychology
and on science. During these years he also became interested in psychic research and he
often took his books on this subject along to the Writers’ association, where he sat
reading, being ridiculed by the Yiddish writers for his choice of reading m a t e r i a l . A t
the Writers’ Association Yitskhok also met the Yiddish poet and playwright Am Tseytlin
(Aaron Zeitlin), the son o f the Jewish philosopher and Kabbalist Hilel Tseytlin, whose
history o f philosophy Yitskhok had read in Bilgoraj. Like his father. Am was a mystic,
fascinated by Kabbalah. Am and Yitskhok soon became fi*iends, and in 1932 they
collaborated on editing the Yiddish journal DDXtiz, in which Yitskhok Bashevis published
his first novel

ps /Diy 1^7 in 1933.^^’

In his autobiography Bashevis remarks that he was still reading “cabala books and
Chassidic volumes” at this time in his life, but he does not specify any o f these works.
“Rummaging through the bookstores and libraries”, he found various books on
Shabbatai Zvi and Jacob Frank and he became interested in these eras o f Jewish history.
He mentions “Professor Kraushaar’s works about the False Messiah, Jacob Frank, and his
disciples” in particular, and he states that he read everything he could find “about the era
o f Sabbetai Zevi, in whose footsteps Jacob Frank had followed”. But he does not provide
any titles o f the works, which he has read on this subject.

Bashevis also mentions

books on “the Cmsades and their mass hysterias, as well as various accounts o f dybbuks
both Jewish and Gentile”. In these works he found everything he had been pondering
previously, and he realized that these subjects had already been discussed in his family’s
home. He recalls his father’s admiration for Rabbi Jonathan Eybeschuetz, an eighteenth
century Kabbalist and author o f the

(Luhot ‘Edut, Tablets of Testimony,

published in Altona in 1755 and 1775), a copy o f which could usually be found on the

I B. Singer, Love and Exile, 52-54.
Ibid., 55-57, 136, 185 f. Cf. also: J. Hadda, Isaac Bashevis Singer: A Life, 61 f.
I B. Singer, Love and Exile, 94 f.
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desk in his father’s study. Rabbi Jonathan Eybeschuetz had been accused by his
opponents, particularly by Rabbi Jacob Emden, o f being a secret follower of Shabbatai
Zvi and o f issuing amulets with Shabbatean f o rm ulae.Y itskhok ’s father constantly
cited Jacob Emden’s works Torat ha-Kena’ot (The Teaching o f Zeal, Amsterdam, 1752),
‘Edut b-Ya ‘akov (Testimony in Jacob) and Shvirat Luhot ha- ’A ron (Breaking of the
Tablets o f the Ark), and argued that Rabbi Jonathan Eybeschuetz had been “a just and
pious man” and that all the accusations against him were felse.^^"^
Bashevis adds: “Disputes between rabbis going back some two hundred years had more
substance in our house than current events in the daily newspaper.” He informs his
readers that his father believed every word written by the Kabbalists and was highly
critical o f those who held that the Zohar was not written by Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai,
to whom it is traditionally attributed, but by the Spanish Kabbalist Moshe ben Shem Tov
de Leon (1240-1305), whom modem scholars credit with the composition o f the major
part o f the Zohar

Yitskhok’s father constantly told “tales o f transmigrated spirits,

dybbuks, and miracles performed by various wonder-rabbis” to his younger children,
resenting the rationalism and logic o f his wife Basheve and the mitnagdic tendency o f her
father, the rabbi o f Bilgoraj, who “thought highly of Jacob Emden”. Bashevis adds:
“From childhood I had been steeped in Chassidism, cabala, miracles, and all kinds of
occult beliefs and fantasies. After lengthy stumbling and groping I rediscovered what I
had been carrying within me the whole time.” ^^^
This passage fi*om Bashevis’s autobiography is very informative for the purpose of this
investigation of Bashevis’s sources on Jewish mysticism and mystical messianism.
After publishing various short stories o f a realist style and character in the Yiddish press

Ibid., 95 f. Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 285, 407.
I.E. Singer, Love and Exile, 96.
I.E. Singer, Love and Exile, 96. Cf. G.Scholem, Kabbalah, 213, 233-235, 432-434, 442.
I.E. Singer, Love and Exile, 96 f.
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in Warsaw, mainly in the weekly
Bashevis’s first full-length novel

during the years of 1925-1932,
ps p w 1^7, published in

in 1933, presents

an important turning point in his writings. It is an account of the influence of Shabbatean
messianism on a small shtetl in Poland, filled with mystical allusions, descriptions of
demonical possession and mass hysteria, and it demonstrates the author’s exceptional
knowledge of Shabbai Zvi’s biography, the historical development of the Shabbatean
movement and the Shabbatean interpretation of ideas from Lurianic Kabbalah, as well
as his knowledge o f ethnographic detail, his ability to imitate various styles and his
familiarity with accounts o f demonic possession.
From the above-quoted passage of Bashevis’s autobiography we know that he had
combed the Warsaw libraries and bookshops and read everything he could find on the
eras o f Shabbatai Zvi and Jacob Frank and the messianic mass movements incited by
them, although he does not mention any specific titles. Furthermore we know about his
reading on mass hysteria, connected with the time of the Crusades, and on demonic
possession, although he again does not cite any specific works. This reading is
supplemented by his childhood memories o f his father’s tales o f transmigrated spirits,
dybbuks and other supernatural phenomena, as well as by his experience o f the oldfashioned Jewish life o f a shtetl, with all its customs and superstitions, during his years
in Bilgoraj.
But the most interesting detail in this passage is the reference to the controversy between
Rabbi Jacob Emden and Rabbi Jonathan Eybeschuetz concerning Rabbi Jonathan’s
alleged Shabbatean beliefs, which was a popular topic o f discussion between Yitskhok’s
parents.

Jonathan Eybeschuetz’s Luhot ‘Edut, a favourite work o f Yitskhok’s father,

includes an interpretation o f the “Holy Names” found in Rabbi Jonathan’s amulets and a
defence against Jacob Emden’s allegations that these amulets contain “unmistakable
157

Ibid., 96.
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Shabbatean formulae”.

Rabbi Jacob Emden, Shabbateanism’s “most fiery opponent”,

and the author of numerous writings criticizing Shabbateanism and its “European
branches”, contributed considerably to our knowledge o f the Shabbatean movement and
the “critical examination o f Jewish mysticism”.

One o f the three works by Jacob

Emden, mentioned explicitly by Bashevis as being frequently cited by his father, the
Torat ha-Kena 'at, is an important source on Shabbatai Zvi and his movement. It contains
four different accounts on Shabbatai Zvi: An abbreviated Hebrew version o f Leyb ben
Ozer’s Yiddish manuscript, entitled oy

pDWTnutsy, a Hebrew redaction of a

Dutch account o f Shabbatai Zvi by Thomas Coenen (Amsterdam, 1669), “with additions
from an unknown source”; Abraham Cuenque’s memoir (written in Frankfurt in 1690)
with critical notes by Moses Hagiz and Tobias Kohen’s account of Shabbatai Zvi from
his book Ma 'aseh Tovyah (Venice, 1707). Jacob Emden also published a pamphlet by
the rabbis o f Venice against Nathan o f Gaza (Venice, 1668) and a “Testimony” by
R. Moses ben Habib o f Salonika (about 1700), reporting traditions concerning Shabbatai
Zvi and his followers.^^^
Thus it is a significant piece o f information that Yitskhok had access to such an important
historical source on Shabbatai Zvi and his movement in his father’s rabbinical court. He
might also have had access to this work in the house of his mother’s family in Bilgoraj,
since his grandfather had “thought highly o f Jacob Emden”.
All these works, cited in Bashevis’s autobiography, those he refers to by name and those
he only refers to by subject matter, form an important part of his source material for his
first historical novel ”7 ^ ps p\z/ lyi. There is an important article, entitled ‘The Sources
of Yitskhok Bashevis-Zinger’s Der sotn in goray" by Prof. Chava Tumiansky, in which

Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 407.
Cf. Moshe Idel, Messianic Mystics, New Haven & London; Yale University Press, 1998, 210.
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she investigates further possible sources of Bashevis’s first novel. In addition to the
above-mentioned mystical works, explicitly cited in the novel, and Jacob Emden’s
Torat ha-Kena ’at, she suggests that Bashevis has consulted the existing Jewish histories
by Graetz or Dubnow on the period o f Shabbatai Zvi, as well as the attempts to portray
the life and times o f Shabbatai Zvi in Hebrew and Yiddish works of fiction. Examples
of this are Sholem Ash’s drama
novel D^n

{Shabbatai Zvi), published in 1908, and his

{Sanctification o f the Name), published in 1919, Opatoshu’s novel
{Jn Polish Woods) of 1921, Moyshe Kulbak’s drama p2HlD npi7'>{Jacob

Frank) o f 1923 and Am Tseytlin’s drama o f the same title of 1929, as well as Nathan
{Shabbatai Zvi) of 1931 and Uri Zvi Grinberg’s

Bistricki’s Hebrew drama

poetry o f 1924. She also mentions a few other old Hebrew accounts o f Shabbatai Zvi,
with which Bashevis might have been familiar, for example Nathan-Nata Hannover’s
Yeven Mezulah (The Miry Pit), a Yiddish translation of which was published in Piotrkow
in 1925, and Jacob Sasportas’s Kizur Zizat Novel Zvi, which was published in Lwow in
1870.^^^ This article also provides a convincing analysis o f the story about the exorcism
o f a dybbuk in the last two chapters o f Bashevis’s novel and the sources of this story,
based on Chone Shmeruk’s previous research. Chone Shmeruk mentions the
{Sha‘ar ha-Gilgulim, Gate o f Transmigrations; Przemysl, 1875), the
ha- ’Ar"i, In Praise o f the ARI), the
generations o f the ARI) and the

{Shivhei

mi^in IDO {Sefer Toldot ha- ’Ar"i, Book of the
777 D ”

{Ma ‘aseh ha-Shem Id nora hu. Story

of the Eternal, for He is awe-inspiring; first printed at the end of Moshe ben Menakhem
G rafs wnp s/ir [Holy Seed], Fürth, 1696).^^^ There is also a clear connection between
Bashevis’s dybbuk story and a seventeenth century story concerning the dybbuk of
Korets, entitled

m"i bw ntZ7S7û” (Tale o f a spirit in the holy community of

Chava Tumiansky, ‘The Sources o f Yitskhok Bashevis-Zinger’s Der sotn in g o ra y \ in; Hugh Denman (ed.),
Isaac Bashevis Singer: His Work and His World, Leiden: E.J. Brill, 2003, 243-264.
Chone Shmeruk, ‘The Use o f Monologue as a Narrative Technique in the Stories o f Isaac Bashevis Singer’,
in:
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iv 7, VIII f. and the Hebrew original o f this article, ibid., ü.
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Korets), which is included in Max Weinreich’s history o f Yiddish literature in a section
entitled “üiyinmK’’ lül7 yiô

(Two quasi-joumalistic reports

from the 17^ century)/^"^ This connection is likewise analyzed in detail in the abovementioned article by Chava Tumiansky.
All these sources, together with the works, referred to in Bashevis’s autobiography and
the mystical works, mentioned explicitly in

ps pW ij/7, have contributed to the

unique composition o f Bashevis’s first novel. The role o f Jewish mysticism and
Shabbatean messianism in the novel as a whole will be documented in detail in a separate
chapter o f this study.

2.6. Conclusion
In the two collections o f Bashevis’s memoirs, which are available in Yiddish book form,
müm p i-n ^

ojsd

and

djdsd

there are many references

to kabbalistic literature, earlier Jewish mystical literature, hasidic literature and ethical
works, written under kabbalistic influence, with which the young Yitskhok had come
into contact in his father’s rabbinical court in Warsaw and during his years at the house of
his mother’s family in Bilgoraj. Furthermore several kabbalistic ideas are referred to in
connection with Yitskhok’s father and his mystical beliefs and teachings.
From his early childhood Yitskhok had been steeped in Hasidism, Kabbalah and tales of
supernatural occurances, as he himself remarks in his autobiography.

In the second

Yiddish volume of his memoirs Bashevis also states that everything connected with
philosophical questions, mysticism and soul-searching had been familiar to him since his
childhood.
On his father’s side Yitskhok was descended from generations o f rabbis, hasidim and
DnDO-iDiD
P2
’7 ps
254-261.
I.E. Singer, Love and Exile, 97.
151.

1V7 p3

DpxQ, Vilna: Tamar, 1928,
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Kabbalists, and his father, the unofficial rabbi of Krochmalna Street in Warsaw, was an
ardent hasid^ with a bookcase filled with hasidic and kabbalistic literature. Yitskhok’s
mother also came from a venerated rabbinical family, but her father, the much-respected
rabbi o f Bilgoraj, was a rationalist and a mitnaged, an opponent of Hasidism.
Yitskhok and his siblings lived in a household frought with tension between their parents’
diametrically opposed characters, formed by their different family backgrounds, PinkhesMendl’s mysticism, his hasidic enthusiasm and his belief in people and particularly in
hasidic wonder rabbis, and Basheve’s rationalism, scepticism and mitnagdic tendencies.
But while each o f Yitskhok’s two older siblings turned to one of their parents in their
search for a role model, Hinde-Ester to her father’s enthusiasm and Yisroel-Yehoshue to
his mother’s rationalism and scepticism, Yitskhok was strongly influenced by both of
his parents and succeded in integrating both his father’s mysticism and his mother’s
rationalism in his writings.
Although on beginning his career as a Yiddish writer, Yitskhok chose the name Bashevis
derived from his mother’s name Basheve as his nom de plume, thereby acknowledging
his mother’s part o f his heritage, he remained fascinated by his father’s mystical beliefs
and teachings, which also found their way into Bashevis’s writings. Among the motifs
associated with his father’s mystical world, which can be traced in Bashevis’s writings,
is the connection between the majesty o f the nocturnal sky and mystical images o f the
higher spheres and the world-to-come. Another such motif is the power and holiness
inherent in writings in the Hebrew script, connected to the idea o f the creation o f the
world by means o f the letters o f the Hebrew alphabet, as it is expressed in Sefer Yezirah.
An important hasidic teaching, expressed by Yitskhok’s father, is the idea that everything
is Godliness. Bashevis frequently employs this mystical idea o f God’s immanence in
the world in his works as one o f the experiences o f God made by his characters, the
experience o f God’s revelation in God’s creation. The second extreme form of experience
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of the Divine, made by Bashevis’s characters throughout his works, the experience of
God’s concealment and inscrutability in the face o f suffering, is often explained by his
characters with a particular interpretation of a kabbalistic, Lurianic idea, the concept of
Zimzum. The Divine act o f Zimzum, o f God’s self-contraction and withdrawal, in order to
make the creation o f the world possible, also allowed the emergence of evil in the world.
According to one interpretation o f the concept o f Zimzum^ held by several of Bashevis’s
characters, the metaphysical root o f evil is already inherent in the privation o f the act of
Zimzum, and the purpose o f creation was to give God’s creatures the opportunity to
perfect themselves and to choose between good and evil. This interpretation o f Zimzum is
expressed particularly in the writings o f Moshe Hayim Luzzatto.'^^ It is therefore
interesting to note that Bashevis mentions two o f Luzzatto’s works explicitly in his
memoirs as forming part o f the kabbalistic literature, to which he had access during his
childhood and youth. These are the Keleh Pithei Hokhmah and the ethical work Mesilat
Yesharim. Furthermore Bashevis mentions an introduction to Lurianic Kabbalah, which
he had tried to understand as a boy. This is Barukh Kosover’s ‘A mud ha- ‘Avodah, which
expresses the same teleological interpretation of Zimzum; upheld by Luzzatto, but
explained in simpler, more accessible terms.
Another motif, derived from Lurianic Kabbalah, which is frequently employed in
Bashevis’s writings and which can be traced back to Pinkhes-Mendl’s kabbalistic
instructions to his son, is the motif o f the

î7p’’b'’'’n” or “sparks o f holiness”,

connected to the Lurianic concept o f the “breaking of the vessels”. Pinkhes-Mendl taught
his son that, according to the Kabbalah, there are even “sparks o f holiness” in the mud in
the gutter. In Bashevis’s writings sparks o f light can frequently be found in contexts of
physical or metaphorical darkness.
In his father’s rabbinical court Yitskhok had the opportunity to dip into kabbalistic and
167

Cf. G.

Kabbalah, 135.
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other Jewish mystical literature. Several works are explicitly cited in Bashevis’s memoirs,
but they hardly constitute a comprehensive list of the mystical works in Pinkhes-Mendl’s
study. More titles o f kabbalistic works are mentioned in connection with Yitskhok’s
studies in the Turzysk hasidic shtibl in Bilgoraj, which obviously do not constitute a
comprehensive list either. Other mystical works are cited in Bashevis’s writings, which
are not explicitly mentioned in his memoirs. All the titles of mystical works, provided in
Bashevis’s memoirs and his other writings, form a considerable part of the mystical
literature, which was available to him in his earlier years, which he has dipped into and
partly studied in more depth, but it is most likely that there were many more mystical
works, available to him, which he does does not refer to in his writings.
Most prominent among the works, which he does mention, are the Zohar and other works
of the Zoharic literature, the early mystical work Sefer Yezirah, works connected to
Jewish magic and supernatural phenomena, like the Sefer Razi ’el and the Sefer Hasidim,
works presenting the Kabbalah o f Moshe Cordovero and particularly works presenting
the Kabbalah o f Isaac Luria, like Hayim Vital’s ‘Ez Hayim and Moshe Hayim Luzzatto’s
works, as well as ethical works, written under kabbalistic, mainly Lurianic influence.
For the composition o f his first full length novel

pW lyi, in addition to the

mystical works explicitly cited, Bashevis must have also consulted the available works
on Jewish history, modem works of fiction, dealing with Shabbatai Zvi and his period,
as well as older Hebrew sources on Shabbatai Zvi and the Shabbatean movement. In
particular, as he mentions in his autobiography, he was familiar with the controversy
between Jacob Emden and Jonathan Eybeschuetz, whom Emden had accused of being a
secret follower o f Shabbatai Zvi. Works by both Emden and Eybeschuetz were accessible
to Yitskhok already in his father’s court, and one of Jacob Emden’s works, the Torat
ha-Kena ’ot, was an important source on Shabbatai Zvi and his movement.
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The specific mystical concepts, employed by Bashevis in his writings, will be explained
in a separate chapter. The role o f Jewish mysticism in the literary composition of four of
his major novels will also be documented in separate chapters of this study. The purpose
o f this chapter was to explore the mystical influences on Bashevis’s life, his family
background, his experiences in his father’s rabbinical court, ideas connected to his
father’s mystical world view, as well as his experiences of old-fashioned traditional
Jewish shtetl life in Bilgoraj, and particularly to investigate the numerous sources
informing Bashevis’s treatment o f Jewish mysticism and mystical messianism in his
writings.
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3. Jewish Mystical Concepts, Images and Themes in Bashevis’s Writings

3.1. Introduction
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Yes, as long as there is a Jewish word, I have got sustenance.
As long as the moths have not devoured the last page, there is still
something to play with. What will happen after this. I’d rather not
bring to my lips.
When the last Jewish letter is gone,
the last o f the Jewish demons is gone... ^

This quotation from Bashevis’s short story
stories

jw

ntyya’, found in his collection of

iJ/7 (The Mirror and Other Stories) and translated as

‘The Last Demon’, is one o f the best examples of an important Jewish mystical idea
underlying many o f Bashevis’s writings, the idea o f the power inherent in language and
in particular in the letters o f the Hebrew alphabet. According to the earliest systematic
Hebrew mystical work, the HTT IDO or “Book of Creation”, which Bashevis often
refers to in his writings, the universe was created from infinite combinations of the
letters o f the Hebrew alphabet. The universe is therefore essentially linguistic, and its
Divine Creator can be understood as the original archetypal writer.^ Thus, according to
this mystical linguistic theory, language both creates reality and is reality. Bashevis, as a
*

yivTJ/f 72X

irr ,T3;:a'’T-onw^q pnr, 22.

^ My own translation. The existing English translation by Martha Glicklich and Cecil Hemley omits some
significant details, translating “üixn tynp x” as “a single volume” and omitting the fact that in the Yiddish
original both the last letter and the last o f the demons are Jewish. - Cf. I.E. Singer, Short Friday and Other
Stories, London: Penguin, 1983 (first ed. New York: Fawcett Crest, 1964), 112.
^ Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 23-26.
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writer o f Yiddish fiction, imitates God’s primal creative act in his creation o f fictional
worlds through language and, more precisely, through a language written in the same
Hebrew characters, with which the whole universe was created, according to the
teachings o f the Sefer Yezirah.
This idea is one o f the most fundamental Jewish mystical concepts, which permeate
Bashevis’s writings. This chapter will present an overview of this and other Jewish
mystical ideas, images and themes employed in Bashevis’s works and provide an
explanation o f their theoretical background.
There is a close connection between the “linguistic-mystical cosmogony” o f Sefer
Yezirah and forms of Jewish magic, based on the “creative, magical power o f the letters
and words’’."^ In Bashevis’s writings mysticism and magic are often intertwined. Thus
Jewish mystical works are fi*equently employed for magical purposes by several o f his
characters. Various examples o f

n'73p” or practical Kabbalah are cited repeatedly,

many o f his characters adhere to superstitious beliefs and practices, and in his short
stories Bashevis’s fictional worlds are often populated by demons, dybbuks and
(transmigrated souls).
But the idea o f the creation o f the world through combinations of the letters of the
Hebrew alphabet, as it is expressed in Sefer Yezirah^ is an important Jewish mystical
concept in its own right, which transcends its use in Jewish magic. In Bashevis’s works
this idea plays a significant role, which deserves further investigation. It also has
considerable implications for Bashevis’s own artistic creation and his self-understanding
as a Yiddish writer.
It is important fiirthermore to take into account the doctrine of creation in Lurianic
Kabbalah, since Lurianic ideas, images and allusions can be found frequently throughout
Bashevis’s works. The Lurianic concept o f Zimzum is often referred to in Bashevis’s

Ibid., 26.
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writings and is closely connected with one of the two extreme experiences o f God, made
by many o f his characters, that is to say God’s concealment and the hiding of God’s face,
which is juxtaposed to the experience of Divine revelation in nature, God’s creation. The
Lurianic concept o f the “breaking of the vessels” and the emergence of the Klipot as the
root o f evil is also significant for an understanding of the meaning and purpose of evil
expressed by several o f Bashevis’s characters. Another motif closely connected with this
concept is the image o f

or “sparks” of light, appearing throughout Bashevis’s

works in contexts o f darkness or evil and alluding to the Lurianic idea o f the “sparks of
holiness”. The last stage in the Lurianic doctrine o f creation is “ppTi”, the restoration of
the universe to its originally intended state of harmony. The hope for Tikun is closely
connected with the hope for messianic redemption, which finds its expression in many
o f Bashevis’s writings. It involves both the overcoming o f Israel’s exile and of the exile
o f the Shekhinah. In most o f Bashevis’s writings this hope for redemption remains
unfulfilled. But there are a few examples in his short stories and particularly in his
ij/7, where a vision of Tikun is expressed in images relating to the

novel

“xwnp KJnvT” or “sacred marriage”.
Finally the interpretation o f Lurianic concepts in Shabbateanism requires some
elucidation, since it plays a major role in Bashevis’s first novel ”*7^ pH

IVI.

The idea concerning the power o f language, expressed in Bashevis’s short story
ntz?y%)’, has a close parallel in his novel p'pm^ po lÿDSiDWip ij/7, where we
find a reference to the artistry o f the magician, whose every word has a meaning.^
Clearly an oblique allusion is intended to Bashevis’s own fiction, in which (at least in
Yiddish) every word is weighed for its connotations.
Thus Bashevis’s use o f Jewish mystical concepts, images and themes in his writings has
5 ‘pnsAzr>t3 ntJT/n’, in:
Section 3,3, 76.

pn

lirr, 12,22. -

jtd ijJDHDmip

lyn, 11 f. See below:
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a deep meaning for his literary creation, which it is possible to elucidate.

3.2. Jewish Mysticism and Magic
Throughout Bashevis’s writings there are many references to the use of Jewish mystical
works for magical purposes. Thus in ”‘7X1

ij/7 one of the leaders of the Shabbatean

movement in Goraj, R. Itshe Mates, utilises o f the Sefer Yezirah in an apotropaic manner
and, according to a rumour, by producing from it doves by means o f incantations.^ In
üHpWlü

»7 one hasidic character named Akive decides to put the Sefer Yezirah

underneath his pillow as a protection against the forces of the xnnx X"iü’D (the realm of
Satan and the evil spirits).^ For the same reason the Sefer Razi ’el is placed underneath the
pillow o f Eydl, Oyzer-Heshl’s first wife, when she is about to give birth.^ In üDÿlp lÿ i
Yankev carries with him the Sefer Yezirah^ Sefer Razi ’el and Tikunei Zohar as a
protection against demons and he places the Sefer Yezirah underneath Sore’s pillow,
when she is struggling in a particularly difficult labour.^ In

JID lÿD^DWlp lji7, when

the magician Yasha Mazur picks up a tom book from a synagogue, he wonders, whether
this is a kabbalistic text, which he could use for his magical performances, for instance in
order to tap wine from the wall or to create living doves.
These are only a few significant examples in Bashevis’s works, where Jewish
mysticism and magic are closely connected. In fact, there has been a considerable
“magical influence” on Jewish mysticm, beginning already with the Heikhalot literature.
It is assumed that the Hebrew language possesses “special traits, which account for the
influence o f masters using combinations o f letters that form the divine names”. This
“magical view o f the Hebrew language” is shared by most forms of magic in Judaism

^ ”7/0 PH pm 7V7, 81, 160.
’ m p m iD v^b^DHD » 7 , 129.
* Ibid., 412.
’ üDVip 7V7, 189, 207.
p '^ m i PD i^ H D m p 7V7,

72, 74.
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and has remained influential in numerous kabbalistic texts/^
All the examples from Bashevis’s writings o f the use o f Jewish mystical works for
magical or superstitious practices testify to the popular belief in the inherent power of the
letters o f the Hebrew alphabet and particularly of texts containing

(holy names).

Among the texts employed for magical purposes the Sefer Razi ’el and Sefer Yezirah
figure most prominently. The Sefer Razi ’el, contains lists of angelic names, specific
Divine names, incantation formulas, texts of amulets as well as detailed instructions on
their preparation.^^ The Sefer Yezirah has also frequently been connected with forms of
Jewish magic, based on the “creative, magical power” o f letters and words, since it
speaks o f the letters, out o f which Heaven and earth were created.
This idea o f the power o f letters was already known in Talmudic times. Thus the
first generation Babylonian ’A mora Rab (c. 200 C.E.) said concerning Bezalel, the artist
who was chosen to build the tabernacle in the wilderness (Ex 31, 1-11), that he knew
“yixi

pD ixiziw nvrnx

earth were created).

(how to combine the letters, by which Heaven and

According to another Talmudic text, two first generation

Palestinian ’Amoraim, R. ’Oshaya and R. Hanina (bar Hama), used to occupy themselves
every week before the beginning of Shabat with a text referred to as

“m ’ï ’ “IDD”

{Sefer

Yezirah, Book o f Creation), by means o f which they created an “snb’D xbry” (a calf one
third o f its full growth, or: a calf in its third year), which they ate.^"^ In another version of
the same story the work, studied by R. ’Oshaia and R. Hanina, is called “m ’S’ mDbn”
(Laws o f Creation).

It is not clear, however, if this work refers to the extant Sefer

Yezirah, an earlier version or a completely different mystical text, which is no longer
extant.

" Cf. Moshe Idel, Hasidism: Between Ecstasy and Magic, Albany: SUNY, 1995, 65.
Cf. J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition, 77, 92, 95,117, 140, 145.
b Berakhot 55 a.
b Sanhédrin 65 b.
15
b Sanhédrin 67 b.
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During the Middle Ages, some circles in France and Germany interpreted Sefer Yezirah
as a “guide to magical usage”. According to a commentary on the Sefer Yezirah by
Judah b. Barzillai (beginning o f the twelfth century), after a “profound study of the
mysteries of Sefer Yezirah"^ on the creation o f the universe, the sages “acquired the power
to create living beings”, although the purpose of such creation was “purely symbolic and
contemplative”.^^ From these Talmudic legends and their mediaeval interpretation, the
Hasidei ’A shkenaz in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries developed the idea of the
creation o f a golem as a “mystical ritual”. The commentary on Sefer Yezirah by R. Elazar
of Worms (d. between 1223 and 1232) contains technical instructions on the creation of a
golem, including 23 folio columns o f letter combinations to be recited during the act of
creation.
Bashevis must have been familiar with these magical interpretations o f Sefer Yezirah,
since he has many characters throughout his works, who employ Sefer Yezirah for
magical purposes, either to ward off demons or to create living beings with its help. In
a book for children, entitled The Golem, he narrates the famous legend of the creation of
a golem by R. Judah Leyb b. Bezalel o f Prague.

But apart fi*om this, the living creatures

supposedly created by Bashevis’s characters with the help of Sefer Yezirah, are almost
exclusively doves. Such is the case with R. Itshe Mates in

ij/7 and with some

of the followers o f the Shabbatean movement in Pilica in the epilogue of
have reportedly occupied themselves with “rr'ü/yü

7P7, who

(practical Kabbalah), trying to

tap wine fi’om the wall and to create living doves with the help of Sefer Yezirah}^ These
two examples o f practical Kabbalah are cited frequently throughout Bashevis’s works.

Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 352.
Ibid. Cf. also: J. Trachtenberg, Jewish M agic and Superstition, 85.
LB. Singer, The Golem, with illustrations by Uri Shulevitz, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1982,
translated by the author, with the help o f Alma Singer and Deborah Menashe and edited by Robert Giroux.
The Yiddish original was published under the title m o p H im i pH
ih5 nwvtû h
1V7 in owiimiHD
in New York on 25 and 26 April and 2, 3, 9 ,1 0 , 16 and 17 May 1969.
”7 ^ ;w p u i n , 160; üDmp i n , 278.
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They are reflected not only in

)1D

ivi, in Yasha Mazur’s speculations on

the magic he could perform with the help o f his newly discovered Hebrew text, which he
assumes to be kabbalistic, but also in

’7,

in Herts Yanover’s theories on

psychic research, according to which in a state of unconsciousness it is possible to create
“pXQ u/"»” (something out o f nothing), as an example of which the creation of doves by
unspecified Kabbalists is cited, again connected to the tapping o f wine from a wall/^
Furthermore towards the beginning o f Shosha the narrator boasts to his childhood friend
of his familiarity with the Kabbalah, as a result of which he was able to draw wine from
the wall and create living doves/^ The narrator o f the short memoir

nmo n ’

also boasts o f his ability o f performing the same two magical activities with the help of
his kabbalistic studies/^
The idea o f the creation o f living beings through the power of combinations of Hebrew
letters is congruent with the Talmudic legends and the mediaeval commentaries on Sefer
Yezirah. But the fact, that the living creatures supposedly created in Bashevis’s writings,
are neither calves as in the Talmudic account, nor human-like creatures as the mediaeval
golem, but doves, can only be explained as a personal variation o f Bashevis’s own
making, possibly influenced by something he heard during his childhood. The particular
combination o f creating living doves and tapping wine from the wall indeed appears in
an untranslated episode o f Bashevis’s memoirs 2WW pi-n^n 02DSD ppD, as mentioned
previously.^^ But the use o f these two magical experiments as a recurrent motif
throughout Bashevis’s works can only be understood as a special stylistic device, which
accords with Bashevis’s frequent use o f other recurrent images, such as descriptions of
the nocturnal sky, connected with visions of the higher spheres and the image of sparks

PD liDHDJSJip iv i, 74; üi^7mr> Tb'^mD
136.
I.E. Singer, Shosha, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1978, 7.
‘lîsnnyo k .n'73p "cn itd m no
in:
yivrm ps
iv7,274.
J7DL7 p7-n^3, 167 f. - See: Section 2.3, 32.
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o f light in contexts of darkness, which will be discussed below?"^
The second kind o f magical usage o f Sefer Yezirah and other Jewish mystical works,
referred to above, is connected to the superstitious practice of warding off the demons,
which were supposed to surround a person in a time of danger. The apotropaic practices,
described in Bashevis’s works, are employed by various Jewish characters, living in the
seventeenth century, including Yankev and members o f the community in Pilica in
ÜDV2P IVI and the Shabbatean leaders R. Itshe Mates and R. Gedalye in

*7J^7,

as well as by various other traditional Jewish characters from later centuries, including
several twentieth century hasidic and other traditional Jewish characters in

’7

The apotropaic devices employed by Bashevis’s characters include the superstitious
practice of carrying Jewish mystical works as a protection against demons and the use
of written amulets. A particularly critical time, when apotropaic practices were
considered necessary, was the moment o f birth.^^ Thus “’|mbS7iDn-T’t27” (amulets hung up in
a lying-in chamber) are prepared for Eydl in

’7,

when she is about to give

birth.^^ These are special amulets containing sections o f the Psalms, beginning with the
words

(A Song o f Ascent) - [Ps 120-134]. The Psalms were “highly

regarded for their potency”. Psalm 126, for instance, was placed in a house to protect
children “against the hazards o f infancy”.^^ The same practice of placing “im'7S7ün-*T>U7”
in a lying-in chamber is also employed by Yankev in üDmp 1V7. In addition to this,
Yankev provides Sore with a “r o p ” (amulet), which she has to wear around her neck as
a protection against Igeret, the queen o f the evil spirits, and other demons.^^ Written

Regarding images o f the nocturnal sky and higher spheres, see below: Sections 5.4.2 and 6.3.5. Regarding the
image o f “sparks”, see: Section 3.4.2 and Sections 4.4.2, 5.4.4, 6.4, 7.5.2.
ÜDmp imr, 189, 207,214 f.;
p s jüw imr, 78, 81,119; ü H p m n v^ w s »7,129,412.
Cf. J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition, 168 f.
üH pw tü

’7 , 4 1 2 .

Cf. J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition, 109, 139.
ÜDmp iv i, 207, 211,214.
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amulets were particularly popular as a protection against demons, since they contain the
“most powerful elements of Jewish magic - the names”.^^ Another apotropaic device,
mentioned both in connection with Sore in üDV2p iv i and with Eydl in

’7,

is the knife placed underneath the pillow o f the woman in childbirth, together with either
the Sefer Yezirah in the case o f Sore or the Sefer Razi 'el in the case of Eydl/^ The knife,
given to a woman during the last days prior to her delivery, was one o f the widespread
“anti-demonic weapons”. The use o f Sefer Yezirah and Sefer Razi ’el for magical or
superstitious practices has already been discussed above.^^ Further magical practices
employed on Sore’s behalf by the women o f the Pilica community, who gather at her
bedside, include the use o f a magic bowl and incantations, which were one o f the most
prominent elements in Jewish magic.^^
Another superstitious idea, expressed in connection with Sore in DDVp IVI and in various
other places throughout Bashevis’s works, is the belief in

’ (dybbuks). When

Sore, who is supposedly mute, begins to cry out in her native Polish, the women at her
bedside are convinced that a dybbuk has entered her.^"^ The idea o f the dybbuk as the
spirit o f a dead person, seeking refuge in the body o f a living person, was combined with
the doctrine of

(transmigration o f the soul) in the sixteenth century and became

a widespread popular belief. The term “pU’T” is an abbreviation o f “ny*i miü plTl”
(cleaving or adhesion o f an evil spirit) and was “introduced into literature only in the
17^ century from the spoken language of German and Polish Jews”.^^ Seventeenth
century Poland is, in fact, the setting o f both tûDÿlp ij/7 and ”7^.7 ;vf

ivi, where an

abundancy of superstitious beliefs and practices can be found. With regard to DDV2p W7,

Cf. J. Trachtenberg, Jewish M agic and Superstition, 139,
1P7, 207; m pw w
’7, 412.
Cf. J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition, 160,168 f. - On the magical use o f Sefer Yeprah and
Sefer Raziel, see above; Section 3.2, 67.
VDP7P1P7, 214 f. Cf. J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition, 115.
üDÿzp 1P7,216 ff.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 348.
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the reader knows from the beginning that the dybbuk, which has supposedly entered Sore,
is nothing other than a superstitious fantasy, but with regard to

p s JDW 1P7,

the

dybbuk reportedly possessing Rekhele appears to be substantial, at least in the context of
this fictional creation/^
Bashevis, however, is consistently ambivalent on the subject of demons and dybbuks.
The question o f Bashevis’s belief in the demonic and his use of it in his fiction frequently
arises in his many interviews. In an interview with Joel Blocker and Richard Elman,
Bashevis distinguishes between his own belief and his literary use o f the supernatural. On
the one hand, he states: “I truly believe that there are forces and spirits in the world,
about which we know very little, which influence our lives. A hundred years from now,
when people know more about other things, they will also know more about these
spiritual powers. [...] I find it very easy to believe in reincarnation, possession by devils,
and other such things. We have many proofs that these things e x i s t . O n the other hand,
he speaks o f his “literary reason” for his use o f “the demonic and supernatural”: “It’s a
kind o f spiritual stenography. It gives me more freedom. For another thing, the demons
and Satan represent to me, in a sense, the ways o f the world. Instead of saying this is the
way things happen, I will say, this is the way demons behave. Demons symbolize the
world for me, and by that I mean human beings and human behaviour”.^* In an interview
with Cyrena Pondrom, Bashevis, on the one hand, agrees with the suggestion that in his
works demons or supernatural forces often “manifest themselves in psychological terms,
as psychological forces”, saying: “In writing you have to find a way to say these things or
hint them. I found that folklore is the best way o f expressing these feelings, because
folklore has already expressed them, has already given clothes to these ideas. By really
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p t i n , 169-189
Cf. Joel Blocker and Richard Elman, ‘An Interview with Isaac Bashevis Singer’, in: Commentary 36
(November 1963), reprinted in: G.Farrell (ed.). Conversations, 18 f.
Ibid., 19 f.
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calling demons names and by assigning to them certain functions, it makes it more
concrete and in writing you have to be concrete; if not it becomes philosophy or
brooding.”^^ On the other hand, Bashevis again stresses his belief in supernatural powers
as a substantive reality: “But basically behind all these names and all these functions is
the idea that powers exist - o f which we really don’t know.” And: “It is true I don’t know
what these powers are. They may be divine powers or other kinds o f powers, but I will
always have this feeling, and this is the reason that I write about the supernatural. The
supernatural for me is not really supernatural; it’s powers which we don’t know.”"^®
In an interview with Grace Farrell, Bashevis replies to a question regarding the “imps
who are always testing man”: “It’s all parables; we don’t know what they are. It’s man
himself who is always... we are always tempted whether the imps do it or some other
creatures. All these names are taken from f o l k l o r e . O n a deeper level he connects the
existence o f the powers o f evil in this world with the fact that human beings have free
choice: “The material world is a combination of seeing and blindness. This blindness we
call Satan, If we would become all seeing, we would not have free choice anymore.
Because if we would see God, if we would see His greatness, there would be no
temptation or sin. And since God wanted us to have free will this means that Satan, in
other words the principle o f evil, must exist. Because what does free choice mean? It
means the freedom to choose between good and evil. If there is no evil there is no
freedom.
Bashevis’s ideas on the origins and purpose of evil and its connection to free will,
however, are closely connected with a particular interpretation of the Lurianic doctrine
of creation, which will be discussed in more detail below.
Cf. Cyrena Pondrom, ‘Isaac Bashevis Singer: An Interview’, in: Contemporary Literature 10:1-2 (1969),
reprinted in: G. Farrell (ed.). Conversations, 65 f.
Ibid., 64, 66.
Cf. Grace Farrell, ‘Seeing and Blindness: A Conversation with Isaac Bashevis Singer’, in: Novel: A Forum on
Fiction 9:2 (Winter 1976), reprinted in: G. Farrell (ed.). Conversations, 137.
Ibid., 139.
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3.3. Creation and Language —The Central Idea of Sefer Yezirah and Its Implications
for Bashevis’s Writings
In the same interview, quoted above, Bashevis connects God’s creation o f the universe
to the creative art o f the artist or writer, saying: “Well I will say that to me God is
an artist. I say that His attribute is creativity. Creativity is also the attribute of the artist.
So we can call Him the great artist, the almighty artist, or something like this.” And: “So
I would say in every process o f creation the writer has to repeat in a small way what God
did in a big way”."^^
This statement o f Bashevis goes back to the teachings of the earliest systematic Hebrew
mystical work, the HTT IDD or “Book o f Creation” (Palestine, third - sixth century G.E.).
Sefer Yezirah describes the creation o f the world by means of the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet. According to its teachings, the world only came into being through the power of
the Hebrew script. There was no cosmogony or creation ^'‘avant la lettre’’\^^ According to
the Sefer Yezirah, in the process o f creation God wrote “TiüDDn mS’bD mD’nJ OTilz/l
(in thirty-two miraculous ways o f wisdom), referring to the “ n o ‘’b 3 m 'T ’DD "1WS7” (ten
Sfirot, ineffable) and the “ 71D’ n v n iK D Tilz/i n n u ; y ” (twenty-two elemental letters [of the
Hebrew alphabet] )."^^ At a later point in Sefer Yezirah we read: ]ppn nrnix DTilZ/l
“msb

wor

73 wdi u m "is ]D"is pT’om

p sn

(Twenty-two letters; He drew

them, carved them, weighed them and changed them, combined them, formed through
them the soul o f everything, which is formed, and the soul o f everything, which will be
formed in the future.)"^^ All “real beings in the three stata of the cosmos” - “Dbiy”
(“world”), “row” (“year”, referring to time) and “WD]” (the human soul) - were created

Ibid., 145.
Cf. D as Buck Jezirah. m'>T IDD, translated by Johann Friedrich von Meyer and edited by Eveline GoodmanThau & Christoph Schulte, Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1993, vii.
,T?)r 150, chapter 1, section 1-2. Here the term Sfirot does not yet have the meaning it acquired in later
kabbalistic writings. It is seemingly simply used here to mean “numbers”, although in employing this term,
the author o f Sefer Yezirah might also be alluding to “metaphysical principles” or “stages in the creation of
the world”. Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 23.
IDO, chapter 2, section 2.
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through combinations o f the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet, and particularly
by way of the “231 gates”, i.e. all the possible combinations o f the Hebrew letters in
groups of two."^^ Thus every existing thing contains these “linguistic elements” and
“exists by their power”. Their “foundation is one name”, the Tetragrammaton, or
“perhaps, the alphabetical order which in its entirety is considered one mystical name”.
The world-process is therefore “essentially a linguistic one, based on the unlimited
combinations of the letters”."^*
Thus the Divine Creator can be understood as the original archetypal writer, which
accounts for Bashevis’s idea, expressed in the above-quoted interview, that God is an
artist and that the writer repeats God’s primal creative act in his creation of fictional
worlds through language.
This idea also finds its expression in Bashevis’s novel
novel the images o f the

JID

1V7. In this

(magician) and his frequently hidden God, for

whom he is searching, are often interwoven. At one point the connection between God
and the magician is explicitly made, when the magician Yasha Mazur, admiring the
beauty o f nature, calls out to the Creator: “... Il’X UW]

K üD’n n ” (You are

a magician, not me!...).'*^ This passage not only describes Yasha’s experience o f God’s
revelation in nature, but also sets forth an explicit connection between the Creator-God
and the artist-magician within Bashevis’s literary creation o f

))D

lÿi.

In this novel both the Creator-God and the artist-magician are experienced by others in
the two extremes o f concealment and o f revelation in creation or art.
The concealed God has a close counterpart on the human level in the secretive magician,
whose secrets cannot be made out even by his own wife. But even if the magician
seemingly speaks foolishly, his words always have a meaning, although his wife
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iDO, chapter 2, section 4; chapter 6, section 1. Cf. G, Scholem, Kabbalah, 25.
m'>r IDO, chapter 2, section 4-5. Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 25.
jiD
1V7,65.
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sometimes only grasps this meaning long after he has left/^ The artistry of the magician
can be understood as an allusion to the artistry o f the author, whose every word has a
meaning, although it might sometimes only be grasped by the reader long after he or she
has read it for the first time. Clearly, a parallel is implied here with the author Bashevis,
who as a Yiddish writer, creates his fictional worlds by means o f a language written with
the same letters o f the Hebrew alphabet, through which the Creator-God created the
whole universe, according to the teachings of Sefer Yezirah.
But while the emphasis in

1^7 is on the artistic aspect of creation,

the idea o f the creation o f the universe out of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet itself is
also an important underlying theme in

»7, where it is closely connected to

the idea of the inherent power and holiness in Hebrew religious works and the resulting
strength and comfort these works can provide in a time of calamity and despair.
In DSpt^iD

V we find several references to a mystical, concealed script in the

context o f descriptions o f the nocturnal sky. Thus the novel’s main character OyzerHeshl, admiring the nocturnal sky one evening in Warsaw, has the feeling that, as if
through a miracle everything had been transformed into a “üDnw (l)37Wnb3p” (kabbalistic
script).^^ On a visit to his shtetl Kleyn-Tereshpol (probably Tereszpo 1-Zygmunty), the
sceptic Oyzer-Heshl discusses the formation of the universe with his grandfather. Rabbi
Dan Katsenelenboygn, and notices the Sefer Yezirah on top of a pile of Jewish religious
works on his grandfather’s desk. After this conversation Oyzer-Heshl goes out into the
open and, admiring the majesty o f the nocturnal sky, the stars look to him like Hebrew
letters and vowel signs, concealed and strange, “m '’S'’-“i5D DlIZT'l px

n

(like the

holy names in his grandfather’s Sefer Y e z ir a h ) .Looking at the immensity o f the sky
after his discussion about the formation o f the universe, Oyzer-Heshl seems to recognize
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Ibid., 11 f.

üHpma
Ibid., 294-298.

»7, 68.
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God’s creation in the majesty of nature and seems to understand the power of the Hebrew
letters to bring about this creation, according to the Sefer Yezirah, which he has just seen
on his grandfether’s desk.
This idea is reiterated in connection with Rabbi Dan’s arrival in Warsaw, after having
been driven out of Kleyn-Tereshpol during the First World War and having overcome
many dangers on his way. When Rabbi Dan is sitting in a house of study in Warsaw,
surrounded by Jewish books, including several kabbalistic works, he feels safe and at
home again after the hostilities he has experienced fi’om gentile peasants and soldiers on
his journey. He knows that he only needs to open one of the volumes on the shelves, and
he can draw in the words o f the living God,

•’’Tü’a Dxn

n”

(the letters, through which all worlds were created).^^
Earlier on, when Rabbi Dan has to leave Kleyn-Tereshpol and bums all the manuscripts
of his Hebrew commentaries, the parchment is consumed immediately, but the Hebrew
writing seems to withstand the fire, and “nvmK

(fiery letters) keep on glowing

for a long time.^"*
All these three paragraphs from

’7 express the idea of an inherent power

in the letters o f the Hebrew alphabet. The Hebrew letters are associated with the light of
the stars and with the light o f fire. As explained above, the whole universe was created by
means o f these Hebrew letters, according to the teachings o f Sefer Yezirah, and therefore
all the Jewish texts, written with these Hebrew characters, also have the power to sustain
Jews against the adversities and calamities o f the surrounding world.
This idea finds its most poignant expression in the epilogue of the Yiddish original o f
üspwiù

»7, which is omitted in the English translation. Oyzer-Heshl, who has

pursued modem, secular knowledge and secular visions o f redemption, but has not found,
what he was looking for, returns to the words o f the Hebrew Bible, when he stays behind
” Ibid., 351.
Ibid., 320.
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in Warsaw during the bombing at the beginning o f the Second World War. In the face of
the impending Nazi invasion and o f death and destruction, Oyzer-Heshl rediscovers
the clarity, the validity and the power o f the words of the Torah and the Prophets and
feels that these are more than mere words: “iVüXbô

r p üu;’!

DNl” (These

are not words, but flames).^^
Here Hebrew letters and words, in this case the words of the Hebrew Bible, are again
associated with the light and strength of fire. The Yiddish readers of this novel know that
Oyzer-Heshl’s return to the ideas and values of Judaism and of the Hebrew Bible will not
prevent his physical destruction by the Nazis and that these Jewish writings will be
almost all that remains o f pre-War Jewish life in Poland. Nevertheless Bashevis’s Yiddish
readers can acknowledge the power and validity of these ancient Hebrew words and
the strength they provide to Jews to persevere despite persecution and calamities.
For the survivors o f the Holocaust, Jewish books become the means of remaining Jewish
and o f returning to the Jewish life o f one’s ancestors in Poland and other places in Eastern
Europe. For the Yiddish writer Bashevis, his Yiddish writings become the means o f
reconstructing and reinventing this Polish-Jewish life before the War.
We can see this clearly fi*om one of Bashevis’s short stories, a supernatural tale with a
historical setting. The short story

ntZ/37%)’ (translated as ‘The Last Demon’), set in

the small shtetl o f f ’nyu/’ü (Tiszowce) in Poland after the War, is told by a first-person
narrator, who introduces himself as a Jewish demon, the last of his kind.^^ He had been
sent to Tiszowce long before the War, on a mission to lead the saintly rabbi o f the town
into temptation. Unsuccessful in his ventures, he had remained in the shtetl, bearing
witness to all that had happened: n y a xüW ''] .ib ’i s p m n
“.onw TP

Ibid., 757 f.
‘p i W ’ü n t o ’, in:
Stories, 103.

pnn

f b x n x n 'D ”

,1*7” p p (I have witnessed everything, the destruction of Tiszowce,

iv i, 12, Cf.: ‘The Last Demon’, in: Short Friday and Other
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the destruction of Poland. There are no more Jews, no more demons.).
has died

57

The saintly rabbi

(as a Jewish martyr; literally: sanctifying God’s name), the Jews

of Tiszowce have been murdered and most of the Jewish books have been burned.
Demons are not needed anymore, since human beings have become like demons
themselves: ''DW] üûip n’’U7û IX]

^xa p n

rx i n DXT” (“The generation is

already guilty seven times over, but Messiah does not come.”).^^ The last Jewish demon
sits alone in an attic in Tiszowce, drawing his sustenance from a Yiddish book o f stories,
left over from the time before the Holocaust:
“.üDxn X pxn nrm x

D’a 3733731p rx P'’’7X ntl7373 n ”

1373X (“The stories in the book are pablum and duck milk, but

the Hebrew letters have a weight o f their own.”).^^
This idea is again based on the central idea o f Sefer Yezirah, the creation o f the world
by means of the letters o f the Hebrew alphabet. Therefore, when these letters were gone,
the whole creation would cease to exist. As the last Jewish demon says at the end o f his
story: “ ...Dix - 1” XTTX rx - mx iz?n" X IX ” (When the last Jewish letter is gone, the last
o f the Jewish demons is gone.).^° Literally, when the last letter is gone, the story will be
over, and the last demon will cease to exist, since he has no substance outside this story
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But according to the linguistic theory of the Sefer Yezirah, the whole universe was
created through Hebrew letters and words, and without them everything would cease to
exist.
The Sefer Yezirah is even mentioned explicitly in the story. When the demon-narrator
tries to persuade the young rabbi to commit a sin, the rabbi drives him off with the Sefer
Yezirah, and:

DU71 nilX p5 "I37]‘’'’p ixp n i’S’ "IDD p37p” (“What devil can withstand

7j'>9W iv i, 21. (My own translation.)
iv i, 12,21. Short Friday, 103,111. On the concept o f “n’Ti
iv i, 12. Short Friday, 103.

see: b Sanhédrin 98 a.

1V7, 22.
Cf. Grace Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption: The Fiction o f Isaac Bashevis Singer, Carbondale &
Edwardsville: Southern Illinois University Press, 1987, 26.
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the Book o f Creation? ' ) . L a t e r on, when the rabbi has already been murdered together
with his whole community, we find the following statement, made by Bashevis’s
demonic narrator: '\nnnn rm a o n

pm s rx

"idd nizf’ (Literally: The Sefer

Yezirah has been returned to the Leader of the Divine Residence. - In the English
translation: “The Book o f Creation has been returned to the Creator.”).^^
These references to Sefer Yezirah confirm the assumption that this story is based on the
linguistic theory, expressed in this early mystical text. But unlike Bashevis’s novel
}1D litDSDWIp ij/7, in this story the emphasis is more on destruction than on creation
or artistic creativity. The story itself, however, is a finely crafted artistic creation, which
sheds some light on Bashevis’s self-understanding as a Yiddish writer. Although the
narrator o f this story is a demon, he “bears marked resemblances to the author”. ^ Like
Bashevis, “the last demon has been deprived of his subject, the Jews of Eastern Europe”.
Like Bashevis, “the last demon attempts to speak as if history had not destroyed his
subject and as if he could defy time”.^^ As the last demon says: ,u rx ]W^2 Tin T»x”
’’*7

“I’O "^3 bTll (“I speak in the present tense as for me time stands still.”).^^

Like Bashevis, the last demon has to sustain himself on Yiddish books. But Bashevis
makes his own Yiddish writings “the instrument for preserving the memory” of the
Jewish life in Poland, which has been destroyed.^^
In reconstructing and recreating this Polish-Jewish life as an artist, Bashevis imitates the
primal creative act o f the Creator-God. Like the Creator and archetypal writer, Bashevis,
as a Yiddish writer, creates and recreates worlds through language, by means of the
letters of the Hebrew alphabet.
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Cf. Edward Alexander, ‘The Destruction and Resurrection o f the Jews in the Fiction o f Isaac Bashevis Singer’,
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Ibid., 100.
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3.4. The Doctrine of Creation in Lurianic Kabbalah and Its Interpretations in Bashevis’s
Works
3.4.1. The Concept of Zimzum and Its Interpretations
In addition to the early Jewish mystical idea of the creation of the universe through the
letters o f the Hebrew alphabet, as it is expressed in the Sefer Yezirah, Bashevis
frequently refers or alludes to later kabbalistic ideas on creation, and in particular to
the doctrine o f creation in Lurianic Kabbalah.
Theoretically it is possible to think o f God either as “God Himself with reference to
His own nature alone” or as “God in His relation to His creation”. But according to
Scholem, all Kabbalists agree that “no religious knowledge o f God” can be gained
“except through contemplation o f the relationship of God to creation”.^* For the
unknowable aspect o f God the early Kabbalists o f Provence and Spain coined the term
“qio-px” (“Infinite”). Other terms were used as well for the domain of the hidden God,
like “that which thought cannot attain”, “the concealed light”, “the concealment of
secrecy”, etc. The infinite ’Ein-Sof does not reveal itself in a way which “makes
knowledge of its nature possible”. Only through the “finite nature of every existing
thing”, that is through the “actual existence of creation itself’ it is possible to deduce
the existence of 'Ein-Sof as “the first infinite cause”.^^
The whole problem o f creation is “bound up with the revelation of the hidden God and
His outward movement”. In this context the most significant question was, whether the
“first step from concealment to manifestation” was a movement toward the outer world
at all, or whether it was “a step inward”, a withdrawal o f 'Ein-Sof “into the depth of
itself’. While earlier Kabbalists in Provence and Spain, as well as Isaac Luria’s teacher
Moshe Cordovero, adopted the former view, Isaac Luria himself and all subsequent

Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 88.
Ibid., 88 f.
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Lurianic Kabbalah took the latter position, speaking of a return of God “into the depths
of Himself preceding creation”. This first Divine act o f withdrawal, concealment and
limitation preceding creation is referred to in Lurianic Kabbalah as “Disos”
(“contraction”).^^
It has been suggested that Zimzum is the “secret signature” in Bashevis’s books.^^ In an
interview with Irving Howe, Bashevis speaks about the influence of Kabbalah on his
work and explains the Lurianic concept o f Zimzum, although he does not employ this
term here: “The Cabala teaches us that to be able to create, God in a way had to dim His
light, to extinguish part o f His being to create a vacuum, and because of this. He could
create. If He didn’t dim His light. His radiance would have filled the cosmos to such a
degree that creation would be impossible.”^^
The starting point of the Lurianic doctrine of creation is the idea that in the beginning,
when there was only the infinite ’Ein-Sof, there was no space at all for creation. There
could not have been an area which was “not already God”, “since that would constitute
a limitation of His Infinity”. Thus the act of creation was only possible, if it was
preceded by an act o f limitation, by “the entry o f God into Himself’, that is through the
act o f Zimzum, whereby God contracts Himself and so makes it possible for something
which is not ’Ein-Sof to exist. Through this withdrawal o f some part of the Godhead,
a room is created “for the creative processes to come into play”.^^
Scholem adds to his explanations o f the Lurianic doctrine o f Zimzum that one is
“tempted to interpret this withdrawal o f God into his own Being in terms of Exile”,
as an act o f God “banishing Himself from His totality into profound seclusion”.^"^
Only after this first act o f contraction and withdrawal, the second Divine act of
Ibid., 90 f., 129.
Cf. C. Sinclair, The Brothers Singer, 45.
Cf. Isaac Bashevis Singer and Irving Howe, ‘Yiddish Tradition vs. Jewish Tradition, A Dialogue’, in:
Midstream (June/July 1973), reprinted in: G. Farrell, Conversations, 127.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 129.
Cf. G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 261.
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emanation could take place, by which God sends out “a ray of His light” into the
“primordial space”, vacated during the process of Zimzum, and begins His revelation,
or rather His “unfolding as God the Creator, in the primordial space o f His own
creation”. Moreover, “every new act o f emanation and manifestation is preceded by one
of concentration and retraction”. Thus “the cosmic process becomes two-fold”, and
without this “perpetual tension” between God’s withdrawal and outflowing
manifestation “nothing in the world would exist”.^^
This idea finds its expression in many o f Bashevis’s writings. Throughout his works
we find various characters, who experience God in the two extreme forms of
concealment and withdrawal on one hand, and o f revelation in creation on the other.
In

Yankev, on the one hand, experiences a withdrawn, concealed God,

who seems to have punished His people and hidden His face from it. On the other hand,
he detects God’s hand in the powerful processes of nature around him, for example in
the splendour o f the fiery clouds, which he sees one morning at sunrise.^^ The Lurianic
idea of the perpetual tension between God’s withdrawal and His manifestation in the
process of creation is expressed here in the two images o f God’s face, which is hidden
or concealed and God’s hand, which seems manifest in nature, God’s creation.
The image o f God’s hand in connection with Divine revelation in nature can also be
found in Bashevis’s short story

n ’ (‘The Little Shoemakers’), a tale

about several generations o f a family o f shoemakers transplanted from a shtetl in
Poland to modem America.^^ Aba Shuster, the last patriarch o f a long line of
shoemakers, is extremely fond o f his small house in Frampol and the grounds around
it. Looking at the dense growth o f vegetation and observing the butterflies, bees and
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golden-bellied flies flying over it, Aba thinks:

"(ix cnypxü: ow»] XI uxn “ly rv ”

“.“iy?:ixn ixu%: Dxn mxn izimxnnxô x 1%3X (Nobody had tilled or sown here, but a
hidden hand had worked miracles.) Lifting up his eyes to the sky and admiring the
formations o f the clouds, he can even feel the presence of an awesome and merciful
God and imagines the Almighty sitting on the

XDD” (Throne of Glory) with the

earth as His “ybyplS/DDiD” (footstool).
The contrasting image o f “D’B “inon” (the hiding o f God’s face) can be found in another
short story, entitled

p i n'iXT'ü’ (translated as ‘Joy’), where the rehe of

Komorow, R. Beynesh, temporarily loses his faith in God, after most of his children
have died from various illnesses. For several months the grieving rehe completely
withdraws from his declining court. On Rosh Hashanah he returns to his hasidim^ sings
the kidush with a festive melody and surprises his followers with new words of
instruction and edification. He comments on the question, why the moon is hidden on
Rosh Hashanah: The reason is that on Rosh Hashanah one prays for life and life is
“m ’nn” (free will) and “u/’jyjnxmxD T’x m ’nn” (free will is concealment). D'-ion y*7X po”
“.□’B “inon ton lyüDVn:

PX (Of all o f God’s graces the greatest grace is the hiding

of His face.).^^
A similar idea is also expressed in the last chapter of

»7, when Arele, the

new rehe o f Biatodrewna, delivers a Rosh Hashanah sermon at the beginning o f the
Second World War. In this sermon he also mentions the fact that the moon is hidden on
Rosh Hashanah. He associates the moon with “pin

(God’s attribute of justice) and

states that “p i” (judgement) only exists for the sake of “niTin” (free will). According to
him, the purpose o f creation is free will:
(For the sake o f free will ’Ein-Sof

*i’TqiD-px oxn n i’nn iS7i a’bis”

contracted Himself.) 1Ï70 üxn ,ni"'nn X p"»! bXT'D””

DF\ 'P9^V, 25. Collected Stories^ 44.
‘TTnDtt^n T”T11^7
in: an
112, translated as ‘Joy’ by Norbert Guterman and Elaine Gottlieb, in:
Collected Stories, 35.
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“.m9'’*7p n lôxwxn (So that there should be free will, the Klipot were created.).
In Arele’s sermon the act o f Zimzum is closely connected to the emergence of the
Klipot, the powers of evil in the world, and as in R. Beynesh’s reflections the purpose
of God’s act o f concealment is again understood to be free will.
This explanation of the existence of evil in the world, which is presented here, is given
by several o f Bashevis’s characters throughout his works. It is a particular interpretation
of the Lurianic concept o f Zimzum, which has its origins in a statement of Isaac Luria
himself, but has not been developed further in the writings o f Luria’s chief disciple
Hayim Vital. According to Luria, before the act of Zimzum “all the forces o f God were
stored within His infinite Self’, and the qualities o f “lOn” (mercy) and o f “p f ’
(judgement) were not yet recognizable as such. However, during the act o f Zimzum
the roots o f “ p i ” became concentrated in one place, “from which the power o f mercy
had departed”. Thus the act o f Zimzum was an “act of Dm”, of “judgement and self
limitation”, “which reveals the roots o f this quality in all that exists”.
This idea was developed in the writings of Moshe Hayim Luzzatto, where it was given
a teleological interpretation. Luzzatto believed that in the act of Zimzum the Creator has
overcome “His innate law o f goodness in creation”, so that God’s creatures should not
be made perfect. Instead they should be given the opportunity to perfect themselves
and to choose between good and evil.
This interpretation of the act o f Zimzum as enabling the existence o f evil in the
world and as providing the opportunity of free will for God’s creatures, is exactly the
explanation given by Arele in

V. The same interpretation o f Zimzum is

also expressed by the magician Yasha Mazur in

pD

ivi.

When the magician Yasha has himself immured in a penitential cell in the epilogue
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of

pD i^^DHlDWJp ivi, he studies various kabbalistic works and reflects on the

origins of evil. He comes to the conclusion that

’n lya

T’K n9’*7p •>7”

n 1DXWX3 IS irnyi OSBSD y] uxn nio-px ly i oxn (the KUpah is nothing more than
Zimzum, by which ’Ein-Sof has contracted Himself in order to create the world). This
act was necessary, so that God would be able to show “70n” (mercy) to His creatures,
to teach them to do good and to walk in His ways, “a’-’*7p9K

llD”

(out o f their own will, out o f free choice).
Here Yasha also follows the teleological interpretation of Zimzum, although he
conflates two stages of the Lurianic doctrine of creation, which strictly speaking should
be seen separately. It is possible to say that the “metaphysical root o f evil” is already
“inherent in the very privation”, which the first Divine act o f Zimzum involves.*"^ The
Klipot, however, as the powers o f evil, only emerged in connection with the second
stage in the process o f creation, according to Lurianic theory. This second stage, which
involves the cosmic catastrophe of the “breaking o f the vessels” and the emergence of
the Klipot, will be discussed below.
The fact that Bashevis has so many o f his characters throughout his works express this
particular teleological interpretation o f the Lurianic concept of Zimzum, which was
developed in the writings o f Moshe Hayim Luzzatto, can be explained by his own
kabbalistic reading material, which included at least two of Luzzatto’s works, the
Keleh Pithei Hokhmah and the ethical work Mesilat Yesharim, as well as an
introduction to Lurianic Kabbalah by Borekh Kosover, the ‘A mud ha- ‘Avodah,
in which Luzzatto’s interpretation o f Zimzum is explained in more simple terms.
This also explains, why Bashevis gives the same teleological interpretation o f Zimzum,
expressed by so many characters in his works, when he speaks in his own voice in his
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PD lyDSDnnp iv i, 243.
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interview with Irving Howe, the beginning of which was quoted earlier. Continuing
his explanation o f the Lurianic doctrine o f creation, Bashevis states that “the Cabala
teaches us that Satan makes possible creation, that without him this could not have
happened”. “To be able to create He had to have Satan, because if Satan wouldn’t have
been there, everything would be divinity, everything would be great and radiant...” ,
“... and there would be no place for individuality, for free choice.”

3.4.2. The Concent of the “Breaking of the Vessels”and the “Sparks of Holiness”
Both in Yasha’s reflections on the origins of evil in
Arele’s Rosh Hashanah sermon in

]1D

IV l

and in

’7 two ideas are conflated, which

actually constitute two different stages in the process towards creation, according to
Lurianic Kabbalah. The first stage, which is the act o f Zimzum, has been discussed
above. The second stage o f Divine emanation, following God’s act of self-contraction
and withdrawal, includes a cosmic incident of immense implications, which is known
in Lurianic Kabbalah as “D’hDri nnnw” or “the breaking of the vessels”.
According to the Lurianic doctrine o f creation, the “primordial space”, vacated in the
act 0 Ï Zimzum was subsequently filled with the Divine “light of emanation”. The first
form, which emanation assumed after the act o f Zimzum, is that of “palp D7X”
(“primordial man”), consisting o f the ten Sfirot. This realm o f the Sfirot in the
Lurianic system is understood as “a realm above the four worlds” o f “mb’SX”
(the world o f emanation), “nxnn” (the world of creation), “n'T’S’’” (the world of
formation) and

(the world o f action, referring to our terrestial world).

The ’A dam Kadmon is “nothing but a first configuration o f the divine light”, flowing
from ’Ein-Sof mio the primordial space, vacated during the act of Zimzum, and is
Cf. I. B. Singer and I, Howe, ‘Yiddish Tradition vs. Jewish Tradition’, in: G. Farrell (ed.). Conversations,
127 f. See also G. Farrell, ‘Seeing and Blindness’, in: G. Farrell (ed.). Conversations, 139, which was quoted
earlier (Section 3.2, 73).
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 119, 136 f.
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therefore “the first and highest form in which the divinity manifests itself’ after the
prior Divine act o f concealment and self-limitation/^ In Lurianic Kabbalah, the ’A dam
Kadmon serves as “a kind o f intermediary link” between ’Ein-Sof and ‘fthe hierarchy of
worlds still to come”. The promotion of the ’A dam Kadmon “to the rank o f the first
being”, emerging after the act o f Zimzum, accounts for the “strong anthropomorphic
coloring”, accompanying all descriptions of the process o f emanation in Lurianic
Kabbalah.*’
Furthermore in the Lurianic system ‘ftwo essentially different symbolisms” are joined,
that o f light and that o f language. According to Lurianic Kabbalah, fi*om the head of the
’A dam Kadmon ‘ftremendous lights shone forth” and aligned themselves in complex
patterns, assuming the form o f letters, of cantillation marks and of other aspects o f the
Torah or the Hebrew language. Every constellation of lights was supposed to have “its
particular linguistic expression”.^^
According to Luria, it was necessary that the lights of the Sfirot should be preserved in
special “bowls” or “vessels”, since ‘fthe divine scheme of things involved the creation
of finite beings and forms, each with its own allotted place in the ideal hierarchy”.
Thus all the lights o f the Sfirot “were given vessels, themselves made o f thicker
light”. However, at this point a cosmic incident occurred, which is known in Lurianic
Kabbalah as ‘fthe breaking o f the vessels” or ‘fthe death o f the kings”. This cosmic
occurance was due to the fact that only the “vessels” assigned to the upper three Sfirot
“managed to contain the light that flowed into them”. The “vessels” of the lower seven
Sfirot broke, edthough to different degrees. Most o f the light that had been in the
vessels “was hurled down with the vessels themselves”, and fi’om their “shards” the
“m9'’'?p”, the “dark forces” o f the sitra ’ahra, ‘ftook on substance”. The “sparks of light”
Cf. G, Scholem, M ajor Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 265.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 137.
'®Ibid., 137 f.
Cf. G. Scholem, M ajor Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 265 f.
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that had struck the vessels remained “captured” among the Klipot, “which are nourished
by them”. The “broken vessels” were subjected to the process of Tikun or “restoration
which began immediately after the disaster”, but their “dross” was unaffected, and from
this “waste matter” the Klipot, “in their strict sense as the powers of evil”, emerged.^^

Throughout Bashevis’s works there are several direct references to the emergence of
the Klipot and to the sparks o f Divine light, known as “niz/lipl m sn ’f ’ or “sparks of
holiness”. But there are also a few images o f breaking vessels, connected with some of
Bashevis’s characters, and there are many instances, where “"|37pr6” or “sparks” o f light
appear in situations, in which there is some redemptive good in an otherwise dark or
evil context. These images o f “sparks” o f light in contexts of darkness and evil
correspond to the Lurianic idea o f the “sparks” of Divine light, which are clinging to
the Klipot, the powers o f evil.
In Bashevis’s üHpwlü

’7 there are several direct references to ideas, connected

to the Lurianic concept of the “breaking o f the vessels”. Thus, for example, when
Oyzer-Heshl’s grandfather Rabbi Dan is expelled from Kleyn-Tereshpol and
experiences the hostility o f many Gentile peasants and soldiers towards the Jews, he
has the feeling that he is encountering the powers o f darkness on his perilous journey,
and that the

fis*’!” (spark o f Divinity) within him is being extinguished. He also

has the impression that the “ri’’*’t2;ï7n

(World of Action) is the “ms’bpn D'piy” (world

o f the Klipot). But he comforts himself with the thought that in its essence everything is
“mpi‘7X” (Godliness), and that “niD-px px bsixn "I’X üxn TB’bp n ib’Sx” (even the Klipah
has its root in ’Ein-Sof). “.niTin rx ri’bDn 1371” (Its purpose is free will.).^^
Here both the Klipot and the “sparks” o f Divine light are referred to in a context o f evil
and hostility. In fact. Rabbi Dan’s reflections on the existence of evil in the world are
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 138 f
DSpwiD pb'>m5 ’7, 324.
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based on a particular interpretation o f the Lurianic concept o f the ‘‘breaking of the
vessels”, which is closely connected to the teleological interpretation of Zimzum,
presented earlier. There are widely differing explanations o f the “breaking o f the
vessels” in different Lurianic writings. According to one interpretation, the “breaking
of the vessels” was “nothing less than a cosmic catastrophe”, a “mishap” in the “lifeprocess o f the Godhead”. But according to another interpretation, there is “teleological”
purpose underlying the “breaking o f the vessels”. It had to occur, in order to “pave the
way for reward and punishment in the lower worlds”, which were about to be
created.^"^
Throughout his works Bashevis presents various characters, who follow this
teleological explanation o f the “breaking of the vessels” and the emergence of the
Klipah, expressed here by Rabbi Dan through the statement that its purpose is free will.
In Arele’s Rosh Hashanah sermon, which was quoted earlier, the first two Divine acts
in the process towards creation, the act o f Zimzum, of God’s concealment and
withdrawal, and the act o f Divine emanation, which led to the “breaking o f the vessels”
and the formation o f the Klipot, are conflated. The purpose of both of these acts is
interpreted to be the possibility o f free will.^^ The same teleological interpretation
o f both Zimzum and the emergence o f the Klipot is also given in Yasha’s reflections
in

;?£) lÿ D S ü W ip

iJ/7,

as mentioned above.^^

In DDS7]/? lÿj, on three occasions the Klipot are referred to in connection with the
question o f evil and suffering in our world and the experience of God’s absence or
concealment in the face o f human suffering, expressed in the image of the hiding of
God’s face. Thus Yankev asks, for how long the Klipah will still have the upper hand,
and for how long there will still be suffering, hunger, the shedding o f innocent blood.
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the atrocities o f those who are strong, and the fear of those who are oppressed. He
acknowledges that God had to hide His face from His creation, so that His creatures
should possess free will, but he thinks that the time for redemption has come.^^
On another occasion Yankev asks himself, why God had to create this world in the
first place and why he had to include the Klipot, sin and suffering in His creation.
He has studied the Kabbalah o f Moshe Cordovero and Isaac Luria and knows their
answers to this question. But in the face o f the brutal murder of young children, which
he has witnessed during the Chmielnicki massacres in 1648, he is not satisfied with
these answers.^^
However, Yankev does not have any other answer to the question o f evil and suffering,
and later on in the novel he returns to the explanation, given in the Lurianic works, he
has studied, or rather the particular version o f the Lurianic doctrine, which is also
expressed by Yasha in
nnon

ps litDSDWJp lÿi. Thus Yankev states that rx n9'’*7p ’I”
r i lya

(the Klipah is nothing more than Zimzum,

emptiness, the hiding o f God’s face).^^ This statement expresses the explanation that the
root of evil, for which the Klipah stands, was already inherent in the Creator’s first act
of Zimzum, o f God’s self-limitation and concealment. Here the Lurianic concepts of
Zimzum and the “breaking o f the vessels” are again conflated, and a teleological
interpretation o f both o f them is upheld.
These are only a few examples o f direct references to the Lurianic concept o f the
“breaking o f the vessels” and the emergence of the Klipot in Bashevis’s works. There
are, however, many more indirect references, images and allusions, conrmected to this
Lurianic idea. In

ps

iv i,

for example, there are two instances o f breaking

vessels in connection with Rekhele, the main female character o f the novel. When

'2^v:p ivi, 42 f.
99

Ibid., 54.
Ibid., 189.
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R. Itshe Mates meets Rekhele for the first time, an earthen pot fells fi*om her hands and
breaks into sh a rd s /D u rin g the celebration of Rekhele's and R. Itshe Mates’ wedding
someone stumbles and a vessel b r e a k s /B o th o f these references to the “breaking of
the vessels” occur in connection with the union between Rekhele and R. Itshe Mates.
At their betrothal feast a song had been intoned, in which a prayer for this bride and
groom was connected with a prayer for the coming o f the Messiah and the reunification
of the Shekhinah with the rest o f the Godhead.

Here at their wedding there is a

mock reference to the cosmic catastrophe of the “breaking of the vessels”, which
caused the separation between the Shekhinah, identical with the tenth Sfirah
“niD^ü” (kingdom), and the remaining nine Sfirot in the first place.
In addition to this, several interesting allusions to ideas connected with the “breaking of
the vessels” can be found in üDÿlp i^i. In this novel there are two references to a
(“husk” or “shell”), which can be understood as allusions to the “ri3'’'7p”, since the literal
meaning o f this term is “husk” or “shell”. Both o f these references occur in connection
with Wanda, the daughter o f Yankev’s Polish master, for whom Yankev feels a
forbidden love, although she is a Gentile.
reference to a

One o f these passages also includes a

or “spark” o f Divine light. This connection o f the image of the

“yiS’:” or “spark” with the image o f a “*7X\Z7” or “husk”, is particularly significant, since
according to Lurianic Kabbalah, many “sparks” o f Divine light remained captured
among the Klipot, the “hylic forces o f evil”, whose hold in the world is supposed to be
“particularly strong among the Gentiles”.

In the novel Yankev is ashamed o f his love

for a Gentile woman, but he realizes that even Esau, traditionally seen as the ancestor of
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the Gentiles, carries a “spark” o f the souls of Abraham and Isaac within himself/
All these references to the “breaking o f the vessels” will be discussed in more depth in
their appropriate context when analyzing Bashevis’s novels. Here it may suffice to give
one more example, which is characteristic o f Bashevis’s use of the image of “lypnô” or
“sparks” in his works. In

JID

it/7, when the magician Yasha first starts

to fall prey to his temptations concerning Emilia, although he is a married man, he is
startled in his attempt to undress her by the appearance of fiery “iï7p2iD” (sparks), which
emanate from her silk dress.

This is a typical example o f the appearance of “sparks”

of light in contexts o f darkness or evil in Bashevis’s works, which are highly allusive to
the Lurianic “sparks o f holiness”. In this case, through the sudden appearance of these
redemptive “sparks”, the attempt of seduction is brought to a halt, and Yasha is
prevented from breaking the commandment against adultery and from inflicting more
pain upon his wife. But what is also interesting in this scene, is the mixture of
mysticism and rationalism. On the one hand, Yasha is startled on account of the
mysterious fire of the “lypllD” or “sparks”. On the other hand, he knows exactly that this
fire is

(static electricity).*^^ This mixture of mysticism and realism

is characteristic o f Bashevis’s works.

3.4.3. The Concept of Tikun and Images of the
In

NAITT” (Sacred Marriagel

>7 the old rebe o f Bialodrewna reflects on the great fortune bestowed

upon human beings, that they are created in the “D'’pl*7X Dbs” (image of God) and that
they have been given the power “mü’aîDp i is Ipnû” (to rectify cosmic defects) and
“npa DIS nu;npi-ms'’SJ n lyijyiDisô’ix ” (to lead the sparks of holiness back to their

DDV2P lj/7, 61 f.
ps WDSDJiaip lj/7, 111.
Ibid., 111.
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source).^®*
This passage is one o f several passages in Bashevis’s works, containing explicit
references to the Lurianic concept of “i v n ” (cosmic restoration), which is the final
stage in the Lurianic doctrine o f creation. The cosmic incident of the “breaking of
the vessels” marks a “cosmic turning-point” in the relation o f the ’A dam Kadmon to the
worlds developing beneath him. As a result o f the “breaking o f the vessels” none of the
four worlds of ’Azilut, Bri ’ah, Yezirah and Asiyah is “located in its proper place”, each
of them standing “a rank lower than it should be”. All the “subsequent processes of
creation” aim at restoring this “primal fault”. The process of “cosmic restoration and
reintegration” is referred to as “ppTi” {Tikun), and the laws governing this process of
Tikun “constitute the largest part o f Lurianic Kabbalah”.
The process o f Tikun, the “restoration o f the universe to its original design in the mind
o f its Creator”, was begun with the help of the light, issuing from ’Adam Kadmon"’s
“forehead” and reorganizing “the disorderly confusion that resulted from the breaking
of the vessels”. In the Lurianic system the ten Sfirot, out of which the ’A dam Kadmon
consisted before the “breaking o f the vessels”, were restructured into five
configurations, called “D‘>Disn9” (literally “faces” or “physiognomies”).^^® Their names
were suggested to Luria by the “symbolism o f the Zohar”, which was reinterpretated by
him. These five Parzufim are “ps]X

(literally “the long-feced one”, but actually

signifying “the Long-Suffering”), “sns” (“father”), “KüX” (“mother”),

"I’yT”

(literally “the short-faced one”, signifying the “Impatient”) and “"i’ï7T*TXDpif’ (“the
female o f Ze '/>”), which is also referred to as “*7m” (R achel).^T he “ps]X

is the

restructured configuration o f the Sfirah o f “"iriD” (“crown”). The Sfirot “TiODn”
108

T'7'’üîjS '7, 541, - The Hebrew word for “sparks o f holiness” can be found both in Bashevis’s works
and in his kabbalistic sources in varying spellings: “TWiipi msnsu”, “r m ip i
“nwnpi-mx’Xi”. In the
present study I use whichever spelling is employed in the sources cited.
G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 140,142.
Ibid., 140.
Cf. G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 269 f.; Kabbalah, 140 f.
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(“wisdom”) and “nrn” (“understanding”) have become the Parzufim of “XüXi xnx”,
which serve as the “supreme archetype” for the procreative “coupling” that, in its
“metaphorical aspect” o f “D’393 D’B m*?Dnon” (“looking face-to-face”), is the “common
root of all intellectual and erotic unions”. From the union of “XûXl X3X” the Parzuf
of “p5]X “I’yi” was “bom”, which is comprised o f the six lower Sfirot of
(“greatness”), “min)” (“strength”), “mXDn” (“beauty”), “nsf ’ (“endurance”),

“ "Tin”

(“majesty”) and “nO’” (“foundation”). The last Sfirah o f “m oW (“kingdom”), which
corresponds to the Shekhinah, was converted into the Parzuf of “‘T’yT‘7 XDpl:”, the female
partner o f Ze ‘ir. These five Parzufim constitute the final figure of the 'Adam Kadmon,
as it evolved in the first stages o f Tikun
A significant part of the process o f Tikun o f the “broken vessels” has, in fact, already
been completed through the activity o f “supernal lights”. But the cmcial point in
Lurianic Kabbalah is that “certain concluding actions” have been reserved for human
beings, and the completion o f Tikun, depends on human action. The completion of
Tikun is synonymous with both earthly redemption, the end of the “historic exile o f the
Jewish people” and the celestial re-unification within the Godhead, the end of the
“mystic exile o f the ShekhinaK\ caused by the “breaking of the vessels”.

The

religious acts o f the Jew, prayer, the study o f the Torah and the fulfilment of the
commandments, have the power to “prepare the way for the final restitution of all the
scattered and exiled lights and sparks” and for the restoration of the world to its
originally intended state o f harmony.
The process o f Tikun is described in explicitly sexual terms: Should human beings
perform their tasks properly and fulfil their “mission” o f the Tikun of the inward
aspects o f the worlds, the “female waters” that enable the “supernal couplings” to take
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place “will be aroused” and the work o f the outward Tikun will be completed by
concealed “supernal lights”, which will only reveal themselves “in the messianic
future”.’
This kind of explicit sexual terminology was already present in earlier Kabbalah,
particularly in the Zohar, where the idea o f the

x:irT” or “sacred marriage” plays

a central role. The Zohar describes the sacred union between two o f the Sfirot within
the Godhead. The Sfirah o f “mD*7û”, the tenth o f the Sfirot, is consistently understood as
the female aspect of God and is identified with the Shekhinah. It is symbolized by either
the Biblical Rachel or Leah. Its male partner in the sacred union is usually understood
to be the Sfirah o f “mxDn”, the sixth and central Sfirah, symbolyzed by the Biblical
Jacob. But at times this male partner can also be “llD"'”, the ninth Sfirah, into which all
the higher Sfirot flow.” ^
According to Lurianic Kabbalah, this harmonious union within the Godhead had been
destroyed during the “breaking o f the vessels”. But during the subsequent process of
Tikun two significant unions take place, that of the supernal “XüXl xnx”, leading to the
birth o f the “psiK "I’yT”. The “T53X “T’ï7T”, consisting of six o f the restructured lower
Sfirot, including “mKDn” and “710’”, subsequently becomes the male partner in the
sacred union with the restructured tenth Sfirah of “mobo”, the Shekhinah, which now
becomes the Parzuf of “^m ” (Rachel).

Given the explicit sexual descriptions o f the process o f Tikun in Lurianic Kabbalah,
it is not surprising that in connection with various visions o f redemption Bashevis
employs a vast amount o f sexual imagery.
In an apocalyptical tale entitled ‘bso “1S77’ (translated as ‘The Gentleman from Cracow’)

G.
Kabbalah, 143.
G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, New York; Schocken, 1996 (first ed. 1965), 138;
G. Scholem, On the M ystical Shape o f the Godhead, New York: Schocken, 1991,183.
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a whole town’s hope for redemption from a life of poverty and misery is bound up
with a huge ball, instigated by a rich gentleman from Cracow, during which he
announces that every virgin in the shtetl must marry that night and all marriages must
be consummated before m id n ig h t/T h e alleged doctor from Cracow reveals himself
as a descendant o f King Solomon and the Queen o f Sheba, a heaven-sent messenger
with a mission to save the inhabitants o f Kleyn-Turbin (probably Maly Turbin) from
their destitution and desolation. The Jews of Kleyn-Turbin agree to the lottery destined
to provide every girl in the shtetl with a husband and with a large dowry from the
wealthy doctor. The gentleman himself marries a harlot named Hodl. During the
ensuing frenzy, the wild communal dancing and the sexual excesses, a bolt of lightning
strikes and all the buildings o f the town are consumed by fire. The gentleman reveals
his true identity as the chief demon Ketev Mriri.^^*
The town’s initial hope for redemption, resulting in a mass hysteria and in complete
sexual debauchery, has not only remained unfulfilled, but has ended in utter destruction.
The rabbi’s call to “rmwn” (repentance) and his self-sacrificing efforts, however, finally
lead to a rebuilding of the community after the destruction.'
In another apocalyptic tale,

po p"iin

(‘The Destruction o f Kreshev’) the

protagonist’s hope for redemption is likewise bound up with sexual debauchery.'^® But
in this short story the apocalyptic destruction, following the sexual excesses, is not
followed by a rebuilding or by an “entry into a better way o f life”.'^'
The young Kabbalist and secret Shabbatean Shloymele is convinced that the generation
before the redemption cannot become ‘’SDT

117 L

(completely virtuous) and therefore it

"7X3 “lyi’, in: a?
83-103, translated as: ‘The Gentleman from Cracow’ by Martha Glicklich and Elaine
Gottlieb, in: Collected Stories, 15-28. In the English the name o f the town is given as Frampol, whereas in
the Yiddish original it is Kleyn-Turbin.
t’5/3’3, 94-97.
''^Ibid., 98-103.
‘i w i n p iTD p"iin l y i ’, in:
viVTJX ps .ojapnsô pDjwym
ps
ivi, 191-249; translated as:
‘The Destruction o f Kreshev’ by Elaine Gottlieb and June Ruth Flaum, in: Collected Stories, 94-130.
Cf. E. Alexander, Isaac Bashevis Singer, 128.
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has to be

(completely guilty).

He thinks that the Messiah will not come,

before all passions and desires are fulfilled. Therefore he persuades his wife Lise to
commit adultery with the coachman Leybl. Shloymele tells Lise that she is a
(reincarnation) o f Abishag the Shunammite, King David’s young wife, and that Leybl is
a reincarnation o f Adonijah, the son o f Haggith and King David, who had sought
Abishag in marriage after his father’s death, but was put to death by his brother
Solomon, the new king.^^^ Shloymele presents himself as a reincarnation of King
Solomon, who has been sent down to earth to rectify the error o f his earlier existence.
This rectification is referred to as “pp’n” {Tikun) and is described in explicit sexual
terms by Shloymele: -

iwnx px

p in’in x

inüsynxn x p’Tüî7iVd p ii”

“.n’pix: ■
’7 palp urn (If sexual intercourse takes place between Adonijah, the son of
Haggith, and Abishag the Shunammite, the redemption will come.).^^"^
Shloymele also explains the secrets o f “nnt p x 7 i n ’” (unification and coupling) to Lise,
according to Kabbalistic works such as the Zohar and the ‘Ez Hayim, expounding Isaac
Luria’s Kabbalistic system. Among other things he mentions the X 3X pD ]irnruDrnxa”
“ xu^’l p x a x U’a x w i p

(the sexual intercourse between the holy father and the holy

mother), referring to the Parzufim “ x a x i X 3X ” , which have emerged out o f the Sfirot of
“nuun” and “ni’n” according to Lurianic Kabbalah.
O f course, in the event the union o f Lise and the coachman Leybl does not lead to
any kind o f redemption. The three sinners only sink more deeply into the dregs of
sexual depravity, until Shloymele repents and the three culprits are punished in front of
the whole community. This is not the end o f the tale, however. After the public
humiliation Lise hangs herself and Leybl takes revenge by burning down most of the

224. Cf. b Sanhédrin 98 a.
1 Kings 2, 13-25. - In the English translation o f 'niwtnp po p n n njn’ the coachman’s name is not Leybl, but
Mendel. Collected Stories, e.g. 113.
p s JDii; ITT", 228 f.
Ibid., 219.
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town.^^^ But otherwise than in “‘7KD
destruction of Krzeszow. As in

there is no sign of redemption after the
ps

7P7, the combination o f false messianism

with sexual debauchery has led to utter destruction.

In Bashevis’s works the hope for redemption is a major theme, as we have seen, but
in most o f his works, as in
in üspm^2

pD pmn

as well as in

ps pW ij/7 and

»7, this hope remains unfulfilled. Another major theme in Bashevis’s

works is love and sexuality, which in Lurianic Kabbalah is, of course, closely related to
the theme of redemption or Tikun, as explained above. It is thus interesting to note that
most o f Bashevis’s writings describe the failure o f his characters to achieve sexual love.
Many o f his characters are driven by sexual depravity and lust, like Shloymele in
‘nywynp po p n n l y i ’ or R. Gedalye in ”7 ^ ps pW W7. It is also lust, not love, which
motivates many o f Bashevis’s male protagonists, like the magician Yasha Mazur in
pD lÿDSiDWip 1^7 and Oyzer-Heshl in DspmD

»7 to pursue several women,

not being able to have a meaningful relationship with any one of them. The other
extreme attitude towards sexual love, exhibited by some of Bashevis’s male characters,
is a disgust with the material world and with the whole of bodily existence, including
sexuality. Two clear examples o f such characters are R. Itshe Mates in ^nsji ps p]l^ IVI
and Yoyne Meyer in the short story ‘ümw

(‘The Slaughterer’), who is disgusted

with his work as a ritual slaughterer, as well as with the whole world o f the body, and
who turns mad at the end o f the story.
In Bashevis’s writings, which are replete with mismatched couples and descriptions of
depraved sexuality, there are only a few instances of couples, sharing a life o f true love
and happiness. The two best examples o f this are the short story ‘p’ü’nD iy%np l y f
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1^7, 244-249.
'omiy "cn’, in: pvm pvüPn pDDV^inm, 27-42; translated as: ‘The Slaughterer’ by Mirra Ginsburg, in: Collected
Stories, 207-216.
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(‘Short Friday’) and the novel üD^2p W7. Both of these works employ the Biblical verse
“niD] x'p Dmam nn^nn

onnxin” ([They] “were loved and dear in their lives, and

in their death they were not divided”) - [2 Sam 1, 23], as a “description o f sexual love”
and as a “thematic core”/^^
“iys“ilp "IS77’ tells the story o f a poor, but happy couple, Shmuel-Leybele and
Shoshe, who live a traditional Jewish life in the community of

/

(Maly

Jozefow)/^^ The couple’s love for each other is reflected in their special love of
celebrating Shabat. After introducing the two main characters, the first part o f the story
describes their lavish preparations for Shabat, at first in general terms, after that
concentrating on a particular Friday in the month of Tevet, the shortest Friday o f the
year. At the end o f the first part, Shmuel-Leybele hears the recital o f

(Song

of Songs) in the synagogue and prays with such “ruilD”, that in a mystical way the
words o f his prayers seem to rise up to the ark and fi'om there all the way to the
“nn^n-XOD” (Throne of Glory).
Shabat is often seen as Israel’s bride. It is welcomed by reciting the Song of Songs,
which is traditionally understood as a song of love between God and the community of
Israel. In the Kabbalah the community of Israel was identified with the Shekhinah and
everything which is said “in the Talmudic interpretation of Song of Songs about the
community o f Israel” and its union with God, was “transferred to the Shekhinah^'* and
the sacred union with her male counterpart within the Godhead.
Gershom Scholem calls Shabat ^‘‘the day o f the Kabbalah”. Shabat, the bride (referred to
in Shlomo Alkabez’s hymn “’m rob”) and the Shekhinah were identified by the Safed

Cf. Bonnie Lyons, ‘Sexual Love in LB. Singer’s Work’, in; Daniel Walden (ed.), Isaac Bashevis Singer.
A Reconsideration (Studies in American Jewish Literature 1), Albany: SUNY, 1981, 61. - The English
translation o f the verse from 2 Samuel is quoted according to The Jerusalem Bible.
129 ‘piQ-n-iQ nyij-np
in; üDJipu ’7 50;1 (January 1945), 19-23; translated as; ‘Short Friday’ by Joseph
Singer and Roger Klein, in; Short Friday and Other Stories, 191-202. In the English translation the name
o f the shtetl is given as Lapschitz.
£©77/77^’7 50:1,21.
Cf. G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 106.
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Kabbalists. The Talmudic passage, telling us that Torah scholars used to have marital
intercourse especially on Friday night, was reinterpreted. Shabat was interpreted as a
marriage festival and the “earthly union between man and woman” on Friday night was
taken as a “symbolic reference to the heavenly marriage” between the Shekhinah and its
male counterpart.
The second part o

f

“lyi’ describes the couple’s celebration of Shabat,

which is imbued with an atmosphere of holiness. On the way home from the
synagogue it seems to Shmuel-Leybele, as if his shtetl had blended with the “bo’n”
(sky / Heaven). His poor room seems to him like

(Paradise).

Before the

Sabbath meal he sings the “bTi niZ/X” (“The worthy woman”), the hymn in praise of the
Jewish housewife, but reinterpreted by the Kabbalists as referring to the ShekhinahP^
The couple’s festive Friday night meal, surrounded by words of prayer, is sanctified, as
is their love-making, described in the final part of the story.
Given the atmosphere o f sanctity permeating the whole story and the erotic-mystical
associations referred to above, it can be said that the couple’s union on Shabat reflects
the “Xiz/np

or “sacred marriage” between the Shekhinah - or its restructured

configuration in the Parzuf o f “Rachel” in Lurianic Kabbalah - with its male
counterpart within the Godhead.

“lysnp “IJ77’ is thus one o f the rare visions of

Tikun in Bashevis’s works. The short story ends with the couple dying side by side
(being too tired to check the stove after their love-making) and with “D’DSba ï7p’b‘’'’n”
(holy angels) leading them to Paradise.

132

134

Ibid., 139 f. The Talmudic passage referred to is: b Ketubot 62 b.
50:1,21.
Ibid. Cf. G.Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 142.
C75J7/772?’7 50:1,23.
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3.5. The Interpretation of Lurianic Concepts in Shabbateanism and Its Depiction in
Bashevis’s Works
The Lurianic concepts, introduced above, particularly the ideas o f the “breaking of the
vessels” and the “sparks o f holiness”, as well as the doctrine of Tikun, also figure
prominently in seventeenth century Shabbateanism, which is the main focus of
Bashevis's first novel

ps

lÿ i and which also appears in the last sections of his

other seventeenth century novel üDÿlp lÿi.
In "1 ^

1P7 R. Itshe Mates explains Shabbatai Zvi’s mission to the inner circle of

Kabbalists in Goraj and during his expositions he makes extensive use of Lurianic
terminology. He tells the assembled Kabbalists that only a few “nwnpl TSiS’l” (“sparks
of holiness”) were still present among the Klipot, to which the sitra ’ahra was clinging.
According to R. Itshe Mates’ explanations, Shabbatai Zvi was conducting a battle against
these powers o f evil, thus leading the “sparks of holiness” back to their source. When the
last “f 13’’:” (“spark”) was back at its source, the

(“holy kingdom”) would be

revealed.
This meeting o f the kabbalistic elite in Goraj takes place during the year 5426 (1665/66).
This was the year, when Shabbatai Zvi, who was bom in Smyrna in 1626, revealed
himself as the Messiah and “ignited a Messianic movement”, which began in Palestine
and “reached out to the entire Diaspora”.

The Shabbatean messianic movement began

in 1665 after the encounter o f Shabbatai Zvi with Nathan o f Gaza, a young rabbi and
Kabbalist who had “delved deeply into Lurianic Kabbalah”.

Nathan o f Gaza had a

vision o f Shabbatai Zvi as the Messiah, and after their encounter he started to appear as
Shabbatai Zvi’s prophet and “standard-bearer”, publishing the coming redemption in an
“apocryphal text attributed to one Abraham he-Hasid, a contemporary of the famous

”1 ^ pS JDÛ7 1V7, 65.
Cf. G. Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism, 59.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 249 f., 435.
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Judah he-Hasid”, who supposedly prophesied the appearance of Shabbatai Zvi and
proclaimed him the “redeemer o f Israel”. Thus when Shabbatai Zvi proclaimed himself
the Messiah in 1665, he swept with him the whole congregation in Gaza. From there “the
messianic news spread like a wildfire to other communities in Palestine”, and soon after a
“wave o f legends and reports of miracles” concerning Shabbatai Zvi and his prophet
swept the Diaspora.

For the Jewish masses in the Diaspora the personality o f the

Messiah was from the beginning “covered by a thick web o f legends”, which had little to
do with the real Shabbatai Zvi.^"^*^
This is also the case in Bashevis’s

ps

lj/7, where both the

(emissary from

the land o f Israel) and R. Gedalye announce all the legendary miracles, supposedly
performed by Shabbatai Zvi. For example R. Gedalye proclaims that Shabbatai Zvi
had already revealed himself and was now on his way to claim the crown from the Sultan
of Stambul, riding on a wild lion, acconq)anied by princes and prophets from the other
side o f the river Sambatyon. The sea was parting before him and a pillar o f fire was
showing him the way.^"^^
According to Scholem, several factors contributed to the success o f Shabbatean
messianism throughout the Diaspora. Not only did the “messianic call” come from the
“Holy Land” and was accompanied by a “renewal o f prophecy”, most prominently in the
figure o f Nathan o f Gaza. But a particularly important factor was also the combination of
popular apocalyptic beliefs, which appealed to the masses, and reinterpretations o f ideas
from Lurianic Kabbalah, which appealed to the kabbalistic elite: “The double response
of the broad masses and the kabbalistic elite imparted a powerful impetus to the
movement.”
The propaganda to the masses consisted o f such legendary messianic images as imparted
'” lbid. 249-251.
Cf. G. Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism^ 59.
;vf pm ly i, 42,113.
Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The M ystical Messiah, 464-466.
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by R. Gedalye, whereas the kabbalistic elite enjoyed an explanation o f Shabbatai Zvi’s
messieinic activity in Lurianic terms, as it was provided by R. Itshe Mates at the meeting
of the Kabbalists in Goraj.
Lurianic Kabbalah had added new dimensions to the “popular Messianic folk-myth o f a
conquering national hero”, who was supposed to free the Jewish people from the “yoke of
the Gentiles”. The “redemptive process”, leading to a “pp’rin 0^117” (“restored world”),
was “raised to the level o f a supreme cosmic drama”. It was understood as a
“fundamental transformation o f the entire Creation”, leading to the “rectification o f
the primordial catastrophe” o f the “breaking of the vessels”, in the course of which all the
worlds would be returned to their originally intended place and the “original unity and
perfection” o f the Godhead would be restored.
Here again an important part o f this process was the raising o f the sparks of Divine light,
captured among the Klipot, the hylic forces of evil, and their return to their Divine source.
Adherents o f the Shabbateem movement were convinced that Shabbatai Zvi, whom they
believed to be the Messiah, would fulfil this task, just as R. Itshe Mates explains to the
Kabbalists in Goraj.
Towards the end of üDÿüp 1^7 an emissary from the land of Israel tells Yankev o f the
imminent redemption, calculated for the year 5426 (1665/66), and places the activities of
Shabbatai Zvi and other Shabbatean leaders in the context o f Isaac Luria’s Kabbalah. The
emissary advises Yankev to settle in the land of Israel with his son, because the Messiah
existed already in this world and the Jews in Israel would be the first to welcome the
redeemer. He says that the “(D'»*7mpa) in ’yiv” (those knowledgeable m the mysterious
wisdom [Kabbalists]) already knew the identity o f the Messiah and the exact date o f his
revelation.
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Cf, G. Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism, 87.

ps jDWirr, 65
DDÿip 1P7, 262.
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From this passage it is obvious that the emissary is referring to Shabbatai Zvi as the
Messiah, who will soon reveal himself. In the

(Epilogue) it is confirmed that the

emissary is a follower o f Shabbatai Zvi, when it is specified that he became one o f the
prophets o f the felse Messiah.

It is likewise obvious that Yankev’s encounter with the

emissary takes place before the year 1665, when Shabbatai Zvi proclaimed himself the
Messieih, since the emissary only hints at the identity o f the Messiah, without
mentioning Shabbatai Zvi’s name. When he speaks of the “]n ’’S77T’”, who know the
identity of the Messiah, he is referring to those knowledgeable in “mnoi riQDn”, that is
hidden or mysterious wisdom, a term commonly applied to mystical, esoteric teaching.
The emissary also informs Yankev that these knowledgeable Kabbalists in the land of
Israel occupy themselves with “m*inD2” (hidden matters - usually referring to the study
o f Kabbalah). They employ “D’II/npn mniz?” (holy names), “Q’nrT’” (unifications) and
“Q’Si'T’S” (combinations o f letters), practice “D’Tr’iyn” (fasts) and study Kabbalah during
the entire night.
These Kabbalists from the circle o f Shabbatai Zvi employ practices like

that is

combinations o f letters and holy names, which were widely used by the Lurianic
Kabbalists in their “mmD” (intentions for prayer) and “Dmn’”, that is acts of unifications
of Divine names which, according to the Lurianic understanding, were supposed to effect
unification within the Godhead.
The emissary also states that the great leaders o f former generations, like

’"“iK”

(the holy ARI - R. Isaac Luria), R. Hayim Vital and R. Shlomo Alkabez, are no longer
there. But he says that the
and that

rDlD“ (tabernacle o f peace) still exists in Safed

iniD nnS’” (Yefrah in his generation was like Shmuel in his

generation).
Ibid., 281.
Ibid., 255.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 178-180.
üD}!2p 1V7, 255. Cf. b Rosh Hashanah 25 b.
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This statement shows that the emissary views the Shabbatean leaders, who were active in
the land o f Israel at the time, as being as significant as the most famous Safed Kabbalists
were in their generation. At the same time he places the Shabbatean leaders within the
tradition o f R. Shlomo Alkabez [c. 1505-1584], R. Isaac Luria [1534-1572] and Luria’s
chief disciple R. Hayim Vital [1542-1620]. It was, in fact an important characteristic of
Shabbatean “messianic propaganda”, addressed to kabbalistic scholars, that it would
show the “apparent continuity” o f Shabbatean ideas with earlier “Zoharic and Lurianic
esotericism”.^^®
Lurianic Kabbalah had already taught its adherents to prepare themselves “more for an
inner than for an outer renewal”, although it was assumed that the one could not take
place without the other. The followers o f Shabbatai Zvi certainly expected him to fulfil
traditional Jewish messianic hopes, but for those, more familiar with Lurianic teachings,
the emphasis was on the inner aspects o f redemption. They believed that the redemption
had begun already, that “inwardly all was in the process o f renewal” and that “the nature
of the Godhead” had already been “fundamentally altered”.

In September 1666 Shabbatai Zvi was given the choice by the Sultan o f Istanbul
of death as a martyr or conversion to Isl6im. Shabbatai Zvi became a Muslim and
saved his life. His apostasy produced a “profound shock” among his followers.^^^ The
majority of his followers, the Jewish masses, for whom Shabbatean messianism was
“predominantly a belief in earthly and political redemption” despaired of their faith
after Shabbatai Zvi’s conversion. But for the ideological hardcore o f the Shabbatean
movement, particularly for those who were well versed in Lurianic Kabbalah, the
conversion did not bring their faith to an end, because these Shabbatean leaders

Cf. G.Scholem, Sabbatai S^vi: The M ystical Messiah, 466.
Cf. G. Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism, 87, 92.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 265.
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were not preoccupied with political redemption in the first place, but rather with the
“redemption of religion and faith” and the “redemption o f God”/^^
These Shabbatean ideologues, who still held fast to their belief after Shabbatai Zvi’s
apostasy, were convinced that the inward aspects o f the redemption had indeed begun,
but that “its ways were mysterious and its outward aspect was still incomplete”. The
completion o f the cosmic process o f Tikun had to be delayed, because not all the
“nwnpT n m r ] ” (“sparks o f holiness”) had been “gathered back again to their source”.
Many Divine “sparks” still remained captured within the “impure realm” of the Klipot.
Thus the process of redemption was still incomplete and it was left to the “Redeemer”
“to descend through the gates o f impurity” into the realm o f the Klipot and “to rescue the
divine sparks still imprisoned there”.

This reinterpretation of the Lurianic doctrines of

the “breaking o f the vessels” and Tikun was employed by Shabbatean ideologues to
justify Shabbatai Zvi’s conversion to Islam.
Those who still continued to believe m Shabbatai Zvi’s messianic mission after his
conversion, called themselves “believers” and their secret feith the “holy faith”.
Bashevis employs the term “Nm20’na-‘’2n” or “xmw’n-’’!::” (literally: sons o f faithfulness;
i.e. the Faithfiil) in both

iv i and

pH

lj/7, referring to the adherents of

the Shabbatean movement after Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy, when the movement had
“developed all the characteristics o f a spiritualist sect”.^^^ Persecutions by rabbis and
communal leaders compelled the followers o f Shabbatai Zvi to develop “their own
special feeling of apartness” and their “need to preserve their secret”.
This secretive character o f Shabbateanism after Shabbatai’s conversion is also
emphasized by Bashevis in the epilogue o f

ij/7, which takes place many years after

Cf. Yehuda Liebes, Studies in Jewish Myth and Jewish Messianism, Albany: SUNY, 1993, 95, 99.
Cf. G. Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism, 92, 94.
Ibid., 91, 94.
Ibid., 92. - üDinp 1V7, 279.
pm ly i, 157.
Cf. G. Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism, 92.
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the apostasy. The epilogue recounts the split in the Jewish community o f Pilica at the
time o f Shabbatai Zvi’s messianic claims and particularly after his conversion to Islam.
It describes how the community excommunicated the “riD” (sect), which in turn
excommunicated the rabbi and the seven town elders. After Shabbatai Zvi’s conversion,
those who remained faithful to the apostate, met in market places o f various towns,
recognizing each other through special signs. Apart from their secret faith, they also
shared business interests and arranged marriages within their own group.
But the “believers” themselves were not one coherent group. They were divided into two
major factions, a “moderate” wing and a “radical”, “antinomian” wing of Shabbateanism,
which had by then become a “heretical movement”.

Both fections supported the

reinterpretation o f the Lurianic doctrines of the “breaking of the vessels” and Tikun
as a justification of Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy. But according to the “moderates”, the
“apostasy o f the Messiah” was not intended as an example for others. The Jew “was
expected to remain a Jew”, and the commandments of the Torah were not to be “openly
tampered” with.^^° The radical, antinomian wing, on the other hand, believed that they
had to descend to the “abyss” with their “Redeemer”, and that there was a “potential
holiness of sin”, and therefore they began to violate the commandments and to commit
“sacred” sins.^^^
The split within the Shabbatean movement after the apostasy is reflected in Bashevis’s
"l&z

lj/7, where the two factions within heretical Shabbateanism are also

described. But there is one major difference between Scholem’s scholarly analysis and
Bashevis’s presentation in his novel, since, according to Bashevis’s presentation, it was
only the radical group, who supported the reinterpretation o f Lurianic doctrines to justify

161

DDÿjp ijrr, 278 f.
Cf. G. Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism, 88, 100.
Ibid., 101.
Ibid., 109 f., 113.
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Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy. According to Bashevis, the moderate group was convinced that
Shabbatai Zvi had passed into the “m'7'’ssn Q'7157” (World of Emanation) and that the
apostate in Istanbul was, in fact, not Shabbatai Zvi at all, but the demon
(Asmodeus). They also believed that redemption would only come, when the generation
had become “’iOT i'?iD”(completely virtuous). In contrast to Scholem, it is only Bashevis’s
second group, the radicals, who upheld the concept that the Messiah had to descend to the
realm o f the “n*>n2£'’n” (the shells o f the broken “vessels” in the “Nether Sphere”) to rescue
the “nwilpl m s’Sl” (“sparks o f holiness”) from them. They believed that they had to
follow the example o f their Messiah and that the generation before redemption had to
become

(completely guilty). The remainder o f Bashevis’s presentation again

matches Scholem’s account, describing, how these radical antinomians went to great
lengths to commit every possible sin.^^^
This radical, antinomian behaviour o f several adherents of Shabbateanism is also
described in

11/7. These radical Shabbateans are described as having ceased to

observe Jewish law, because they believed that the Torah was about to be anulled. Others
interpreted the verse “DDriKûlü

DOnx

(And I will dwell with you in the midst

of your uncleanness [Lev 16, 16]) as a justification for committing all kinds of
abominations, particularly sexual transgressions.
It is not stated, to which period of time Bashevis is referring here. But historically, ideas
like those described in this paragraph were commonly held by the radical wing of
Shabbateans after Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy. They believed that prior to the advent o f the
Messiah the “inward” and the “outward” aspects o f Tikun were in harmony, and for this
reason great “DTpTi” (cosmic restorations) could be effected “by means o f outwardly
performing the commandments”. However, since the “Redeemer” had come and had
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/Diy ij/7 ,158 f. - On the state o f the generation before redemption, see: b Sanhédrin 98 a,
W7, 278. The actual verse in Leviticus reads: "onxDD
onx
[isnn *7niô n w p i]” (“[and so shall
he do for the Tent o f Meeting,] that remains among them in the midst o f their uncleanness”).
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descended into the Nether World to rescue the last “sparks of holiness” from the grasp of
the Klipot, the inward and the outward aspects o f redemption are “in opposition”. Now
the “inward commandment”, which alone can effect a Tikun, has become “synonymous
with the outward transgression”. They believed that at this stage in history “the violation
of the Torah” was its true fulfilment, and they frequently employed the above-quoted
verse from Leviticus to justify their belief in the “sanctifying power o f sin”.'^"^

The description o f Shabbatean messianism in Bashevis’s novels ”7 ^ ;vc

1^7 and

tJD^2p IVI differs very little from the modem scholarly interpretations of Scholem, Liebes
and others, although at least during the time he wrote his first novel, these scholarly
works did not yet exist. Bashevis’s knowledge of the historical details of the period of
Shabbatean messianism must be attributed to his reading of some of the primary sources
of this period, which also formed part of Scholem’s source material, as explained
a b o v e . T h e few differences between Bashevis’s and Scholem’s presentation are
probably due to varying interpretations o f the source material. Bashevis’s account of
Shabbatean messianism comprises both the outward historical development of the
movement and the reinterpretation o f Lurianic concepts by the inner circle of Shabbatean
ideologues and Kabbalists.
After having presented both the historical background o f Shabbatean messianism and its
use o f Lurianic Kabbalah, as it is described by Bashevis, the literary role of Shabbatean
messianism in Bashevis’s ”7X-? pH pW 1V7 and üDVp 1V7 will be investigated within the
framework o f the detailed discussion o f these two novels.

Cf. G. Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism, 110,113.
See; Section 2.5, 53-58.
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3.6. Conclusion
Bashevis’s novels and short stories are imbued with mystical images, references to
Jewish mystical concepts and allusions to kabbalistic ideas. Various recurrent themes can
be identified, which form the basis o f these mystical images, references and allusions.
One o f these themes, which needs to be taken into consideration, is the use of mysticism
for magical purposes. There are many characters throughout Bashevis’s writings, who
employ Jewish mystical works for magical practices. Most prominent among these works
are the Sefer Yezirah and the Sefer Razi 'el, although the Tikunei Zohar is also mentioned
in this context. These mystical works are employed to fulfil one of two major fimctions,
either to provide protection from demons and evil spirits, or to serve as a guide for
performing magical activities, such as the creation of living beings by means o f certain
combinations o f letters, taken from these mystical works, particularly from the Sefer
Yezirah.
Among the apotropaic devices, employed by many of Bashevis’s more superstitious
characters, are amulets, incantations and the practice of placing a knife together with a
Jewish mystical work, like the Sefer Yezirah or the Sefer Razi ’el, under the pillow o f a
woman in childbirth. Bashevis is consistently ambivalent on the subject of demons and
dybbuks, with which his fictional worlds, particularly his short stories, are replete.
Concerning the use of Jewish mystical works for creative, magical purposes, there are
two specific magical experiments, the tapping of wine from the wall and the creation o f
living doves, which are frequently cited as examples o f practical Kabbalah in Bashevis’s
writings. The creation o f living beings with the help o f Sefer Yezirah can be traced back
to Talmudic legends on the creation o f calves and mediaeval commentaries on Sefer
Yezirah, according to which this work can be employed as a manual for the creation o f a
golem. The reference to the creation o f doves with the help of Sefer Yezirah in Bashevis’s
writings is a variation o f this Talmudic and mediaeval idea. The recurrent motif o f the
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same two magical experiments throughout Bashevis’s works is a special stylistic device,
which has to be seen in the context of his use of other recurrent images, such as images of
the nocturnal sky and the motif o f sparks o f light in contexts of darkness.
All the examples o f magical activities in Bashevis’s writings testify to the popular belief
in the inherent power o f the letters of the Hebrew alphabet and in particular o f Divine
names. The belief in the creative, magical power o f Hebrew letters and words is based on
the “linguistic-mystical cosmogony” o f the Sefer Yezirah, according to which the
universe was created through combinations of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. The
world-process is therefore essentially linguistic and the Divine Creator, who formed the
world out o f combinations of Hebrew letters, can be understood as the original archetypal
writer.
Bashevis holds, as he states in an interview, that the artist or writer imitates God’s primal
creative act in his creation of fictional worlds through language.
fullest expression in Bashevis’s novel

pD

This idea finds its

1V7, where the images o f the

Creator-God and the artist-magician are frequently interwoven. Both are experienced by
others in the two extremes o f concealment and of revelation in creation or art. This also
applies to the artist and Yiddish writer Bashevis, who resembles the artist-magician
Yasha Mazur in many ways. Bashevis also bears a marked resemblance to the demonic
narrator o f the short story

ntz^ya’. Like the last remaining demon after the

Holocaust in this short story, Bashevis is deprived of his subject, the majority of the
Jewish population in Eastern Europe and, like the last demon, Bashevis sustains himself
with Yiddish books. But in his own Yiddish writings Bashevis reconstructs and recreates
the life o f Jews in Poland in its various aspects and throughout several centuries. In his
recreation o f past Jewish lives and his creation of fictional worlds, he not only employs
the native language o f the vast majority o f those Jews, who were murdered, but also the
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 25 f.
Cf. 0 . Farrell, Conversations, 145.
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same letters o f the Hebrew alphabet, through which, according to the Sefer Yezirah, the
whole universe was created.
In addition to the idea of creation, expressed in the earliest Hebrew mystical text, the
Sefer Yezirah, Bashevis often makes use of later kabbalistic ideas o f creation. The
doctrine o f creation in Lurianic Kabbalah and its three major stages, Zimzum, the
“breaking o f the vessels” and Tikun, play a significant role throughout Bashevis’s
works. It has been suggested that Zimzum, the act o f withdrawal and self-limitation of
the Creator prior to the act o f creation, is the “secret signature” in Bashevis’s works.
In Bashevis’s writings there are various characters, who experience God in the two
extremes o f concealment and inscrutability on the one hand and of revelation in creation
on the other hand. This corresponds to the first two stages in the process towards creation
according to Lurianic Kabbalah. The Divine act o f emanation and manifestation had to be
preceded by a Divine act o f contraction and withdrawal. This withdrawal of God into the
depths o f His own Being can be understood in terms of Exile. The Divine act o f Zimzum,
which made the creation o f the world possible, also enabled the emergence of evil
through the vacation o f a space from the previously all-encompassing presence of the
Divine. This understanding o f Zimzum, which was developed particularly in the writings
of Moshe Hayim Luzzatto and given a teleological explanation, is also expressed by
several o f Bashevis’s characters. The expression most commonly used by Bashevis’s
characters for explaining God’s act o f withdrawal, which enabled the existence of evil
in the world, is the statement that its purpose was “n'T’tD” (free will).
But during the reflections o f Bashevis’s characters on the purpose of evil two ideas are
frequently conflated, which represent two different stages in the process towards creation
in the Lurianic system. These are the act of Zimzum and the subsequent act of Divine
emanation, during which the cosmic incident of the “breaking o f the vessels” occurred.
168

Cf. C. Sinclair, The Brothers Singer, 45.
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The breaking o f the “vessels”, assigned to the Divine light of the Sfirot, led to the
formation o f the Klipot, the forces o f evil, from the shards o f the broken “vessels” and
to the scattering o f “sparks” o f Divine light throughout the universe, including the realm
of the Klipot. Following a possible teleo logical interpretation o f both Zimzum and the
“breaking o f the vessels”, which in some Lurianic writings is understood to be nothing
more than a cosmic catastrophe, Bashevis has several o f his characters state that the
purpose o f both Zimzum and the “breaking of the vessels” was free will.
In addition to several direct references to the “breaking of the vessels”, the emergence of
the Klipot and the “niz/npT msiS’]” (“sparks of holiness”), Bashevis also employs allusive
images o f breaking vessels and particularly of “lypnô” or “sparks” o f light, which appear
throughout his works as glimpses o f redemptive good in contexts o f darkness or evil.
More than the act o f Zimzum, the incident o f the “breaking o f the vessels” has to be
understood in terms o f Exile, since the whole order o f the universe, including the Divine
realm o f the Sfirot had been upset. All the subsequent cosmic processes aim at restoring
this primal fault through the act o f Tikun (cosmic restoration). The completion o f Tikun
is synonymous with both the end o f the exile of the Jewish people and the end o f the
cosmic exile o f the Shekhinah and the celestial re-unification o f this female aspect o f the
Divine with its male partner within the Godhead. The process of Tikun is described in
explicitly sexual terms in the Lurianic writings, going back to the earlier Zoharic idea o f
the “Xü/np XilVT” or “sacred marriage” within the realm o f the Sfirot. Influenced by these
descriptions o f Tikun in kabbalistic literature, Bashevis makes extensive use of eroticmystical imagery in connection with various visions of redemption, as explained above.
In

i v i and

lÿ j Bashevis also presents Shabbatean messianic ideas and

the Shabbatean use o f Lurianic terminology. His descriptions o f Shabbateanism, which
differ very little from modem scholarly interpretations, will be further investigated in
connection with these two novels.
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4. The Role of Jewish Mysticism and Shabbatean Messianism in

ZVf

isn

(Satan in Gorav)

4.1. Introduction: “The Birth-pangs of the Messiah”
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The greatest cabalists in Poland and other lands uncovered numerous
allusions in the Zohar and in antique cabalistic volumes proving that the
days o f the Exile were numbered. Chmelnicki’s massacres were the
birth-pangs o f the Messiah, According to a secret formula, these pangs
were destined to begin in the year 1648 and extend till the end o f the
present year [1665/66], when the full and perfect redemption would
com e/

Yitskhok Bashevis’s work

ps

IVI (Satan in Goray) is his first novel. It was

initially serialized in the literary Yiddish monthly

in Warsaw between January

and September 1933. In 1935 it was published in book form by the prestigious Yiddish
PEN Club in Warsaw. Not until twenty years later did the novel become accessible to
the English-speaking public with Jacob Sloan’s translation, published in the United
States in 1955.

^ '’’lie ;vf pw ijrr ,Dmyyia prnr", 27. All page numbers within the text o f this chapter refer to the Yiddish
original, unless otherwise stated.
^ LB. Singer, Satan in Goray, London: Penguin, 1980 (first ed. New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1958), 23.
In this chapter the English text is quoted according to Jacob Sloan’s translation, unless it differs significantly
from the Yiddish original.
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”■7^^ ps itow ij/7 is a historical novel, written in a highly imaginative narrative style. In
a “juxtaposition o f the fantastic and the factual” it describes the effects of Shabbatean
messianism on a small shtetl in Poland in the aftermath o f the massacres of the Cossack
hetman Bogdan Chmielnicki in 1648, which were interpreted by many as the
“birth-pangs o f the Messiah”.^ And indeed, a claimant o f this title appeared in the person
o f one Shabbatai Zvi (1626-1676), who made his messianic claims at exactly the
calculated time and in the aftermath o f the massacres that had shattered Polish Jewry,
a fact which contributed greatly to Shabbatai Zvi’s credibility among the masses o f the
Jewish population in Eastern Europe."^
After a short summary o f the storyline o f Bashevis’s first novel, the author’s presentation
of Shabbatean messianism wül be compared with modem scholarly views on this subject.
Furthermore Bashevis’s use o f Jewish mystical references and motife and their connection
to some of the main characters o f the novel will be documented.
More than any other o f Bashevis’s novels,

pH

1^7 is replete with kabbalistic

terminology and ideas, which this chapter will identify.

4.2. The Storyline of

PH

1277

The action o f Bashevis’s first novel takes place in Goraj, a small shtetl near Lublin, most
of whose citizens have been killed during the Chmielnicki massacres in 1648. The few who
survived begin to return to Goraj after the calamities, among them the rabbi o f the town.
Rabbi Beynesh Ashkenazi, and R. Elazar Babad (Reb Eleazar Babad in the English), the
former community leader, with his daughter Rekhele.
After 1648 extraordinary rumours have started to spread throughout Poland that

^ Cf. C. Sinclair, The Brothers Singer, 77.
^ Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 244, 262.
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Chmielnicki’s massacres were the

113 I37‘’“’n-ü‘n3î73i” (“birth-pangs o f the Messiah”) -

[27] and that one man, Shabbatai Zvi, was the Messiah for whom Israel had been waiting
[29].
A packman by the name o f R. Itshe Mates arrives in Goraj with news about Shabbatai Zvi.
Being entertained in the rabbi’s own house by Levi, the rabbi’s son, a supporter o f the
Shabbatean movement, R. Itshe Mates explains Shabbatai Zvi’s mission to the assembled
Kabbalists o f Goraj [64 f.]. One o f R. Itshe Mates’ tasks in Goray is to check the mezuzot
on the doorposts, and this is, how he meets Rekhele, on whose mezuzah God’s name has
been erased. He soon decides, that Rekhele was sent to him

p ” (“from Heaven”),

and he proposes marriage to her [67 £].
Meanwhile Rabbi Beynesh receives a letter from Lublin, warning him that R. Itshe Mates
is a forger and that Shabbatai Zvi is a false Messiah [77 f.]. Rabbi Beynesh prepares for
war with the Shabbateans, warning his congregation that “fp 05711’l'^xis” (“to hasten the
end o f days”) is a grave sin [81 f.]. But his end approaches very soon, in the night of
R. Itshe Mates’ and Rekhele’s betrothal feast, where “D'’57iri57n D"'tZ7570” (“profanations”) are
occuring, as he is informed [89]. He sets off to Rekhele’s house immediately, but is
seized by a storm and falls to the ground. Finally the rabbi decides to leave his
congregation and to die peacefully in Lublin [98].
After Rabbi Beynesh’s disappearance from Goraj his son Levi becomes the new rabbi of
the town and performs the wedding ceremony for R. Itshe Mates and Rekhele. But the
marriage remains unconsumated and R. Itshe Mates is mocked by many in Goraj [111 f.].
A new arrival in Goraj, R. Gedalye from Zamosc, brings more astonishing news about
Shabbatai Zvi. R. Gedalye takes up the post of ritual slaughterer in Goraj, and with his
winning personality he soon becomes the true leader o f Goraj [119].
Meanwhile Rekhele has a vision of an angel and starts prophesying that the redemption
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win come at the new year [125-127]. R. Gedalye sends her husband, R. Itshe Mates, and
the Kabbalist R, Mordkhe Yoysef on a mission to spread the news of Rekhele's prophecy
[128-131]. Eventually he settles her in his own house, sets her up as a prophetess and feels
free to have sexual intercourse with Rekhele [132, 143].
The people o f Goraj wait expectantly for the sounding of the

(the shofer

of the Messiah) until Rosh Hashanah. But on the expected date nothing significant
happens [145-148]. After this, conditions become unbearable in Goraj. In the month of
Kislev the emissaries, R. Mordkhe Yoysef and R. Itshe Mates, return unexpectedly,
announcing a bitter calamity: Shabbatai Zvi has put on a

(fez) and has converted

to Islam [154 f.].
On hearing the news o f Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy, a battle begins to rage in Rekhele’s
breast between the

(“sacred”) and the

(“profane”) - [163, 165]. The

“profane” finally wins power over Rekhele and she is defiled by a strange figure, whom
she identifies as “lütz?” (“Satan”) - [167 f , 171].
The repentant Kabbalist R. Mordkhe Yoysef eventually succeeds in driving out the
dybbuk, by which Rekhele is possessed, but she dies three days later[188]. R.Gedalye is
imprisoned, but manages to flee and becomes an apostate [180 f , 189].

4.3. Bashevis’s Presentation of Shabbatean Messianism Compared with Modern
Scholarly Views
4.3.1. The Opponents of the Shabbatean Movement
In the first half o f
1648 were the

ps
po

it^7, when rumours begin to spread that the massacres of
(“birth-pangs of the Messiah”) and that the

Messiah had appeared in “n s ’nnu? ,1NQ

px ID’TIJI X ns7r'’X” (one great and holy

man, Shabbatai Zvi) - [27, 29], immediately there arises an opponent o f such beliefs in
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Goraj, Rabbi Beynesh, who represents the conservative, traditionalist stand in the
controversy concerning Shabbatai Zvi. Rabbi Beynesh not only refuses to believe in
Shabbatai Zvi being the Messiah and believes that “fP

(“to hasten the end

of days”) is a grave sin, but he is also highly critical of the predominance of kabbalistic
studies in Polish Jewry in general:

n ,pXT vmixniXD px p x “iin I ’Tp a üxn b’SIs”

“.min po Pxnp D571Î7DXQ37"7 po ppn"iüî7i p s ÜXH (“They delved too deeply into things
that were meant to be hidden, they drank too little from the clear waters of the holy
teachings.”) - [Yiddish: 30; English: 25 f.]. What is translated as “the holy teachings” is
really min (Torah) in the Yiddish original. The two different areas of study referred to
here are generally known as ino] (that which is hidden), the study of the esoteric lore,
speculations on the naana ntz/ya (mysteries o f the Divine Chariot) and

ntyya

(act of creation), the whole corpus of mystical, kabbalistic literature on the one hand,
and

(that which is revealed), usually referring to the study o f the Torah, the

Talmud and halakhic literature on the other hand. The almost exclusive study o f the
"inoi (the hidden) and the little interest in the n’7JQ (the revealed) among Polish Jews at
the time, is the reason for Rabbi Beynesh’s criticism. He complains that young boys of
not yet twenty are already poring over mystical works, such as the ‘Ez Hayim, Sefer
Razi'el, the Zohar and works on merkavah mysticism [30]. Unusual, however, is the
fact that Bashevis mentions the study o f the "["in (Hebrew Bible), o f “lyilp-pwY’ (the
holy tongue) and o f the early “opois” (the halakhic works of rabbinic authorities),
rather than Talmud study as being very important to Rabbi Beynesh and as neglected by
the majority of Polish Jews [30].^
Moshe Idel, in describing the “stands o f the conservatives” in the controversy

The translation o f “□’’pois
as “early commentators” [English: 26] is not acceptable, because
“commentators” usually refers to the Biblical commentators
whereas “a’pois” is the word for
rabbinic authorities on halakhic questions.
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concerning Shabbatai Zvi, quotes Rabbi Jacob Emden, an opponent of the Shabbatai
Zvi sect in the eighteenth century, who criticized not only the works of Shabbatai Zvi
And “his accursed disciples” and their felsifying of works of the “ARI” (Rabbi Isaac
Luria), but also their exclusive study of the “esoteric lore”: “They do not intend to study
the knowledge o f the performance o f the commandments, but only look for the mystery
o f the Torah by the exclusive study of Zohar and Luria’s works.” ^ Thus the “dangers
o f Kabbalah” do not only present themselves in the fabrication o f Shabbatean pseudoLurianic works, but also in the “predominance” of kabbalistic studies itself as opposed
to studies about the performance o f the commandments.^
This is exactly Rabbi Beynesh’s criticism against the adherents of the Shabbatean
movement in

ps

1^7. But Moshe Idel also stresses that the great opponents of

the Shabbatean movement as well as o f Hasidism were often themselves well-known
Kabbalists. Therefore, the subject o f “comprehensive criticism” was usually not
Kabbalah itself, but only its exclusive study and its “heretical” interpretation.* This
is the main difference between Moshe IdeTs description of the “stands o f the
conservatives” and Bashevis’s Rabbi Beynesh, who deplores the kabbalistic works of
the “■’"“IX” (Rabbi Isaac Luria), which he considers as being ftiU of
(contradictions) and even “ns-biD"']” (obscenity), and who, as his enemies claim, does
not believe that the Zohar was written by Rabbi Shimon ben Yohai [30 f.].^

R. Jacob Emden, M itpahat Sfarim, 77, as quoted by M, Idel, Hasidism: Between Ecstasy and Magic, 34 f.
' Ibid., 35.
* Ibid., 34 f.
’ In the English translation there is no mention o f Rabbi Beynesh not believing that the Zohar was written by
Rabbi Shimon ben Yotiai (which, o f course, it was not, according to modern scholarship. Its main part was
supposed to have been composed by the Spanish Kabbalist Moshe ben Shem Tov de Leon between 1270 and
1300. Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 232-235.) - Instead of this the corresponding sentence in the English only
states that Rabbi Beynesh's enemies were “claiming that he disbelieved in the cabala” [English: 27].
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4.3.2. Shabbatean Messianism
According to Lurianic Kabbalah, the Kabbalists’ major goal is to prepare their spirits
for the coming of the Messiah and to hasten the time of the redemption. Already in the
Zohar we can find a passage, which announces the redemption for the year 5408,
i.e. 1648 C.E. The Kabbalists base their calculations on the verse ^2WT\ nxin *7:ivn
'Mnnnx

w x (“In the year o f this jubilee you shall return every man to his possession”)

- [Lev 25,13], and comment on it:

mxa 931X1 D’Dbx n M n xiniz; nxTH

“ iJiTinx ’^x w x ^'D.WT] (When nXT will be completed, which is the year 5408, you shall
return every man to his possession).

The numerical value of the word nXT is 408, on

adding 5000, one arrives at the year 5408, which corresponds to 1648 C.E. Since the
celebration of the Jubilee implies the coming o f the Messiah, he will arrive in 1648.^^
Afi:er the destruction o f the First Temple and the time of the First Exile of the people of
Israel the Jubilee was no longer observed because its observance depends on the land of
Israel. Even in the period o f the Second Temple the Jubilee was not operative, because
the land o f Israel was not fiilly occupied by the Jewish people. This is based on the
verse:

n’nn x’n bnr

fix n n n onxipi 7]W

nx oniz/ipi” (“And

you shall hallow the fiftieth year, and proclaim liberty throughout aU the land to all its
inhabitants: it shall be a jubilee for you”) - [Lev 25, 10]. That means one can “proclaim
liberty throughout all the land to all its inhabitants” only, if they are all in the land. If
this is not given, the Jubilee is not observed. This is despite the fact that the n’9’3l27
(seventh year) with its D’DOD nü’au? (release o f debts) was in operation in the time of
the Second Temple, although its observance really depends on the observance of the

rm*7in ntzns
mnn, 139, 2. Cf. A. Galante, Nouveaux Documents sur Sabbetaï Sevi, Istanbul: Société
Anonyme de Papeterie et d’imprimerie (Frateili Haim), 1935, 10.
"Ibid., 10.
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^2V (Jubilee) and its y p ip n o w (release of land), which was no longer in operation at
that time. It was simply instituted as a rabbinical ordinance to keep up the memory of
the seventh year (Ti''Vnwb “IDT).’^ The Jubilee would only be celebrated again with the
return of the Jewish people to the land o f Israel and the full possession o f the whole
land, which is supposed to occur at the time of the coming of the Messiah, Since the
Kabbalists calculated the celebration o f the Jubilee for the year 1648, this implies the
coming o f the Messiah during that year.
In 1648 the Jews o f Poland were persecuted by the soldiers of Chmielnicki. According
to the Talmud, the coming o f the Messiah will be preceded by sufferings and
persecutions, the so-called
value o f

(“birth-pangs of the Messiah”). The numercial

’bnn is also 408. On adding 5000 to it, we arrive again at the year 5408,

i.e. 1648 C.E. for the “birth-pangs o f the Messiah”. This corresponds exactly to the
calculations o f the Kabbalists in
as the “n’ii/û po

ps

11/7, who interpret Chmielnicki’s massacres

(“birth-pangs of the Messiah”): t>t onoyi ■’•’Tpxn n o ■
’S by”

“nabw nbixi n p*»TüyiVo p n ,VPnn,“ix“>

po nio V2 p ’sisD t 't px n"n n w p'>inix

(“According to a secret formula, these pangs were destined to begin in the year 1648
and extend till the end o f the present year, when the full and perfect redemption would
come.”) - [Yiddish: 27; English: 23].
This “present year” is the year VPn (5426), that is 1665/66 C.E. In 1648 Shabbatai Zvi,
who was bom in Smyrna in 1626, was 22 years old, and he was not yet famous for his
messianic claims. The Shabbatean movement was initiated only in 1665, beginning in

Cf. b Gittin 36 a-b and Rashi’s commentary ad locum.
Cf. b Sanhédrin 98 a, where a statement by Rabbi Yohanan is quoted: vbv m ia m il
i n n’ln ox"
“i*? nin inz3 (When you see a generation overwhelmed by many troubles as by a river, await him); and
b Sanhédrin 98 b, where Abaye enquires o f Rabbah, what is his reason for not wishing to see the Messiah,
and asks him, whether this is because o f the “birth-pangs” preceding the advent o f the Messiah (the
expression used here is
ilnn”).
Cf. A. Galante, Nouveaux Documents sur Sabbetaï Sevi, 11.
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Palestine and reaching out to the entire diaspora.
Several o f the factors, which, according to Gershom Scholem, contributed to the
success o f Shabbatean messianism throughout the diaspora, have been discussed
already, in particular the unique combination of popular apocalyptic beliefs and
reinterpretations of Lurianic ideas, which appealed to both the Jewish masses and the
kabbalistic elite. Concerning another contributing fector, the “renewal of prophecy”, it
is important to stress that this phenomenon was not confined to Shabbatai Zvi’s prophet
Nathan o f Gaza. There were also many people in the diaspora, who started prophesying,
thereby fulfilling the verse concerning the end of days in Joel 3,1 :
(“and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy”).
described in

ps

iVT. yulWB .D’S’m

“.. .nnsil px mbinn IX: IVIX

iNDli”

This phenomenon is also

-ir-'oiz? übvn "iy*r po "iS77:yb ybx px”

(“In every land new prophets were appearing.

Ordinary men - even girls and Christians...”), until even in Goraj there arises a
prophetess in Rekhele, who proclaims God’s redemption for the new year [Yiddish:
115, 125-127; English: 99, 107 f.].
Another factor for the success of the Shabbatean movement was, according to Scholem,
that it spoke to the minds o f the Jewish people as a whole. “Conservative minds” could
accept the message o f “fulfillment o f traditional eschatological expectations”, whereas
“Utopians” believed that messianic redemption would introduce a “new age”, in which
the “old state of things” would pass away.**
In ”7^.7 ;v<

iv i the majority of the people o f Goraj hope for the fulfilment of

traditional messianic expectations, preparing themselves for the sounding of the shofar

On the beginnings o f the Shabbatean movement, see: Section 3,5, 102 f.
See: Section 3.5, 103 f.
A. Galante, Nouveaux Documents sur Sabbetaï Sevi, 14. Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The M ystical
Messiah, 464;
Ibid., 467.
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o f the Messiah and their imminent journey to the Land of Israel [144 f.]. R. Gedalye’s
vision of redemption, however, is that o f an era where all the sexual prohibitions will
be abolished and every sexual union, including incest and adultery, will be a religious
commandment [120]. Already before Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy R. Gedalye abolishes the
laws o f ritual purity and lives openly in an adulterous relationship with Rekhele [132,
134 f , 143].
After Shabbatai Zvi’s conversion to Islam in September 1666 those who still held fest
to their belief in Shabbatai Zvi’s messianic mission, were divided into two factions, a
“moderate” and a “radical”, “antinomian” wing of the Shabbatean movement, which had
by that time become a “spiritualist sect”.’^ The two factions of the Shabbatean sect after
the apostasy are also described in

*?J/7, where the emphasis is put on the

ascetic behaviour o f the “moderate” and the excessive, antinomian and consciously
sinful behaviour of the “radical”wing” o f the

(Shabbateans) - [158 f.].^®

4.4. The Role of Jewish Mysticism and Messianism in the Composition of
rx

as a Whole

4.4.1. Jewish Mystical Motifs Connected to R. Itshe Mates and R. Gedalve. the Two
Shabbatean Leaders in Gorai
The two diametrically opposed views about the state of the generation before messianic
redemption attributed to the two groups of the Shabbatai Zvi sect after Shabbatai’s
apostasy in

/Vf /t?^ Iÿ7 go back to a discussion in the Talmud, where they are

quoted in the name of one single rabbinic personality. Rabbi Yohanan: priT ■
’ü") laxi”
“T ’n ibiD IX ’XDT ibiDW inD xbx XD i n p px (Rabbi Yohanan said: The son o f David

Cf. G, Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism, 92, 100.
For a more detailed treatment o f Shabbateanism after Shabbatai iZvi’s apostasy, see: Section 3.5, 106-110.
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will only come in a generation which is completely virtuous or completely guilty.)^ ^
Different verses from the Book of Isaiah are cited as a scriptural support (xnDBDX)
for these two ideas:

"inyi” (“Thy people also shall be all

righteous: they shall inherit the land for ever”) - [Is 60, 21]. That is, if aU the people of
Israel became

(righteous), God could judge Israel with His attribute of Justice

(Tin DT’ü) and would find His people deserving to be redeemed. On the other hand, if
there was going to be a generation so full of evil and suffering, that it needed
redemption, God would grant it out of His attribute o f Mercy (D’am n nT’a), as it is
written in Isaiah: “y’IDû px ’D

U?’X px ’DXT’!” (“And he saw that there was no

man, and was astonished that there was no intercessor”) - [Is 59, 16], and “ntz^yx ’lyab”
(“for my own sake, will I do it”) - [Is 48, 11].^^
Both aspects o f the “Messianic idea” can be found throughout rabbinic Judaism. They
are referred to by Scholem as the “utopian” and the “catastrophic” idea.^^ In Bashevis’s
novel these two ideas about messianic redemption are personified in two of the novel’s
main characters, R. Itshe Mates and R. Gedalye, the two leaders o f the Shabbatean
movement in Goraj. A possible reason, why both o f them initially succeed in gaining
respect for their messianic message among the citizens of Goraj, is that each o f them
“dramatizes one o f the two conditions for messianic deliverance”. Through his extreme
forms o f repentence, asceticism and “self-mortification” R. Itshe Mates seems to be
attempting to “move the world toward righteousness”. Through his practices against
Jewish law, his sexual licence and his “self-indulgence” R. Gedalye seems to be trying to
“hurry the world toward sinfulness”.^'* Both attempts ultimately feil.

b Sanhédrin 98 a.
Ibid.
Cf. G. Scholem, The Messianic Idea in Judaism, 17.
Cf. Irving H. Buchen, Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Eternal Past, 90 f.
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R. Itshe Mates is obsessed with cleanliness and purity. At night, when everyone in
Goraj is asleep, he goes out to the bathhouse, where he immerses himself 72 times
in cold water, according to God’s 72-letter name [71].^^ After that he goes home to
pray “msn”, the midnight prayer, lamenting the destruction o f the Temple. He sprinkles
ashes on his head and recites the “D’np’n”, the special prayers for the reunion of the
exiled Shekhinah with the rest o f the Godhead. He weeps for the destruction of the
Temple and begs ''xin-T'13-nw'np” (the Holy One, blessed be He) to take back the
Shekhinah, whom He has cast away into exile [71]. His way to affect ppTi (cosmic
restoration), to restore the world to its original state of harmony, which has been lost
with the “breaking o f the vessels” according to Lurianic Kabbalah, is through prayer,
fasting, extreme self-mortification, the study of kabbalistic literature and his activities
with holy names: “.maw px pDi37 rx px nmi-mpm pymx y] “ly abpxw ixa p :x i x”
(A whole day long he sways over the Tihinei Zohar and occupies himself with holy
names.) - [70 f.].^^
When Rabbi Beynesh closes the bathhouse at night, R.Itshe Mates can no longer
immerse himself in the rmpa (ritual bath) before “msn”, the midnight lamentation.
Instead o f this he goes out to the river behind the town, carrying the Sefer Yezirah to
ward off evil spirits. There he chops a hole into the ice, immerses himself in the fi*eezing
water, and when he emerges again, he rolls himself in the snow, recounting his
transgressions, among them the pain he has caused his mother, when he was lying in her
womb [81 f.].
Before Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy Shabbatean leaders called their followers to repentance

25

The English translator does not seem to understand the reason for the 72 immersions correctly, when he
states that R. Itshe Mates immersed him self 72 times “according to the numerical signification o f the letters
Ayin and Beth” [English: 61]. In the Yiddish original the 72 immersions are “n"y ow po 1900
(according to the number o f God’s 72-letter name) - [Yiddish: 71],
The English translation o f “mnu7 px poiy rx” as “working out numerical combinations o f the names of
Yaweh” (!) is completely untenable [English: 60],
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facilitate the transition to the coming redemption”. People flocked to Nathan of
Gaza to receive their “individual penance”, and excessive fests and “other ascetic
exercises” “became the order o f the day”.^’ Bashevis’s R. Itshe Mates accords with this
tradition within Shabbateanism. But R. Itshe Mates’ extreme asceticism is, in feet,
sterile. When he marries Rekhele, their marriage remains unconsummated, because it
turns out that R. Itshe Mates is impotent [107-112]. His asceticism is exposed by
Bashevis as a “secret hatred o f life”. This is emphasized by the fact that throughout the
novel R. Itshe Mates is “associated with death”.^* When Rekhele receives the proposal
of marriage from him, she is afraid, because she thinks, he has

(“dead

eyes”) - [73]. The bathhouse, to which R. Itshe Mates goes at night for his immersions,
is situated between the wipn (poorhouse) and the old cemetry, and in front of the
poorhouse he sees a “üy"i>mnü” (“purification board”), which is waiting for a new
“ira-13” (corpse) - [71]. Even the nsin (wedding canopy) for R. Itshe Mates and
Rekhele is put up at a place between the synagogue and the old cemetry, where school
children have been killed by the Cossacks in 1648, and the song, intoned at their
wedding, is a dirge, lamenting the massacres o f Chmielnicki in a “lir]-3X3-nyiyn”, the
tune used for the reading o f riD’N (Lamentations) on Tisha b’Av [104 f.].
R. Itshe Mates’ unworldliness, his denial o f the body and the sterility o f his asceticism
are also exposed in his vision o f Tikun, o f ultimate redemption, which he explains to the
assembled Kabbalists in Goraj: After Shabbatai Zvi has led the last “spark o f holiness”
back to its source, all bodies would be transformed into pure “n rin n ” (spirituality).
New souls would descend from the

(“World o f Emanations”). There

would be no more eating and drinking, and instead of “TT'Dll n n s” (being firiitful and

Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 251.
Cf. I.H. Buchen, Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Eternal Past, 91.
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multiplying) human beings would be occupied with “D’n n ’”, unifications of letters and
holy names, affecting unification within the Godhead [65].
R. Itshe Mates’ attempt to bring about redemption ultimately fails, because in terms of
the traditional Jewish notion o f the messianic age, he has “contracted its duality to
singularity”, “its troublesome entanglement to simplified perfection”. What is really
underlying his asceticism and his obsession with the soul, is sterility, impotence, a
denial o f the body and a “secret hatred o f life”.^^

R. Gedalye personifies the opposite vision of messianic redemption. Whereas R. Itshe
Mates envisions the messianic age as an “era of total spiritualization”, R. Gedalye
argues that in the end o f days all the strict “pixb” (“Thou shalt nots”) would be
nullified, and each sexual union between a man and a woman, including “nvny”
(incest), would become a miSD (religious duty) - [120].^° This is, as he expounds in his
sermon for 'pnin rQu;, the Shabat before Pessach, because according to him, with every
sexual union a man and a woman unite a holy name and cause the ‘niT’ (unification) of
“xin-inn-niz/Tip” (the Holy One, blessed be He) and the exiled Shekhinah.
Therefore R. Gedalye holds that the redemption is delayed by leaving so many young
men and girls unmarried. He also demonstrates to the congregation that
(according to the Kabbalah) aU laws in the Torah and the Shulhan ‘A rukh are only
“n’m i-nns

DIÜI” (hints to the principle o f being fi-uitful and multiplying) - [120].

This seems to him to be truly the “Dnp'’S7n-"ip‘’y” (“principle of principles”), as the
Shabbateans in Goraj call it, when they try to encourage the impotent R. Itshe Mates,
whose marriage to Rekhele still remains unconsumated during the days o f the

Ibid., 91 f.
Cf. Edward Alexander, Isaac Bashevis Singer, 30.
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“mD"Q yntz;” (seven days o f benediction) - [109]. This is probably the reason, why the
Shabbateans are “delighted to transfer their allegiance” from the “melancholy and
impotent” R. Itshe Mates to the “exuberant and fleshly” R. Gedalye, who soon
becomes the “true spiritual leader” in Goraj [117, 119].^^
When R. Itshe Mates and R. Mordkhe Yoysef leave Goraj to disseminate the news of
Rekhele’s prophecy, R. Gedalye becomes the undisputed ruler of the town and issues
new “mipn” (enactments), which are against the rulings of the Shulhan ‘A rukh [132].^^
He soon settles Rekhele in his own house and feels free to have sexual intercourse with
her, although she is a married woman [132, 143]. He is convinced that his union with
Rekhele, the prophetess, reflects the union of the celestial “Kûxvxnx”, the two Parzufim,
which have emerged out o f the S/îrot of “noDH” and “nrn”: -D’ls iiiTü l ’î 1%]%!
“ ...Tim PD pT m PK'D ...T>7 pnXDW

- ...D^B-bx (“The Divine Parents are

coupling face to face. Rechele, be o f good cheer. This is the hour of union.”) - [Yiddish:
143; English: 121].
This is R. Gedalye’s way o f effecting pp’n (cosmic restoration), and it is interesting to
note that this is taking place exactly at the time of “msn”, the midnight prayer, when
R. Itshe Mates immerses himself in the ritual bath, sprinkles ashes on his head, laments
the destruction of the Temple and prays for redemption from exile and the reunion o f the
Shekhinah with the rest o f the Godhead. R. Itshe Mates’ “Dmn"'” are “unifications” of
letters and holy names, with which he tries to effect unification within the Godhead.
R. Gedalye’s “Tm”, his “unification”, with the same purpose of effecting Tikun, is his
sexual union with Rekhele, the prophetess.

Ibid., 30.
The idea that R. Gedalye’s rulings disagree with the Shulhan ‘A rukh, is slightly problematic from a historical
point o f view, unless R. Gedalye is meant to represent one o f the few “more antinomian” voices among the
Shabbateans even before Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy, since the great majority o f Shabbatai Zvi’s adherents
“saw in the messianic world a guarantee for the strictest observance o f the Law”. Cf. G.Scholem, Sabbatai
Sevi: The M ystical Messiah, 466 f.
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R. Gedalye also abolishes the laws o f “Tnnü” (ritual purity). He advises young women,
how to enflame their husbands and tells them that, since Shabbatai Zvi has been
revealed, the laws against incest have been obliterated. It is rumoured that young men
are exchanging wives, and that students in the house of study are secretly watching
women, who immerse themselves in the ritual bath, as well as occupying themselves
with

(lying with men) and

(lying with animals) on the women’s

balcony o f the synagogue [134 f.].

All these examples show that, whereas R. Itshe Mates personifies the attempt to hasten
the advent o f the Messiah by “making the world perfect and pure”, R. Gedalye
represents the opposite tendency o f seeking to “hurry deliverance by committing every
sin”.^^ While R. Itshe Mates personifies the “perversions o f being a slave to the soul”,
R. Gedalye embodies the “perversions o f being a slave to the body”. R. Itshe Mates
tries to be “more than human”, but his asceticism turns out to be “secret impotency”.
R. Gedalye lives, as if he was “less than human”, but his sensualism turns out to be
“idolatrous lust”, his rule in Goraj the triumph o f “moral anarchy”. Through both
attempts to bring about redemption the “dualistic center” of the messianic idea in
Judaism (cited in the name o f one single rabbinic authority in Tractate Sanhédrin) is
broken into two “irreconcilable and antagonistic poles”.^'^ Each of the two extreme
characters “tries to pass off his half as a whole”, and “between such partial exclusivity”
not only the “human image is impoverished”, but also the dualistic and paradoxical
nature o f the Jewish messianic idea.

Cf. I.H. Buchen, Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Eternal Past, 92.
Ibid., 93.
Cf. I.H. Buchen, ‘The Devil and I.B. Singer’, in: D.Walden (ed.),^ Reconsideration, 25.
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Since Bashevis’s literary compositions are as little one-dimensional and as complex as
the Jewish messianic idea, yet another interpretation o f the two characters R. Itshe
Mates and R. Gedalye is possible. There were two seemingly contradictory character
traits within the personality o f Shabbatai Zvi, which manifested themselves in different
periods o f his life. As well as representing two opposed ideas of messianic redemption,
Bashevis’s characters R. Itshe Mates and R. Gedalye can also be said to “illustrate two
aspects” o f the “troubled personality” o f the messianic claimant Shabbatai Zvi.^^
According to Scholem, Shabbatai Zvi suffered from a “manic-depressive psychosis”, in
which states o f “excessive mental exaltation” and “joyful enthusiasm” alternated with
periods o f “dejection and melancholia”.^^ After the beginning of Shabbateanism as a
mass movement in 1666 both periods were interpreted as “divine dispensations” and
were described in theological terms by Shabbatai’s prophet Nathan o f Gaza and other
Shabbatean leaders. They speak o f Shabbatai’s states o f exaltation as periods of
“illumination”, while his depressive states are referred to as periods o f the “hiding of the
fece”.^* During his periods o f “illumination” Shabbatai not only had visions of himself as
the Messiah, but he also performed acts, which were “incompatible with his normal
behavior” and which sometimes also transgressed either Biblical or rabbinic law. These
outbreaks in periods o f exaltation were later referred to by Shabbateans as “□’’"iT
(“strange [or paradoxical] acts”).^^ Examples o f such “strange acts” are Shabbatai’s
uttering o f the Ineffable Name, his dressing o f a large fish like a baby and putting it into
a cradle, his marriage ceremony with a Torah scroll and his celebration of the three
pilgrim festivals in one week."^® Apart from these periods, in which he performed such

Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 70.
Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The M ystical Messiah, 126.
Ibid., 130.
Ibid., 128.
Ibid., 147, 159, 161 f.
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“strange acts”, Shabbatai led a life o f “ascetic piety”, “indulging in fasts and ritual
baths”, studying Torah and “struggling with himself’/^
In

ps

ij/7 the aspect o f Shabbatai Zvi’s personality, which manifests itself in

periods o f dejection and melancholia, is reflected in the character of R. Itshe Mates,
who also indulges in fasts, ritual baths and self-mortifications and who is characterized
by his ascetic melancholy. The other aspect of Shabbatai’s personality, which manifests
itself in his periods o f “illumination”, is reflected in the character of R. Gedalye, who is
characterized by his “joyful licentiousness”."^^ He also transgresses against both Biblical
and rabbinic law by living in an adulterous relationship with Rekhele and by issuing
enactments, which disagree with the Shulhan ‘Arukh. Furthermore Shabbatai Zvi’s
wedding with a Torah scroll is reflected in R. Gedalye carrying Rekhele through the
synagogue after her prophecy, as if she was a Torah scroll, and having four men hold
up the rons (curtain o f the ark) on four poles over the heads of R. Gedalye and the
prophetess, as if it was a nsin (wedding canopy) - [128, 139].
Shabbatai Zvi’s mysticicm was an “erotic” one, in which he alternated between
“semierotic and semiascetic rituals”."^^ This is reflected in R. Itshe Mates’ asceticism
and impotency and in R. Gedalye’s eroticism and sexual licence in Bashevis’s novel.
Shabbatai Zvi had two unconsumated marriages, and his marriage to Sarah, his third
wife, also remained unconsumated for a long time. One Christian author even
suggested that Shabbatai was impotent."^"^
Similarly R. Itshe Mates is claimed to have married several women, but not to have
consumated these marriages because o f his impotence [79], and his marriage to

Ibid., 147.
Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 70.
Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai l^evi: The M ystical Messiah, 880.
Ibid., 113,413.
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Rekhele remains unconsumated as well [107-112]. - When Shabbatai Zvi finally does
have sexual intercourse with Sarah, he interprets this union as being “required for the
messianic fulfillment”.'^^ Similarly R. Gedalye sees his sexual union with Rekhele at the
time o f “msn”, the midnight prayer, as a way towards effecting ‘“nn’”, the “unification”
within the Godhead, and thus as a way towards Tikun [143].

Within both possible interpretations o f the literary significance o f R. Itshe Mates and
R. Gedalye the character o f Rekhele plays an important role. Her relationship with
R. Itshe Mates and R. Gedalye reflects the relationship of Sarah with Shabbatai Zvi at
different stages of his life. But even more significantly, Rekhele serves as the testing
ground for two different models o f messianic redemption, personified in R. Itshe Mates’
attempt to lead the world towards righteousness and R. Gedalye’s attempt to lead the
world towards sinfulness. The catastrophic outcome of both Rekhele’s relationship
with R. Itshe Mates and with R. Gedalye reflects the ultimate failure of both models of
messianic redemption.
The significant role o f Rekhele deserves further investigation.

4.4.2. Jewish Mystical Motifs Connected to Rekhele and Her Relationship to the
Community, the Shekhinah and the Klipah
Rekhele, the novel’s central female character, is the only character in

ps

1V7

whose life story is told fi*om the beginning to the end. The year of her birth is 1648, the
year o f the Chmielnicki massacres. Thus she is bom “at the very moment that
catastrophe befells the Jews”, a calamity brought about by cruel outside forces, and she
dies as the result of an even greater catastrophe, which the Jewish community brings

''Ibiid.,413.
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upon itself by its readiness to trust in the false Messiah Shabbatai Zvi and in false models
of redemption/^
Rekhele’s biography reflects the history of Goraj. Bom at the same time, when calamity
befalls the community, her upbringing is attended by blood and violence.'^^ Her mother
manages to escape from the massacres in Goraj with her child, but dies, when Rekhele
is still young. Rekhele is brought up in Lublin, in the house of her uncle R. Zeydl Her, a
omw (ritual slaughterer), o f whom she is terrified. His description is replete with
images o f blood and animal slaughter [52 f.]. But perhaps even more terrifying is the
presence o f Rekhele’s grandmother, who scares the child with her constant talk about
(transmigrated souls), dybbuks, wild beasts and “DiyDXnys’B” (dragons), and
who touches her at night with her “dead” hands [54-56]. When her grandmother dies,
the frightened Rekhele is left alone with the corpse on the night of Kol Nidre and has
a terrible vision of the dead chanting the Kol Nidre prayers and of the pots on the stove
flying through the room, which is filled with a scarlet glow. In addition to this, her
grandmother appears to her in a dream wearing a headscarf soaked in blood. Her
nightmarish experiences on that night leave Rekhele speechless and paralyzed [60-62].
She eventually regains her speech, but remains limping on her left foot, as well as being
beset by mysterious illnesses, which some attribute to the work o f demons [62]. After
her illness she has another traumatic experience, when her blood-splattering uncle first
wants to marry her and then suddenly dies. Wftien Rekhele is reunited with her fether
R. Elazar Babad after R. Zeydl Ber’s death and they return to Goraj, Rekhele is not the
same person any more [62].
With aU these details, Bashevis provides the psychological background which would

Cf. Ruth W isse’s introduction to Satan in Goray, New York: Noonday, 1996, xxi,
C f Lawrence S. Friedman, Understanding Isaac Bashevis Singer, Columbia: University o f South Carolina
Press, 1988, 37.
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make Rekhele capable of seeing visions and experiencing demonic possession at a later
stage in her life, while at the same time through his narrative method, he gives concrete
reality to Rekhele’s visions and her demonic possession/^
But more important than Rekhele’s psychological background is her role as a
“microcosm of the community”/^ Like the re-established town of Goraj after 1648,
Rekhele is shaped by the Chmielnicki massacres and their aftermath, by experiences of
calamity, o f blood and violence, by an environment, in which both demonic forces and
visions o f redemption become believable. Like the community of Goraj she survives the
calamities, but is forever altered by the experience: DU?’] lynvi

rx "|X

pD”

y*7X ’n (“Thenceforth Rechele was one apart.”) - [Yiddish: 62; English:53].
As for the town o f Goraj, its altered state is described in detail in a chapter with the title
‘n"n nn’Tl “ixd '’n x i’ (Goraj before the persecution of 1648) - [33-38], which in the
English translation bears the title ‘The Old Goray and the New’ [English: 28-33]. In
this chapter, the orderly fashion in which the affairs of the town proceeded before
1648, are contrasted with the chaos within the re-established community in 1666:
vübx n

irnyi m

is

(“The old Jewish town o f Goray

was unrecognizable.”) - [Yiddish: 34; English: 29].
Rekhele’s further experiences after her return to Goraj in 1666 reflect her downtrodden
community’s different visions o f messianic redemption and their fatal consequences, as
already mentioned above. As one critic puts it: “On Rechele’s body and soul are
imprinted the results o f her community’s various strivings for re d e m p tio n .W h e n
the community o f Goraj follows the ascetic Kabbalist R. Itshe Mates and his purely

Cf. Maximilian E, Novak, ‘Moral Grotesque and Decorative Grotesque in Singer’s Fiction’, in:
M. Alientuck (ed.). The Achievement o f Isaac Bashevis Singer, Carbondale & Edwardsville: Southern
Illinois University Press, 1969, 59 f.
Cf. L.S. Friedman, Understanding Isaac Bashevis Singer, 37 f.
Ibid., 44.
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spiritual vision o f messianic redemption, brought about by the attempt o f making the
generation before the redemption completely righteous, Rekhele serves as the testing
ground o f that vision through her marriage with R. Itshe Mates. The feilure of this
marriage through R. Itshe Mates’ asceticism and impotence exposes the failure of
R. Itshe Mates’ model of redemption for the community. When the community
consequently entrusts the fleshy and self-indulgent R. Gedalye with the leadership of
the town and follows his path towards messianic redemption by the attempt of making
the generation completely guilty, Rekhele again provides the testing ground of that
messianic vision through her illegitimate union with R. Gedalye. As Rekhele’s body is
violated by her lustflil seducer, as the “nxQiü” (“profane”) wins the battle over the
“nc?np” (“sacred”) in her soul, and as her whole being is invaded by demons, the
community o f Goraj also completely deteriorates as a result of following R. Gedalye’s
model o f messianic redemption, and the “xnnx X"iüD”, the power o f evil, triumphs in
Goraj.
Since Rekhele serves as a microcosm of the community of Goraj after the massacres of
1648, and since the small town o f Goraj serves as a microcosm of the whole Jewish
community and its strivings for redemption after the persecutions in Bashevis’s novel,
thus Rekhele also serves as a microcosm o f the people of Israel as a whole.
In Scripture, in several passages fi*om various books o f the Prophets, the relationship
between God and Israel is represented by a marriage between a man and a woman.^^
According to the traditional Jewish interpretation of

"I’U? (Song o f Songs),

throughout this book the male lover symbolizes God, whereas the female beloved
symbolizes Israel. For the Kabbalists the marriage between God and Israel was “merely
the outward aspect o f a process that takes place within the secret inwardness o f God

E.g. Jeremiah 3, 1; Hosea 1-3, especially 2, 21 f.; Amos 5, 2; etc.
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h i m s e l f A s mentioned above, a central idea in the Zohar is the idea o f the
''xwnp XilVT” or “sacred marriage” between the two Sfirot of “mxDn” (“beauty”)
and “mD'7û” (“kingdom”)/^ The Sfirah o f “n n W , the tenth of the Sfirot, is nothing
other in this context than the exiled Shekhinah, which is also the mystical community of
Israel/"^
At R. Itshe Mates’ and Rekhele’s betrothal feast, Khinkele the Pious intones a song
in which she connects the marriage o f this couple to the coming of the Messiah and the
sacred marriage o f the Shekhinah:
,-ixn-iKD ri'?>inn
snjr-’TTKlyoip wo
jnswmx n^mpn

n üDyo rx

“ ."1X9 y o n o x i - ’T la w ir

t '''*?!

(“Protect, Lord God, this bride and groom;
May we see the Messiah soon.
The Holy Presence, Lord God, wed
As these two seek the marriage bed.”) -

[Yiddish: 84; English: 73].
In this song Rekhele is closely connected with the Shekhinah, her marriage to R. Itshe
Mates with the “sacred marriage” between the Sfirot

(the Shekhinah) and

“mxDn” (her male counterpart) within the Godhead. By juxtaposing a prayer for “this
bride and groom”, a prayer for the sacred marriage o f the Shekhinah and a prayer for
the coming of the Messiah, Khinkele’s song “strongly implies their interdependence”.^^
As the marriage o f Rekhele to R. Itshe Mates fails on account of his inability to join her

Cf. G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 138.
See: Section 3.4.3, 96.
Cf. G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 138,
Cf. L.S. Friedman, Understanding Isaac Bashevis Singer, 39.
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in the “holy sexual union”, Israel’s hope for messianic redemption remains unfulfilled.
Since the coming of the Messiah is said to be preceded by birth pangs, Rekhele’s
“sterile marriage” is the “metaphorical equivalent of unredeemed Israel”.^^ As an
unwilling partner in a sterile marriage the unfulfilled Rekhele becomes both a symbol of
unredeemed Israel and the exiled Shekhinah, whose reunion vsdth the rest o f the
Godhead remains impeded.
In fact, throughout the novel references are scattered, which associate Rekhele with the
Shekhinah, and at times explicit kabbalistic terminology is used in connection with her.
The description o f Rekhele’s first encounter with R. Itshe Mates contains several
references to both historical and mystical analogues.^^ In this description Rekhele’s
appearance is associated with that o f a

(witch) - [67]. She gives the impression

o f someone not quite normal, half mad, but nevertheless rather attractive. Rekhele’s
description matches reports about Sarah, Shabbatai Zvi’s third wife, who was said to be
a “beautiful maiden” who does “strange things”. One author speaks about Sarah’s
madness, another about her “witchcraft”.^*
Rekhele’s face is described as consisting o f two halves. One half of her face is red, the
other pale. This description could contain a hint at the ambivalent nature o f the
Shekhinah. “Both as woman and as soul, the Shekhinah has its terrible aspect”, writes
Scholem.

The Shekhinah as the last of the Sfirot is the receptacle of both the powers

o f mercy and o f “stem judgement”, pouring down from the higher Sfirot. The power of
stem judgement, however, if it is unmediated by the power of mercy, contains in itself
the source o f evil. There are times, when the Shekhinah is dominated by this power of

Ibid., 40 f.
Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 68.
Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The M ystical Messiah, 192 f., 197.
Cf. G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 106.
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stem judgement, as it is expressed in the Zohar. “At times the Shekhinah tastes the
other, bitter side, and then her face is dark”.^®
In her left hand Rekhele holds an earthen pot, in her right hand a straw whisk with
ashes [67]. Ashes are usually associated with mourning, especially the mourning for the
destruction of the Temple and the exile o f the children of Israel. R. Itshe Mates puts
ashes on his head, when he prays “msn”, the midnight prayer, lamenting the destruction
o f the Temple, the exile o f Israel and the exile o f the Shekhinah from the rest of the
Godhead [71]. The exile o f Israel is closely related to the exile of the Shekhinah. The
idea o f the Shekhinah accompanying the children of Israel into exile can already be
found in the Talmud.^^ But according to its kabbalistic interpretation, this means that
“<2part o f God Himself is exiledfrom God^f^ The reunion o f the exiled Shekhinah
with the rest o f the Godhead is the aim o f “msn”, the mystical midnight lamentation.
After Rekhele has told R. Itshe Mates that no-one wants to marry her, unless Satan
would have her, she starts laughing and crying at the same time, and the earthen pot,
which she holds in her hand, falls to the ground

"I’T0337-037% px” (and

breaks into shards) - [68]. This scene is a parodie reference to “D’b3n rooU7”, the
“breaking o f the vessels”. The reference is even more poignant, as Rekhele has just
been speaking o f the possibility o f being taken by the power of evil, and it is from the
“shards” o f the “broken vessels” that the Klipot emerged, which are the “root of evil”.^^
Since Rekhele has started to become “ensnared” by the powers of evil, it is not
surprising that the protective names o f God, the “n’ln-QU;” (the Tetragrammaton) and
the name “HIT” (God Almighty) on her mezuzah, have been rendered powerless for her

62

Ibid., 107.
b Megillah 29 a.
Cf. G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 107.
Ibid., 139.
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[ 6 7 ] . The reference to the letter w in “■
’lU?”, o f which a crown is missing, could be an
allusion to the feet that Rekhele as a portrait o f the community o f Israel is in the process
o f replacing feith in the real

(God Almighty) by faith in the false Messiah

Shabbatai Zvi, who presented himself as “the new SHADDAY”, a feith, from which
an important dimension (like a crown) is missing.^^ Indeed God’s Name (the
Tetagrammaton) is blotted out completely on Rekhele’s mezuzah [67]. The emphasis
on the letter w could also hint at the forces of evil, personified by

(Satan), to

whom Rekhele is referring herself, in the process of gaining power over Rekhele, the
community o f Goraj and the community of Israel. If the community is ensnared by the
forces o f evü, the Shekhinah remains exiled from the rest o f the Godhead and there is no
possibility for Tikun.
After the earthen pot slips from Rekhele’s hand and breaks into shards, R. Itshe Mates
remains shocked and speechless for a while, until he suddenly understands the “n o ”
(“secret”) behind this. Immediately he looks at his pale nails, as one does during the
Havdalah ceremony, and says to himself:

T’K "IXT n ” (“This is from Heaven”) -

[68].^^ The plain meaning o f this is obviously R.Itshe Mates’ intended union with
Rekhele, which he suddenly understands to be predestined. But on a deeper level
this could also allude to the “breaking of the vessels” itself. Supporting such an
interpretation is the emphasis on the feet that it is “bDipü 1377 DBüXD î7\77ü“>K'"i” (R. Itshe
Mates, the Kabbalist), who understands the “ 71D” , the “secret” behind this. In the study
o f the Torah “710” is one o f the four methods o f exegesis. It is the uncovering o f the
mystical meaning o f the Torah. Thus the

“710” ,

which R. Itshe Mates, the Kabbalist

understands here, could well be the mystical meaning of “D’hon n i’Oll?”, the “breaking
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Cf. G, Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 69,
Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The M ystical Messiah, 390.
The reference to the Havdalah ceremony is missing in the translation [English: 58].
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o f the vessels”. It could even mean that R. Itshe Mates suddenly realizes that the
cosmic catastrophe o f the “breaking of the vessels”, which brought evil into the world,
was in reality

p ” (“from Heaven”), was part of God’s original plan.^^ The

reference to “n*7‘a n ” (Havdalah), which is a separation between lyTip (holy) and bin
(profane) could be understood in this context to refer to the separation between holy
and profane, brought about through the cosmic incident o f the “breaking of the
vessels”.
During the description o f Rekhele’s and R. Itshe Mates’ wedding there is another
reference to the “breaking o f the vessels”. After the little shoemaker has sung his dirge
about the horrors o f the Chmielnicki massacres, a woman feints, a boy starts to scream,
because he feels he is sufibcating, someone stumbles over the water tun, and:
“.pxnays 0911 ’bD X” (A vessel breaks.) - [105]. The word used here is “’bD” (vessel),
exactly the same word as in “Q’b^n

the “breaking o f the vessels”, which makes

the reference obvious. Here again the allusion to the “breaking of the vessels” occurs in
connection with the union between Rekhele and R. Itshe Mates. The reference to the
“breaking o f the vessels”, which caused the emergence of evil in the world, is also
connected here with a dirge, lamenting the evil and the atrocities brought about by
Chmielnicki and his soldiers.
As the “breaking o f the vessels” has to be followed by Tikun, by a cosmic restoration
o f the broken unity within the Godhead on the Divine plane, so the calamities of the
Chmielnicki massacres, which were interpreted by many as the birth pangs o f the
Messiah, were hoped to be followed by a messianic reden^tion of Israel on the human

67

On the “teleological” interpretation o f the “breaking o f the vessels” and its use in Bashevis’s writings, see:
Section 3.4.2, 89-91.
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plane.

The union o f Rekhele and R. Itshe Mates, which is linked here to both the

Chmielnicki massacres and the “breaking o f the vessels” is fraught with hope for
messianic redemption for Israel and the reunification between the Shekhinah and
the rest o f the Godhead. Rekhele is connected to both Israel and the Shekhinah, as
explained above. As her marriage to R. Itshe Mates fails, so also the hope for messianic
redemption and for Tikun. What remains is the image of the “breaking of the vessels”,
the root for the emergence of evil, in this scene again connected with the Havdalah
ceremony, when burning Havdalah candles are brought to the nsin (wedding canopy),
another hint at the separation between the holy and the profene.^^
Another scene, in which kabbalistic terminology is used in connection with Rekhele, is
R. Gedalye’s Seder for the group o f Shabbateans in Goraj, at which R. Itshe Mates and
Rekhele are also present. R. Gedalye seats Rekhele at his right hand and tells her about
the beauty o f Sarah, Shabbatai Zvi’s wife, whom he calls “nitz;

DîT’U^û” (“the

Messiah’s wife, Sarah”), and o f whom he says that she has spent some time among
prostitutes in Rome. R. Gedalye also tells Rekhele that she herself has a “nzDlz/] yo'TH”
(exalted soul), that she is “bm

(from the root of Rachel), “TinDW mKsn” (beauty,

which is in majesty) - [122]. R. Gedalye’s remark connects Rekhele to three of the
Sfirot: “niDba” (kingdom), i.e. the Shekhinah, connected to Rachel, “mxDn” (beauty)
and “n n ” (majesty).
When the Zohar speaks o f the Shekhinah, it frequently employs the term “xnpin xaby”
(‘Svorld of the female”). In her “mystery are rooted aU the females in the earthly world”.
According to Joseph Gikatilla, the "‘"‘Shekhinah in Abraham’s time was called Sarah, in

Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 140.
The reference to the Havdalah ceremony is obscured in the translation, which only speaks o f “braided
candles” [English: 91].
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Isaac’s time Rebecca, and in Jacob’s time Rachel”.’®The Lurianic rite for “msn”, the
midnight lamentation, consists o f two parts, the “rite for Rachel” and the “rite for Leah”,
because according to Lurianic Kabbalah, “Rachel and Leah are two aspects o f the
Shekhinah, the one exiled from God and lamenting, the other in her perpetually repeated
reunion with her Lord”.’' Rachel, o f whose root Rekhele is said to be, is the aspect of
the Shekhinah, which is exiled from the rest o f the Godhead, waiting for the reunion.
The second Sfirah, with which R.Gedalye connects Rekhele, is “niNDD” (beauty), which
is usually understood as the Shekhinah"s male partner in the

xlirT” or “sacred

marriage”. “mxDP” is the sixth and central Sfirah and is symbolized by Jacob, Rachel’s
husband.’^
The third o f the Sfirot, with which Rekhele is connected here, is “7in” (majesty), the
eighth Sfirah, which is represented as the left leg of the "Adam K a d m o n f This
connection is especially interesting, as it is Rekhele’s left leg, which remains paralyzed
since her traumatic experiences in Lublin [62].
Shortly after this scene there is another passage, in which Rekhele is linked to both
historical and mystical parallels. When Rekhele comes running into the synagogue and
starts prophesying, R. Gedalye carries her through the synagogue, as if she was a
sacred Torah scroll. The community makes way for her, and some even touch her with
their fingertips, which they kiss in turn, as if they had just touched a Torah scroll taken
out from the ark [128]. Four men then take the curtain from off the ark and hold it up
on poles over the heads o f R. Gedalye and Rekhele, as if it was a wedding canopy [130].
As mentioned above, Shabbatai Zvi had once erected a wedding canopy, had a Torah

Cf.
Cf.
Cf
Cf.

G.
G.
G.
G.

Scholem,
Scholem,
Scholem,
Scholem,

On
the M ystical Shapeo f the Godhead,183.
On
the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 149.
On
the M ystical Shapeo f the Godhead,183.
Kabbalah, 107, 109.
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scroll brought in and had performed a marriage ceremony between himself and the
Torah/"^ This scene in Bashevis’s novel is clearly an allusion to Shabbatai Zvi’s
marriage ceremony with a Torah scroll. In Shabbatai Zvi’s “mystical marriage to the
Torah” the symbolism of the Torah had been implicit. Shabbatai Zvi saw himself as a
“bridegroom coming out o f his chamber, the husband o f the beloved Torah”, which
was in this context “none other than the divine Shekhinah h e r s e l f A t this point not
only the historical, but also the mystical parallel becomes clear. Rekhele is here once
again associated with the Shekhinah, the female aspect of God, whose reunion with the
male aspect within the Godhead is sought for. The identification o f the Shekhinah, the
last o f the ten Sfirot, with the Torah “in its total manifestations, embracing all its
meanings and levels of meaning” already appears in the Tikunei Zohar. The author of
the Tikunei Zohar thus calls the Shekhinah “nnnn 0T15” (“paradise of the Torah”).
“o ils ” refers here to the four different levels of meaning of the Torah, “UIZ75” (the plain
meaning), “îû"i” (the allegoric interpretation),

(the midrashic interpretation) and

“TiD” (the mystical interpretation), which are often referred to by the acronyme “D""ns”.
After R. Gedalye has carried Rekhele through the crowd like a Torah scroll, he even
says explicitly: n T’Kb’lsii px
“...!üb‘’'’n‘iyiD'’ix T’I üxn ’Toxn

bxn nwnpn nrDiz? n oxn ,nnx is rx b’ixn”
(“Happy are we, for the Divine Presence has

returned to us, and happy art thou, for she has chosen thee!”) - [Yiddish: 128; English:
109]. As Rekhele is in this scene clearly associated with the Shekhinah, her union with
R. Gedalye, foreshadowed here by their mock wedding ceremony in the synagogue after
Rekhele’s prophecy, is thus linked to the long desired reunion o f the Shekhinah, the
tenth Sfirah, symbolized by Rachel, with her male counterpart within the Godhead,

Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The M ystical Messiah, 159.
Ibid., 400.
Zohar Hadash 102 d. Cf. G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 58.
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“m xsn” the sixth and central Sfirah^ symbolized by Jacob, her husband.
In another scene the sexual union between R. Gedalye and Rekhele is loaded with
kabbalistic allusions, as described above.^^ When Rekhele is lying in the dark, her
body is shining like an ‘tnü p x ” (precious stone), and her skin is emitting pypllD”
(“sparks”) - [143]. This is one of many references throughout Bashevis’s work to
“sparks” o f light, appearing in an otherwise dark and evil context, alluding to the
“sparks o f holiness” o f the Lurianic Kabbalah, as explained above.^*
As Rekhele and with her the community o f Goraj and the community o f Israel are
falling more and more into the power o f evil by following the false Messiah Shabbatai
Zvi and felse models o f redemption, there are still some possibly redemptive “sparks”
of good left within an otherwise evü context. Later in the novel, when the “profane”
completely gains power over the “sacred” within Rekhele and her community, these
“sparks of holiness” disappear.
The battle between the voices of the “nwnp” (“sacred”) and the “nxaiü” (“profene”)
takes place within Rekhele, after she has heard the news of Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy
[163]. The voice o f the “sacred” prays and speaks with zeal, hke Rabbi Beynesh, when
he was stiU leading the community o f Goraj. With a tune from the Hagadah the
“sacred” declares:

“ ...!"inx x b i x in ’i x ...I'n ’i x ”

(“I am the Lord! I am He, and no

other!”) - [Yiddish: 165 f ; English: 140]. - The “profane” makes lewd remarks, uses
vulgar and obscene language, pronounces holy names and blasphemes them. The main
declaration o f the “profane” is: “

D'rirb p ’r p DBii ns'-bp n . . . I p i X D m : r x DXi”

(“God has died! The Husk shaU reign forever and ever!”) - [Yiddish: 165 f ; English:
140]. - Slowly the “sacred” recedes. It becomes smaller and smaller, untü it disappears

See: Section 4,4.1, 129.
See: Section 3.4.2, 88 f.
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completely, and the “profane” gains power over Rekhele [167 f.].
As Rekhele is so closely associated with both the community of Goraj and with the
community o f Israel at large, the battle taking place within her epitomizes the battle
between the sacred and the profane within Goraj and within the community of Israel,
which have followed a false Messiah and felse models of redemption, and have
permitted themselves gradually to be taken over by corrupt leaders and by evil ideas.
The Shekhinah, with whom Rekhele has also been closely associated through various
allusions throughout the novel, as shown above, has not become reunited with the rest
o f the Godhead. Instead o f a Tikun within the Godhead and messianic redemption for
the community o f Israel, there is an eruption of evil, coming from within the community,
much worse than the evil, coming from without, which Chmielnicki and his soldiers have
brought about. Instead o f developing her full potential as the Shekhinah reuniting with
the rest o f the Godhead, which is hinted at in various passages in the novel, Rekhele at
the end comes to embody the “n9'’*7p” (“Husk”), the “shell into which evil finds its
way”.^^ Thus the declaration of the “profane” that the “ns’bp” or “Husk” will reign
forever, has become true for Rekhele and for her community. This becomes even more
obvious in the next chapter, where it is said that every visitation has fallen upon Goraj,
and - parallel to it - that in Rekhele’s and R. Gedalye’s house the “ns’bp” (“Husk”)
reigns [170 f.].
Rekhele, the prophetess, who represents a microcosm of her community, who had the
potential o f becoming a metaphysical portrait o f the Shekhinah reuniting with the rest of
the Godhead, once she lets the Shabbatean heresy enter her heart, becomes a
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Cf. David G. Roskies, A Bridge o f Longing: The Lost Art o f Yiddish Storytelling, Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1995, 277.
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“metaphysical portrait” o f the “n5’'7p”, the “shell”, into which a dybbuk can enter
In feet, in the moral parable, which concludes the novel, the dybbuk is asked how he
was able to enter the body of Rekhele and gain power over her. He answers that
Rekhele had already been defiled by R. Gedalye with “mxaiü HQD” (“many defilements”),
and thus it was easy for the dybbuk to gain the

(“ascendancy”) over her.

Interesting in this context is also the moment when the dybbuk entered Rekhele: When
she was trying to light a fire with two fiintstones and the “]ï7pns” (“sparks”) could not
light the wick, she called out the name o f “ptz?” (“Satan”), and the dybbuk entered her
[Yiddish: 180; English: 152]. This is the second and last time in this novel, when
“lS7pnD” (“sparks”) appear, hinting at the “sparks o f holiness”. At this point the possibly
redemptive sparks of light, which appear in a context of darkness and evil, are not able
to kindle the fire, to bring light and break the surrounding darkness and evil. The
“sparks” o f Divine light instead remain captured among the Klipot, the forces of evü.
As Rekhele and her community aUow the power of evü to enter their hearts completely,
which is epitomized here by Rekhele’s calling out the name of “lüiy” (“Satan”), both the
community o f Israel and the Shekhinah remain unredeemed, even worse, they become
defiled by evü, and the Klipah reigns indeed “7171 n*7iS7*7” (forever and ever) - [165].

4.5. Conclusion
Bashevis’s first novel

lj/7 is an account o f the consequences of Shabbatean

messianism on Eastern European Jewry in the late seventeenth century, exemplified by the
smaU shtetl Goraj in Poland. The rise o f the Shabbatean movement, the unsuccessfiil
struggle o f its opponents, the “surge of emotions” and expectations among the population
and the situation afl;er the shock about Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy are narrated by Bashevis

Ibid., 277.
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with “deep psychological insight” and “knowledge o f historical detail”/^
According to David Roskies, Bashevis wrote ”7R7 ;vc
Sholem Ash’s D^n

11/7 as a response to

{Kidush ha-Shem) - (1919), which also deals with the time

of the Chmielnicki massacres, but presents it in a very positive, optimistic light with a
great amount o f “feith in the fixture”. Bashevis took the same idea o f messianic faith and
the same historical setting and turned it into a “horrifying vision of apocalypse”.*^
The novel can also be compared to the famous prologue of Jakob Wassermann’s
Die Juden von Zirndorf (1897), which is set in the same period of Shabbatai Zvi’s
messianic claims, when the news o f the coming messianic redemption ignites a
“tremendous excitement” among the “long suffering Jewish-Ashkenazi community”.*^
Only the geographical setting is different. In Jakob Wassermann’s novel the entire
Jewish community of the town of Fiirth in Southern Germany is seized by messianic
fervour and sets out on a journey to the land of Israel, which soon turns into a disaster and
ends in despair. In Die Juden von Zirndorf^ however, the destruction is followed by a
renewed vision, the vision of a “Jewish integration” within a “liberal European culture”, as
embodied in the character o f the hero Agathon Geyer and in the village o f Zimdorf,
founded by the survivors o f the Fiirth Jews after the collapse o f their “messianic
journey”.*'^
In Bashevis’s

ii/7 the destruction o f the community of Goraj after the feilure

of Shabbatean messianism is not followed by any vision o f redemption. Instead the novel
ends with Bashevis’s retreat into the stylization o f a “moral parable”, reminiscent of a
seventeenth century

(chapbook) and with the reiteration o f Rabbi Beynesh’s

Cf. Ch. Shmeruk, ‘Isaac Bashevis Singer 1904-1991’, in: The Jewish Quarterly 39:1 (145) - (Spring
1992), 36.
Cf. D. Roskies, Bridge o f Longing, 292.
" Cf. D. Miron, ‘Passivity and Narration’, in: G. Farrell (ed.). Critical Essays, 158.
Ibid., 158.
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unheard plea as the “moral of this tale”, that no-one should attempt to force God/^ The
Messiah would come in God’s own time [Yiddish: 189; English: 159].
Or, as it is expressed in a different context by Pinkhes-Mendl Zinger in Bashevis’s
ojdsd

“ ..ÜT3 üxn nbiy-bw-inni ly i
has got time...).*^

Cf. D. Roskies, A Bridge o f Longing, 211 f.
102 .

{My Father's Court [Sequel-Collection]:
y i bi’X” (Do not rush. The Master o f the Universe
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5. The Role of Jewish Mysticism and Messianism in

»7

(The Family Moskaf)

5.1. Introduction: The World of the Klivot
OKI TN ,001X1137: '?KQ37*7X ONH 137 .13701371T'7:1X0 X IIDO' lO^llS 1037T37: T’X H 'l

,D’n2 ii ,oyp‘':niT-mi3y iis o’?:any:niix ,n*737ii iip’m v^utm x rx ‘jxio^ pïxô
ly i pxn "7XTlyi-ixii .ni9’‘7pi n*?iy ly i rx rr-'^yyi o'piy ly i .□nio-'o^ ,oPxi]
lynx TT cm n 'i [...] Yxinx-xico n lyii *7XT]3n ixii To^jyoVxnax p i piy
.qio-TX I’x *7ïixii TX 0 ^ ns"'?p n i*7’dx ,nip'?x r*7X rx iin rx oxii DO-”ioy:
’.iTnn rx rr'*7DJi ly i
Rabbi Dan sat stiffened between the straw. He always knew that the people
o f Israel is a lamb among wolves, surrounded by idolaters, murderers, lechers,
drunkards. The World o f Action is the world o f the Klipot. Where else would
Satan have his refuge? Where else would the sitra ’ahra rest? [...] But Rabbi
Dan comforted him self [with the thought] that in its essence everything is
Godliness, even the Klipah has its root in ’Ein-Sof. Its purpose is free will.^

This is one o f many passages from the Yiddish original o f Bashevis’s

'>1

(The Family Moskat), in which kabbalistic terminology is employed and kabbalistic,
mainly Lnrianic ideas are interpreted. Apart from these explicit references, various hints at
kabbalistic undercurrents can be found in Bashevis’s use of imagery, particularly in the
recurrent motive of “lypnô” or “sparks” of light in contexts of darkness, which are
connected to the Lurianic concept o f the “sparks of holiness“.

’ üKpwiü
’7 jD’i w x n pnr, 324. All page numbers within the text o f this chapter refer to the Yiddish
original, unless otherwise stated.
^ This translation is my own. The existing English translation by A.H. Gross does not reflect the kabbalistic
terminology o f the Yiddish original in this particular paragraph; I.E. Singer, The Family Moskat, London:
Penguin, 1980 (first ed. New York: Alfred A. Knopf), 279. It will be quoted, though, during the course o f this
chapter, wherever it does not significantly differ from the Yiddish.
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After Bashevis’s emigration from Poland to the United States, in 1935-36 the
had serialized another novel of his,

i^p^7rr lÿ i (The Sinful Messiah), a fictional

biography o f Jacob Frank. But Bashevis himself did not consider this novel successful,
and it was never published in Yiddish book form or translated into English.^ After his
disappointment with this work, Bashevis found himself unable to write another novel, until
after his brother’s death in 1944. His next major novel, üSpWilD
serialized in the

’7, was initially

from 1945 to 1948, and subsequently published in book form

in two volumes in its original Yiddish edition of 1950 and in the one-volume English
translation by A.H. Gross in the same year. In both the Yiddish and the English Bashevis
dedicates this work to the memory of his brother Y.Y. Zinger. Like his brother’s
1^T12 ’7 {The Brothers Ashkenazi), which is mentioned explicitly in the dedication
o f the English edition o f The Family Moskat, Bashevis’s novel is a family chronicle, in
which the protagonists’ lives are seen against a panorama of Polish-Jewish history. In
üHpWlD

’7 the individual stories o f members of the Mushkat, Banet and Berman

femilies are interwoven with an account o f the history of Polish Jewry from the beginning
o f the twentieth century until the moment o f Hitler’s bombing of Warsaw in 1939."*
An important theme in this family chronicle, which will be explored in this chapter, is
constituted by messianism and its secular alternatives. Furthermore kabbalistic references,
concepts and allusions to kabbalistic ideas will be investigated. In this context it is
essential to analyse the use o f Jewish mystical works for study, for magic purposes and for
superstitious practices. Ideas about life and death,

(transmigrated souls) and

mystical thoughts and images in descriptions o f death and dying will be examined, as well
2is mystical ideas about Creation from the letters o f the Hebrew alphabet and references to

LB. Singer, Love and Exile, 278 f., 282. Cf. Ch. Shmeruk, ‘Isaac Bashevis Singer 1904-1991’, in: The Jewish
Quarterly 39:1 (145) - (Spring 1992), 36.
Cf. E. Alexander, Isaac Bashevis Singer, 39.
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Sefer Yezirah. In addition to this there is the recurrent motive of “sparks” of light in
contexts o f darkness, connected to the Lurianic concept of the “sparks of holiness”. In
the descriptions o f some o f the women characters o f the novel there are also various
allusions to Lurianic ideas, similar to those connected with the character of Rekhele in
pH

1V7, which will be explored. Finally the role o f the Lurianic concepts of

Zimzum, the “breaking o f the vessels” and the emergence of the Klipot and the particular
interpretation o f these concepts by several o f Bashevis’s characters in

DSpïttlü

’7

will be analyzed.
One example o f this important theme is the quotation cited at the beginning of this
chapter. This quotation already contains some of the major ideas of the whole novel
in a nutshell. Although set in the context of the First World War, the experience o f Israel
being a “lamb among wolves”, surrounded by idolaters and murderers, is even more
poignant in the context o f the Second World War, in which the whole novel culminates.
The passage reflects the theme o f Jewish suffering and the question: What is the root of
such evil, and where is God in all of this? Rabbi Dan’s answer to this question in this
paragraph and the answer o f a few other characters in the novel, is a particular
interpretation o f the Lurianic concept o f the “breaking o f the vessels”. In the course o f
this chapter the meaning o f this interpretation for the novel as a whole wiU be analyzed in
the context o f all the other kabbalistic references and allusions in

5.2. The Storyline of

DSpî!7J0

>7.

»7

The novel opens at the beginning o f the twentieth century with the third marriage o f
R. Meshulem Mushkat (Reb Meshulam Moskat in the English) and his return from
Karlsbad to his Warsaw residence with his new wife, Royze-Frumetl (Rosa Frumetl), and
her daughter Eydl (Adele) - [5-15].
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R. Meshulem, the wealthy patriarch o f the Mushkat femily, is already an old man at the
time, the father o f seven children from two previous marriages, all of whom have families
o f their own. His children and their spouses act as administrators of R. Meshulem’s
various properties. But the only person who is really informed about R. Meshulem’s
business afiairs is his

(“bailiff’) Kopl Berman (Koppel Berman), who acts as his

manager and advisor [17, 19].
Shortly after R. Meshulem Mushkat’s return to Warsaw, another traveller arrives in the
big city; Oyzer-Heshl Banet (Asa Heshel Bannet), the grandson of the saintly Rabbi Dan
Katsenelenboygn from Kleyn-Tereshpol (probably Tereszpol-Zygmunty, c. 15 km NE of
Bilgoraj) - [23]. Following a chance encounter with Avram Shapiro (Abram Shapiro), a
son-in-law o f R. Meshulem Mushkat, Oyzer-Heshl is introduced to the Mushkat femily.
Very soon he falls in love with Nyunye Mushkat’s daughter Hadase (Nyunie Moskat and
Hadassah), who tutors him in Polish [40-62]. Oyzer-Heshl is also employed by RoyzeFrumetl to prepare her first husband’s manuscript for publication and spends some time
with her daughter Eydl [78-83].
When Oyzer-Heshl hears R. Meshulem’s announcement o f Hadase’s forthcoming marriage
to a certain Fishele Kutner (Fishel Kutner), he is shocked [80 f.]. But he continues to meet
her secretly and they decide to run away to Switzerland together [172-181]. However,
during their attempt to cross the Austrian border, Hadase is arrested and is brought back
to her parents’ house [224-233].
Meanwhile R. Meshulem is taken seriously ill [186-201]. His whole family gathers at his
house, worried about the inheritence. But Kopl, the bailiff, succeeds in opening the old
man’s safe and escapes with R. Meshulem Mushkat’s fortune [202-215]. Soon after
R. Meshulem dies [242, 250].
Oyzer-Heshl has meanwhile reached Switzerland, not knowing, what has happened to
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Hadase. In Berne Oyzer-Heshl meets Eydl. Having given up all hope o f being reunited
with Hadase, Oyzer-Heshl agrees to marry Eydl [260-279]. On hearing the news
o f Oyzer-Heshl's marriage, Hadase in turn agrees to marry Fishele [265 f.]. - As is to be
expected, neither o f the two young couples leads a happy married life, and after some time
Oyzer-Heshl decides to return to Warsaw, where he finally meets Hadase again [308-318].
It is the year 1914, the beginning o f the First World War. Jews are ordered to leave the
small towns and villages in the vicinity of Warsaw, among them Oyzer-Heshl’s family
fi*om Kleyn-Tereshpol [318-325]. As the war progresses, Oyzer-Heshl is conscripted into
the Russian army [403-412]. Eydl, meanwhile, gives birth to her and Oyzer-Heshl’s son
[412-416]. - With this event the first volume of the Yiddish edition comes to a close.

The second volume opens with a double fimeral in the Mushkat femily. R. Meshulem’s
oldest son and Hadase’s mother have died on the same day [426].
R. Meshulem’s youngest daughter Leye (Leah) has divorced her husband and is preparing
to marry Kopl, her father’s bailiff, and to go to America with him [445].
Oyzer-Heshl survives the war in the Russian army and witnesses the October Revolution.
After the war he escapes fi*om Communist Russia and returns to Poland, which has just
reasserted its independence [469-474]. In Warsaw Oyzer-Heshl soon becomes reunited
with Hadase, who is getting divorced [493, 497-506]. Oyzer-Heshl also divorces Eydl
[506-512] and Oyzer-Heshl and Hadase get married. They have a little daughter, who is
constantly ill. Oyzer-Heshl has difficulty in supporting his femily, and he and Hadase start
to quarrel fi*equently [577-586]. At a Chanukkah masked ball Oyzer-Heshl is introduced
to the communist Barbara Fishelzon (Fishelsohn) - [605-612]. Not long after the ball
Oyzer-Heshl starts carrying on a love affair with Barbara [670 f.].
Again years pass by. In the late 1930s only three of R. Meshulem’s children are still alive.
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An entire path of graves has developed from the cemetry plots o f the Mushkat family
[674]. One year around Pessach various guests arrive in Warsaw from abroad, Kopl and
Leye from America and Leye’s son Arele from Palestine. The newspapers are full o f news
about the impending war with Hitler. Yet the visitors from America and Palestine are in no
hurry to leave Poland [712 f]. - Eydl tries to emigrate to Palestine, but without success
[708-712].
Oyzer-Heshl spends the summer vacation in a village in the mountains with Barbara [720733]. When the news reaches them that the war has begun, they return to Warsaw
immediately [733-735]. In Warsaw Oyzer-Heshl is informed that Hadase has been killed
by a bomb [740-746]. Barbara has made up her mind to try to escape, but Oyzer-Heshl,
who has never cared much about his family before, decides to stay in Warsaw with the rest
of the family [747 f.]. Wandering through the streets of Warsaw, Oyzer-Heshl and Barbara
meet the mystical scholar Herts Yanover, who informs them that the Messiah will come
soon:

“ly rn “isn T’X dni .mwa T’S

lyT’ (“Death is the Messiah. That’s the real

truth.”) - [Yiddish: 748; English: 636].
While this is the closing statement of the English edition, the Yiddish continues for
another chapter, describing the activities o f the hasidic communities on Rosh Hashanah
during the bombing. Oyzer-Heshl remains alone at his sister’s house, starts reading the
Torah and the Prophets and rediscovers the power and the validity o f these words [749758]. The last chapter also recounts the attempt of a group o f Zionist pioneers to reach
Palestine, which the narrator puts into the context of Jewish history. The chapter ends
with an affirmation of the words of the Torah and the Prophets and of the traditional
Jewish messianic hope [758-760].
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5.3, Traditional Jewish Messianism and Its Secular Alternatives
Both the Yiddish and the abridged English edition o f
statements about

»7 conclude with

(the Messiah). While the Yiddish ending reflects the traditional

Jewish hope o f a future messianic redemption, the English version ends with a modem
Jewish intellectuals resigned response to the impending catastrophe, seeing messianic
redemption only in death.
The novel’s first statement about the Messiah and felse Messiahs, is uttered by the rebe o f
Bialodrewna and is based on the traditional Talmudic view that the Messiah would only
come

1K ’XDT I'piDW nna” (in a generation which is completely virtuous or

completely guilty).^ The rebe o f Bialodrewna is also “the book’s first general critic of
modem tendencies” within Polish Jewry at the beginning of the twentieth century, in the
aftermath o f the 1905 Revolution.^ “-IDXl n

'im

üSlNü

px XT” (Here in

Poland Satan is dancing in the streets), he says. He is worried about aU the young men
who run away fi*om the houses o f study, shave off their beards and eat non-kosher food,
and the young women who wear short sleeves, go to the theatre and carry on love af&irs.
He thinks that such things have never happened before, not even in the times of Shabbatai
Zvi and Jacob Frank, and that, unless this “plague” is brought to an end, no remnant of the
Jewish people would remain:

X 1% ip-'wo 117:05713 57pxü 157

?*iinrT’ o w n ,157 D ix n o x n ”

“ ?n’'’n iblD PX Dxn (What is He waiting for. He, whose Name shall be blessed? Does He
really want to bring the Messiah to a generation which is completely guilty?) - [103].
In this passage the rebe likens the behaviour o f the Jewish youths in Poland in his time to
the events in the times o f the false Messiahs Shabbatai Zvi and Jacob Frank. He even
deems the modem tendencies within Polish Jewry worse than the conscious attempts

^ b Sanhédrin 98 a. See the discussion o f this Talmudic statement in the chapter on
Section 4.4.1, 124 f.
^ Cf. E. Alexander, Isaac Bashevis Singer, 42.

1V7,
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of the followers o f the two false Messiahs to hasten the coming of the Messiah by
transforming their generation into one which is completely guilty. As a Jewish
traditionalist - like Rabbi Beynesh in

ps

ly i - the rebe of Bialodrewna is

opposed to any such attempt o f hastening the advent of the Messiah, which can be seen
clearly in the choice o f epithet he uses for Shabbatai Zvi and Jacob Frank: “DÛIL7 na’” (May
their names be blotted out!) - [103]. This leaves him to wonder, whether the Almighty
intends to send the Messiah to a generation, which is even more

1*713” (completely

guilty) in his eyes than the generations o f the two false Messiahs.
The second main representative o f traditional Jewish messianic beliefs in the novel is Rabbi
Dan Katsenelenboygn, Oyzer-Heshl’s grandfather. Like the rebe of Bialodrewna, the rabbi
o f Kleyn-Tereshpol also bewails the feet that the Messiah still tarries, and criticizes the
conduct o f Polish Jews who are not interested in “raiu^n” (repentence), but only in what
he considers to be “niDiip’SX” (heretical beliefs), in secular literature and in the theatre,
which Rabbi Dan considers to be unacceptable [285].^
With this statement Rabbi Dan connects the tarrying of the Messiah with the conduct of
Polish Jewry, that is deplorable and sinfiil in his eyes. Thus he apparently subscribes to one
o f the two above-mentioned Talmudic views, according to which the Messiah would only
come in a generation which is completely virtuous.
Another traditional Talmudic view on the coming of the Messiah is expressed by R.Volf
Hendels (Reb Wolf Hendlers in the English), Royze-Frumetl’s third husband. When Eydl
starts to suffer from labour pains, he comments: ,n"7^*7-''*73n !nmo’ "pin üûip
“lrT’U;3-‘’*73n (Everything is brought about through pain! The pangs of birth, the birth-

^ In the English translation most o f these details are omitted. It only says: “the people chosen o f God were
still ground into the dust; Israel’s people, instead o f living a life o f penance, were turning to heresy.”
[English: 245]. Even the Yiddish original’s reference to
(the Messiah) is not accounted for in the
English.
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pangs o f the Messiah!) - [413]. This expression goes back to statements in the Talmud
about a generation overwhelmed by many troubles, referred to as the

bw i*73n”

(birth-pangs o f the Messiah), which is expected to precede the advent of the Messiah.*
The First World War is interpreted by many traditional Jews as the

n^nbo” (War

of Gog and Magog), which is believed to precede the coming of the Messiah.^ Rabbi Dan
has heard people say that the

(birth-pangs o f the Messiah) have started

already. He himself does not comment publicly on such interpretations, but secretly he
holds that the Messiah might still come in his life time [431].^®
Like the First World War, the beginning o f the Second World War with its bombing of
Warsaw is interpreted by many hasidic Jews as the War of Gog and Magog. Thus we
find, for example, Oyzer-Heshl’s brother-in-law, Menashe-Dovidl (Menassah David in the
English), a follower of the Bratslav hasidim, informing Oyzer-Heshl during the bombing:
üD ’i n ’D

n : n a n b o ...n T ’'7-’'73n r x ' o [ . . . ] n m ü n b y i n n o i y

y in by iin b m x n” n”

“...bs’n TX ü'’“'üu;'D ■
’n .]X piw T*t (“It is man’s duty to bless God for the evil that befeUs
him, as well as for the good. [...] These are the pangs of the Messiah - the wars o f Gog
and Magog. ... It is beginning, just as the Book o f Daniel says.”) - [Yiddish: 746; English:
633]."

Apart fi"om traditional Judaism with its views on messianic redemption, the novel shows
alternative modem secular models o f redemption, as they present themselves to a young
intellectual like Oyzer-Heshl, who leaves the traditional Jewish context of his childhood

Cf. b Sanhédrin 98 a and b.
^ Cf. Ezekiel 38, 2 ff.; m Eduyot 2, 10 ; b Berakhot 13 a.
The whole 33*^** chapter o f the Yiddish original, which includes Rabbi Dan Katsenelenboygn’s reflections
on messianic redemption, mentioned above [430-434], is omitted in the translation [English: 370 f] .
The first part o f this statement is derived from the Mishnah: m Berakhot 9, 5. Concerning the remainder of
the statement, there is a difficulty: Although there are many visions o f the End o f Days in the Book of
Daniel, e.g. Daniel 7-12, the reference to the War o f Gog and Magog is taken from Ezekiel 38-39.
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behind in his pursuit o f secular knowledge, “secular metaphysics” and new visions o f
redemption/^ Foremost among these secular models of redemption in the novel are
Communism and Zionism.
Gine-Gendl’s house, where Oyzer-Heshl takes lodging, when he first comes to Warsaw, is
a gathering place for modem Jewish intellectuals, particularly socialists and communists.
A significant critique o f communist ideology is delivered by an anti-communist character
named Lapides (Lapidus in the English), who disturbs the gathering of Jewish leftists with
his arguments. He points out that Jewish communists care about ‘“137ÜXÜpy* ,"(X'irx py»”
(every Ivan, every Tatar), about every nation except their own [65]. But more than any
ideological arguments, it is Oyzer-Heshl’s witnessing o f the October Revolution and its
aftermath, which convinces him that Communism is a false model o f redemption. This
becomes clear fi*om the answer he gives to the communist Barbara Fishelzon, when she
asks him about the Revolution he has witnessed: He states that the Revolution has only
brought hunger and foolish speeches, and therefore he holds that the capitalist system,
although it is cmel, is still far superior [609 f.].
Although Zionism fares much better in the novel than Communism, it is also rejected by
Oyzer-Heshl in the end. When he returns to Kleyn-Tereshpol from Switzerland, OyzerHeshl still expresses Zionist ideas in a conversation with his grandfether. He says that Jews
are a people like other peoples and should have their own country in the Land o f Israel.
Rabbi Dan contradicts him, saying that, as long as one does not believe in the Torah and
God’s covenant with Israel, the desire to return to the Land o f Israel does not make any
sense. Furthermore the nations of the world would always be stronger than the Jews and
would never allow them to establish their own state, until the day, when the Messiah came

12

Cf. LH. Buchen, Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Eternal Past, 63.
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[296]/^ - A few years later, after having witnessed the brutalities of the First World War
and the Bolshevik Revolution, Oyzer-Heshl has also lost his faith in Zionism, and echoes
some o f his grandfather’s opinions in a conversation with Barbara, saying that the ruling
Gentile nations would never give the Land of Israel to the Jews [609].
Apart fi*om these communal models o f redemption Oyzer-Heshl has been drawn to Herts
Yanover’s private “metaphysical society” for some time, and is continuously occupied
with his own metaphysical speculations. At Herts Yanover’s house a group o f people
gathers regularly for psychic research, spiritualistic experiments and the search for
“nax ny*T” (the truth) - [94].^^ In his work “DT’üXOXü’lX pô y“’5XTX'?‘'D n ” (The Philosophy
of Automatism) Herts Yanover argues that by sending one’s intelligence to sleep, one
could reach such a level that one would be able to create “pXü w»” (something out of
nothing), like those knowledgeable in Kabbalah, who have supposedly created doves
and drawn wine from a waU.^*^ He holds that redemption could only come in a state of
unconsciousness, when a person could become united

p ’D” (with the

automatic omniscience), which runs through the whole of nature. - Some of Herts
Yanover’s critics have commented that he teaches a crippled form o f the Kabbalah, which
he has studied in his youth [136].^^
During his years in Warsaw Oyzer-Heshl has read various books on philosophy,
psychology, hypnotism and occultism and finds that the reports about poltergeists,
clairvoyance and the spirits o f the dead are completely in accordance with the stories

The 4^ section o f the 19^ chapter in the Yiddish original, which contains a long dialogue between
Oyzer-Heshl and his grandfather [294-298], is considerably abridged in the English version, and the
Yiddish original’s references to the Kabbalah, the creation o f the world and the Messiah are altogether
omitted in the English [English: 253 f.].
Cf. LH. Buchen, Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Eternal Past, 68.
In the English edition: “for new truths” [English: 119].
On the magical experiments o f creating doves and tapping wine from the wall, see: Section 3.2, 66-70.
The 2“^ section o f the 9*** chapter in the Yiddish original, dealing with Herts Yanover and his metaphysical
speculations [133-137], is altogether omitted in the translation [English: 132].
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about demons and dybbuks which he has heard in his youth. Even the system of his
philosophical guide Spinoza does not exclude such phenomena: If the Divine has an
infinite number of attributes, there is also an infinite number of possibilities [383].^*
During the course o f the years Herts Yanover’s society for psychical research eventually
disintegrates [601 f], and in the face o f Hitler’s approach and the bombing of Warsaw at
the beginning o f the Second World War, Herts Yanover realizes the fiitOity o f his
spiritualistic endeavours and metaphysical speculations and comes to the conclusion that
in such a historical context the only Messiah, the only possible redemption is death [748].

After showing the failure of all the “new secular metaphysics and messiahs” advanced by
modem Jewish intellectuals as alternatives to traditional Judaism with its teachings on
messianic redemption, Bashevis leaves the reader of this novel with two possible solutions,
reflected in the two different endings o f the Yiddish and of the English edition.
The English ending expresses utter nihilism and despair in the face of the impending
catastrophe, awaiting Polish Jewry, traditional Jews and modem Jewish intellectuals,
Jewish communists and Zionists alike. In the English the last word is given to a “view of
the Messiah that has never before been expressed” throughout the novel, neither by
traditional Jews, nor by Jewish communists or Zionists. Herts Yanover’s final statement
that death is the Messiah, reflects a view ‘Svhich sees no apocalypse in disaster, no future
beyond the abyss o f the immediate present”.^®
The Yiddish edition, whose final chapter is omitted in the English opts for neither despair
nor hope, as the English does by its omission, but places them side by side. The despair in
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This passage o f the Yiddish original [382 f.] is omitted in the English, which instead contains a few lines
about Oyzer-Heshl's unfinished doctoral thesis, entitled “The Laboratory o f Happiness” [English: 334].
Cf. I.H. Buchen, Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Eternal Past, 63.
Cf. E. Alexander, Isaac Bashevis Singer, 59.
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the face of the impending death and destruction does not exclude a return to traditional
Judaism with its messianic hopes, nor does the return to traditional Judaism attenuate the
despair o f the impending destruction o f European Jewry.

/

5.4. Kabbalistic References and Allusions to Kabbalistic Ideas in

>7

5.4.1. The Study of Jewish Mystical Works. Magic and Superstition
During the course o f the novel there are several direct references to the Kabbalah, and
various mystical works are mentioned explicitly as being studied by certain characters,
as being found on their bookshelves or as being used by them for magical purposes.^^
Occasionally in the course o f the novel kabbalistic literature is also referred to in general
terms without particular works being specified. Thus the reader is informed towards the
beginning o f the novel that Oyzer-Heshl’s paternal grandfether was a Kabbalist and an
ascetic, who spent his time fasting, immersing himself in cold water and sitting alone in
his attic, studying “nbnp-nDO” (kabbalistic works) - [29].
Oyzer-Heshl’s maternal grandfather. Rabbi Dan Katsenelenboygn, is reported to have
fallen into a state of melancholy, which some hasidim ascribe to his brooding over
“m ’pn” (philosophy), others to his study of “nbnp” (Kabbalah) - [284].^^ When he is
struggling with his “yin-iS’” (evil mclination), “rmî-nnu^na” (strange thoughts) and
doubts concerning his belief, he enters the house of study, takes a look at some religious
works and, drawing in the letters o f these books, his feith returns.
Occasionally kabbalistic works are also mentioned in the novel in connection with
magical and superstitious practices. When Akive, Gine-Gendl’s first husband, dreams

The mystical works referred to in üHpwiD ir'p w s *7 are listed in Section 2.5, 43-46,48-51.
Instead o f this general reference to philosophical and kabbalistic study in the Yiddish, the English
translation states: “The Chassidim said that too much poring over the philosophy o f Maimonides had
driven the rabbi into a melancholy.” [English: 244]. Maimonides is not referred to in the Yiddish at all
[284].
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that he is flying, he wonders whether this comes about through the power of
n'?np” (practical Kabbalah) or through “nKQion mail?” (names o f impurity) from
the “M“inx-K“iüD”, the dark forces o f evil. On awakening he decides to check his mezuzah
and to put the Sefer Yezirah underneath his pillow. Furthermore he plans to ask his
scribe to examine his grandfether’s “y’ap” (amulet), which he is wearing around his neck
in a small linen bag together with the tooth of a wolf. He thinks that a letter might
possibly have been erased on the amulet and, dealing with “maiz?” (holy names), one
needs to be carefiil about each little crownlet, because, if one does not take heed, the
whole world might be destroyed [129].^^
All these practices testify to the popular belief in the power of Hebrew letters and holy
names, as explained previously.^''
The Hasidei ’A shkenaz in the thirteenth century had advanced the concept of the
“mysterious powers inherent in the letters of the Hebrew alphabet” and developed a
technique o f combining these letters “to evoke from them their highest potencies”. The
powers ascribed to holy names were so immense that the handling of such forces was
believed to be highly dangerous.^^ This also explains Akive’s urge to examine his
mezuzah and his grandfather’s amulet, as well as his superstitious belief that it might
even lead to the destruction o f the world, if a letter had been erased in either of them.
The mezuzah, in feet, had come to fulfill the function o f an amulet in the popular
imagination during the Middle Ages. Like an amulet it was supposed to afford
protection from demons and “its powers were extended to cover even life and death”.^^
The Sefer Yezirah m this paragraph is not studied by Akive as it is by Rabbi Dan [294],

The whole T‘ section o f the 9^ chapter, in which these references can be found in the Yiddish original
[128-13], is omitted in the English translation [English: 132].
See: Section 3.2, 66-68.
Cf. J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition, 82 f.
Ibid., 146 f.
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but used for a similar purpose as the amulet and the mezuzah.
There is one other instance, in which a mystical work is put underneath someone’s
pillow for the sake of protection. When Eydl is about to give birth,
(amulets hung up in a lying-in chamber) are prepared for her in her room and a
“"ix*7ûn

(Angel Raziel or Sefer Razi ’el) is placed underneath her pillow together

with a knife [412]. As mentioned previously, all these superstitious practices are
supposed to ward off demons.^^ Considering the powers ascribed to all the Divine and
angelic names and texts o f amulets found in Sefer Razi ’el, the fact that it is placed
underneath the pillow o f a woman in childbirth in

’7, accords with aU the

other superstitious practices, described by Bashevis as being employed by his characters
to protect them from demons.
On closer examination one can establish that all the characters in

’7,

who are reported to be studying kabbalistic works, keeping them on their bookshelves
or employing them for magical practices, hail from a traditional Jewish background, as
against the many more secular characters, also found in the novel. Those occupied with
Jewish mystical works are either hasidim, like the rebe of Bialodrewna and R. MoysheGavriel, another prominent Bialodrewna hasid, Akive, the son of the Sçcymin rebe,
and Menashe-Dovidl, a follower of the Bratslav hasidim. Or they are mitnagdim,
like Rabbi Dan Katsenelenboygn, the distinguished rabbi o f Kleyn-Tereshpol. There
is also a character like Avram Shapiro, who, although he expresses some modem,
especially Zionist ideas and leads a more worldly and dissipated life, still comes from
a traditional background and is a follower of the Bialodrewna hasidim. As a closing
remark on this subject, it is also interesting to note that the magical and superstitious
practices described above are not only employed by a superstitious, hasidic character

See: Section 3.2, 66 f., 70 f.
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like Akive, but also, during the last days o f Eydl’s pregnancy, by her traditional, but
not hasidic mother and stepfether, although Eydl herself has enjoyed a completely
enlightened Western education.

5.4.2. Mystical Ideas and Images Related to Death and Dying
The birth of Eydl’ s child, which marks the end of the first volume of the Yiddish
edition, is one of the very rare occasions, in which we can discern a glimpse o f new life
in this novel, whose “dominant leitmotif’ is death.^*
The second volume significantly opens immediately with the death of Hadase’s mother
Dakhe and the double funeral of Dakhe and Yoyel Mushkat [421-426].^^
In fact, at the beginning o f the first volume two generations of the Mushkat family are
already old, and soon after R. Meshulem’s third marriage, with which the novel opens,
the octogenarian patriarch already senses that his hour of death is approaching [114].
This fi*ightening realization occurs one night, when R. Meshulem takes out a volume
from his bookshelf at random, tries to read, but finds his vision getting blurred and the
letters seemingly changing colour. When he regains his vision, he recognizes the book as
the “pH’’ “ûyo” {Ma ‘avar Yabok, Crossing of the Yabbok).^® A paragraph of this work is
presented here as being read by R. Meshulem. It is said that the “mon-"lxbü” (angel of
death) will visit a person who lies dying, with his sword and attempt to convince him to
blaspheme against God. Therefore a person who is critically ill, should call in ten
witnesses to annul the words he would speak before his “nZDlz/l nx’S’”, the parting o f his
soul, and the evil thoughts coming from “iDiy” (Satan). R. Meshulem considers it as a

30

Cf. Max F. Schulz, ‘The Family Chronicle as Paradigm o f History: The Brothers Ashkenazi and The
Family MoskaV, in: M. Allentuck (ed.). The Achievement o f Isaac Bashevis Singer, 83.
The one volume English edition does not reflect this significant division o f the Yiddish at this particular
point [362]. It does not even begin its “Part Six” here, but two chapters earlier instead [English: 352].
On the M a'avar Yabok, see: Section 2.5, 43, 45.
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bad sign that he has happened to pick the Ma ‘avar Yabok out of all the volumes on his
shelves [114].
Not long after this R. Meshulem is lying in his sickroom, sleeping or occupied with a
(other-worldly activity). Sometimes he emits a sound, but to
those around him it is not clear, if this sound is not produced by the
(unseen ones), that surround a person who is dying [202].^^ This description reflects
the superstitious folk belief, according to which a dying person is surrounded by
demons, who ‘Svere held responsible for the anguish that he suflered”.^^
Other similar folk beliefs appear in the novel in connection with the last Purim
celebration, which R. Meshulem attends before his death. He realizes that his whole
striving to accumulate wealth during his lifetime was just vanity, as it is said in the Book
o f “n*7np” (Ecclesiastes).^^ He would have done better to travel to the Land of
Israel in his old age. Had he done so, he would have spared himself the process o f
the rolling through caves, after his death. This expression refers to the
popular belief that the dead will migrate underground to the Land o f Israel at the time
of the resurrection. Another idea expressed here concerns the “nan

the angel of

the realm o f the dead, who is believed to knock at the grave with a flery rod and open
the “pinwrn-pi”, the judgement of the dead, with the question:

na” (What is your

name?) - [241]/"
These ideas are bound up in this passage with the use of light imagery, which lends a
mystical atmosphere to the scene. In the light of the setting sun the clouds are said to
look like ““lyüDjyô ymîsms ,oa'’TS7n

(“fiery sailing

In the English these details are omitted from the description o f R. Meshulem's sickroom [English: 179].
Cf. J. Trachtenberg, Jewish M agic and Superstition, 174.
” Cf. Ko 1, 2-4.
These ideas about the rolling through caves and the angel o f the realm o f the dead are omitted in the
translation [English: 207].
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ships, flaming brooms, purple windows”), and a mysterious hand of light, fog and air
seems to weave, paint and write something

X ü’ü” (in a concealed

script), which no human being could understand [Yiddish: 241; English: 207]. Back
in his sickroom R. Meshulem continues to contemplate the nocturnal sky, in which
stars have appeared, and he recognizes the

pô

(face of Joshua) in the

yellow moon, as he did in his childhood. By now he has only one desire, to reach
the

ma'piy” (upper worlds) as soon as possible, which are hovering

“yp’üD’7 px yp’Tnmo” (mysteriously and full of light) over the roofs of the
Grzybowska [242]. As in several other places throughout Bashevis’s works, the
majesty o f the nocturnal sky is here associated with the higher spheres.^^ In addition to
this in this passage it is also connected with one character’s longing to die and to
understand the mysteries o f the higher worlds. In the novel this is the last occasion, on
which we encounter R. Meshulem alive.
There is another description of a person’s experiences in his dying hour, which is replete
with mystical imagery. When the rebe of Bialodrewna awakes fi*om a bad dream one
night, he realizes that his time has come [555 f.]. In his mind dream mingles with reality.
He remembers long-forgotten passages from the Talmud, the Zohar, the 'Ez Hayim and
other works. He constantly reflects on the situation of the Jews and asks himself,
whether God wants the generation before the final redemption to be
(completely guilty) or

“’XDT

I'piD”

(completely virtuous), or whether there would be a

Messiah at all [556].
As death is drawing nigh, the rebe dreams about the parting of his soul and realizes
that there is indeed “u;D2n-mxï7n” (immortality of the soul), which he had come to doubt

35

In this novel see also: 350 f., 541. This association can be found in other works o f Bashevis as well. See for
example:
;?5 im n a m ip ijn , 21, 29, 69. - See also: Section 2.3, 28 f.
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at times. He can hear the flapping o f wings, and again we find a reference here to the
angel o f the realm of the dead. In this passage the rebe then experiences the angel lifting
him up and flying with him through the “ly'pa’n

(seven Heavens). He sees the sun,

the moon and the “m’7Tü” (planets / stars). The higher he ascends, the more light and
purity he senses. He has left the “m9'’‘7pn-D*7lï7” (world of the Klipot) far behind, and the
“man’ll” (Gehenna) looks small and insignificant fi’om his perspective [558 f.]. On
awakening the rebe longs to reach the higher worlds full of light, which he has seen
in his dream, and on his eyelids shining “]ypnô” (sparks) remain.
He has merited glimpses of Divine light in his dream of the higher spheres shortly
before his death, and they remain with him as a foretaste of what he expects to
experience soon in reality in the World-to-Come. From this moment the rebe does not
pray for healing anymore. He is filled with longing for the

VT” (brilliance of the

Shekhinah), a glimpse of which he has already seen in his lifetime. Shortly after this the
rebe dies [559].^^
As in the paragraph describing R. Meshulem’s experiences before his death, in this
account of the dying hour of the rebe of Bialodrewna mystical images of the higher
spheres are also bound up with the closeness of death and with a person’s longing to
have a part in the life of the World-to-Come. This world is seen by these two characters
as the world o f impurity, the world o f the Klipot, while the higher worlds present
themselves to them in images of purity and light.

The whole 45*** chapter o f the Yiddish [555-562], in which all these mystical images connected to the death
o f the rebe o f Bialodrewna appear, is omitted in the translation [English: 477]. The death o f the rebe and
the induction o f Arele as his successor are not even mentioned at this point in the English. These facts
are stated in a short paragraph many chapters later and in a completely different context, with the
following words: “The Bialodrevna rabbi died at his evening prayers. The Chassidim wanted Reb Moshe
Gabriel to become their rabbi, but Reb Moshe Gabriel refused. After much persuasion Aaron consented to
take the holy burden on his shoulders. It was not for long. Aaron was planning to go to Palestine with a
group o f young Chassidim. The Bialodrevna court was as good as finished.” [English: 571 f.].
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Another important idea connected to death, which appears throughout the novel, is the
concept o

f

(gilgul - the transmigration o f the soul).

There are a number of instances, in which various characters express the idea that either
they or other characters connected to them are gilgulim of souls that have had a
previous existence in this world. When Hadase comes to visit Oyzer-Heshl and he
looks into her mysterious-looking eyes, he has the feeling that he has experienced all of
this before

p n i n S s px” (in a previous gilgul) - [87].^^ Another time, when

Oyzer-Heshl spends the night at Avram’s place and finds himself unable to sleep, it
seems to him that he is not really himself anymore, but “T’Tp6

X” (another gilgul of

himself) - [168].^* When Fishele reflects on the love af&ir between Hadase and OyzerHeshl, he thinks that Hadase is

y]!7i''i7nx5 X” (a lost soul), who does not have

any part either in the life o f “ x n n o7l37” (the World-to-Come) or o f “HTn d7iî7” (this
world). He even suspects that she might be “pns x pS

X” (a gilgul o f a saint), who

needs to purify himself in this existence [428].^^
There are also two instances, where Avram experiences himself as a gilgul in his
dreams. One night Avram dreams that he has to carry a millstone and wonders, whether
this is a punishment, or:

X p x p ix n v ) ba'pian “ly PX” (Did he have a reincarnation

as a miller?) - [592]."^® Another night Avram sees himself in a dream as an ox in a
slaughterhouse. He thinks, he must be a

{gilgul), and tries to shout that he is a

human being, not an ox [613].
The concept o f gilgul, which is not referred to in the Bible or the Talmud, and which

” The English translates only: “It seemed to Asa Heshel that he had experienced all this before”, but omits
the reference to the previous gilgul [English: 112].
In the translation no mention is made o f the idea o f a gilgul at this point [English: 154].
In the English this sentence is translated: ‘Maybe she is the vessel for the spirit o f some holy man whose
purification it is her lot to accomplish.’ [English: 369].
The English translates this sentence as: ‘Had his soul transmigrated into a miller’s?’ [English: 504].
The translation mentions Avram’s dream, but omits the reference to the gilgul [English: 521].
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was strongly opposed by the major mediaeval Jewish philosophers, is “taken for granted
in the Kabbalah”, since it found its “first literary expression” in the T/inn IDO {Sefer haBahir, the Book of Illumination - Provence, late twelfth century). After its inclusion in
the Bahir, the concept o f gilgul became “one of the major doctrines of the Kabbalah”,
although Kabbalists differed widely on various details."*^ Transmigration is usually
interpreted as a punishment for sins comitted in a previous existence, and its purpose is
supposed to be the purification o f the soul. The Kabbalists o f Safed advanced the
doctrine o f “transmigration into all forms of nature”, even into animals and plants, which
was not universally accepted, but through them “this teaching became a widespread
popular b e l i e f T h i s also explains the belief in gilgulim by Bashevis’s afore-mentioned
characters, who are either hasidim, like Fishele and Avram, or hail fi*om a traditional
background and have been exposed to both superstitious popular beliefs and to
kabbalistic literature, like Oyzer-Heshl.
There is one more passage connected to the concept of gilgul, which requires
comment. When Eydl asks Oyzer-Heshl to translate a paragraph fi-om her late
father’s Hebrew manuscript for her, he chooses a comment on a verse from Kohelet:

“nnn

2^

nnn

inio nmo” (“round and round goes the wind, and

on his circuits the wind returns”).
The word “m i” (wind / spirit) is interpreted to refer to the
death of a sinful person may become

(soul), which after the

(transmigrated) into different creatures,

into a dog, a cat or a worm [78 f.].'^^ This interpretation is also concordant with the
doctrine o f transmigration into all forms o f life upheld by the Safed Kabbalists. But the

Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 344 f.
Ibid., 346 f.
Ko 1, 6.
The first part o f this comment on the verse fi"om Kohelet also appears in the translation [English: 84 f.].
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commentary goes on to explain that occasionally a light can shine out from an animal,
which is caused by the human soul that has entered it in its new gilgul. According to this
interpretation, the verse from Kohelet teaches that the “n n ” (spirit) has to transform
itself constantly, and through its transformations it returns to its origin. The
(soul) is a “aniD” (something which is turning), something which is constantly
transformed. Only at the time, when all the “□’np’ri” (restorations to the original state of
harmony) occur and everything again becomes “ü'’‘’pDybüî7Ji T’l'73 ,niD-TK” ( ’Ein-Sof, pure
Divinity), will all these transformations come to an end [79]
This comment by Eydl’s father is in accordance with the kabbalistic teachings o f Joseph
b. Shalom Ashkenazi and his followers (early fourteenth century) that “transmigration
occurs in all forms o f existence” and that “everything in the world is constantly changing
form”.'^^ The comment that these changes of form will come to an end with the
completion o f Tikun, the restoration o f the universe to its originally intended state of
harmony according to Lurianic Kabbalah, and that then everything will become again
’Ein-Sof is an original idea o f Bashevis, ascribed here to Eydl’s father.
This comment by Eydl’s father about Tikun and the envisaged return of the universe to a
state o f pure Divinity is, like the birth o f Eydl’s child at the end o f the first volume, one
o f the few glimpses o f hope in this novel, which is so dominated by images of decline,
decay and death.

5.4.3. Letters Like Flames - The Mystical Significance of the Letters of the Hebrew
Alphabet
The mystical light imagery employed in the description of R. Meshulem Mushkat’s dying

47

The second part o f this comment in the Yiddish original, including the reference to 'Ein-Sof, is omitted
in the English [ibid.].
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 347.
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hour includes the impression o f a mysterious hand of light, fog and air writing something
into the sky in a concealed script, incomprehensible to human beings, as quoted above
[241]/^ This is one of several instances throughout the novel, where a mystical
significance is attributed to writing or script and particularly, in most o f these instances,
to the letters o f the Hebrew alphabet.
Early in the novel an evening in Warsaw is described, as it is experienced by OyzerHeshl. He sees “Dpnmno px opnniu-or oyss?” (something festive and secretive),
looking at the red-tinted sky. Everything seems imbued with
“üônïï?

(hints),

x px pixnyi obi^xinxD on x oysy "pin übxn üxüu? n ’ii ” (as if

through some kind o f a miracle the street had been transformed into a kabbalistic
script). This impression fills Oyzer-Heshl with the desire to stand still and to sing
[68].''

This description is one o f many nocturnal landscapes (or here cityscapes, since this
scene is set in Warsaw), filled with mystical imagery, which appear throughout
Bashevis’s works. These are descriptions of nature, usually including light imagery and
impressions o f the majesty o f the nocturnal sky, which fill a certain character with a
sense o f awe for God’s creation. Such a sense o f awe also finds its expression in this
passage in Oyzer-Heshl’s desire to stand still and to sing as a response to the mystical
nocturnal scenery he experiences.
Another description o f a nocturnal landscape sheds some light on the mysterious
kabbalistic script, which is mentioned here. After a long conversation with his
grandfather, on whose desk a Sefer Yezirah can be found on top o f other religious

See: Section 5.4.2, 166 f.
The English retains the sense o f this scenery, although it does not provide an accurate translation. It
states: “Something strange, secret, and Cabalistic seemed to pervade the atmosphere...”, but does not
mention the street being transformed into a kabbalistic script [English: 74].
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and philosophical works [294], Oyzer-Heshl goes out to look at the nocturnal sky,
which appears to be immense and purified. A full moon can be seen within a foggy half
circle, which seems to shine in all the colours o f the rainbow. There are trembling
(golden spots) on the window panes o f the synagogue, but it is not
clear, whether the light has its origins inside or outside the house of prayer. Against the
indisdinct glow it even seems to Oyzer-Heshl that the withered tree in the cemetery is
blossoming.
As fer as his eyes reach, there are glittering stars, looking like Hebrew vowel signs,
“nnT-"i5D DiT’Tpx maw n m ,w’'7‘is7UD’ix px ib’irnxD

px nrm x” (letters and

vowel-points, concealed and strange, like the holy names in his grandfether’s Sefer
Yezirah) - [298].^°
In this passage the description of the majestic nocturnal sky is again combined with light
imagery. O f particular interest here is Oyzer-Heshl’s question about the origins of the
light he sees, after he has just had a discussion with his grandfether about traditional
Judaism versus secular knowledge and scientific explanations of the formation of the
universe. He cannot decide, whether these glimpses of light come fi-om within the
synagogue, symbolizing traditional Jewish religion, or fi-om the majesty of nature
outside. But independant o f their origin, for a moment they fill him with so much hope
for new life, that even the withered tree in the cemetery appears to be blossoming.
This passage is also the third time, in which a character in the novel (once R. Meshulem
Mushkat, and for the second time Oyzer-Heshl) detects a mysterious script in a
nocturnal landscape. While this was referred to as a “concealed script” and a
“kabbalistic script” in the two previous instances, here the script is specified as the

so

In the translation the conversation between Oyzer-Heshl and his grandfather is abridged and the description
o f the nocturnal landscape, including the reference to Sefer Yezirah, is omitted [English; 253-255].
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letters o f the Hebrew alphabet and the Hebrew vowel-points, which seem to hover in the
sky like the “mûï;” (holy names) found in the Sefer Yezirah.^^
There are two more passages in the novel, connected to this theme, which involve
Oyzer-Heshl’s grandfather. Rabbi Dan. When Rabbi Dan has to leave Kleyn-Tereshpol,
he bums the manuscripts o f all the religious works, which he has written, in the stove.
But a yellowed sheaf o f paper remains for a long time without burning. When it finally
catches fire, the paper still does not fell apart and on its ruled lines the “nvmK
(fiery letters) still glow [320].
Like the previously discussed passage, this paragraph also expresses the idea o f an
inherent power in the letters o f the Hebrew alphabet. But while previously the letters
were connected with the light o f the stars, here they are connected with the light of fire.
This paragraph is also highly allusive to a passage in the Talmud, which describes the
execution o f Rabbi Hanina ben Teradyon by the Romans. According to this Talmudic
account. Rabbi Hanina was wrapped in a Torah scroll and burned together with the
scroll. Before he died, his disciples asked him, what he was seeing. He replied that he
saw sheets o f parchment being burned, but the letters soared on high.^^
As in this Talmudic account, in the above-quoted paragraph fi-om Bashevis’s novel
sheets o f paper with Hebrew writing are also burning (although it is not a Torah scroll
being burned here) and the letters also seem to withstand the fire.
After his arrival in Warsaw, Rabbi Dan is sitting in a house o f study, feeling completely
at ease again. He knows, he only needs to stretch out his hand and open one o f the
volumes on the shelves, and he can ü’û DKii
ybx

n

p5 T’’’") n p x n ‘>'’X”

p x n n lyiyT •’•’T (draw in the words of the living God, the letters.

On this passage see also: Section 3.3, 76 f.
b Avodah Zarah 18 a.
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through which all worlds were created) - [351].
In this passage the above-quoted idea from Sefer Yezirah is reiterated that everything,
which was formed, was created by means of the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew
alphabet.T hus, having been driven out of Kleyn-Tereshpol and having been
confronted with the hostility o f the Gentile peasants and soldiers on his journey to
Warsaw, it is comforting to Rabbi Dan to be in a house of study among Jewish books
and to become assured once again o f the power inherent in the Hebrew letters contained
in these volumes, the same letters, with which all worlds were created.
The same idea is expressed by the rehe o f Bialodrewna in a significant passage, which
will be further discussed below. In this context it is sufficiant to say that on his journey
to Sçcymin the rebe is strongly impressed by the majesty of the nocturnal sky, which is
covered with stars. He wonders, if this world, the

Dbiy” (World of Action) is

already so immense, what the higher worlds will be like, “nib’SN

the

World o f Creation, the World o f Formation, the World of Emanation. Furthermore, the
rebe of Bialodrewna reflects on the human being. How fortunate is the human being, he
thinks, that he can study “übyn n

mr\ ■
’■
’Tü*>o oxn ,n*nn "lyi [!]

rivrnx n ”

(the letters o f the Torah, with which God has created the world) - [541].^^
These reflections of the rebe again emphasize the idea that the world was created, or
more accurately that all the worlds were created through the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet, which was stated before in the novel in the name of Rabbi Dan. In addition to
this the passage also expresses the well-known Midrashic idea o f the pre-existence of
the Torah, which God employed, according to this Midrash, for His creation o f the

”

150, 2, 2. See: Section 3.3, 74 f.
See also: Section 3,3, 77.
The whole 1^ section o f the 44^ chapter, where these mystical ideas can be found in the Yiddish original,
is omitted in the translation [English: 469 f.].
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world in the same way, in which a “king o f flesh and blood” employs an architect and his
blueprint, when he wants to build a palace.
In the experience of the four characters referred to in this section, the letters o f the
Hebrew alphabet can be detected in the majesty o f nature, which was created through
them, according to the cosmogony o f the Sefer Yezirah. Thus the Hebrew letters in aU
the Jewish religious works also have the power to sustain Jews against the adversities in
the world around them. The same letters o f the Hebrew alphabet, vdth which the
universe was created, seem to be written in the nocturnal sky, glowing with the light of
the stars, and they still glow in the light o f the fire, which bums the parchment, on which
they are written, but cannot destroy the mystical power within them.

5.4.4. Sparks of Light in Contexts of Darkness - Allusions to the Lurianic Concept of
the “Sparks of Holiness”
The passage about the reflections of the Bialodrewna rebe on the four worlds and on
the creation of the universe through the letters of the Torah is also one of the instances
in the novel, where an explicit reference to the Lurianic concept o f the “sparks of
holiness” can be found. The rebe does not only consider human beings fortunate,
because they can study the letters o f the Torah, but also because they are
(a part o f God on high), created in the

p7n X”

(image o f God), and because

they have been given the power, “ma’is pn is ipnn” (to rectify cosmic defects) and to
lead the “nu?TTpl-ms'’S3” (“sparks o f holiness”) back to their “lipü” (source) - [541].
The reflections o f the Bialodrewna rebe are completely in accordance with the teachings
of Lurianic Kabbalah, which ascribe to human beings the power to conclude the process
of Tikun, to rectify the cosmic defects and to lead the “sparks of holiness” back to their

56

Bereshit Rabah 1,1.
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source/^ The hope that the mystic exile o f the Shekhinah will also be overcome through
these activities, is likewise expressed in this paragraph. As soon as the rebe has ended
his reflections, he washes his hands in the snow and sings his grandfather’s melody:
“x m to

(The Shekhinah is in exile!....) - [541].

Not long after this the rebe becomes ill and is preparing himself to die. The description
of his dying hour also contains a reference to “]ypn5” (sparks) of light, alluding to the
Lurianic “sparks o f holiness”, remaining on his eyelids after a dream o f the higher
worlds, which he is longing to reach, as mentioned above [559].^*

Apart from these obvious references to the Lurianic idea o f the “sparks o f holiness”,
there are many more instances, where sparks of light appear in contexts of darkness,
either physically or metaphorically, which are also highly allusive to this Lurianic
concept.
One o f these allusive images occurs already very early in the novel. When R. Meshulem
returns to Warsaw at the beginning of the novel, his carriage moves slowly through the
streets. The time o f day is early evening, and the street lights have already been lit.
Occasionally a red-painted tramcar passes by, and the electric wires overhead emit blue
flames. At the gates o f the Saxon Gardens two policemen are watching to see that no
Jews in long gaberdines enter the park. In the indistinct light of the evening it seems to
R. Meshulem, “TÏ73 onxi

OV TX” (literally: that lilac is blossoming there - However,

there might be a pun intended here with the Yiddish word

evil.).

When the carriage turns into the Grzybowska, the scenery changes. The street is filled
with Jewish men in long gaberdines and women with wigs and headscarves. Street

See: Section 3.4,3, 93-96.
See: Section 5.4.2, 167 f.
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peddlars are calling out their wares. Young boys return from heder, carrying
prayerbooks and volumes of the Talmud under their arms. In the middle of the street
horses are pulling over-loaded wagons, and the stomping of their hooves on the
cobblestones causes “lypllD” (sparks) to fly [7 f.].
In this description the modem, non-Jewish part o f Warsaw with its tramcars, electric
wires and policemen guarding the Saxon Gardens, is contrasted with the Jewish
Grzybowska and its seeming backwardness. Nevertheless it is in this street, crowded
with Jews in traditional garments, noisy street peddlars and boys carrying volumes of the
Talmud, that the image o f “sparks” appears for the first time in this novel.^^ This
occurance o f sparks o f light is set against a background of darkness and an impression
o f evil blossoming in the Saxon Gardens, which seems to allude to the Lurianic concept
o f the “sparks o f holiness” being found even in the world of the Klipot, the powers of
evU.

The next appearance o f “sparks” in the novel does not occur until about three hundred
pages later. After having been insulted by Royze-Frumetl, Hadase runs away from her
summer cottage in a state o f panic. On her way to the station she is afi-aid that RoyzeFrumetl might follow her. Her heart is pounding and

S7p’7‘i57*’'’5” (fiery spots) are

moving in front o f her eyes [305]. Travelling to Warsaw by train, Hadase notices a
deserted river, on which a reflection o f light seems to gleam. The forest is completely
dark. But here and there “üD’b p3i5 X” (a spark o f light) shines through [306]. The light
image continues, when the train reaches the Vistula. The reflection o f street lights can be
seen in the water, forming lines o f

59

î7p’7"iy'’’’ô” (fiery columns). A “nmiû

It is interesting to note that in the translation the electric wires o f the tramcars in the non-Jewish part of
Warsaw are also emitting “sparks”, just as the hooves o f the horses on the Jewish Grzybowska [English:
13 f.]. Whether this is the result o f a conscious decision by the English translator, is not clear.
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(Divine calm) is hovering above the water, as in the days of the
(creation o f the world) - [307].^®
In this description images o f light and darkness are contrasted again. As in many other
instances throughout Bashevis’s works, fiery sparks, usually referred to as
(sparks), but at times also as

î7p'>‘nï7‘’‘’ô” (fiery spots) appear in fi*ont o f a

person’s eyes in situations o f existential fear and nausea.^^ Hadase’s dread and the
darkness o f the forest she passes on her journey, form the backround for the spots of
light in fi-ont o f her eyes, the occasional “spark” of light shining through fi*om the
darkness o f the forest, and later the Divine calm hovering over the Vistula. These are
glimpses o f light and hope, pointing at the possibility of redemptive good in a context of
both inner and outer darkness.
Shortly after this Hadase meets Oyzer-Heshl in Warsaw. She takes him to an empty
apartment in the house belonging to her husband. But all along Oyzer-Heshl fears that
she might lead him straight to her husband. He looks at her pale fece, and in the
darkness he sees “]yp:iS

(golden sparks) shooting out fi*omher pupils [315 f.].

When they climb the staircase in a deserted building, Oyzer-Heshl is at first fiiU o f “1119”
(dread), then he experiences a silence, as in a “nnnn” (ruin), and “l‘i’’7Sp 57pni3r»''6”
(fiery colours) are moving in fi’ont o f his eyes [316].^^
This time we encounter neither fiery “spots”, nor “sparks”, but colours moving before
the eyes o f a person overcome by dread. The actual expression “Iï7p2i5” (sparks) is
employed instead in describing Oyzer-Heshl’s impression of Hadase’s sparkling eyes.
These “sparks” appear again in a context o f darkness and fear. But in addition to this, it

The English only translates a part o f the light imagery found in the Yiddish. Neither the fiery spots in
fi-ont o f Hadase’s eyes nor the “spark” o f light in the dark forest are mentioned [English: 261 f.].
See for example: p in û po
irr, 1 5 8 ,1 6 4 ,1 9 8 , 221.
In the English the sparks shining in Hadase’s eyes are called: “Golden points o f light”. There are no
fiery colours in fi-ont o f Oyzer-Heshl’s eyes [English: 271].
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is also a situation full o f eroticism. There are a few instances throughout Bashevis’s
works, where “sparks” appear in situations filled with an erotic tension between two
characters.^^ They may be interpreted as signs o f warning concerning the dangers
involved in certain amorous entanglements, particularly in a case like this, where both
partners are still married to somebody else.

The next instance of “sparks” occurs, when Avram Shapiro visits Leye, afl;er it has
become known that she has divorced her husband and is preparing to marry Kopl, the
bailiff Avram remains standing in Leye’s dark corridor, telling her that, although he
thinks she is crazy, he envies her courage, while he himself feels like a coward, and even
like a “no nyp’iyoyb” (living corpse). In the darkness Leye’s eyes appear green and full
o f light. From Avram’s glowing cigar

(sparks) fall onto his beard [446].

This scene contains again images o f darkness, the dark corridor, Avram’s feeling that he
is nothing more than a living corpse. But within this darkness and despair there are
“sparks” o f redemptive good, when Avram comes to recognize Leye’s courage and
integrity, which could serve as a model for his own life and his own intricate
relationships.

Two more instances of “sparks” in close proximity involve Oyzer-Heshl. While OyzerHeshl is serving in the Russian army during the First World War, suffering hardships and
being exposed to the antisemitism of his fellow soldiers, he is still brooding over
Spinoza’s philosophies, asking himself, why God has created hatred, if hatred cannot be
good, as Spinoza says. He thinks that God has “nm o y r’Tüpyrm s” (covered up His
secrets) and does not want anyone to uncover them [456]. Shortly afl;er this Oyzer-

See for example: pbmb pD

ly i. 111.
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Heshl’s regiment is ordered to withdraw. The soldiers have to march long distances and
Oyzer-Heshl begins to wonder whether this is reaUy him, who is able to withstand all
these hardships and whether he is really Rabbi Dan’s grandson, his mother’s son, Eydl’s
husband and Hadase’s beloved. Lying down in a field with the other soldiers, he looks
up at the sky and at the blood-red moon, divided by a small stripe of a cloud. A pillar of
fog ascends fi*om a nearby river. Someone has lit a fire, and

(sparks) are moving

above the fiâmes [459 f.].^'^
In this context o f darkness, war, the roughness of army life and the anti-semitism of
fellow soldiers, Oyzer-Heshl still continues to reflect upon higher matters, Spinoza’s
philosophy, the purpose of God’s creation, and is still able to preserve his humanity and
find the strength to carry on. This warrants Bashevis’s employment of the image of
redemptive “sparks” o f light rising out o f the flames, against a context o f war and
violence, where even the moon appears in a blood-red light.
Some time later, having survived the war, Oyzer-Heshl decides to visit Hadase in her
villa near Otwock. At night on the train he reflects on time and history: If time is no
more than a mode o f perception, then history only consists in turning the pages o f a
book, which has been written a long time ago. The locomotive of the train bellows like
an ox and spits out smoke, and

ypm’pxô *>n

t >t pxn

ppno mina”

(multitudes of sparks were swaying like faUing stars). A Polish man starts cursing the
Jews, and the curses are taken up by others. Oyzer-Heshl wonders why these Poles are
so hostile towards the Jews and hold them responsible for every evil [492].^^
Here we encounter again a context o f darkness, the dark night, the hostility o f the

The English provides an accurate translation o f this paragraph, in which the “sparks” appear [396 f,],
whereas in the earlier passage some details o f Oyzer-HeshTs reflections on Spinoza are omitted [393].
The English provides a more or less accurate translation, apart from the fact that it states: “Sparks flew
through the air like shooting stars” [423 f.].
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Gentiles towards the Jews, and within this context Oyzer-Heshl again reflects on more
exalted philosophical questions, which accords with the Lurianic idea of the “sparks of
holiness” that remain present among the Klipot, the powers of evil. This Lurianic
allusion is emphazised by the fact that the “sparks” are compared to falling stars, since
according to Lurianic cosmology, “sparks” of Divine light were felling down with the
broken “vessels” at the time o f the

n'T’nu?” or “breaking of the vessels”.^^

Much later, when Oyzer-Heshl and Hadase are already a married couple, another
instance o f “sparks” occurs at their apartment, involving Avram Shapiro. When Avram
comes to visit the couple to present them with tickets for a Chanukkah masked ball, the
anti-semitic janitor refuses to give him the key to the elevator, and Avram has to climb
up the stairs to the apartment in his state of ill health. When Hadase sees her uncle,
she embraces and kisses him. But Avram is completely dazed. He fells into an armchair.
His heart is pounding, his temples are throbbing, and “pybô ybypJiü” (dark spots) and
“lypnS yiyibxi” (golden sparks) are moving in fi*ont o f his eyes [582 f.].^^
For the third time in this novel “sparks” appear in a situation, in which a Jew experiences
antisemitism fi-om his Gentile environment. It is a context, in which the existence of the
Klipot as the forces o f evil is perceptible. But together with the “dark spots” caused by
the hostile environment, “golden sparks” are also visible, which accord with the love
and genuine fiiendliness, with which Avram is welcomed here, particularly by Hadase,
and allude to the “sparks o f holiness”, whose light remains noticeable even in the world
o f the Klipot.

A more obvious reference to the concept o f the “sparks of holiness” can be found in the

Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 138.
The reference to the dark spots and golden “sparks” is omitted in the translation [English: 494 f.].
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description o f one of Oyzer-Heshl’s visits at his mother’s and sister’s apartment. On
awakening, Oyzer-Heshl sees Menashe-Dovidl, his sister’s husband, standing at the
threshhold o f the bedroom. He reproaches Oyzer-Heshl for sleeping, telling him that he
should not fall into
tt*»» D’ X

(despair):

nyp bipiz? r x nnaw i s x i o

. x i n x xnoD
p'’x

1371

oxbo x

nninizz-nia

y'?x”

pyn lyp pn5 (All

melancholies come from the sitra ’ahra. From one spark a blazing fire can come into
being. One drop o f joy is equal to an ocean of sadness!...) - [666].^*
In the Zohar the terms sitra ’ahra and “ni9'’'7p” (“shells” or “husks” of evil) are closely
connected. According to the Zohar, “there is a spark of holiness” even in the domain of
“the other side”, and the fulfilment o f a commandment strengthens the “side of
holiness”, just as a sinfixl act revitalizes the sitra ’ahra.^^ In Hasidism sadness is a
great sin; it is, in feet, “the very embodiment o f Sin”. Three imperatives are intertwined
in Hasidism: “never to despair, to be sad, or to be regetful”. Surrender to “II^IX’”
(despair) is considered as “surrender to the Evil Urge”.^®Menashe-Dovidl, a follower of
the Bratslav hasidim, echoes this ^ i d i c opposition to despair and sadness and their
association with evil.
Hasidism also makes use o f the Lurianic concept of the “sparks of holiness”. The
Lurianic idea, according to which the “principal task o f the Jew in the world” is to
raise up the “fellen sparks o f Divinity”, is employed to justify the hasidic concept of
“nrawzi rniny”, the worship o f God in the corporeality of life in the world.^^ Thus
Menashe-Dovidl’s use o f the term “pn5” (“spark”) in this context can be seen as an

68

The reference to the “spark” is also found in the translation, but “inriK xiao” is inaccurately translated as
“uracleanliness”, and the last sentence quoted here ifrom the Yiddish, is omitted in the English. It is also
interesting to note that the English adds a few paragraphs at this point, in which Menashe-Dovidl
sermonizes on repentance, redemption and joy, while Dinele complains that he only “prattles his sermons”,
w hile his family does not have enough to live on [English: 564].
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 125.
Cf. Rivka Schatz Uffenheimer, Hasidism as Mysticism, 93, 95, 102.
Ibid., 108.
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allusion to this hasidic interpretation o f the Lurianic idea o f raising the fallen sparks o f
Divinity through a joyful worship o f God, which is able to overcome aU sadness and
despair.

When Eydl tries to emigrate to Palestine, Oyzer-Heshl accompanies her to the port. The
two o f them are travelling by train at night, passing dark forests, houses and chimneys
o f fectories. The locomotive o f the train spits out smoke and “iVpllD mina” (multitudes
of sparks), which fall down onto the grain in the fields. God’s world is not asleep. Every
tree, flower and com stalk is sucking nourishment fi*om the earth [709].^^ On arrival
Oyzer-Heshl sees the ocean for the first time. The sea seems to mingle with the sky. A
“nmiû ypnnnw” (Sabbath-like stillness) is hovering over the open spaces, which seem to
have remained unchanged since the

(six days o f creation) - [710].

Looking at the movements o f the sea, it seems to Oyzer-Heshl, as if Divinity had
assumed the form o f water [711].
In this passage “sparks” appear again in a context of darkness, the dangerous situation in
Poland, fi*om which Eydl is attempting to escape to Palestine, her journey at night with
Oyzer-Heshl, the dark forests and the ominous chimneys of factories that they pass.
Within this context o f darkness and despair we encounter felling “sparks” of light,
reminiscent o f the “sparks” o f Divine light, which, according to Lurianic Kabbalah, fell
on the occasion o f the “breaking o f the vessels”.
The appearance o f these “sparks” is connected here with descriptions o f nature,
references to God’s creation and the experience of God as manifest in nature. According
to Lurianic cosmology, the “rT”U7yn DblV” (World o f Action), that is our terrestial world,
is filled with “holy sparks”, sparks o f Divinity, which are manifest in nature, embodied in

In the translation the reference to the sparks is omitted [English: 604].
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the “mineral”, “vegetable”, “animal” and “human world”/^ This Lurianic idea finds its
expression in this passage fi-om Bashevis’s novel, where a reference to “sparks” o f light
is so closely connected with the manifestation of Divinity in nature.

The last instance o f sparks occurs towards the end of the novel, when the war with
Hitler has already begun, and Oyzer-Heshl has returned to Warsaw from his trip to the
countryside with Barbara. The two o f them have reached Barbara’s apartment in
Warsaw in the middle o f the bombing. Oyzer-Heshl is extremely weak and seems to
lose his memory. He stumbles against the furniture and feUs asleep, whilst still standing.
He sees himself in a dream as a little boy, stepping outside and noticing a chimney
sweep on a low roof. “Iî7pn5” (sparks) are flying fi-om the chimney, and someone is
letting down a broom, a rope and a cloth - something unclean and fiightening. OyzerHeshl awakes with a start. Barbara asks him to lie down and leads him to the bed.
Sinking into the soft pillow, Oyzer-Heshl is overcome by a long-forgotten bliss, as if he
was a little child, and his mother was taking care o f him [739].
The last occurance of “sparks” takes place in the darkest context as yet in the novel, the
beginning o f the Second World War, the bombing of Warsaw, the lurking danger for all
the Jews, who have not been able to escape in time, and again the ominous image of a
chimney, this time appearing in Oyzer-Heshl’s dream, together with another image of
something unclean and fiightening. This context, combined vsdth these terrifying images,
can be seen as the embodiment o f the Klipah, the power of evil. In such a context the
raising o f those few “sparks” o f Divine light, which are stUl perceptible, seems to have

Cf. R. Schatz Uffenheimer, Hasidism as Mysticism, 361, 364.
In the translation no mention is made o f Oyzer-Heshl’s dream, the chimney-sweep and the sparks [English:
626 f.].
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become unattainable. Thus it is not surprising that soon after this Herts Yanover comes
to the conclusion that the only possible redemption is death [748].

5.4.5. Lurianic Allusions in the Description of the Women Characters in

Just as the recurrent motif o f sparks o f light in contexts of darkness can be seen as an
allusion to the Lurianic concept of the “sparks of holiness”, thus the terminology and the
images employed in the description o f some of the women characters in the novel is also
highly allusive to certain Lurianic ideas.
There are two instances, in which the term Zimzum is used in connection with different
women characters. In a letter to Yekusyel, the watchmaker, his former teacher in KleynTereshpol, Oyzer-Heshl describes Hadase as a kind-hearted and intelligent young
woman with a “U7Ô]

px

(pure and noble soul), who refiises to marry a

young man fi'om a wealthy family and prepares herself for a life of “W’J'iVüXO px Qisas”
(limitation and hardship), because she longs for learning and scholarship [196].^^
The second instance describes the preparations for Shabat at the apartment o f OyzerHeshl’s mother and sister in Warsaw. In this context it is stated that FinkI and Dinele
live their life

(in a state o f limitation). But nevertheless they always usher in

Shabat in a dignified way. Dressed in their most beautiful garments, they light the Shabat
candles, having prepared the best possible food and having set the table in a Shabat-like
manner [497].^^
The expression “Qisas” used in these two passages to describe both Hadase’s foreseen

The translation omits Oyzer-HeshTs letter to Yekusyel, the watchmaker, which takes up the entire 12^
chapter in the Yiddish original [English: 175 f,].
The English translates the sentence concerning Finkl and Dinele living a life “Dtsnxi” as: “Finkel and
Dinah lived a thrifty life.” [English: 426].
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living conditions in Switzerland and Finkl’s and Dinele’s actual life in Warsaw, in this
context merely refers to a life o f limitations, restrictions, a meagre, frugal or withdrawn
kind o f life. This obvious or literal meaning would be called the level of

in

rabbinical exegesis. But according to this rabbinical terminology, in this case another one
of the four levels o f interpretations is also very prominent, and this is the level o f “ T D ” ,
the mystical interpretation, since the term Zimzum describes one of the key concepts of
Lurianic Kabbalah. Throughout Bashevis’s work the term “DISQS” is employed several
times, referring to this Lurianic concept. In this novel, in addition to the two abovementioned occurances o f the term “m sas”, there is one instance, in which we encounter
the verb "p’l

“I’T”, derived from the same root, in a clearly Lurianic sense. Thus

Arele, the new rebe o f Bialodrevne states in a sermon that for the sake o f free will
"lynyi nsasa I ’Tnio-px

(^’Ein-Sof has contracted Himself) - [754].^^

Since Bashevis usually employs the terms “msas” and “p'’T
meaning, it cannot be a coincidence that he chooses the word

“l’î” in this Lurianic
which is so

heavily fraught with Lurianic allusions, in the two above-quoted instances. Looking at
the characters, whose way of life is described by this term, one notices that they are
three women, two o f whom lead a traditional Jewish life, while the third is a more
secular and modem character. Finkl and Dinele are presented in the novel as good and
pious Jewish women, who in the above-quoted paragraph, where the term “m sas”
appears, are described as ushering in Shabat in a dignified manner, despite their own
poor and limited living conditions. Hadase is a young woman, who has enjoyed a
modem secular education and who is described by Oyzer-Heshl in the paragraph
mentioned above as an intelligent and kind-hearted person with a pure and noble soul.
That means that, despite their different relationship to Jewish tradition, all the three

77

This sermon occurs during the last chapter o f the Yiddish original, which is omitted in the English,
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women are presented as good, kind-hearted, pure and noble human beings. Thus in
choosing the term “Dixas”, when referring to these women characters, Bashevis could
possibly be wishing to imply that by withdrawing from the world, by living a limited and
withdrawn life and by not allowing their own goodness and nobility to set a shining
example for others, these good-natured women enable the unfolding and thriving of
more ambigious or sinister characters.
There is another instance, in which terminology is employed in connection with
Hadase, which is fraught with Lurianic allusions. When Hadase prepares herself for
the Chanukkah masked ball, she invests so much energy that she soon becomes
emaciated and pale. For the slightest reason she becomes excited and agitated, and
“□■’*73” (vessels) are felling from her hands [596].^*
The reference to felling

or ‘Vessels” is, o f course, highly allusive to the Lurianic

concept of “□’’’7371 ni3W”, the “breaking o f the vessels”. In Bashevis’s earlier novel
1V7 references to breaking or felling vessels occur in connection with
Rekhele, the main female character o f the novel, who is at times associated with the
Shekhinah^^ In

’7 it is again an important female character, with whom

the “breaking of the vessels” is connected.
In this context it is interesting to note that another image, which occurs in connection
with Rekhele in ”1 ^ ps pW IJ/T, also appears in

’7 in connection with

Hadase, as well as with two other women characters, Dinele and Ninotshke.*®
When Oyzer-Heshl is conscripted into the army, his mother, his sister and Eydl
accompany him to the station. When his train starts to move, Dinele runs along the

In the description o f Hadase’s preparations for the masked ball in the English, the term “vessels” is
not used. The translation given instead is; “Things she picked up would fall from her hands” [English: 506].
See: Section 4.4.2, 138-142.
See: Section 4.4.2, 138 f.
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platform, waving her hand, as if there was something important, which she had
forgotten to say to her brother. After this description we find the following statement:
“"lyüDPô - î7“iy7lK 0X1 ,p''üO'’'7 13711371PX D’B o'pxH l'’’’X” (Half o f her fece was fiiU o f light,
the other h a lf- dark.) - [403].*^
The same image is employed in connection with Avram’s young lover, the actress
Ninotshke. When Avram visits Leye on hearing the news concerning her divorce and her
forthcoming marriage to Kopl, Ninotshke waits for him ouside. Having just made peace
with the prospect o f becoming Kopl’s brother-in-law, Avram sees Ninotshke waiting
outside underneath a balcony. Her appearance is described in this paragraph as:
“Ü30X3271XÔ - 3713711X 0X1 ^ooT^xo 13711371 px D’i s o*7xn T^x” (Half o f her fece was
illuminated, the other half - in shadow) - [448].*^
The last appearance o f this image occurs in the last chapter of the novel in the Yiddish
original. The remainder of the Mushkat Family is trapped in Warsaw during the
bombing. Hadase has already been killed by a bomb. Her cousin Mashe thinks o f her,
sitting in an armchair at Pinyele’s house, when dusk begins to fall. In the ‘i37p‘>ioi’?n”

“1111370371 (dream-like twilight) she sees Hadase’s face “p’ll0XU7-0'7Xn - p’llT-o'7Xn ”
(half of it sunny, the other half in shadow), with golden, fiery hair. Mashe envies her,
because Hadase is already free, without pain, ^vithout fear and without worries [755].*^
As mentioned above in connection with Rekhele in ’’lAa ;vc

1P7, the image o f the

divided face, ascribed to these three women characters in the novel, is allusive to the
ambivalent nature o f the Shekhinah}^ Since the Kabbalah understands the Shekhinah as
the female aspect of God, it is not surprising that Bashevis employs this imagery in the

In the translation this sentence is expanded: “H alf o f her face was lighted in the glow o f the moving cars, the
other half was in shadow” [English: 352].
Although the translation adds several paragraphs on Avram’s new affair with Ninotshke (Ninotchka in the
English) at this point [384-386], the reference to her divided face is omitted [386].
” This image appears in the last chapter o f the Yiddish, which is entirely omitted in the English.
See: Section 4.4.2, 138 f.
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description of his female characters in the novel. According to Lurianic Kabbalah, the
“breaking of the vessels” caused the mystic exile of the Shekhinah from the rest of the
Godhead. Thus it is also fitting that Bashevis employs the image of falling vessels in
connection with a female character in the novel, who is at one point associated with the
Shekhinah.
The Lurianic allusions in the description o f the women characters in

’7

are not as clear and consistent as those employed by Bashevis in his description of
Rekhele in

pv/ lj/7, but they are nevertheless present and need to be mentioned

in the analysis of the role o f Kabbalah in Bashevis’s second major novel.

5.4.6. The Interpretation of the Lurianic Concepts of Zimzum, the “Breaking of the
Vessels” and Tikun in

»7

Apart from the imagery o f “sparks” o f light, divided feces and felling “vessels”, which
allude to Lurianic ideas, there are a few instances in the novel, in which Lurianic
concepts are directly referred to and given a particular interpretation by some of
Bashevis’s characters.
The passage quoted at the beginning o f this chapter describes Rabbi Dan on his way to
Warsaw with his family, after having been expelled from Kleyn-Tereshpol at the outset
of the First World War.*^ Rabbi Dan reflects on the people of Israel being like a lamb
among wolves, surrounded by idolaters, murderers, lechers and drunkards. He thinks
that the “rT”U?S7n

(World o f Action), is the “ms'^'ppn o'?!!?” (world o f the Klipot) and

the resting-place of the sitra ’ahra. But he comforts himself with the thought that in its
essence everything is “mpbK” (Godliness), and that even the Klipah has its root in ’Ein-
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See: Section 5.1, 150.
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Sof. “m ’nn rx ]T>'7DPi ly i" (Its purpose is free will). At the end every “ms” (defect)
will have its “pp’n” (cosmic restoration). The “nxûlü” (profane) is in truth only a
(illusion). On his journey Rabbi Dan has the feeling that he is
encountering the powers o f darkness “D’B
“□’’pibx

□’’3*3” (face to face), and that the

(spark o f Divinity) within him is being extinguished. He tries to pray

“nnia” (the afternoon prayer), but he cannot remember the words [324].
In this passage we find direct references to the Lurianic concepts o f the “breaking o f
the vessels”, the formation of the Klipot from the “shards” of the broken ‘Vessels” and
the process o f Tikun. In this paragraph Rabbi Dan’s reflections on the Klipah and the
world o f the Klipot occur in a context, where the rabbi is surrounded by evil, the
beginning o f the First World War, the expulsion o f the Jews from Kleyn-Tereshpol and
the hostility o f the soldiers towards them. In fact. Rabbi Dan feels so threatened by the
evil surrounding him, that he even considers the “n’’’’U7yn □bllZ”, that is our terrestial
world, as the world o f the Klipot.
In

»7, which culminates in the Second World War, death and

destruction, the powers o f evil, Jewish suffering and unfulfilled hopes of redemption
are major themes. The above-quoted passage, set in the context of the First World War,
expresses these major themes o f the novel and provides us with a possible answer to the
question o f the root o f evil and of God’s intentions in allowing evil and suffering in our
world. This answer, expressed in this passage by Rabbi Dan, is a particular interpretation
o f the Lurianic concept o f the “breaking of the vessels”, which is bound up with the
teleological interpretation o f Zimzum, developed in the writings of Moshe Hayim
Luzzatto, as explained above.
Rabbi Dan also refers to the Lurianic concept o f Tikun in this passage, by expressing the
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See: Section 3.4.1, 84-87; Section 3.4.2, 89-91.
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hope that in the end every fault will have its

meaning that everything will be

restored to its originally intended state of harmony, which was upset by the “breaking
o f the vessels”. With the decline of Jewish life in Poland, growing destruction and the
approach o f the Second World War, with all it represents, this hope remains unfiilfilled.
Another passage, which presents the reflections of the Bialodrewna rehe on the
privileged status o f the human being, who has the power “ m a ’i S '|'” T IS p n a ” (to rectify
cosmic defects) and to lead the “sparks of holiness” back to their source [541], has been
mentioned previously.*^
This belief in the power o f the human being to bring about Tikun or cosmic restoration
is also upheld by Arele, the new rehe o f Bialodrewna. On a visit to Warsaw from
Palestine, where he has settled, Arele informs his fellow hasidim about the situation in
the Land o f Israel: Although Jews do not rule in Palestine yet, they are not as downcast,
as in the

(diaspora). A “nu^np” (holiness) seems to hover over every com stalk,

over every blade o f grass. At the “ D’"Qp
gathering, who are

“ omn"'

y p ’’’7‘’’’n ”

(holy graves)

“ D'’*7mpa”

(Kabbalists) are

(literally: unifying unifications) and “ D'’5l*T’S

(literally: combining combinations) - [698 f.].**
The word “O’Dii’S” refers to combinations of letters and names, widely employed by
Lurianic Kabbalists in their “niino” (“intentions” for prayer). Lurianic Kabbalah
emphasizes the more active side o f prayer in directing every prayer toward the
“upraising o f the sparks o f light”. In Lurianic prayer a special place is reserved for
“acts o f unification”, which are “meditations on one of the letter combinations
o f the Tetragrammaton” or on configurations of Divine names.*^ These unifications of
Divine names were believed to effect unification within the Godhead. This means, they
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See: Section 5.4.4, 176 f.
This paragraph is omitted in the translation [English: 598].
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 178-180.
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were supposed to work towards a re-unification of the exiled Shekhinah with the rest
of the Godhead, fi-om whom the Shekhinah was separated on the occasion of the
“breaking o f the vessels”, and thus they were supposed to effect Tikun.
Another passage elaborates on the subject of

(unification). An old hasid

remembers the time, when the late rebe o f Bialodrewna was still alive, and the
Shekhinah seemed to rest upon him. He recalls the wedding of Akive and the rebels
daughter Gine-Gendl. He thinks that fom the beginning they were not a suitable couple.
She should have married Herts Yanover, but since she could not have him

(in a

permitted way), she acted “"no’xn” (in a forbidden way). Everything can be understood
“nnpn

idt

principle

nrnnn” (in the sense o f male and female). This is also the meaning of the
Kin

xwnp n rr

du?*?”

(for the sake o f the unification of the Holy

One Blessed be He and His Shekhinah). Even in the higher spheres there must be “n n ’”
(unification) - [705 f.].^°
The thoughts o f this hasid reflect the idea of the

xilTT” or “sacred marriage”,

which plays a central role in the Zohar and in all subsequent Kabbalah, as explained
above.^* In Lurianic Kabbalah the fulfillment of every commandment is to be
accompanied by the afore-mentioned formula, declaring that this action is performed
for the sake of the unification of the Holy One Blessed be He and His Shekhinah?^
Thus every prayer and every fulfillment o f a commandment, performed with the
intention o f bringing about the unification of the Shekhinah with the rest of the
Godhead, is believed to be a mystical action effecting Tikun.
One last passage should be referred to again in connection with the theme of Lurianic

The whole 4^ section o f the 58^ chapter, where this reference can be found in the Yiddish original, is
omitted in the translation [English: 603].
See: Section 3.4.3, 96.
Cf. G. Scholem, M ajor Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 275 f.
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ideas expressed in the novel. In a sermon delivered on Rosh Hashanah at the beginning
o f the Second Wold War, Arele speaks about Rosh Hashanah being called “pin-DT’” (the
day o f justice), although on Rosh Hashanah the moon is hidden, which is supposed to
represent “I’ln m ’ü” (the attribute o f justice), while the sun is supposed to represent
m ’û” (the attribute o f mercy). But in reality, Arele says, “D’am ” (mercy) and
“p i” (justice) are derived jfrom one

(root). “I’l ”, that is “justice” or “judgement”,

only exists for the sake o f “m ’na” (free will). The “m ‘’na-’7ya” (person possessing free
will) has the choice between “yn
been sent down to the

(good and evil) - [753]. The human being has

o7iy” (World of Action), in order to earn his reward. The

“nxnan ]T>*7Dn” (purpose o f creation) is “m ’na” (free will). For the sake of free wiU
“lynyjL osaxa t»t nio-ps oxn” ( 'Ein-SofhaiS contracted Himself). So that there should be
free will, the Klipot were created [754].^^
Unlike in the reflections o f the Bialodrewna rebe, analyzed previously, in Arele’s sermon
it is not the “breaking o f the vessels“, but already the act of Zimzum, which is supposed
to have occured for the sake o f free will. This is in accordance with Moshe Hayim
Luzzatto’s teleological interpretation of Zimzum, as explained above.^"*
Arele’s statement that “p i” and “□’iDm” have the same origin, accords with Isaac Luria’s
explanation o f Zimzum. The connection, which Arele makes between “p i” and “m ’n::”,
is a combination of Luria’s explanation o f Zimzum as originating in a concentration of
the forces o f “p i”, and Luzzato’s interpretation, according to which the act of Zimzum
enabled the creation o f imperfect creatures, who were given the opportunity to perfect
themselves and to choose between good and evil.^^
Arele also states that the Klipot were created for the sake of free will. This is exactly the

95

This passage forms part o f the last chapter o f the Yiddish original, which is omitted in the English.
See: Section 3.4.1, 84-86.
Ibid.
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same idea expressed previously by the rebe of Bialodrewna in the context of the First
World War. The time of Arele’s sermon is Rosh Hashanah, in the autumn of 1939, and
the context, in which this sermon is given, is the beginning of the Second World War,
the bombing o f Warsaw and the still greater evils in store for aU the Jews, who had not
been able to flee Poland in time. The extent of these evils is only known to the readers,
not to the characters o f Bashevis’s

»7, although the lurking danger is felt

by them as well. In such a context the question of the root of such evil is predominant.
The answer to this question, given by some of Bashevis’s characters and expressed with
Lurianic terminology in the reflections o f the Bialodrewna rebe and in Arele’s sermon, is
perhaps the only credible answer perceivable for a believer in God.
However, in Arele’s sermon in the autumn of 1939 no mention is made anymore of the
possibility o f Tikun.

5.5. Conclusion
Bashevis’s second major novel,

»7, is a femily chronicle, in which the

individual stories of members o f the Mushkat, Banet and Berman families are seen against
the panorama o f Polish-Jewish history fi*om the beginning of the twentieth century until
the outbreak o f the Second World War.
In this novel, whose emphasis is on destruction, decay and unfulfilled hopes of
redemption, the dominant leitmotif is death. In the descriptions of various characters’
dying hours mystical imagery o f the higher spheres is employed abundantly, inspiring a
longing in these characters to leave this world, which is seen as the world of the Klipot.
More kabbalistic terminology is employed in connection with ideas about death and life
afl:er death, espoused by several characters. Most prominently there is the belief in gilgul,
the transmigration o f the soul, which is one o f the major kabbalistic doctrines, as well as a
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wide-spread folk belief.
In the novel various kabbalistic works are mentioned explicitly as being studied by certain
characters, as being found among the books on their bookshelves or as being employed by
them for magical or superstitious practices. The superstitious practices described testily to
the popular belief in the inherent power of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet and
particularly o f holy names.
On several occasions throughout the novel a mystical significance is attributed to script,
and in particular to the letters o f the Hebrew alphabet. In the experience of some o f the
characters in the novel, the letters of the Hebrew alphabet can be detected in the majesty
of nature, which, according to the cosmogony o f Sefer Yezirah, was created through
them. Thus the Hebrew Bible and all the other Jewish religious works composed with
these letters also have the power to sustain Jews in all the persecutions and calamities they
encounter.
Apart fi*om the ideas about creation found in Sefer Yezirah, the mystical images and
kabbalistic terminology employed in the novel are mainly connected to Lurianic Kabbalah.
Throughout the novel we find the image o f “sparks” of light in contexts o f darkness, both
physically and metaphorically, which is highly allusive to the Lurianic concept o f the
“sparks o f holiness”, which are also present in the world of the Klipot, the powers of evil.
Other Lurianic allusions can be found in the images of felling ‘Vessels” and divided faces
employed in connection with some o f the women characters in the novel. These are the
same images employed in the description o f Rekhele, the central female character in
”■7^

pi!/ 1Ü7, who is at times associated with the Shekhinah. Since according to

Lurianic Kabbalah, the “breaking o f the vessels” caused the mystic exile o f the Shekhinah,
who is always understood as the female aspect o f the Godhead, it is no coincidence that
Bashevis uses this allusive imagery in connection with some o f the female characters in
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»7.

Apart from imagery alluding to Lurianic ideas, there are a few paragraphs, in which the
Lurianic concepts o f Zimzum, the “breaking of the vessels” and Tikun are directly referred
to, foremost among them one passage set in the context of the First World War and
another in the context o f the Second World War. Both of these passages present the
reader with the question o f Jewish suffering, the root o f evil in the world and God’s
intention in permitting this suffering and evil. The answer to this question, advanced by
two o f Bashevis’s characters in the novel is an interpretation o f the Lurianic concepts
o f Zimzum and the “breaking o f the vessels” as having occured for the sake of free will.
Bashevis’s character Arele endorses a teleological interpretation o f Zimzum, which is
advanced in the writings o f Moshe Hayim Luzzatto. Bashevis’s Rabbi Dan endorses an
explanation o f the “breaking o f the vessels”, which is closely connected to Luzzatto’s
teleological interpretation o f Zimzum.
These ideas on the root o f evil may provide scant comfort in the context o f the Second
World War, in which the novel culminates, but then nothing else does either. The hope for
Tikun, the cosmic restoration o f the universe to a state of harmony it has not enjoyed since
the “breaking o f the vessels”, is expressed several times in the novel and is closely
connected to the hope for messianic redemption. With the internal decay, decline and
disintegration o f Jewish life in Poland and the external destruction of the Second World
War this hope becomes less and less likely to be fulfilled.
At the end the Yiddish readers of this novel are left with a choice between a nihilistic
response to the catastrophe in seeing redemption only in death, and a return to the ideas
and values o f Judaism and o f the Torah. In the last chapter of the Yiddish edition, OyzerHeshl, the main protagonist o f the novel, finds the God he had lost in his pursuit of
worldly pleasures, and discovers the validity of the words o f the Torah. The resolution of
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Oyzer-Heshl’s inner conflicts will not prevent his physical destruction by the Nazis, but it
will give him strength to carry on for a whhe. After ah, the letters of the Torah, from
which he draws his strength, are the same letters, with which the whole universe was
created, and which keep on soaring on high, even when the parchment, on which they are
written, is consumed by fire.
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6. The Role of Jewish Mysticism in 7^21^ 71S

Ijzr

6.1. Introduction; “nba?? r?*»t3ty N"
,]yi 2'nN ,mm’7n qkti

,r*?K ny ...?mmD w itk îh "i^dk lyoyi'o

TT 13311 Vnq *7'”ü .py^po-'iK Dir»] lyr^oiy I'jyiK-’XKi x T ix W ' ^ oxn

V.ntinp jp’ü^ X Dpyoiy yr-’i pjip ’i rx i'7-’dx tx , d”’x
Maybe there are such powers?... He himself, Yasha, has dreams,
premonitions, which cannot be explained in any rational way.
Sometimes it seems to him, as if even in his magical tricks there
was a little bit o f Kabbalah.^

These lines are taken from one of the few paragraphs of the Yiddish original o f Bashevis’s
p D iV D S ^ D W lp 1 ^ 7 ,

in which the Kabbalah is mentioned explicitly. This paragraph is,

however, omitted in the English translation.
The Yiddish original was initially serialized in Düi^lllHD in 1959. The English translation
by Elaine Gottlieb and Joseph Singer was already published in 1960 under the title The
Magician o f Lublin. Thus it is Bashevis’s first novel to omit the intermediary stage of
publication in Yiddish book form. Translations into other languages were, as a rule, made
from the English version, but a significant exception to this rule is the German translation
of pbil^ PD WDS!DWlp 1177, published as Der Zauberer von Lublin in 1967. Otto F. Best
consulted the Yiddish original and worked those paragraphs omitted in the English into
the text o f the German translation by Susanna Rademacher. The work was not published
in Yiddish book form till 1971.

p'7m'? PD iVDsajsJip 1V7 ,iyu'>T-D'’iw x 3 i pnï’, 74. All page numbers within the text o f this chapter refer to the
Yiddish original, unless otherwise stated.
^ This translation is my own. In the existing English translation by Elaine Gottlieb and Joseph Singer this
paragraph is omitted: I.E. Singer, The Magician o f Lublin, London: Penguin, 1996 (first ed. New York:
Noonday, 1960), 60. The translation will be quoted during the course o f this chapter, wherever it does not
significantly differ fi-om the Yiddish.
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More significant than the history of publication o f this novel, however, is Bashevis’s
“change in authorial direction”, turning from his focus on the Jewish people or a particular
Jewish community, as in

” ‘7^-7 ps

pW Iÿ7 and

»7,

to the fete of a very

singular individual, who has to a large extent cut himself off from the Jewish community/
In her article on p i n i pD i^D^m:S2)p

Cyrena N. Pondrom presents three separate

“patterns o f meaning” in the novel. The first is the “literal world” of the novel, describing
an individual character’s struggles as well as underlying recurrent human experiences.
Secondly, there is an examination o f the uncertainties of ethical behaviour, and finally,
beyond the concreteness o f Bashevis’s fictional world, metaphysical themes emerge.'^
Although the literal world of the novel and some o f its ethical questions will be dealt with,
the main focus o f this chapter will be on its metaphysical aspects, though the emphasis will
differ from that in Pondrom’s article. While Pondrom stresses the theme of “metaphysical
skepticism” concerning the existence o f God and the conception o f reality, the emphasis
of this chapter will be on the kabbalistic undercurrents of the novel, the themes o f God’s
concealment and His revelation in creation as well as the first stages towards creation
according to Lurianic Kabbalah.^
After presenting the storyline o f p'?2i^ pD WDS^Wip ivi, the relationship between the
magician and his hidden God will be explored, the recurrent theme o f God’s concealment
corresponding to the concept o f Zimzum in Lurianic Kabbalah, and the likewise recurrent
theme o f God’s revelation in nature connected with the question of the relationship
between pantheism, panentheism and the Kabbalah.
The above-quoted paragraph o f the Yiddish original, which mentions the Kabbalah

^ Cf. L.S. Friedman, Understanding Isaac Bashevis Singer, 116; E. Alexander, Isaac Bashevis Singer, 60.
Cf. Cyrena N. Pondrom, ‘Conjuring Reality: I.E.Singer's The Magician o fL u b lin \ in: M. Allentuck (ed.).
The Achievement o f Isaac Bashevis Singer, 93.
5 Ibid., 109-111.
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explicitly [74], occurs in connection with one o f four synagogue-scenes which are of great
importance in the novel as a whole and have to be analyzed separately. These synagoguescenes are part o f a carefiilly crafted design o f vacillation between sacred and profene
spaces within the overall pattern o f the novel.^ In the context o f these synagogue-scenes
a mysterious atmosphere is often created, much light imagery is used, and some o f the
language seems to allude to mystical experiences and ideas.
Of special significance here is the recurrent image of “lypliD” or “sparks” of light, which
appear in one o f the synagogue-scenes and elsewhere in several passages throughout the
latter part o f the novel, always in contexts o f darkness, whether literal or metaphorical.
Bashevis’s use o f this image and its connection to the Lurianic concept of the “sparks
of holiness” has to be considered carefully.
Finally, there is the question o f the epilogue, not only as an ironic literal and imperfect
ethical solution to the dilemmas o f the novel, but also as a repository of metaphysical
speculations and kabbalistic, mainly Lurianic, ideas. Most important in this context are
Yasha’s reflections on good and evil, the concept o f Z im ^m , the “breaking of the
vessels”, fi*ee will and possibilities of Tikun.
p'pm'? PD lÿDSDWip ij/7 is not as fiill o f kabbalistic language and ideas as some of
Bashevis’s other works, but beneath the carefiilly crafted literal world and ethical
dilemmas o f the novel, in all the “isnp” (magical tricks) of Bashevis’s artistry, there is
“nbap p’OU? X” (a little bit o f Kabbalah), which will be elucidated in this chapter.

6.2. The Storyline of

ris

ir r

The action o f the novel takes place in late nineteenth century Poland. The main character
is the magician and tightrope-walker Yasha Mazur fi*om Lublin who is described as

Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 85.
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“’i: W

"|1XT” I’V

IDIX

n'?xn” (“half Jew, half Gentile - neither Jew

nor Gentile”) - [Yiddish: 9; English: 10]. Yasha spends little time in Lublin with his
traditional wife Ester. The novel opens during one of Yasha’s periods of rest in Lublin,
before he sets off again for another season o f magic performances in a summer theatre in
Warsaw [5-29].
On the way he picks up his assistant Magda from the vicinity o f Piask. Magda, a Polish
peasant girl, has been Yasha’s lover for eight years and lives with him in his apartment in
Warsaw during the summer seasons [31-36]. In Piask itself Yasha is pursuing an affair
with Zevtl (Zeftel), the deserted wife of a Jewish thief [44-54].
Meanwhile Yasha is debating with himself whether he can bring himself to divorce his wife
and to convert to Christianity in order to marry Emilia, a Roman Catholic widow, with
whom he believes himself deeply in love, although he also seems to feel some affection for
her adolescent daughter Halina [65-68].
On his way to Warsaw with Magda, seeking shelter from a thunder-storm in a synagogue,
Yasha is confronted with his Jewish heritage. On this occasion, though, his identification
with the Jewish tradition is not yet particularly deep [69-72].
Soon after his arrival in Warsaw where he should have started rehearsing for his new
series of performances in the summer theatre, Yasha postpones his rehearsals from day to
day and instead spends his time in cafés, at Emilia’s house and at the theatre [98-111].
Meanwhile his Piask mistress Zevtl has arrived in Warsaw from the provinces and has
found accommodation in the house of Reytse, the sister of Herman, a pimp from Buenos
Aires [117-123]. Yasha spends a whole evening with Herman [128-141], but responding
to Herman’s suggestion on how to make a fortune, Yasha insists that he is

X”

“31: Xüü’l (a magician, not a thieQ - [139].
He knows, however, that he would need a large amount of money, if he wanted to realize
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his plans of marrying Emilia and o f settling in Italy with her. That night he decides to
commit a burglary at the house of an old miser, in order to finance his plans for the fixture.
Yasha easily manages to break into the old man’s apartment and to find the safe, but then
he bungles his attempted crime hopelessly. In addition to this, he is unable to descend fi*om
the balcony o f the apartment without injuring his foot in the process [142-154].
He seeks shelter firom possible pursuers in a synagogue, where he is again confi*onted with
his Jewish heritage and with a realization o f the seriousness of his attempted crime [154162]. But this time his identification with the traditional Jewish way of life deepens
significantly, and he decides: “...!ybx ’’T’n 7'” X- [...] iT’’’ X p37ii Tia'3” ( “I must be a Jew!
[...] A Jew like all the others!”) - [Yiddish: 162; English: 127].
Of course, outside the context o f the synagogue Yasha’s good resolutions weaken again
[163]. On returning to his apartment, Yasha has an argument with Magda and sets off
again to see Emilia, to whom he confesses his attempted burglary [177-205]. Emilia casts
him off immediately. Directly after that, another visit to a synagogue strengthens his
conviction that he has to return to his tradition and to a disciplined Jewish life [206-210].
Two further events reinforce this conviction: Coming home fi*om the synagogue, he finds
Magda dead. She has commited suicide [212-216]. Soon after that Yasha discovers his
Piask mistress Zevtl in bed with the pimp Herman at the house of Herman’s sister [234].
Staring at the sleeping couple, he concludes that he has to become a different person:
pD niD 0577

03''n)7377 DXH 7Î7” (“He had reached the end o f the road.”) -

[Yiddish: 235; English: 181]. With these words the main part o f the novel comes to an
end.
In the epilogue, set in Lublin three years later, Yasha the magician has transformed into
“nnu;n-bï7n

h ” (R. Yekele the Penitent - “Reb Jacob the Penitent) - [Yiddish: 239;

English: 185]. He has had himself immured in a small structure in his courtyard, a building
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without a door and with only a tiny window connecting him to the world outside. But his
self-imprisonment only protects him from sinful actions, not from sinful thoughts [e.g.
243]. Nor does it protect him from intrusions of the outside world. Many people have
begun to believe that he is a holy man and a miracle worker and visit him to request his
blessing [245 f.].
The epilogue ends with a letter from Emilia, which Yasha receives in his penitential cell.
In the letter Emilia acknowledges her own share of guilt and moral responsibility for the
events which have led Yasha to his attempted crime [261]. With Emilia’s best wishes and
the acknowledgement of her friendship for him the novel comes to a close.

/

6.3. The Magician and His Hidden God Between Concealment and Revelation
6.3.1. Parallels Between the Artist-Magician and the Creator-God
The magician’s or artist’s journey is a journey of “painful self-discovery”. Yasha’s
search for his identity, for self-definition, is part of his search for a “larger source
o f meaning”, afiBrming the self, but also transcending it. It is a search for God. In
JJD WDSJDWlp 1V7

the images o f the magician and his frequently hidden God,

are often interwoven, so much so, that the magician’s “ontological search for seft”
reflects his “spiritual search for God”, and vice versa. ^
At one point in

pD 1}^DS/Dmip lj/7 the parallel between God and the magician is

explicitly drawn [64 f.]. This important connection is made in the context o f one of
Yasha’s contemplations o f nature which he understands as Divine creation. In the
wonders o f nature Yasha detects the Creator-God. This particular passage is a keypassage for understanding Yasha’s religiosity as well as for understanding the parallel,
which Bashevis draws between the magician or artist and the Creator, who are both

^ Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 82 f.
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experienced by others in the two extremes of concealment, mystery and inscrutability,
on the one hand, and revelation in creation or art, on the other, although, of course, on
different levels.
This passage occurs in the context of Yasha's journey from Piask to Warsaw with
Magda. Yasha enjoys being alone with Magda again and is admiring the beauties of
nature around him, the golden fields and the scents of the earth, which make him feel
drunk and fill his mind with a stillness that is not of this world. Experiencing this,
Yasha exclaims: lyjijy’imsD’n s [...] ITX

“...!*ns7

‘po’n x po p “ixD px

x üd’h n

,'”x”

,is:ix'7Dy*?x n (“Oh, God Almighty, you are

the magician, not I! [...] To bring out plants, flowers and colors from a bit of black
soil!") - [Yiddish: 65; English: 53].
Here we find a description o f Yasha’s religious experience of God’s revelation in nature,
God’s creation, as well as the author’s setting forth of an explicit connection between
the Creator-God and the artist-magician within

po

lj/7, a connection

which is a key to understanding many related passages within this literary creation.
In another passage Emilia’s daughter Halina also compares Yasha, the artist, with God,
albeit emphasizing their different levels and powers:

IX: px üx: pDPi: n:ix “lyn’x *pT nv nnxi

X PX “ly

yp:x5yrs

TX

"iï7’’

T’a px “ly’pDoiv

ynyoyn: pxa “|x: ixp “ly mK> *?p:x ,i"x po lyoyn: (“He thinks that because he
is a great artist and we are insignificant little people he can lord it over us. God is
mightier than you. Uncle Yasha. He can perform even finer tricks.’’) - [Yiddish: 92;
English: 73 f.].
The artist is on three occasions in the novel described as the unseen observer who
sees, but is not seen. At the beginning o f the novel there is a passage which deals with
different people’s attitudes to Yasha’s art. Some people say that Yasha practices
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(magic) and that he owns a cap, “lyiyyTyjiais "|X

ui37ii jx ov üiu'o 15711 oxn” (which

makes one invisible, if one puts it on) - [7]. Others say that his art is nothing, but a
“U7‘’557*7J57bn*iXD” (illusion) - [7]. Here the understanding of art vacillates between magic
and illusion, which gives it a dubious quality.
The idea o f the artist as someone who sees, but is not seen, also occurs in another
passage, where Yasha is sitting quietly in Emilia’s apartment, “IXDf577D57’ll "i57r")0W X”

rx 157 TX

TV 13%: ow: nxu 157 px p it I57»ip57: d^x ü7xii ,d’1x t>t ü7xhx3 35715735711

“.nX3Mrxv3Xl3 Ü3XD X p"'7357: rx "157 [...] .XT (“as if he were in hiding and afraid to
reveal his presence to someone who sought him. [...] He had become Hke one who sees
but is himself invisible.”) - [Yiddish: 89; English: 71].
The same expression is also used in connection with Yasha’s waiting at the barber’s in a
state of despair before a visit to Emilia. When the barber does not take any notice of
him, Yasha wonders: “...?nx3:-irxi-rixi3 x t >x pn 3U7DX” (“Maybe I’m one who sees but
isn’t seen!”) - [Yiddish: 182; English: 142].
Here we find another explicit connection between the artist-magician and God. The
expression “nx3MPXi-nxi3” (one who sees, but is not seen) is derived from the Talmud,
where it is used to describe God.*
God’s invisibility is also stressed in another passage in the novel. When Yasha stands at
the open door o f a synagogue in Lublin, he sees a whole congregation o f Jews who are
talking to “üTZ7’2 D’X Ü57T357rv 0X11 OX: X” (“a God no one saw”) - [Yiddish: 18; English:
17]. In this passage it is also stated that Yasha has already many times envied the feith
o f these traditional Jews. This synagogue-scene is contrasted with the preceding scene,
which takes place in Beyle’s Tavern (Bella’s Tavern in the English). When his fiiend

b Berakhot 10 a. In this passage God is compared to the soul. One o f the points o f resemblance stated here,
is: Just as the Holy One Blessed be He is a “tixt: irxi-nxn" (sees, but is not seen), so the “nnu?:” (soul) is a
“n’K-Q nriCi-nKTi” (sees, but is not seen).
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Shmuel Muzikant doubts the magician’s artistry, Yasha reflects with sadness on people
who see, but do not believe their own eyes [16 f.].
In these two adjacent scenes both the parallel and the contrast between the artist and
God is made explicit: People see the artistry o f the artist, but they do not believe their
eyes. In contrast to this, nobody can see God, but these traditional Jews, whom Yasha
observes in the synagogue, believe in Him and call Him ““lyp’iQynxmyi” (Merciful
One), despite the calamities and pogroms they have experienced.
Yasha’s beliefs are very different fi*om those of traditional Jews. If someone tries to
teach him ethics or morals, he says:

'}S7TS7i px

px lynyji UD3” (Have you been

to Heaven and seen God?) - [6]. But although in the context of the tavern Yasha
likes to play the “onp’SX” (heretic), in his own heart he believes in God and finds His
hand everywhere in nature:
,b*Tr*’ü\2;

IBIP' px :DiDy5ix mxn oox) "lyTFi iyb"iy9n“'‘’Q7xn üxn'a”

(God’s hand was evident everywhere, in each fruit, blossom,

pebble and grain o f sand) - [8].
According to Yasha’s own personal faith, God as the Creator is manifest and detectable
in His creation, but He has not revealed His will to any person on earth: “[’T ü x n “ly ”
. u p y b s u ] x ü u ?’! D y p v i s

y] ü x n

n y " ly n x , x i t ’x u x : : m iQ x y i y r ^ x i x ü y a n x y i o ’i x o x n y :

" ix ü ’û D x n p x i y a 'a o x n m x T y ji

n y r v üxn ny

(“He had worked out his own

religion. There was a Creator, but He revealed Himself to no one, gave no indication of
what was permitted or forbidden.”) - [Yiddish: 9; English: 10].
This God, who has not revealed His will to anybody, is a concealed, hidden God. This
understanding o f God is closely connected to the Lurianic concept of Zimzum^ the
concealment or withdrawal o f ’Ein-Sofmto Himself, in order to create a space, which is
not ’Ein-Sof, “for the creative processes to come into play”.^

Cf. G.Scholem, Kabbalah, 129.
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Just as God remains hidden and concealed, so on the human level the secretive magician
cannot really be understood, not even by his own wife: ■’*’30313 bxo oviy Q'’Xosn inoN
P*’'7nî73 T"’X 0'’33 ’{’■’T190X ,‘]î7*73î7Tny03'’n y3*’’’T]y3î7p1î7T IS "’11

H pX 1XÜ93 p’’*70 X

“pxb\l7“iXD (Ester looked into his eyes every time anew, as if she wanted to understand
his artifices, but his face remained inscrutable.) - [11].^°
In the same way in which in Bashevis’s works God’s face is forever hidden fi*om human
beings, here the magician’s fece remains inscrutable.^^ Like the Creator-God, whom
nobody sees and who has hidden His face, so also the artist-magician, Yasha Mazur, has
hidden powers. Even Ester has given up trying to understand him: uxnS73 üxn “ly”
X "T>x “iyo’’x ooxo'o oxn - D’*n3'?'’o x bo-’ii nm o lyo oxnw oxn ny .mmo y3y:ixoixD
“..."|y'7i3"iyp üxn - mwn lyxn px i3*’‘’nn\y (“He possessed hidden powers, he had more
secrets than the blessed Rosh Hashonah pomegranate has seeds.”) - [Yiddish: 13;
English: 12 f.] "
This pomegranate, which is explicitly linked here to Rosh Hashanah, is the first o f many
references throughout the book to the Days of Awe, the time of reflection, of selfexamination and of

(repentance or return) which is a major theme of the novel.

To his wife Ester the magician is oddly close and oddly strange at the same time. She
never grows tired o f watching his every movement and catching his every word. Even
when Yasha seemingly speaks foolishly “*T3’’p-‘’‘7p“i*7 X ■
’11” (like a very young child), his
words always turn out to be meaningful [11 f j. As mentioned above, this artistry of the

The translation does not mention Yasha’s inscrutable face. It states only that “his impassivity always
defeated her” [English: 11].
" Cf. for example: üD}np lirr, 12, 42 f., 54, 60.
The reference to the pomegranate, over which one says
on Rosh Hashanah, is rather unusual. On
the first night one usually says the Kidush, then “irTinw”, then the blessing over fruit for a piece o f apple
dipped in honey. On the second night there is no need to say “■U‘”nni7”. But one may nevertheless say it over
a fruit which one eats for the first time that season, and this fruit could be a pomegranate. - Cf. also:
Philip Goodman (ed.). The Rosh Hashanah Anthology, Philadelphia / Jerusalem: IPS, 1992,188: “Pious
Jews, therefore, deny themselves one certain fruit all summer long, in order to be able to make the special
blessing over it at the Rosh Hashanah table on the second evening.”
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magician can be understood as an allusion to the artistry o f the author, whose every
word is meaninghil/^

6-3.2. Bashevis*s Descriptions of Nature - Mystical Nocturnal Landscapes
The hidden and concealed God, who has withdrawn into Himself in the act of Zimzum^
remains invisible and inscrutable, as stated above. All Kabbalists agree, however, that it
is possible to derive a belief in the existence of 'Ein-Sof as the “first infinite cause” fi*om
the “actual existence o f creation i t s e l f T h i s is also the only way, in which the
magicain Yasha experiences the Divine.
pD

In his descriptions o f the visible creation in

lÿ i Bashevis often

employs a mixture o f mysticism and realism. In one such description o f nature Bashevis
presents Yasha’s view o f the sky being lower than usual and densely sown with stars. He
continues:

n px p n y :5 x
X T»T I X : ü T x b y ^ n y n ’X

t »t

yw m x u x n

px p n x

x p x bX D x i x o v i

t’ x x u ^x ’

■’i i ’ it x ”

(As Yasha entered the

courtyard, a star somewhere on high detached itself, fell and left a fiery sign behind for a
while.) - [21 f.]. In this scene the majesty of the sky is described, pointing to the majesty
of God’s creation. This is also one o f many occasions where light imagery is used to
create a mysterious atmosphere. In this case this is achieved with the help of the image
o f the fiery sign left behind by the falling star.
Even more mystical is Bashevis’s description o f Yasha’s perception of his horses,
standing in the darkness:
“.nî7'»'’Dnyix ibx: lybs’B px'piz/yisx

px üb’nyn‘>‘»x

wüdx:

p:Xüwn

pxn p'79xs“ix:iu7 ü’û bio in x

iivo n ”
n px .nmo

(The big nocturnal horses stood, enwrapped in darkness, in secrets. In their big, pupil-

See: Section 3.3, 75 f.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 88 f.
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filled eyes particles o f gold or fire appeared.) - [22]. This reminds Yasha o f something
his father has told him: "...oniz?

nrn TN” (that animals see demons).

Here the telepathic, psychic powers o f animals are emphasized. In the Yiddish this
description of the telepathic powers o f God’s creatures continues for two more
sentenes: n

iDBTD

■’■’T ü x n

,n y

DDK: TX

Dxn%: üxn

“ly”

p x o y s x i u o x o x p ■’•’'?“iy '7 x o '- n x o l y y i j w m y a p o

üvr^^

“.pT’î‘’üX39'’n mypyi (He himself, Yasha, had signs that God’s creatures could read
human thoughts, knew the moods of people, could foresee all kinds of catastrophes and
deaths. He, Yasha, could even hypnotize them.) - [22].^^
The implication of this is that it is human reason which blinds people to truths which
animals apprehend instinctively. This kind of anti-rationalism, which is also a criticism
against the Maskilic belief in human reason, can be found at different places throughout
Bashevis’s works.
There is a parallel here to Yasha’s perception of his animals after his attempted burglary:
n b n y ix

ü d iü

n :p x T n u r ^ ’^ y i ü b x n “>'>119X9 “l y i “>n p “> n y io '> ix

t >t

u x n i x w x “>”

(It seemed to Yasha, as if the parrot wanted to say: You are inflicting grievance upon
yourself, not me.) And: u\y>3 p b x 1X3 iüD'>“>n : ü i y “i 9 y b y 9 b x û o x i “>n “[X iyx’ U D n y i t >t d x h ' d ”
“...?b9n bDH TX (It seemed to Yasha, as if the little monkey asked: Do you still not know
that all is vanity?...) - [169].
Another mystical nocturnal landscape is described in connection with Yasha’s journey
fi*om Lublin to Magda’s home near Piask. Yasha seemingly hears the sucking of
the roots in the earth and other nocturnal sounds. The description continues:
b x a IS .‘iy > in y iû ix ] x b i “>i9 x p g p i x n y i ’i i i b y g p i y T x i 9 x b y r “> n ix 9 p x w x t’ x b x a i s ”

These two sentences are omitted in the translation [English: 19].
Cf. for example:
jiDi}DH^2}î2ip ivi, 18 f; pviH pyarn pDnvimj, 8-13.
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p ’üDiï79U7ï7Ji X 110 “ix i ,n'’n X 110

“.*7'7n r x f î7a*i!7 ü i y ’in

oxn

m-'i i ix

x iio uw»] , o n o "iy'7*>in x ü i y n y : “in ü x n

, r i (Sometimes a shadow passed through the field, as if cast

by a monstrous bird. Sometimes a hollow droning became audible, which was not of a
human being and not o f an animal, but o f a ghostly giant, who hovered somewhere in
the void.) - [30].
Shadows and dark forces are experienced here by the magician. The word “bbn” means
‘Void” or “empty space”. Bashevis’s use of this term at exactly this point in connection
with dark, mysterious forces could possibly be an allusion to the Lurianic concept of
the “’119 *7bn”, the “empty space” which was created in the process of Zimzum. The
“'’119 '?'7n” is a place which is devoid o f God and thus makes the existence of evil
possible.
One further description o f a mystical, nocturnal landscape may be mentioned, which
occurs during a thunderstorm on Yasha’s way to Warsaw with Magda, which leads the
two o f them to seek shelter in a nearby synagogue. The light imagery employed here
will be discussed in connection with the second synagogue scene.

6.3.3. God in Nature - The Content of the Magician’s Faith - Some Reflections on
Pantheism. Panentheism and the Kabbalah
In the context o f Bashevis’s descriptions o f nature and of Yasha Mazur’s religious
experiences in connection with the beauties of nature, it is also important to note that,
whereas Yasha’s outward course o f action changes at the end of the novel, the content
o f his personal feith does not change throughout the whole o f the novel.
Just as in the first pages o f

JID

1V7 we are told that in his heart Yasha

See: Section 6.4.2.
Cf. C.N. Pondrom, ‘Conjuring Reality’, in: M.Allentuck (ed.). The Achievement o f Isaac Bashevis Singer,
95.
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believed in God and saw God’s hand evident everywhere around him in nature [8], so
also in the epilogue, when the outwardly transformed R. Yekele the Penitent watches
the snowflakes on the window sill o f his penitenial cell, he contemplates that all o f this is
formed by a hidden hand which is everywhere; px px ibxi px ,lpbxn px px 1157
?UX:

TlX KOXD yplXT *>1 IDTl 1^0 ]Vp '’IT .IZ7Ü1175 pO plXH pX pX '{IVm

“?mDXi n uon'o irn ü/niziix ’Tu irn oxn

px”
pX ,ÜD‘’Q

px [...] (“in the earth and in the clouds, in

gold and in carrion, in the most distant star and in the heart of man. What can one call
this force, if not God? [...] And what difference does it make if it’s called nature?”) [Yiddish: 256; English: 197]. And shortly afterwards it says: x Ü31TI71 üxn ,XU7X’ ,137”
“.D’X 137D1X ,1XU7X’ ,D*>XpX ,3711 yi37’’

37r’’Tp371371 t)X71 0X11%3X ,p ‘’'’S (“He

had sought a sign, yet every minute, every second, within him and outside, God signaled
His presence.”) - [Yiddish: 256; English: 197].
According to this passage, it does not make any difference to Yasha, whether he calls
the force behind every snowflake, every cloud, the most distant star or the human heart
“God” or “nature”. Every moment Yasha can find signs of God’s presence, both within
himself and in the world around him. Thus at first and at last the content of Yasha’s faith
is a view o f God who is manifest in nature, but has not revealed His will to any
prophets. Yasha’s theological conceptions in the main part of the novel and in the
epilogue are identical in their “stress on the manifestation o f God in nature”.
In her article on

ps

1177 Cyrena N. Pondrom calls Yasha’s view

o f a God who reveals Himself in nature, but not directly to prophets, a “somewhat
pantheistic view”.^° According to pantheistic theory, “God is the name given to the
universe as a whole”.^^ God is “only immanent in the universe and not transcendent” at

Ibid., 95 f.
Ibid., 95.
Cf. Louis Jacobs, The Jewish Religion: A Companion, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995, 373.
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all. In pantheism God is “identified with the totality of things”, so much so, that “He is
the universe and the universe is He”.^^
Strictly speaking, one cannot call Yasha’s view “pantheistic”, because he only speaks of
God’s hand being visible everywhere in nature [8], but not of God being identical with
everything in nature. Yasha distinguishes between creation and the Creator, whom he
calls “"lyDNOlsnp” (magician), and he marvels at this Creator’s power to bring forth all
these plants, flowers and colours fi*om a bit of black soil [65]. Even the passage in the
epilogue, where Yasha asks himself, what one can call this force, if not “God”, and in
what way it would be different, if one called it “nature”, only speaks of God’s hand
being visible in everything. It does not speak of God Himself being identical with
everything in nature.
In her letter in the epilogue o f the novel Emilia calls Yasha’s religious feith “ DT’ 377”
(deism), a faith in God, but without any dogmas or revelations [259]. Deism is “the
doctrine that God is entirely beyond the universe”, entirely transcendent, which leaves
no room for any “interaction between the divine and the universe” or any “possibility
o f divine intervention in the afiairs o f the universe”. Thus deism “rules out divine
providence and revelation”.^^
The description o f Yasha’s own personal faith, that God is there, but has not revealed
Himself to anybody and has told nobody what one may or may not do [9], seems to
support Emilia’s characterization. One cannot say, however, that Yasha believes in a
God who is entirely beyond the universe, who is entirely transcendent, because, as stated
above, Yasha sees God’s hand everywhere around him in nature, and every moment he
finds signs o f God’s presence, both within himself and in the outside world [256]. Thus

Cf. Louis Jacobs, A Jewish Theology, London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1973, 56.
Ibid., 56.
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Yasha believes in a God who is both transcendent, beyond the universe and totally
distinct from it, and immanent, manifest in His creation. This is why neither the term
“pantheism”, nor the term “deism” can really be applied to Yasha’s religious views.
A term which could be used in connection with Yasha’s faith, is “panentheism”.
Panentheism means literally: “All is in God”. It is the doctrine that “all creation is
embraced by God. In panentheism the “Being of God is both transcendent and immanent
in relation to the universe”, so that “while it is inconceivable for there to be a universe
without a God it is not inconceivable for God to exist without the universe”.^'^ The
panentheistic doctrine is “Jewishly unconventional”, but traces of it can be found in
some Jewish sources, especially in the Zohar and other kabbalistic writings.^^
According to Mo she Idel, one can summarize the “stand o f theosophical Kabbalah” as a
“v/\y/o rerum omnium in Deo"\ that is kabbalistic theosophy “enabled Jewish mystics to
envision all things in God”.^^ The infinite 'Ein-Sof “comprehends much more than what
proceeds from Him in the emanative and creative processes”, but He “encompasses the
latter within Himself as well”. “All is comprehended within the Godhead but not
everything is identical with it.”^^
According to Scholem, the term “panentheism” could be applied to such a view. This
term could also be applied to a number o f well-known Kabbalists who were able to
argue “that a similar position was already implied in the statement in the Midrash” that
“The Holy One blessed be He is the place of the world but the world is not His place”.^*
In the later strata o f the Zohar, the Ra ’aya Meheimna and the Tikunei Zohar, it is
stressed that, if God “stands apart from the world”. He is also “within it”: “He is outside

Cf. L, Jacobs, The Jewish Religion: A Companion, 373.
Ibid., 372.
Cf. Moshe Idel, Kabbalah: New Perspectives, New Haven & London: Yale University Press, 1988, 153 f.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 147.
Bereshit Rabah 68. Cf. also: G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 147 f
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as much as He is inside”. God “fills and causes all”, “without this immanence precluding
a personalistic and theistic view” o f God.^^
Panentheistic, kabbalistic statements, like God “stands apart fi’om the world”, but “He is
also within it”, and “He is outside as much as He is inside”, could also be applied to the
content o f Yasha Mazur’s feith. On the one hand, Yasha believes in a Creator-God who
is totally distinct fi’om His creation. It is He who brings forth all plants, flowers and
colours fi*om a bit of black soil [65]. But He Himself remains invisible, inscrutable,
completely transcendent, as it is expressed at the beginning of the novel, when Yasha
wonders about the traditional Jews who speak to a God, whom nobody sees, but whom
they caU mercifiil, despite the calamities they have experienced [18 f].
On the other hand, Yasha experiences God in his contemplations of nature and finds
signs o f God’s presence every moment, both within himself and everywhere around him
[256]. That means, Yasha believes in a God who is both transcendent and immanent.
Even when Yasha is transformed into R. Yekele the Penitent, his theological
conceptions remain identical in their emphasis on the manifestation of an otherwise
invisible and unknowable God in nature.
This is because only through the contemplation of nature, God’s visible creation, is it
possible for the secretive, inscrutable magician Yasha Mazur to gain any religious
knowledge or experience of his hidden, inscrutable, concealed God in His relationship
to His creation, in which He has manifested Himself.

6.4. The Sacred and the Profane in the Design of the Novel and Redemptive “Sparks” in
Contexts of Darkness
While the content o f Yasha Mazur’s faith in God remains the same throughout the novel.

29

Ibid., 148.
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his relationship to Jewish tradition and his approach to a disciplined religious life gradually
changes. At the beginning o f the novel we meet a magician who has to a large extent cut
himself off from the Jewish community. In the course o f the novel there are four
occasions, on which Yasha comes into contact with traditional Jewish religion, four
synagogue-scenes, and each o f Yasha’s encounters Avith traditional Judaism in the context
o f the synagogue “deepens his identification with a way o f life he had ostensibly
abandoned”.^®These four synagogue-scenes are part of a carefully crafted design of
vacillation between “sacred and profene spaces” in the overall pattern of the novel.^^

6.4.1. The First Svnagogue-Scene
On the first o f these occasions Yasha moves from a tavern to the threshold o f a
synagogue. The first o f the novel’s public spaces is Beyle’s Tavern in Lublin, where
Yasha sits with Shmuel Muzikant, debating the authenticity o f his magic. Unable to
make himself understood to Shmuel or to shatter his companion’s doubts, Yasha is left
musing: “m no y r’Tüxn

nviV"'” (“Each person has his secrets”) - [Yiddish: 17;

English: 16]. With this he is revealing secretiveness to be a “form of exile”, a
“withholding or hiding o f oneself in a relationship” - the “human counterpart o f God’s
withdrawal. His hiding o f His face”.^^
Leaving the tavern and walking through the dark streets of Lublin, Yasha pauses for a
while at the open door o f a synagogue. At this stage in his life Yasha only glances into
the synagogue from outside. He observes traditional Jewish life only from outside and
is not yet able to enter and to participate in this way of life. What he sees inside the

32

Cf, L.S, Friedman, Understanding Isaac Bashevis Singer, 123.
Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 85.
Ibid., 85.
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synagogue, is a congregation of Jews in traditional garments in the process o f praying
“nnyo” (the evening prayer). They say the “miyy niiüiy
some beat their hearts for “ilXün” (“We have sinned”) and

(süent ‘Amidah), and
(“We have

transgressed”) - [18]. Yasha is amazed at those traditional Jews and envious of
their faith [18 f].
Yasha also notices the candle illumination from one single memorial candle in the
“n n : niz/w” (candelabra with six candles), which gives the synagogue some light, but
also fills it with shadows [18]. This is contrasted with the darkness outside the
synagogue, where the street lamps are just being lit. The gas lighting is a sign of urban
modernization and also a possible hint at the Enlightenment or Haskalah. But through
the lighting o f the gas lamps it does not become any brighter: n TX
“.r'px T>T

n

"[’Tüxn'D”

pxn lybDVbo (It seemed, as if the flames scarcely

had enough light to illumine their own darkness) - [19].

6.4.2. The Second Svnagoeue-Scene
Another o f those “profane spaces” like Beyle’s Tavern is described directly before the
second synagogue-scene, when Yasha sits among the society of thieves in Piask,
opening a complicated lock for their amusement. Admired by these thieves for his
artistry, Yasha is offered an opportunity to join their community, but he refuses, with the
words: “...miin

xb

po

ü b xn “p x ”

(I respect the [commandment oQ Thou shalt not

steal...) - [63 f.].
On the way from Piask to Warsaw with Magda, the two of them to seek shelter from
a thunderstorm in the novel’s “second sacred space”.^^ In connection with the

33

Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 88.
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thunderstorm another mystical nocturnal landscape is described: T’X 03X3 “iï7"r

]V'\m rx mnb n .i^rn

px ”

lynim ü*7xr pi yi^’üDx: x ri "iyp‘»ü\y x oynxn pixim nibsi'TS

“.üpî77"iXD (“In the middle o f the night it suddenly grew warm as if a noctunal sun had
begun to shine. The moon was overcast.”) - [Yiddish: 69; English: 56]. In fact, the
darkness conveyed by the “lessening o f the moon” was interpreted by the Kabbalists as a
“symbol o f the Shekhinah's exile”. The Shekhinah itself is the “holy moon” which has
“feUen from its high rank, been robbed o f its light and sent into cosmic exile.”^'^
On entering the synagogue, Yasha sees an old Jew with ashes on his head and only
realizes much later that he is praying “ m s n ” , the midnight prayer, lamenting the
destruction o f the Temple, the exile of the Jewish people and the exile of the Shekhinah.

In the light o f the memorial candle Yasha tries to read the writing on the two tablets at
the ark: “...nann x b ,nsin x b ,n x ] n x b ,3i:3n x b

...ra

...ib n’n*’ x b ...'n " 3 i : x ” (I am the

Eternal... Thou shalt have no... Honour... Thou shalt not steal. Thou shalt not commit
adultery. Though shalt not murder. Though shalt not covet...) - [71]. These are the
beginnings o f only seven out o f the Ten Commandments [Ex 20, 1-14]. It is also
interesting to note that Bashevis has reversed the sequence o f three of the
commandments. It should have said:

x 7 ,q x 3 n x 7 , n s " i n x 7 ” (“Thou shalt not

murder. Thou shalt not commit adultery. Thou shalt not steal.”). With this change the
commmandment of

x b ” (Thou shalt not steal), which Yasha has just quoted to

the thieves in Piask and which he will soon attempt to break, has moved into a very
prominent position, even before the commandments concerning murder and adultery.^^

Cf, G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism^ 151.
In the English the sequence o f these three commandments is changed, but it is still not the usual one:
“Thou shalt not commit adultery... Thou shalt not kill... Thou shalt not steal...” [English: 58]. - In the
German translation, which sometimes changes irregularities in the English, the sequence o f the English
version is chosen [German: 51].
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Directly after that the light imagery continues: ‘7XÜ X ü’a T’X XI lix "lyDSPD 1371117) fX Xl”
“50X^713I7‘'*7û'’n X 110 •'11 \i[7‘i‘70-n'’0 D371 "137TX üD''*? plOHO X 1*7X037) (“Now it was dark and
all of a sudden the prayer-house was sufihised with a purple glow as if from a heavenly
lamp.”) - [Yiddish: 71; English: 58].^^ Through this light imagery a mysterious, mystical
atmosphere is created in this synagogue-scene.
When more Jews arrive for the morning prayers, Yasha watches their activities, as if
seeing them for the first time, but at the same time he realizes that he himself belongs to
this community. One o f the men prays: 11): pxo DniO)n *70 X*7H ...iimiO) nû ,linio HTd”
*7on on''"'n ■
’0’'i inin Dn‘’\z7ya o n •’o *70wn ’*700 d t o h 37io ^*700 cooni in x*70 own ^iz7:xi
..*T’)0*7 (“What is our strength? What is our might?... Are not the mighty men as
nothing before You, the men o f reknown as though they never existed, the wise as if
devoid o f knowledge, the intelligent as if without discernment? For most of their works
are vain, and the days of their life are vanity in Your sight”) - [71 f.].^^
Here we find another reference to the motif of the “*70n”, the vanity of aft worldly
wisdom and power. While saying these words, the old man looks at Yasha, as if he
knew exactly how weft these words accord with the vanity o f the magician’s life.
Breathing in the smells o f the synagogue, Yasha feels reminded of the “n*7''37)”, the final
service on Yom Kippur, which is another o f the novel’s many references to the Days of
Awe.^* The Aie/7a/z-Service is the time of the “closing of the gates”, the last chance on
Yom Kippur to repent, before one’s fate is sealed for the next year. But Yasha is not

The last o f these two sentences is left out both in the English [58], and in the German [51],
The translation o f this prayer is quoted according to The Authorised Daily Prayerhook o f the United Hebrew
Congregations o f the Commonwealth, Centenary Edition, London, 1992 (first ed. 1890), 20.
In the English translation o f Bashevis’s novel there are some additional words o f this prayer, which are not
quoted in the Yiddish, while other words are omitted [English: 58]. The German translation has the most
complete version o f this prayer [German: 52].
In the English the significant reference to the Yer/jA-Service is omitted. Instead it is just said: “as during
the Days o f Atonement” [English: 58]. - The reference to Neilah is reinserted in the German translation:
“wie beim SchluUgebet zu Jom Kippur” [German: 52].
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ready yet to repent. He rejects the ofifer o f a talis and tfilin, brought to him for prayer,
and leaves the synagogue.
On leaving the synagogue, Yasha picks up a book from a barrel with tom books and
manuscripts containing Divine names, stored there for burial. Soon he starts wondering,
whether this book is a kabbalistic text: D’K T‘»x - ?nbnp pyn bxü X 0X1 T’X “iu;dx ”
1371 IS

X oxnyi ]x p-'inrp po oxn ly .pyinyi iiyn onynyi odx oxn ly - ,ibxDy:a'>'>x

nyi pyn oysy oo'^'^n n y ’s oiynoy: d’x oxn x‘’b'’oy ib-'ox .ynyb “lyiynyoD’o nyp’Txi
" ..TX o’o pimoiy oxi ly oyn y*>bxo‘»x px

tx ,oixTyns

oxny: n’x oxn ly ."xbxoxp" (Maybe

this is about Kabbalah? - it occurred to him. - He has often heard people talk about this.
From his childhood he had been curious about this mysterious teaching. Even Emilia had
asked him, whether he knew anything about the “Kabbalah”. He had promised her that
in Italy he would study it with her.) - [72].^^
This is the first o f the novel’s few direct references to the Kabbalah. Soon after, while
Yasha is posing as a Gentile Pole at a nearby inn, he has the strange desire to look at the
tom book immediately and speculates again, if this could be a kabbalistic text, which he
could possibly use for his magic performances: n ’ITX ’n ü ix i

TZ7DX ?üDTi nyn”

üb'’'’2“iy‘Tüxny: bxa x d’x oxn yoxo ly i ?p'’iü ypnynyb pxiyxn n px mxn nyi po

iedxs

“ .pyniyi (Who knows? Maybe it is written there, how to tap wine from the wall and
to create living doves? His fether had once told him about this.) - [74]."^®
This is the second o f the novel’s direct references to the Kabbalah, which in this
paragraph is linked with magic. At this stage Yasha’s encounters with his Jewish
heritage do not have any deep effect on him yet, if he is only interested, whether the

In the English this whole paragraph is omitted [58 f.]. - Otto Best has reinserted the missing paragraph
into the German translation [52].
Again, very interestingly, this whole paragraph is omitted in the English [60]. - Otto Best has again
reinserted the missing paragraph into the German translation [53]. - The remainder o f this paragraph is
quoted at the beginning o f this chapter. See: Section 6.1, 199.
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kabbalistic insights he hopes to find, can help him with his magic performances. He
wonders about such magic powers and about his own dreams and premonitions, which
cannot be explained in any rational way. It sometimes seems to him that even in his own
magic and his own power o f love there is a bit of Kabbalah [74].
The kind o f Kabbalah which is referred to here, belongs to the realm of

nbnp”

or “practical Kabbalah”, which is mostly identified with the so-called “white” magic, “as
practiced through the medium o f the sacred, esoteric names of God and the angels, the
manipulation o f which may affect the physical no less than the spiritual world”."^^
Bashevis’s references to practical Kabbalah and particularly to these specific magical
experiments have been discussed previously.'^^

6.4.3. Two Instances of “Sparks” in Contexts of Darkness
There is another occasion of a “public space”, comparable to Beyle’s Tavern and the
den of thieves in Piask, before, albeit at some distance to the third synagogue-scene.
This public space is a café in Warsaw, where Yasha sits reflecting on his situation.'^^
Together with his ambition and passion Yasha has a feeling o f sadness, of “D’bnn-bnn”
(vanity o f vanities) and o f a guilt which he can neither redeem nor forget [102].
This is another reference to the motif o f the “□’’*7nn

the vanity of all worldly

pursuits.'^'^
When the waiter asks him, what he wishes, Yasha answers: “I'pxs” (to pay), sensing that
this answer sounds ambiguous, as if he had meant to say, he wanted to pay for his
deceitful life [102].

Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 182.
See: Section 3.2, 66-70.
Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 89.
Cf. Kohelet 1, 2.
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Directly after the scene in the café “Yasha’s sexual deceit is magnified and put on
stage”, when he is at a theatre with Emilia, watching a French comedy about a
“licentious tutor” who is carrying on affeirs with the wife and the daughter of a friend/^
During the play Yasha reflects on the meaning of life again. He remembers nights, when
long-forgotten prayers and verses came into his mind, such as this melody from the Days
of Awe: “...?n3na rma’? o n uv bDD ,nor nan

d in

” (“To what can man aspire / When

death will quench his fire?...”) - [Yiddish: 106; English: 84].
This is another reference to the Days o f Awe and another reminder of one of the novel’s
key-themes, the vanity o f human existence. In this context Yasha has a thought of
“HDilz/n” (repentance), and he feels that the

(evil inclination) and the

(good inclination) are wrangling within him [106 f.].
On Yasha’s way home from the theatre with Emilia another nocturnal landscape is
described. When they arrive at the Saxon Gardens, it is full of nocturnal secrets, and
small flames are flaring in its depth [108]. Smelling Emilia’s rose, a thought occurs to
Yasha: If a bit of earth and water can bring forth such a scent, creation cannot be that
bad [109]. At this point there is a kind o f erotic electricity between Yasha and Emilia.
Back at Emilia’s house, Yasha falls prey to his temptations concerning her. He leads her
to the sofe and tries to undress her, but her sük dress starts to snap and shoot off
“pp]lD” (sparks), which startle him [111].
This is the first of several references to

or “sparks” in the novel, which

tend to appear as glimpses o f redemptive good in contexts o f darkness, both physically

Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 89.
The German version does not provide a translation o f the Hebrew line quoted in the Yiddish at all. Instead it
gives a different translation o f the paragraph from the morning service (also in the Ye/7a/j-Service on Yom
Kippur), which was already quoted in the second synagogue scene [Yiddish: 71 f.; German: 52]. The passage
in the German reads: “Jetzt fiel ihm eine Stelle ans dem Neilagebet fur den Versohnungstag ein: Was sind
wir, was unser Leben... / was unser Hell, was unsere Kraft? / Fiirwahr, alle Helden sind wie nichts vor Dir, /
Denn allés 1st eitel.” [77].
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and symbolically, as mentioned above. Through the sudden appearance of these
redemptive “sparks”, Yasha’s attempt of seduction is brought to a halt and he has to

leave.'^^
The next appearance o f “sparks” occurs shortly after this, on Yasha’s way to Herman’s
sister with Zevtl who has just arrived in Warsaw fi’om the provinces. The passage is
introduced with a discription that is replete with light-imagery. The contrast between
the darkness on Fréta, where Yasha lives, and the light on Franciszkanska is emphasized
[124]. The “sparks” appear in the midst o f a description of Franciszkanska in the
evening, the open stores, workshops, people winding thread, glueing paper bags,
knitting underwear, sounds of sawing and hammering. There are also bakeries, and their
chimneys

ü’û px “I’n m irswy: pxn” (were spitting out smoke and sparks) -

[125].'** From the gutters a familiar smell is rising, like in Piask or Lublin. Young men in
long gabardines and with tousled sidelocks are carrying volumes of the Talmud. There is
ayeshivah and there are ^ i d i c houses of study. What is described here, is a context of
Jewish life, femiliar pictures and smells, on a street that is characterized as

(full

o f light), contrasted with the darkness on Fréta, where Yasha lives, which is mainly a
non-Jewish street.'*^
It is in this context of light and darkness, o f Yasha’s non-Jewish place o f residence and
his encounter with a familiar Jewish street, that the “sparks” appear, alluding to the
“sparks o f holiness”, as a possible reminder to Yasha, where he comes fi’om, and how
“p’DD’'?” (fiiU of light) a fulfilled Jewish life can be.
When Yasha leaves the Franciszkanska, it becomes dark again, and on Gçsia Yasha

For a discussion o f this passage, see also: Section 3,4,2, 93,
The English reads: “the chimneys spewed out smoke and cinders,” [98], But the Yiddish word translated as
“cinders” is, in feet, the same “TVpno” (sparks) as in the previous case.
See: p'pm'p jiD lÿDHDm'ip 1V7, 127, where Herman’s sister asks Yasha, why he has moved to the Fréta, where
only Gentiles live.
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sees an eerie

(late funeral procession) passing by. The deceased is

brought to his burial place in the dark.

’n pwiXB XTX lynyji lU/DX" (“Perhaps

someone like myself’), Yasha thinks [Yiddish: 125 f.; English: 99].

6.4.4. The Third Svnagogue-Scene and the Third Instance of “Sparks” in a Context
of Darkness
Yasha fells prey to worse temptations then trying to seduce Emilia. He “chooses to
profane his sacred gifts”, to give up his search for meaning, “to choose the vanity of
worldly things - to steal”.^®
Failing in his attempt to steal and running away from possible pursuers, Yasha takes
shelter in the “third of the novel’s sacred spaces”, a synagogue on Gnojna.^’ When the
worshippers arrive in the early morning twilight, their shadows seem to Yasha like
shadows o f the dead who are believed to come to the synagogue to pray at night. They
seem to drone

X ü’û” (with a droning not of this world) -

[155 f.].
In mediaeval Jewish literature there are countless anecdotes bearing testimony to the
“belief in the continuance of some form of spirit life on earth”.^^ There are accounts,
according to which on some nights the dead “gather in the synagogue, where, clothed
in ghostly prayer shawls, they conduct their own weird service”. The Sefer Hasidim
contains scores of such accounts o f nightly encounters with the spirits of the dead.^^
In this scene Yasha is again confronted with the Ten Commandments on the ark, one o f
which he has just attempted to break, and he remembers, how in the evening he had said

Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 90.
Ibid., 90.
Cf. J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic and Superstition, 61.
” Ibid., 62.
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to Herman that he is a magician, not a thief [139].
Soon the worshippers begin saying the silent ‘A midah during their morning prayers,
followed by the prayer-leader’s repetition of the Amidah. H e r e only parts of the
first and second paragraph o f the Amidah are quoted: büll .2pT ,pnT ,onn3N

D’bin x om

.o m

“..."idî; "'iwb inrnx

ü'Tiü n’n» ,‘Tonn 0"n

...bon nnpi D’aiu anon

(<3od o f Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, ‘Svho bestows

lovingkindness, the Creator of all things” - “You sustain the living with lovingkindness.
You revive the dead with great mercy. You support the falling, heal the sick” - “and
keep faith with those that sleep in the dust.”) - [157].^^
Yasha begins to wonder, whether God is really that good [157]. But in contrast to the
previous synagogue-scene, this time Yasha accepts the talis and tfilin offered to him,
although in his confusion he does not remember what to put on first and how. Alienated
fi*om himself, it seems to Yasha that even the tassels of his talis make fun of him:
“.rix 11Ï7TX

X p*’b*>nüia

cwsy uxoyi ib’DX d’x üxti ns’s x” (One tassel even

lashed him across the eye as if arbitrarily) - [158].
Struggling with his talis and tfilin, Yasha feels faint, and in this context the next
“sparks” appear, this time directly in fi-ont of his eyes: o n iy i “T’Tpxn “I57bür9
“.p’bn p i "iXD (Fiery spots were swaying before his eyes.) - [158]. Yasha starts
praying to God and tries to shake off his faintness, but the sparks continue to sway up
and down before his eyes:
“.xbn "iy*TXpni ynyiix ,0‘'n

i i ,T n x px sxix pinyji pbx tx i i i pxn pp]iD n ”
.ypbiin x qix n (The sparks were still

The Yiddish words "niiyiz-miaiy
(silent 'Amidah), and ''rntyiz-mlaw yD’in” (the reader’s repetition of
the ‘A midah) are translated in the English as “Eighteen Benedictions” and “high Eighteen Benedictions”
[122]. Obviously, the English translator did not understand the meaning o f the Yiddish. In the German the
words are translated correctly [112].
The translation o f this prayer is quoted according to The Authorised D aily Prayerbook, 76. - In the English
translation o f Bashevis’s novel some o f the words omitted in the Yiddish are reinserted, but not all o f them
[English: 122 f.].
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moving up and down, swaying as if on a swing. Some o f them were white, others green
or blue.)-[1 5 8 ].’^
These

fimction again as redemptive “sparks” in an otherwise dark or evil

context. Yasha has just tried to commit a serious crime, employing his artistic skills for
the pursuit o f worldly riches, forsaking his search for God and meaning. He has forsaken
the ethos o f the artist by abusing his artistic skills, in order to commit a burglary, and
broken one of the Ten Commandments. He realizes himself, how low he has fallen
[161]. In this situation he finds himself in a synagogue, confronted with his Jewish
tradition, with the Ten Commandments on the ark, and trying to put on a talis and tfilin
for the morning prayers. This is the situation, where the

appear, as “sparks of

holiness”, signs o f redemptive good in a context of darkness.
When the worshippers leave the synagogue, Yasha remains alone in his talis and tfilin
praying and suddenly believing in the words of the prayers:
“ ..rxTb mu 131Z7 obiyai m nan by nm a in n ,rr>\yx"in

in n

n’m

"ynD”

in n (“Blessed be

He who spoke and the world came into being; blessed be He. Blessed be He who
maintains the creation.” - “Blessed be He who has mercy upon his creatures” - “who
pays a good reward to those who fear Him.”) - [160].^^
The theme o f the prayers quoted in this synagogue-scene, in contrast to those quoted in
the previous one, is not so much the “bnn” (vanity) of human existence, but rather the
theme of God as the Creator (in “inxiy in n ”) and the Merciful (in “nnxiy i n n ” and in
the first two benedictions o f the ‘Amidah). God is described as bestowing life, reviving
the dead and supporting the fallen [157], which accords with Yasha’s present situation.

It is interesting to note that these “sparks”, some o f which are white, others green or blue in the Yiddish,
become red, green and blue in the English [124]. In the German translation they are only green and blue
[113].
The translation is quoted according to The Authorised D aily Prayerbook, 38. - Bashevis omits several
words o f this prayer.
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in which he realizes, how low he has fallen [161].
Standing there in his talis and tfilin praying, Yasha suddenly feels a light coming from
the tfilin and penetrating into his mind: ’7 pD D’n x
,lu;’2"iyt3srD

D3XD

“psz;'’S"i3;mx'7S px

üD’*? K '’11

o rx uxn

yivox'pwixD mss; ,p"ixu; t’*>t px i"ix üjani px p'7‘>sn
(Yasha felt now, how a light went forth from the tfilin

and penetrated into his mind, opening locked compartments, illuminating the darkness,
unravelling knots and confrjsions.) - [162]. This light from the tfilin, opening locked
compartments in his mind, is in sharp contrast with Yasha’s scissors, paper cone,
skeleton key and aU o f his artistic skills, with which he is not able to open Zaruski’s safe.
The light issuing from the tfilin on Yasha’s forehead is connected to the Lurianic idea
of the ’A dam Kadmon, from whose head “tremendous lights shone forth”.^* These lights
combined to form names. In feet, according to Lurianic Kabbalah, the “primordial
world”, which is “described by linguistic symbols”, was “precipitated from the lights” on
’A dam Kadmon's “forehead”, “which issued from the spot where the phylactery-of-thehead is laid”.^^
At this moment Yasha decides he has to do
tradition: “ ...!ybx •’•’T

T»*» x - ."(xun :XT x t »t

to repent, to return to his Jewish

"iî7 üxn - 11’’ x piyn no'3” (“I must be a

Jew! He said to himself. A Jew like aU the others!”) - [Yiddish: 162; English: 127].

6.4.5. Two More Instances of “Sparks” in Contexts of Darkness
The third synagogue-scene is contrasted with a scene outside on Gnojna and later
inside a soup kitchen, which is, in feet, the novel’s “fourth profene space”.^° Yasha
strongly feels this contrast between the synagogue and the street: üS’X T’Tüxn ]xu;x'’”

Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 137. - See also: Section 3.4.2, 88.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 138.
Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 91.
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“ .pyiix nyi

sx

iv i iix ox: n

tx ,iT“’ny:o‘>ix

(“It now seemed to

Yasha that the street and the synagogue denied each other.”) - [Yiddish: 163; English:
128]. Outside on Gnojna Yasha experiences, how his newly discovered piety evaporates
and his indecisions return. In this context Bashevis’s choice of Gnojna cannot be
accidental, since in Polish the literal meaning of Gnojna is “dung-street”.
Yasha lifts his eyes up to the sky and asks God for a sign. At this moment Yasha sees a
cripple approaching. He tries in vain to place a coin in the beggar’s gnarled hand and
thinks: “ !i373X0]%:lp X "pix” (“Another magician!”) - [Yiddish: 164; English: 129]. Yasha
is suddenly overcome by fear, by repulsion and again by nausea. He wants to run away,
but the beggar tries to touch him. At this point fiery sparks appear again in fi-ont o f his
eyes: ib'pxn •’•’T’n

x j r i x oxu^x’ nxD ixü%:

“.lT‘’’’iixn 13 3’Tü‘”n::y*7y: x

x

pxn

57p’7“iî7'»’’Dn ”

üixny: "ixi px d’X ixd pjaxny: ’7Xzdy‘?x (“Fiery sparks

again flashed before Yasha’s eyes, as if they were constantly present and only needed
the opportunity to reveal themselves.”) - [Yiddish: 164; English: 129].
This time the fiery sparks are not called “ppllD”, but ““[y'pürs yp’Tiy”D” (fiery spots).
Both expressions, however, refer to the same phenomenon. The context is the same as
in the third synagogue-scene [158]. Yasha feels nauseous and sees sparks in fi-ont of his
eyes.
What is interesting in this scene is the fact that it says that these fiery sparks were

/

floating before Yasha’s eyes, “as if they were constantly present and only needed the
opportunity to reveal themselves”. According to Lurianic cosmology, the “n” tt7ï7n D’?iy”
(World o f Action) is “filled with holy sparks”, which fell there on the occasion o f the
“breaking o f the vessels”.^^ If the “World o f Action”, which is our terrestial world, is
filled with these “sparks”, it means that they are constantly present, although they

Cf.

R. Schatz Uffenheimer, Hasidism

as Mysticism, 362.
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usually remain invisible and only reveal themselves in certain moments. This corresponds
exactly to Yasha’s experience in this passage.
Here these “sparks” reveal themselves again in a context, when Yasha’s former
indecisions return and his newly discovered religious feelings and thoughts begin to lose
their meaning. The light which Yasha has experienced in the synagogue, issuing jfrom
the tfilin on his forehead, is already forgotten and Yasha has returned to a context of
metaphorical darkness. He has become so uncertain again, that he requires a sign from
God. The appearance o f the cripple, which seems like an answer to his request o f a sign,
could act as a revelation to Yasha. It shows him the vanity and meaninglessness o f his
whole existence and could lead him to return to a meaningful Jewish life. This is the
context, in which Yasha feels faint and sees “sparks” again.
After this encounter, Yasha sees his alternatives clearly: It is either “nDiirn” (repentance)
or ‘“nx!DüDn'7yT” (suicide) - [167]. In fact, the word ‘“nxaüDn'7î7T” appears a second time
directly afterwards. When he comes home and Magda does not open the door for him,
he wonders, whether she has commited suicide [168]. When she returns, the two of
them begin to quarrel, whereupon Magda disappears into the kitchen crying. He soon
hears a rattling sound, as if Magda had strangled herself [ISO]. This is an obvious hint at
Magda’s future suicide, which at this stage Yasha could probably have prevented. But
instead of following her into the kitchen, he sets off to Emilia’s house.
Unintentionally Yasha confesses his attempted burglary to Emilia, who casts him off
immediately. During his confession Yasha feels nauseous again and sees fiery sparks:

T'x'D .ly'purs

n lyn yi iv r n üxn "ly px in x n nxs bpno pixnyi □■’x rx'o”

“.ü'TynyiD’i’nx D’X po ü'?xn p n ’i x ■
’il (“Darkness rose before his eyes, and again he saw
the fiery sparks. It was as if a dybbuk had spoken within him.”) - [Yiddish: 198;
English: 154].
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Yasha did not plan to confess his burglary to Emilia, but instead he feels as if a dybbuk
had spoken within him. This is one o f many occasions in Bashevis’s works, including
PD

ivi, when his characters say something unintentionally and are

surprised at their own words.^^
Here the expression employed for the “fiery sparks” is again

yp‘’Tiï7’’'’D”, not

“137p]iD”, but the context of nausea is the same as in the two previous instances.
Afi;er his &iled crime Yasha struggles with the choice of actions still open to him,
repentance or suicide. A complete return to his former way of life has already become
impossible. In this situation he confesses his attempted burglary to Emilia, and his
confession is the first step in the direction towards “ri3iiz/n” or “repentance”. This is the
point, where he sees the “fiery sparks” again, hinting at the “sparks o f holiness”, the
possibility o f redemptive good in Yasha’s state of darkness and despair.

6.4.6. The Fourth Svnagogue-Scene
After being cast off by Emilia, Yasha needs a place to rest and enters the synagogue
on Gnojna again, where this time a group o f Lithuanian Jews is praying “nnJü” (the
afternoon prayer). The prayer-leader intones the ‘Amidah, and the same line fi*om the
benediction concerning the return to Jerusalem is quoted as in the previous synagoguescene [157 and 206]. The word

found in this benediction hints at Yasha’s

impending “nmiz/n”, his return to Judaism, possibly his wish to return to his hidden God.
At the same time it might also be alluding to Yasha’s wish for his hidden God to return
to His people.
Yasha wonders about these Lithuanian Jews, mitnagdim, who are very different fi'om
the Polish hasidim he knows [206 f.]. Yasha also sees men sitting at the tables, studying

62

See for example:

775 liOHSJwp i]n, 16, 69, 87, 97, 180 and 221.
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Talmud. One man shouts: “...om ym f? m m D’ü’nn t> iiytJ” (If one claims wheat and he
gave him barley) - [207].^^
The image o f these men studying Talmud makes Yasha reflect on the contrast between
traditional Jews and those who are completely assimilated. Concerning the traditional
Jews, Yasha holds:
“ i3i357Dxn X

/ I ion

‘>1 ’n ,iüx’tx ypxü

X ,D"n yp‘>üD’’‘’Ji X

x

1!71ST it»’ ypnxi n ”

pxn pDp’r^’iiox (Those Jews were

perhaps really Asiatic, as the maskilim called them, but at least they had a feith, a
spiritual home, a history, a hope.) - [208].
At this point the English version adds one sentence, which is not found in the Yiddish
original: “In addition to their laws governing commerce, they had their Hasidic
literature, and they studied their cabala and books o f ethics.” [English: 162].^"^ This is
the only occasion in this novel, on which a direct reference to the Kabbalah is added
in the English, which is not present in the Yiddish original. The fact that these traditional
Jews, in contrast to the assimilated maskilim^ had their hasidic literature and studied
their Kabbalah and books o f ethics, might seem obvious to Bashevis’s Yiddish-speaking
readers, but for his English-speaking American, largely non-Jewish audience, he may
have felt it necessary to add this information.
In the synagogue Yasha reflects on his life and his Jewish heritage again. He wonders, if
God really needs all the traditional Jewish garments, and how many more laws a Jew can
take upon himself. On the other hand, he knows that, if he had been a pious Jew wearing
a “pp-D’bü” (ritual undergarment) and praying three times a day, he would never have
begun any o f his af&irs with various women. This thought leads Yasha to the conclusion

b Ketubot 108 b. The actual text in the Talmud reads: “]na tn ia i"? nnm □’njran pa’n "mm" (“if one claims
wheat and barley (two different things)”, and [the defendant] admits [only] one o f them). Cf. Marcus
Jastrow, Dictionary o f the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature,
New York: Judaica Press, 1992 (first published in 1903), 544.
In the German translation this sentence is included as well [German: 149].
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that a religion needs discipline [209].
Before Yasha leaves the synagogue, he takes a book from a shelf and opens it blindly. It
is the “Dbiy mnTil” (Eternal Paths) by the Maharal o f Prague.^^ On that particular page
a Biblical verse is quoted,

rnxna vrs? nsiy” (“and shuts his eyes from seeing evil”) -

[Isaiah 33,15], which is interpreted as: “nonon by nnzDiyw nywn Q’u/in bonoa

ni”

(This is the one who does not look at women at the time, when they stand at their
washing.) - [209].
Yasha has found a passage in this book, which accords with his own thoughts: There
must be discipline in religion. If one does not look, one does not sin. But if one
breaks the discipline o f looking, one can easily be tempted to break one o f the Ten
Commandments. This book shows Yasha the difficult path o f a disciplined Jewish life. It
demands something o f him, whereas all the secular literature does not demand anything.

6.4.7. The Last Two Instances of “Sparks” in Contexts of Darkness
Sitting in a droshky on his way home, Yasha experiences a dread which he has never
felt before [210]. At this point there is another appearance of “sparks”. Yasha sees
wagons loaded with wood and sacks o f flour passing by. The horses stomp their thick
legs on the cobblestones, “ir ib o y : ly iy i ]yp:iD tx” ( so that sparks were flying) - [2 1 1 ].
This time the “sparks” are called

again and do not appear, as in the previous

cases, in front of Yasha’s eyes, but are caused by the hooves of horses in their

Rabbi Judah Leyb ben Be?alel (c. 1525-1609). The acronym
stands for a”'?
mn u n a . The
Maharal was a Talmudist and theologian, who wrote many books o f commentaries, ethics and Halakhah.
Although there was a “strong mystical tinge” to the MaharaVs thought and he was obviously influenced by
the Kabbalah, he formulated his thought in such a way that “his theories are presented in his own style
without any direct reference to Kabbalistic terminology”. Cf. L. Jacobs, The Jewish Religion, 329 f. - The
English translation mistakenly refers to the Maharal as “Rabbi Leib o f Praga” [English: 163], instead of
Prague. The German translation not only has the correct place name, but also adds that the Maharal was a
famous Kabbalist: “Jascha sah, daB er das Buch «Ewige Pfade» des beriihmten Prager Kabbalisten, Rabbi
Judah LÔW, gegrifkn hatte.” [German: 150].
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movement through the streets.
As stated above, according to Lurianic cosmology, our terrestial world, is filled with
“holy sparks”, which are embodied in the “mineral”, “vegetable”, “animal” and “human
world”.^^ Thus, as there are “sparks o f holiness” in all living creatures, they can also be
found in the horses which Yasha sees, although these “holy sparks” are obviously not
recognized by the owners o f the horses, who make them carry such heavy loads, that
one o f the horses even collapses [211 f.].
Yasha sees the “sparks” again in a context of metaphorical darkness, when he is
suffering from unbearable pain and fear. He also feels a disgust towards himself and his
plans o f theft. This digust is so strong, that Yasha experiences nausea again, as in the
previous instances, when “sparks” appeared before his eyes.
On returning home, Yasha finds Magda hanging from the ceiling [216]. After the shock
caused by her suicide, Yasha has the urge to get drunk and enters a tavern. Inside he
can neither move forwards nor backwards. He feels as if he were caught in a trap. His
nausea returns, and again he sees “sparks” in front of his eyes: X T ’T ■’’’f o pD p x n ' D px”
’n D"’n : “>ttx

y p n y o ’n j i

p y p a iD

d ^x

“ix d i x o y : m

(And sparks

were swaying again before him: two big, fat sparks, almost as big as coals.) - [221].
Here Yasha sees these “sparks” in a situation, in which he is trapped and can neither
move forwards nor backwards, not only at the counter of this tavern, but in his whole
life. In this context o f existential darkness these “sparks”, hinting at the “sparks of
holiness” in our world, show Yasha a way out. They point towards the possibility of
redemptive good, even in the darkest context, in which Yasha has been so far. They act
as signposts for him on his path towards “n^lTL^n” (repentance).
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Cf. R . Schatz Uffenheimer, Hasidism as Mysticism, 3 6 1 f,, 3 6 4 .
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6.5. The Epilogue - Reflections on the Nature of Evil. Zimzum, the “Breaking of the
Vessels”. Free Will and Possibilities of Redemption
The epilogue sees Yasha back in Lublin three years later, transformed into î7'7î7py’ '“i”
"nmwn-'pizn (R. Yekele the Penitent) - [239]. But the form of “nmu7n”, which he chooses,
or rather which Bashevis chooses for him, is an unusual one. Instead of returning to a
traditional Jewish life with his wife Ester and within the context of a Jewish community,
Yasha separates himself from his wife and his community again and has himself immured
inside a small structure in his courtyard, which G. Farrell Lee calls “the novel’s fifth and
final prayerhouse - a tiny, doorless, brick penitential cell”.^^
Inside his “penitential cell” Yasha spends most of his time studying and praying. Verses
from Scripture and sayings from the rabbinic literature are now constantly on Yasha’s
mind. One of Yasha’s methods o f driving away “m"iT

(strange thoughts), is to

leam chapters from the Mishnah by heart. The beginning of the first three mishnayot from
Tractate Berakhot are quoted here.^* The quotations include the following passage:
“...‘>mD'7

'i ,p*7‘7 rban in T T m ?nnnu;n v m m pnp ’nû’xa” (From

what time in the morning may the Shma be recited? - As soon as one can distinguish
between blue and white. R. Eliezer says: Between blue and green.) - [255].^^ It is, in feet,
very interesting that this particular mishnah is quoted here, because it mentions exactly the
three colours - white, blue and green - in which the “sparks” before Yasha’s eyes in the
third synagogue-scene are described in the Yiddish [158]. What enforces this connection,
is the fact that these “sparks” appear before Yasha’s eyes at the time, when he is
struggling to put on his talis and tfilin for the morning prayers, which include the “î7ûU;”

Cf. G. Farrell Lee, From Exile to Redemption, 93.
m Berakhot 1, 1-3. - Bashevis has slight variations in the text o f the first and third mishnah. This might be
due to the fact that he was citing fi-om memory and did not bother to check the passage in the Mishnah.
m Berakhot 1,2.
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and its blessings, which he may say, as soon as he can distinguish between blue and white
(the usual colours o f the talis), and R. Eliezer says: Between blue and green.
But despite all his prayers and studies and the renewed affirmation of his faith in God,
throughout the epilogue Yasha is time and again plagued by the voice of the “yin n r "
(evil inclination) within him, by temptations, by sexual desires and by doubts. Yasha’s
düemma is that he wants to live a life without sin and without the pursuit of vanity, but is
not able to do so as an artist in the modem world. His solution to this dilemma, however,
is problematic. This also becomes apparent in the response of the local rabbi, who argues
that this is not a Jewish solution: na m x -p nyn .nn^nn

pxny: pxiyxn px übyn n "

“ ym 310 ■jtyms ib’^nonx yin y i r (“The world had been created for the exercise of free
will and the sons of Adam must constantly choose between good and evil.”) - [Yiddish:
237; English: 183].
But Yasha is quite capable o f answering the rabbi, because in the meantime he has studied
various Jewish sources, the Mishnah, the 3/7T-;T ( 'Ein-Ya ‘akov), the Midrash, the
Talmud, and even the Zohar [237].

This is the first direct reference to a kabbalistic

work in this novel. Soon after this other works are mentioned: the “n''7iy” (Shnei Luhot
ha-Brii) - [240], the S h efa Tal, the Pardes Rimonim and the ‘Ez Hayim [243].^*
Meanwhile Yasha quotes the case of a “xin" (rabbi from Mishnaic times), who had put out
his eyes not to look at a Roman matron, and similar cases, and argues that most laws are
merely “DT'^O" (fences) to prevent a person from sinning [237]. In the end Yasha wins
Rabbi Eyger’s blessing, because the rabbi realizes that Yasha acts “D’0U?-Diy7” (for the
sake o f Heaven) - [237].
In his self-imposed imprisonment Yasha feels protected against transgressions. He has

70

The ‘Ein-Ya'akov is a collection o f legends and homilies from the Talmud, compiled by R. Y a‘akov
b. Shlomo ibn Haviv (sixteenth - seventeenth century).
Regarding these works, see: Section 2.5, 40-42, 45-49.
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become like a child in its mother’s womb again, who is taught the whole of the Torah by
an angel [240 f.]. Comparing the life in his penitential cell with his former life, in which he
had almost become a thief, Yasha reflects:

I'rxonsx invns’n

lyiyT

o n px ,xi”

“.ms’bp ’n ypxo nyix p m ■
’n (Here, in the little cell, all externalities fell off like husks or
actually like Klipot.) - [241]/^
In this passage Yasha makes a connection between all externalities and the Klipot, as if all
externalities of this world were nothing but Klipot, “husks”, sources of evil, from which
one needed to free oneself. Outside in the world Yasha has certainly experienced his futile
pursuit o f externalities, o f money, o f more amorous adventures, of fame as an artist, in this
way. But his self-imposed imprisonment is no real solution to his dilemma, because it only
saves him from sinning, not from temptation and not from his doubts, which are not
external, but come from within himself.
Reflecting on the graveness of his sins, Yasha holds that his true punishment will be given
to him in the World-to-Come. His only comfort is that God is an “]um

Dim bx” (merciful

and gracious God) and that in the end good must triumph over evil. This leads Yasha to a
reflection on the nature o f evil, influenced by several kabbalistic works, which he has
studied. From the reading o f these works, Yasha has developed his own ideas about the
origins of evil: niD-PX

Dxn

“lyi ’n "1370

rx ns’bp n

piw üxn ny”

tx

yrn ü’û Ton ]xü px xnn x p i pixp bxi ly ,obyn n loxm n n lynyi

t »t uxn

“.]TyiyDyTyxn (He knew already that the Klipah is nothing else than Zimzum, by which
Kin-Sofhas contracted Himself, in order to create the world, so that He should be
able to be a Creator and show lovingkindness to His creatures.) - [243].^^
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This passage is poorly translated in the English: “Here, in his solitude, all externalities fell away like the
husks which the cabalists call the evil spirits.” [English: 186]. The Kabbalists do not call these husks “evil
spirits”, but Klipot, as the Yiddish original has it, and these Klipot are, in fact, no “spirits” at all, but the
dark forces o f the sitra ’ahra, which emerged from the “shards” o f the broken “vessels”, as explained above.
The English version mentions neither the Klipah nor Zimzum, but translates instead: “already he was aware
that evil was merely God’s diminishing o f Himself to create the world” [English: 187].
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As explained previously, Yasha is expressing a teleological interpretation of Zimzum
in this passage, although he is not following the exact sequence of the Lurianic doctrine
of creation/"* Yasha holds that God needed to contract Himself in the act o î Zimzum, in
order to create the world, and He needed to create the world, because “DÏ7

px”

(there is no King without a people). A Creator has to create, a Giver must have someone
to give to, a Heavenly Father needs His children. But it is not enough, that He leads them
with His merciful hand. They have to leam to walk on the right path out of their own free
will:

x ixü bxT n i x - p “lyi tx , d ’ix p i p

p r n p ooBbo n n n ü*ixn osny’ .p p ’n x

p x D oxbn in’i i y i p n x n m ab iy ybx”
misQ

.npTS pz7X“ia x p y i ,mnD m p ^ y n x i

".nrD iy “lyT “ixd (All the worlds are waiting for this: Angels and seraphs are longing for
this, that the human being should perform a commandment, pray with intention, give a bit
of charity. Each performance of a commandment leads to a cosmic restoration. Each word
of Torah braids crowns for the Shekhinah.) - [243].^^
With the statement that every commandment, which a person performs, brings about a
Tikun, Yasha expresses the Lurianic idea that “certain concluding actions” in the process
of restoring both the universe and the Divine realm to their originally intended state of
harmony have been reserved for human beings. Thus according to the Lurianic doctrine of
Tikun, a Jew “must struggle with and overcome not only the historic exile of the Jewish
people”, “but also the mystic exile o f the Shekhinah, which was caused by the breaking of
the vessels”.^^
Bashevis’s formulation that every word of the Torah braids crowns for the Shekhinah, can

See: Section 3.4.1, 85-87.
The English translation o f this paragraph is very inexact [English: 188]. - “nm o K
means “to perform a
commandment”, rather than “to be righteous. “ruiiD ts’n Ty:ynin” means “to pray with intention” or “to direct
one’s heart in prayer”, rather than “to pray with humility”. A “pp’D” is more than an act which “improved
the Universe”. It is a “cosmic restoration” o f the intended harmony within the Divine realm. And worst of
all, the “nroiy” is not the “Godhead” at all, but God’s presence in the world, according to kabbalistic
interpretation, a female aspect o f God, corresponding to the tenth Sfirah,
(kingdom).
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 142 f. See also: Section 3.4.3, 95 f.
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be understood as a poetic expression o f this Lurianic concept. The image is derived from
a passage in the Talmud, according to which God is braiding crowns for the Torah.
If every word o f Torah, which a person studies, speaks or fulfills, braids crowns for the
Shekhinah^ this means that it prepares the way to end the cosmic exile of the Shekhinah,
to re-unite her with the rest o f the Godhead, to prepare the last stages of Tikun. The
image of crowns also accords with the kabbalistic idea that the Shekhinah corresponds to
the tenth Sfirah, “niDbQ”, which means “kingdom”. The connection is even more
profound, since in kabbalistic writings the Torah has frequently been associated with the
Shekhinahf
The epilogue o f the novel is replete with expressions of Yasha’s doubts and uncertainties,
which call Yasha’s solution to his dilemma into question. But it also contains Yasha’s
deep insights into the nature o f evü and expresses his profound hopes for redemption and
his wish to atone for all the sins he has committed in his former life and to contribute to
the process of Tikun with his performance of the commandments, his prayers and his study
of the Torah.

6.6. Conclusion
As we have seen, the epilogue o f the novel is replete with kabbalistic expressions and
references to kabbalistic works, which cannot be found in the main part of the novel. In
the main part o f the novel there are few direct references to the Kabbalah, although certain
metaphysical themes like God’s concealment and His revelation in nature as well as the
image o f “sparks” in contexts o f darkness have a strong kabbalistic basis, as shown above.
The magician’s God remains as concealed in the epilogue, as He was in the main part of

b Menakhot 29 b.
Cf. G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 47.
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the novel. Despite all his prayers and studies in his penitential cell, R. Yekele the Penitent
still experiences God’s concealment, His silence, as he did before: n jn w y ) üsn
pxn

oniz? n ib ’DX .ir iw n p x n D’n o n ."irnwn p x n n ’D x b o (God was silent. The

angels were silent. The dead were silent. Even the demons were silent.) - [254]. And even
worse: While in the main part o f the novel Yasha, the magician, acknowledged his
Creator-God as the ultimate Magician ( “ !“j“>x

p373XKi]%]p X üon n

biy i n n n ” -

“God Almighty, you are the magician, not I!”) - [65], in the epilogue, people treat Yasha,
the magician, as if he was God: l y r w x ," iy D x a - p ] i p x w ,Q'’X n

pxn

’’’’T”

“ux: p iw i übxn ny ’n (They cried to him, Yasha, the magician, just as if he was God.) [248].
Thus the images of the magician and his frequently hidden and concealed, but at times
also revealed God are as interwoven in the epilogue, as they are in the main part of the
novel. On different levels, both the magician and his Creator-God are experienced by
others in the two extremes o f concealment and revelation in creation or art, although
Yasha, the magician, renounces his talent as an artist in the end.
In the main part o f the novel, the artistry of the magician, whose every word has a
meaning [11 f], has a close parallel to the artistry of the author, Bashevis, whose every
word has a meaning in his literary creation o f

pD

i^i.

Some o f the concealed kabbalistic undercurrents within the literary creation of
pD lÿDSDWip 1V7 have been identified in this chapter.
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7. The Role of Jewish Mysticism in

1^7 (The Slave)

7.1. Introduction: A Vessel for Cosmic Restorations

rx ns-’Vp ■’7 TXwnpn ■’"nx

□’•’nn yv oin lyanyV ]id opjyiyi üxn 2 py

- nnay iiô pxn ixp nown .□■’as mon ,ü’”p‘’7’’’'7

•’n lyo oiya

,-iy üxn ■’TTx .□■’aap’n ixd oysya x mny ix i7Px rx *7xzdx .□■’ion - o^ri iiô
[...] .“lyüDXü op-’T^Ti w ,1X72X11 iy7 IS üoiVaya üxn ly oxn üp-’7a‘’iya spjr
lyaay-Qsirix ,7a-’p 1^7" x p ’lnya

a'?xn i iix onnnx rin niw •’i rx os-’x
‘.71137 XDl IID nowa yi:^'’7?'’ x

Yankev remembered from studying the holy ARI’s ‘Ez Hayim that the
Klipah is nothing else than ^im^um, emptiness, the hiding of God’s face.
Repentance can turn transgressions - into good deeds, justice - into
lovingkindness. Sometimes even a transgession is a vessel for cosmic
restorations. Thus he, Yankev, has sinned, in that he longed for Wanda,
Jan Bzik’s daughter.[...] Now she is Sore has Avrom, and she is going
to give birth to a Jewish child, bringing down a Jewish soul from the
Throne o f Glory.^

This is one o f many passages, explicitly concerned with kabbalistic ideas, from Bashevis’s
novel üDVüp 1^1 {The Slave), which was published in book form for the first time in 1962
in an English translation, and in 1967 in its original Yiddish. Like

pW iJ/7, the

setting o f this novel is seventeenth-century Poland, in the wake of the Chmielnicki
massacres in 1648. As in

ivi, the themes of Jewish suffering, messianic

yearning and the rise and fall o f the Shabbatean movement appear, although

‘ üD}np 1V7 ,D‘’i w x i pnr, 189 f. All page numbers within the text o f this chapter refer to the Yiddish
original, unless otherwise stated.
^ This translation is my own, emphasizing the kabbalistic terminology employed in this paragraph in the
Yiddish original. The existing English translation - I.E. Singer, The Slave, London: Penguin, 1996 (first ed.
New York: Farrar, Straus & Cudahy, 1962), translated by the author and Cecil Hem ley - will be quoted
during the course o f this chapter, wherever it does not differ significantly from the Yiddish.
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Shabbateanism plays a more marginal role in

71/7,

than it does in

” 7N17

71/7.

Like Bashevis’s first novel with the same seventeenth-century Polish-Jewish setting, this
novel is also a repository o f mystical images and kabbalistic, mainly Lurianic ideas. But
unlike

” 7^.7

ps

71/7,

the main focus o f this novel is not a particular Jewish community,

but a Jewish individual, trying to preserve his Jewish identity in his situation of exile fi'om
the community, and his understanding o f Judaism and humanity after his difScult reunion
with the community. Unlike

” 7^J?

71/7,

it is not an exploration o f human

vulnerability to evil, but a “study in goodness”, with an exalted love story at its
core.^ In its emphasis on the beauty o f nature, this novel is even more pronounced than
PD

71/7.

As in

PD iVDSDW ip 71/7,

the individual’s experience of God

in the two extreme forms o f concealment and of revelation in God’s creation, is also a
major theme in

£771/1/7 71/7.

In this chapter the references to Jewish mystical works and the use of these works for
study and for magical and superstitious practices, will be explored. Although Shabbatean
messianism is only presented as a short episode towards the end of the novel, its depiction
in £771/1/7 71/7 and the significance of this Shabbatean episode for the novel as a whole needs
to be considered.
Furthermore there are various Lurianic references and allusions to Lurianic ideas, which
win be investigated. The above-mentioned theme of a person’s experience of God’s
concealment and God’s revelation in nature, will be analyzed in connection with the
Lurianic concept of Zimzum. References to other Lurianic ideas, the “breaking of the
vessels”, the resulting formation o f the Klipot and the scattering of the “sparks of
holiness”, will be explored in the context o f the themes of good and evil and the immensity

Cf. Susan Sontag, ‘Demons and Dreams’, in: G. Farrell (ed.). Critical Essays, 34.
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of Jewish suffering.
Finally, DDi^2p iv i is the only one o f Bashevis’s major novels in which the possibility of
redemption is presented as a reality. His vision o f Tikun finds its expression in the image
of the "XMp xjnvî”, the “sacred marriage” of the Shekhinah and the Sfirah of “mxDn”
(beauty), which is reflected in the relationship of the two main characters of this novel,
Yankev, the Jewish slave, and Wanda, the daughter o f Jan Bzik, Yankev’s Polish master,
who beomes Sore bas Avrom and gives birth to a Je^vish child, “bringing down a Jewish
soul fi'om the Throne o f Glory”.

7.2. The Storyline of
AAer

;v<

ijr?
lÿi, Bashevis’s üDÿip iv i is his second novel with a seventeenth-

century Polish-Jewish setting. In the wake o f the Chmielnicki massacres in 1648, Yankev
(Jacob in the English), the hero o f this novel, has been captured and sold as a slave to the
Polish peasant Jan Bzik. During the summer months Yankev lives in a bam in the
mountains, taking care o f Jan Bzik’s cattle. Despite his isolation fi-om the Jewish
community, Yankev does not forsake his Judaism. He says his prayers every day and
rehearses aU the passages fi'om the Scriptures, which he knows by heart [11]. He even
undertakes to inscribe the “nnsû

(613 commandments) on stone [38-40].

Jan Bzik’s daughter Wanda climbs up to his bam every evening to milk the cows and to
bring Yankev some food [19]. Yankev and Wanda have been in love with each other for a
long time. She has assisted him in preserving his Jewish observances and has saved his life
more than once [14 f ]. But so far Yankev has restrained himself fiom succumbing to his
passion for her, because he is Jewish, and she is Gentile. Instmcting Wanda in the tenets of
Judaism, however, Yankev realizes that her thirst for Jewish knowledge is as strong as her
love for him [80]. Eventually he converts Wanda to Judaism, although this is punishable
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by death, according to Polish law, and the two of them finally consumate their love
[26, 63-65].
About half a year later, Yankev is ransomed fi-om his slavery by fellow Jews fi-om his
home town Jôzefôw [92-96]. He is taken to Jozefow, where he learns about the
extent o f Chmielnicki’s massacres and about the death o f his own wife and children
[97-100]. The matchmakers in Jôzefôw try to convince Yankev to remarry, but he cannot
forget Wanda. When she appears to him in a dream, he decides to return to her and to
take her away with him [103-122]. He manages to reach Wanda’s village and to flee with
her [132-140].
The two o f them travel around Poland for some time, undergoing many hardships. During
their time of wandering they also get married, according to the law of Moses and Israel,
and Wanda acquires the name Sore (Sarah). One day in spring, the couple reaches the
distant Jewish community o f Pilica, which has emerged on the estates of the Polish
nobleman Adam Pilicki (Adam Pilitzky). They settle in Pilica and Yankev becomes
the school teacher of the town. Fearing that her poor Yiddish would reveal her Gentile
origins. Sore pretends to be mute and has to endure the ridicule of the women in the
community [143-151]. Yankev soon becomes disappointed in his fellow Jews, who follow
the

DlK

rrnso” (commandments between a person and God) meticulously,

while often completely disregarding the

Dix

rmsD” (commandments between a

person and his fellows) - [155-159, 212, 238 f.].
In addition to her isolation in Pilica and the mockery she experiences. Sore goes through a
difficult pregnancy. Sufifering fi-om terrible labour pains, she can no longer restrain herself
and begins shouting in her native Polish. The women at her bedside believe that a Gentile
dybbuk has entered Sore’s body. Sore finally gives birth to a baby boy, but she herself dies
at the beginning o f Yom Kippur [210-236].
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But before Sore’s body can even be buried, Yankev is enchained again, for the “crime”
of converting a Gentile to Judaism, and is carried off by Polish soldiers. He manages,
however, to break his chains and to flee [239-243]. During the course of his flight Yankev
first meets a ferryman, named Waclaw, who shares his bread with him and advises him to
live a life of complete fi*eedom [247-252]. The next person Yankev meets is a

(an

emissary fi'om the Land o f Israel), a follower of Shabbatai Zvi, who informs Yankev that
the “f p” (End o f Days) is near, and reminds him o f his responsibility for his son. Yankev
lets himself be persuaded by the emissary to save his son and to travel with him to the
Land o f Israel [254-265]. Yankev decides to call his son Binyomin (Benjamin), because
like the Biblical Binyomin, this child is also a “’nK p ” (child of sorrow), whose mother
died, when he was bom. With this passage, in which Yankev’s individual life story is set
within the context o f the Biblical story and Jewish history, the main part of the novel
comes to a close [272-274].
In the epilogue, which takes place twenty years later, Yankev returns to Pilica fi'om the
Land o f Israel, in order to visit Sore’s grave and to take her bones for reburial on the
Mount o f Olives in Jemsalem. But the cemetery has grown and changed during the course
of all these years and Sore’s grave cannot be found. Staying at the poorhouse in Pilica,
Yankev falls ill and grows weaker fi'om hour to hour. Soon he dies and is buried in the
cemetery in Pilica. But when the gravedigger breaks the ground for Yankev’s grave.
Sore’s bones are surprisingly discovered. Thus Yankev is buried next to Sore. A common
tombstone is erected for the couple, with an inscription o f their names, the image o f two
doves and a Scriptural verse: “rn o i iù

D’O’îyjm n*>3ns:n” ( [They] “were

loved and dear in their lives, and in their death they were not divided”) - [2 Sam 1, 23) [293-301].
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7.3. References to Jewish Mystical Literature. Magic and Superstition in

pn

In Bashevis’s DDVlp IVI there are several direct references to the study of the Kabbalah,
the use o f Jewish mystical works for magical purposes and various other superstitious
practices. Yankev is reported to have always been more interested in the study of
philosophy and Kabbalah than in his teaching of Halakhic literature, when he was still a
young teacher in Jôzefôw.
Apart from philosophical works, like Maimonides’ DU72Z n n ^ {The Guide fo r the
Perplexed)^ Judah Halevi’s nriD {Kuzari) and Saadia Gaon’s m^7mnviDt<,i {Book o f
Beliefs and Opinions), he is femiliar with the

’"“IXp5 px n innm p

po nbap”

(Kabbalah o f R. Mo she Cordovero and the holy ARI) - [53 f ] / He has read about the
concept o f Zimzum and “□’’B "inon” (the hiding of God’s face) in unspecified “DnôD-nbinp”
(kabbalistic works) - [60].
After his return to Jôzefôw and its collection of Jewish literature in the house of study,
Yankev occupies himself again with the study of “□’“lôD-mvn” (philosophical works) and
“Q’"iD0-nb:2p” (kabbalistic works). He leafe through various books, looking for answers to
his questions. The works o f Maimonides, the Kuzari, Bahya ibn Pakuda’s m il^ n m n n
{The Duties o f the Heart) and the kabbalistic “D*n9”, referring to Mo she Cordovero’s
Pardes Rimonim, are mentioned here. But Yankev remains sitting “1577 p x ü 7 T i5 7 ) ] p x ”
“\27’>3“i57üDl'’ô "i573ï7i’’*’X (enwrapped in his own darkness), not being able to find any guidance
in these books [116 f].^
Later, on his way back to Wanda’s village, Yankev has a sudden recollection of an idea,
he remembers from his study o f

(kabbalistic works), which are again not

The English provides an accurate translation o f the titles of the philosophical works and kabbalistic systems
mentioned here, referring to “A Guide fo r the Perplexed, the Chuzary, The Beliefs and Ideas'' and “the
cabalistic systems o f Rabbi Moshe o f Cordova and the holy Isaac Luria” [English: 46].
^ In the English these works are translated as “the Chuzary", “The Duty o f the Heart" and “The Vineyard'.
The reference to Yankev's sitting enwrapped in his own darkness is omitted [English: 94]. Regarding the
Pardes Rimonim, see: Section 2.5, 46 f.
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specified here: that every physical desire has its root in the

(upper

worlds) - [129].
Still later, as a school teacher in Pilica, Yankev is careful not to be seen too often looking
into a ““IDO” (religious work), particularly into a “"i5D-nbnp” (kabbalistic work), because he
does not want to be considered as a scholar and to be exposed to various suspicions. But
on Adam Pilicki’s estate he feels fi'ee to study kabbalistic literature in his spare time.
Three mystical works are mentioned explicitly here, the

IDO {Sefer Yezirah), the

““[Xbon bxin” {Sefer Razi’el) and the im t ^21p'>n {Tikunei Zohar) - [189].^ Yankev carries
these works as a protection against demons and plans to put them under Sore’s pillow,
when she is about to give birth, as mentioned above.^ Yankev also leafs through these
three mystical works, and although he does not understand much o f what he reads, he
senses the

(holiness) inherent in the words and letters contained in these volumes

[189]. This additional information in this paragraph confirms the idea of employing
mystical works as magical, apotropaic devices, on account of the power and holiness of
the words and letters contained in them.
One more kabbalistic work is referred to in the same passage. While occupying himself
with the mystical works specified earlier, Yankev recalls an idea concerning the Klipah
and Zimzum from his previous study o f the “u;npn ■
’"“ix pS □‘’’’nn f y” (literally: the 'Ez
Hayim by the holy ARI) - [189]. Here Bashevis has Yankev ascribe the ‘Ez Hayim
uncritically to the ARI, that is Isaac Luria, when in reality it was written by Luria’s chief
disciple Hayim Vital.*

In the English these three works are translated as “the Book o f Creation, Angel Raziel, and the Zohar’’'
[English: 151], although the Tikunei Zohar, mentioned in the Yiddish, does not refer to the Zohar as a whole,
but is an independant book, which forms part o f the Zoharic literature. Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 213, 218.
Regarding these three works, see: Section 2.5, 41, 5o-52.
See: Section 3.2, 66 f , 71.
* The English translates “□■”nr! fï?” as '‘‘The Tree o f Life'’' and omits any reference to its author [English: 151].
Bashevis correctly ascribes the 'E?. Hayim to Hayim Vital on other occasions in his works, e.g.
151. See: Section 2.5, 46.
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When Sore is about to give birth, Yankev places the Sefer Yezirah under her pillow, as he
has planned, together with a knife, DXii
‘P r n x o y B r p p x T ’T i u 5 y n x 3

’7 px rr’b'’*? n p p “iü“iXD

x”

(as a remedy to ward off Lilith and the other demons, that

attach themselves to women in labour) - [207]. All these details testify to the superstitious
beliefs and practices common among Jews at that period in history.^ It is also interesting
to note that, whhe Yankev employs Jewish superstitious practices on Sore’s behalf, she
secretly practices the magic common among the Polish peasants of her native village
[207].
When Sore’s birthpangs begin, Yankev is afraid to leave her alone, in order to fetch the
midwife. But he is comforted by the presence o f ( s p e c i a l amulets containing
sections o f the Psalms of “Ascent” - [Ps 120-134] ) on the walls o f her room and the
Sefer Yezirah under her pillow [214].'*^ However, despite all the magic employed. Sore is
having a diEBcult labour, which in turn leads to the use o f more superstitious practices by
the women at her bedside.Thus a pious Jewish woman puts her hand on Sore’s stomach
and recites an incantation. The women fetch the man, who had the honour of ““T’usa” (the
reading from the Prophets) on Rosh Hashanah to recite certain Biblical verses, including
the passage from the Book o f Genesis, starting with the words “ n"i\Z7 n x i p S 'm” (And the
Eternal visited Sarah - [Gen 21, 1] ), whhe resting his hands on the mezuzah. The most
powerfiil remedy is supposed to be the use o f a long string, attached to Sore’s wrist, the
other end o f which is tied to the door o f the ark in the house o f study. But when Sore
pulls the string to open the ark, the thread snaps, which is seen as a bad omen [214 f.].
Given the superstitious beliefs o f the women at Sore’s bedside, expressed in ah these
magical practices, it is not surprising that these women are ready to believe that a dybbuk

’ Regarding these magical and superstitious practices, see also: Section 3.2, 70 f.
In the English the “tmVynn-T^” are translated as “charms and verses from the Psalms”, and h t t ido is
translated as ‘‘The Book o f Creation” [English: 170].
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has entered Sore, when the supposedly mute woman starts crying out in her native Polish
[216 ff.]."
More superstitious and magical practices are mentioned in connection with the Shabbatean
movement, which is depicted toward the end of the novel. The only other reference to a
kabbalistic work in üDÿlp ij/7 also appears in the context o f Shabbateanism, when the
emissary from the Land o f Israel, who is a follower of Shabbatai Zvi, asks Yankev,
whether he has studied the Zohar, and informs him about the power of
(holy names), “D’iin’’” (unifications) and “D’DTT’S” (combinations of letters), employed by
the Kabbalists in the Land of Israel [255].
Bashevis’s depiction o f the Shabbatean movement in üDÿ2p iv i will be explored in more
depth in the following section o f this chapter.

7.4. The Depiction of Shabbatean Messianism in

W7

Although the setting of this novel is seventeenth century Poland in the wake of the
Chmielnicki massacres, just as it is in

lj/7, there is neither any reference, nor

even any allusion to the Shabbatean movement in lûDV^p ivi, until the description of
Yankev’s encounter with the emissary from the Land of Israel, who is later identified as a
follower o f Shabbatai Zvi [254-262, 281].
The emissary tells Yankev that he had heard about Chmielnicki’s

(persecutions),

when he was still in the Land o f Israel. According to him, the world has been ruled
“inn-DT’a ^5 by” (by God’s attribute o f justice), since the Temple was destroyed, but there
are many signs that the “fP” (End o f Days) is near. He says it is possible to calculate the
date o f the “nbiXi” (redemption) from the mysterious prophecies of the Book o f Daniel
and announces the date as

(5426), that is 1665/66 C.E [255].

Regarding the subject o f □’p iT i (dybbuks), see: Section 3.2, 71 f.
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This is also the date given for the full redemption, according to the calculations of the
Kabbalists in

ps

It is, o f course, the date o f Shabbatai Zvi’s proclamation

of himself as the Messiah and the beginning of the Shabbatean messianic mass movement.
The emissary then informs Yankev about the activities of the “Q’bmpQ” (Kabbalists) in the
Land o f Israel, their studies o f the Kabbalah, their fests and their activities with holy names
and combinations o f letters, as mentioned above.
The emissary’s description of the activities o f the Kabbalists in the Land of Israel
corresponds to historical accounts o f Shabbatean activities before Shabbatai Zvi’s
apostasy. At this stage in history the followers o f the Shabbatean movement still observed
Jewish law very strictly. They were filled with “penitential enthusiasm”, practicing fasts
and other “penitential exercises”. All o f these practices were directed to the specific
purpose o f “hastening the advent o f redemption”.
Before the emissary bids Yankev ferewell, he advises him to settle in the Land of Israel
with his son, so that he should be among the first to welcome the

(redeemer). He

also hints that the Kabbalists already knew the identity of the Messiah. The emissary does
not wish to say more, because: “XT’ain KQOnb m ” (for the wise person a hint is sufficient),
but he tells Yankev: “ ..lira n mnan ...Imam px myiu;’ pybnyi ix] l'i’û” (We will yet
experience salvations and consolations!... Soon, in our days!...) - [262].^^
Here the emissary uses prophetic language, announcing “salvations” and “consolations”,
“ir ü 3 mnon” (soon, in our days). Prophecies such as these were a common phenomenon
at the time before Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy. The words of the emissary in this passage
confirm two o f the factors, which contributed to the success o f the Shabbatean

12

”•7^ VH p w irr, 27.
See: Section 3.5, 104 f.; Section 7.3, 248.
Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The M ystical Messiah, 466 f.
For a more detailed analysis o f the emissary’s words to Yankev, see: Section 3.5, 104-106.
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propaganda at the time, as mentioned previously: The “messianic call” came from the
“Holy Land”, and from the beginning the “messianic manifestation was accompanied by a
renewal o f prophecy”/^

The epilogue takes place many years after Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy. It begins by giving a
short account o f the events in Pilica in the twenty years between Yankev’s departure to
the Land o f Israel and his return to Pilica. It recounts the split in the Jewish community at
the time o f Shabbatai Zvi’s messianic activities:
“ .T>î7n

’mü

n

p x 21 o y i

o n n » üxn

riD

,D“in p x riD n ü P ’b y i ü x n b n p ”

(The community excommunicated the sect,

but the sect excommunicated the rabbi and the seven town elders.) - [278].
The followers o f Shabbatai Zvi are here referred to as the “DD” (sect), as they are in
” “7 ^

But while in

ij/7 the term “DD” is applied to the Shabbatean

movement even before Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy, which is not historically correct, in
tûDVp W7 it is not clear, whether the series of excommunications described here is meant
to have taken place before or after Shabbatai Zvi’s conversion to Islam.
Furthermore it is stated that among the “ 3 %

'>1)2'^p x

D T û X Q ” (believers in Shabbatai Zvi)

there were those who tore the roofs from their houses and packed aU their belongings,
expecting to be in the Land o f Israel at the time of the messianic redemption. Others
occupied themselves with

nbnp” (practical Kabbalah) - [278].^^

After Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy the majority of Jews in Pilica is reported to have
recognized their error and turned away

16

'1U7'7X5 o n p x H210X

p S ” (from the belief

Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The M ystical Messiah, 464. See also: Section 3.5, 103 f.
”7^
pit; 1V7,64, 81.
Before Shabbatai ? v i’s apostasy Shabbatean messianism cannot be described as a sect, since it encompassed
the majority o f the Jewish population. Only after the apostasy did it break into “radical and sectarian forms”.
Cf. G. Scholem, The M essianic Idea in Judaism, 58.
In the English “n’in/n n*7nj7” is simply translated as “cabala”, omitting any reference to the magical character
o f this particular form o f Kabbalah [English: 216].
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in the felse Messiah). But there were also those, who remained feithful to the apostate.
They wrote the abbreviation ‘Y"w” (Shabbatai Zvi) on the margins of religious works and
used Shabbatean “mî7'’ap” (amulets). Apart from their belief that Shabbatai Zvi would
return and rebuild Jerusalem, the “Nm3û'’no-‘’in” (Faithful) also shared business interests
and ridiculed those righteous people, whom they swindled in their business dealings.
Furthermore the radical Shabbateans ceased to observe Jewish law and committed all
kinds o f transgressions and abominations [278 f.].^®

Parallel to the account o f the events in Pilica during the twenty years between Yankev’s
departure and his return, the epilogue recounts the main events in Yankev’s life during the
same period o f time. It is reported that Yankev’s son, Binyomin-Eliezer, had grown up as
an “’iby” (prodigy), who began to study Kabbalah when he was thirteen. At that time both
fether and son were followers of Shabbatai Zvi. When Yankev reflects on that time, he
immediately adds the epithet

no’” (May his name be blotted out) to Shabbatai Zvi’s

name and recalls that he and his son had both been

iwbxS DÎ7T p5 üT'Sixô” (deceived

by the felse Messiah) - [281].^^
Yankev remembers the time, when Shabbatai Zvi was driven out of Jerusalem. He had
known "TiTyn in]” (Nathan o f Gaza) and Shmuel Primo personally. He had used
Shabbatean “my’ûp” (amulets) and discarded the fests o f Tisha b’Av and the 17^ of
Tamuz. Yankev had nearly converted to Islam together with many other followers of
Shabbatai Zvi, but he had recognized his error and realized, he had sunk “ rT’n n n b i x w p x ”
(into the lowest abyss). He had subsequently repented and taken severe “D’Sli’D”

20

For a more detailed discussion o f the antinomian character o f the radical wing of Shabbateans after
Shabbatai ^vi’s apostasy, see: Section 3.5, 108-110,
In the translation Yankev’s epithet to Shabbatai Zvi’s name is omitted [English: 218].
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(penances) upon himself [281
Shabbatai Zvi’s expulsion from Jerusalem, which is referred to here, is a historical event.
Following Shabbatai Zvi’s journey to Jerusalem, probably in mid-June 1665, during which
he shocked the rabbis o f Jerusalem with his strange behaviour, he was excommunicated
and expelled by the Jerusalem rabbinate. This expulsion took place despite the fact that
some of the rabbis embraced the faith in Shabbatai Zvi, among them Shmuel Primo, an
emminent rabbinic scholar and confirmed Kabbalist. It also took place despite the fact that
several rabbinic scholars, who had examined Shabbatai Zvi’s prophet, Nathan o f Gaza,
had admitted that ‘the spirit was truly upon him”.^^
The abolition o f the fasts, which is referred to in this paragraph, also occurred before
Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy. Shabbatai Zvi abolished the fest of the 17*^ of Tamuz in 1665
and the fest o f Tisha b’Av by a “messianic edict” in 1666?^
Thus Yankev is described here as having been a devout follower of the Shabbatean
movement until Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy, only recognizing his error, when Shabbatai Zvi
converted to Islam.
Another thought, which Yankev expresses on the subject o f Shabbatai Zvi, is noteworthy.
He believes that “1337

N iani 13371 HQ bo (Everything, which the Merciful did, was for

the good). Even Shabbatai Zvi had not come in vain: 37ixn ’l m np p ix ü p s rp ’l 137T"'X”
“ .'|37‘’'>n 37l27bND ’T D )3p ,137'’’’n (Before the woman in childbirth has her real birthpangs, she

has felse birthpangs.) - [282].
The “birthpangs” mentioned here obviously allude to the “n’\2773 ’bnn”, in the Talmud
referred to as the “n'’3l7ü

22

ibnn” (birthpangs of the Messiah), which are supposed to

The translation omits the reference to the penances, which Yankev took upon him self [English: 219].
Cf. G. Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The M ystical Messiah, 239-251.
Ibid., 236, 630.
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precede messianic redemption/^ The historical event commonly interpreted as the
“birthpangs o f the Messiah” by the followers of Shabbatai Zvi, were the Chmielnicki
massacres in 1648. This is also the date given for the “birthpangs of the Messiah” by the
Kabbalists in ”*7^
Yankev’s association of the messianic movement ignited by the false Messiah Shabbatai
Zvi with “false birthpangs”, is a far more unusual and original thought. But Yankev’s
words also reflect his firm belief that the “real” messianic “birth-pangs” and the ensuing
messianic redemption are still to come in the not so distant fixture.
This also corresponds to Yankev’s pronouncements during his encounter with the
“oyp’f ’ns-’rinu? î7lî7i"iX3“ix5” (secret followers of Shabbatai Zvi) in Pilica, who approach
Yankev, hoping that he is one of them. But whenever someone mentions Shabbatai Zvi’s
name, Yankev calls out “liDTl IQU; nü’” (May his name and memory be blotted out), which
immediately shows these members o f the “DD” (sect) that they were mistaken in their
assumption. In addition to this, when he describes the situation in the Land of Israel,
Yankev speaks about the

pv

ypax” (true Kabbalists, not the false

ones), who are attempting to bring about the “fp” (End o f Days) - [286].^^

Unlike Bashevis’s first seventeenth-century novel,

1^7, where Shabbatean

messianism is the main focus o f Bashevis’s literary creation, in DDÿ7p lj/7 it plays a
relatively minor role, being invoked only in the last few sections o f the main part and in the
epilogue, which is replete with references to Shabbatai Zvi and his messianic movement.
This design o f the novel has two effects: Firstly, it provides the historical setting of

b Sanhédrin 98 b.
p s JÜW iirr, 27.
The translation omits the reference to the “riD” (sect) and only mentions the “true cabalists”, about whom
Yankev is speaking, while omitting the emphasis that these are not the “false” ones associated with the false
Messiah Shabbatai Zvi [222 f.].
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Yankev’s individual story by placing the description of the events of his later life within
the framework of seventeenth-century Shabbatean messianism. Secondly, the fact that
these references to the Shabbatean movement only appear towards the end of the novel,
also shows that Shabbateanism is nothing more than the last “among the many
temptations”, which Yankev has to overcome.^* But although Yankev’s adherence to
Shabbatean messianism turns out to have been based on a gross delusion, it is presented
by Bashevis as not having been in vain, since it has led to Yankev’s emigration to the Land
of Israel, which has enabled his son to grow up as a Jew and eventually to become the
head o f ayeshivah and the son-in-law o f a rabbi. Thus, reflecting on his own life, Yankev
is certainly right in acknowledging that everything which the Merciful has done, was for
the good, and that not even Shabbatai Zvi had come in vain.

7.5. Zimzum^ the “Breaking of the Vessels** and Tikun - Lurianic Concepts and Their
Interpretation in

W7

While Shabbatean messianism, which presented itself in the light o f Lurianic ideas, is only
a short episode at the end o f DD}7]p ivi, the main part of the novel is replete with Lurianic
references and allusions to Lurianic ideas on creation, the emergence of evil and the hope
for redemption. In Lurianic terms these ideas are expressed in the three concepts of
Zimzum, the “breaking o f the vessels” and Tikun, which are alluded to and interpreted by
Bashevis in DDmp lÿi.

7.5.1. The Concept of Zimzum —Yankev’s Experience of God in the Two Extremes
of Concealment and Revelation in Nature
The first direct reference to the concept of Zimzum occurs during one of Bashevis’s

28

Cf. L.S. Friedman, Understanding Isaac Bashevis Singer, 52.
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countless descriptions o f nature in the novel. When Yankev - in his situation of exile
in the mountains - witnesses the sky, the mountains, the valleys and the wooded slopes
disappearing in the fog, he understands the meaning o f

“inon” (the hiding of God’s

face) and “msüs” (Zimzum) for the first time in his life. Before the fog everything was
fiiU of light, now everything is dark.
shrunk), and “üôKH ’I

(Distances have

üxn

OXi” (that which was once tangible has lost

its substance). [60].^^
It is no coincidence that Yankev’s insight concerning the hiding of God’s face and
Zimzum occurs during one o f his contemplations of nature, because no “religious
knowledge o f God” can be gained except through the contemplation o f the relationship
o f God to His creation, as mentioned previously.^^
Like Yasha Mazur in

pD

ivi, Yankev experiences God in the two

extreme forms o f concealment and of revelation in creation.^' Both of these experiences
o f the Divine, however, are referred to within the context of Yankev’s contemplation
o f nature. In this passage Yankev’s sudden intuitive understanding of the meaning of
Zimzum is derived fi’om the disappearance of familiar landscapes, caused by the
denseness o f the fog and his experience o f light turning into darkness in an instant.
The images of shrinking distances and o f darkness conform to the Lurianic
understanding o f Zimzum as contraction within the infinite ‘Ein-Sof and the concealment
of its light. But most interesting in this context is the fact that the idea o f Zimzum is
connected here with the experience o f exile, since according to Scholem, Zimzum can be
regarded as “the deepest symbol of exile”.^^

In the English “□'’09 inon” is translated as “God’s hidden face” and “msax” as “the shrinking o f His light”.
The “m'7D'’n” are referred to as “mansions” and the “lyiipn
as “sacred chariots” [English; 52].
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 88. See also: Section 3.4.1, 81.
See: Section 6.3.1,204-209.
Cf. G. Scholem, M ajor Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 261.
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The idea of “ D’i s " in o n ” or the “hiding o f God’s face”, which is closely connected with
the concept o f Zimzum in this passage, is a recurrent motive within the novel. It occurs
either on its ovm, as it does in this paragraph, expressing Yankev’s experience o f God’s
concealment, or it is contrasted with the image of the hand of the Creator, expressing
the tension between the two extreme experiences of God in His concealment and His
revelation in nature.
This is the case in a passage at the beginning of the novel, where Yankev admires the
fiery clouds at sunrise, in which he can detect

DDKi” (God’s hand). Yankev has this

impression despite the fact that he has experienced God as having punished His chosen
people and having

"ITT pôiyi piXDlxS” (hidden His face fi*om it) - [12].

In another passage of the novel these two images also appear within close proximity.
While Yankev is reaping the fields, he notices a variety of small creatures, crickets,
ladybirds and other crawling and flying insects, each one with its own structure, which
makes him think that “üDxnyi

üxn

n x i x pyiny ."|Sxii?x3 f b x o x i u x n ü 3 x n x fyiny”

(some hand has created aU o f this. Some eye has watched over it.) - [42]. Later Yankev
sings “m'T’üT” (Zmirot), melodies fi*om the Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur liturgy and
“m a*7px”

(Akdamot) for Shavuot, while he is reaping. He also starts arguing vrith God,

asking Him: “? [...] n 9 ’’'7p n

üyn ix: uxb

,'n / n a

737” (How long, God, how

long will the Klipah still have the upper hand [ . . . ] ? ) - [42].^^ When Yankev says it is
dark, he is referring to the “D">"’7S7d "|U7"in” (darkness of Egypt), and asks God to show His
light. He asks for an end to human suffering, although he acknowledges: 1370

"’x m x ”

“.□"’B1T71BX07XD UTB37) lODXH "’Xiiix , m ’n n (Of couTse, one needs fi-ee will, o f course.
You had to hide Your face.) - [42 f.].
As in the previously discussed passage [60], the idea o f the hiding of God’s face is

The translation makes no mention o f the Klipah [English: 38 f.].
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closely connected with the image o f darkness, the absence of God’s light. This idea is
also explicitly connected here with the problem of human suffering. The explanation of
evil and suffering, given here by Yankev, is a teleo logical interpretation of the Lurianic
concept o f Zimzum, which is advanced by various of Bashevis’s characters throughout
his works, as mentioned previously.^"^
In this passage the term Zimzum itself does not appear [42 f.]. But the existence of evil
and human suffering is explained as resulting from the hiding of God’s face, which was
necessary for the sake o f “m ’m ” (free will), and in one of the previously discussed
passages the concepts o f Zimzum and “□‘’19 “inon” (the hiding o f God’s face) are
explicitly connected [60].
There is another passage in the novel, where human suffering is connected with the idea
o f God hiding His face, as well as with the image of darkness [54]. In this passage the
term “ □’’’ "IXQ “|U7in” (darkness o f Egypt) is also employed, as it was previously in exactly
the same context [42].
Yankev is again reflecting on the question o f evil and suffering, asking himself, why God
had created the world and why He had found it necessary to include JTT n ,m9’'7p "’1”
“□mo’’ n (the Klipot, sins, suffering) in His plan [54].^^ Yankev realizes that he has
spent a sixth o f his life in slavery, apart from his fellow Jews and without any religious
books, feeling like one o f these naked souls, wandering around in the “imriri-Q*7iï?”
(world o f chaos). Now that the summer has almost passed and the days are becoming
shorter, the nights colder, Yankev has the impression that he can almost touch the

“ □‘’■’‘1SÛ "iU7in” (darkness o f Egypt) and the “ □"’B “in o n ” (the hiding of God’s face) [54].''

See: Section 3.4.1, 84-87.
” The English translates these words as “pain, sin, evil”, omitting any reference to the Klipot [English: 46].
In the English this phrase is translated as “the void from \^s4iich God’s face was absent” [English: 47].
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The “darkness o f Egypt”, which is referred to here for the second time in the novel,
alludes both to Yankev’s personal situation of slavery and to the darkness of a world, in
which evil and suffering exist as a result o f the apparent hiding of God’s fece. It is also
interesting to note that Yankev’s reflections on the darkness of Egypt and the hiding of
God’s fece are again inspired by his contemplation of a certain process in the world of
nature, the end of the summer with its shortening days and cold nights.
In another passage in the novel Yankev explains the idea of Zimzum to Vanda (without
employing this term, however), saying that God had been there from eternity, but that in
the beginning there had been no space for creation, because

fbx üxn T”bx üXJi”

(God Himself had filled everything). Thus in order to enable the creation of the world,
God had to contract Himself, to dim His light and form “\J7‘’J“iï7üDrô X px T’lbn X” (a void
and a darkness). He then goes on to say that this void is synonymous with evil, but that
this act, which made the existence o f evil possible, was nevertheless necessary, so that
there should be

"lypiD” (free wiU) - [79 f.].

In addition to these passages, expressing Yankev’s experience o f God’s concealment
and the hiding of God’s face, which enabled the emergence of evil, suffering and
metaphorical darkness in our world, there are various other passages, expressing the
opposite experience of the Divine by Yankev, that is the experience of God’s revelation
in nature.
When Yankev sees the sunlight filtering through the branches and pine needles, as if
through a sieve, sparkling in all the colours of the rainbow, he begins to reflect on the
contrast between God’s supposed “lOn” (lovingkindness) and God’s apparent “naon”
(wisdom). He finds it difficult to believe in God’s lovingkindness, knowing that
Chmielnicki’s Cossacks had buried children alive. But nonetheless he thinks that God’s
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wisdom is visible everywhere in nature [16].
Another time Yankev is sitting in his bam in the mountains, waiting for the sun to rise
and giving himself a

(account of his life). He realizes that, while he lives his

life as a slave in Jan Bzik’s bam, the Creator continues to direct the world, makes the
rivers flow, leads the stars on their course in the sky, ripens the grain in the fields and
forms a human being from a drop o f semen in a woman’s womb. For Yankev these are
all great

’ (miracles). He knows there are many questions, which one could pose

to the Almighty, but he also knows that the human mind is not able to comprehend
DUKl” (God’s actions) - [38 f.].
In another passage in the novel the recurrent motif of the Creator’s hand appears again,
in the context of one o f Yankev’s contemplations of nature. On his way back to
Wanda’s village from Jozefow, Yankev admires the beauty of the countryside, the blue
sky, the sweet smell of honey in the air and the different fragrances of each individual
flower. He thinks that

37:37)1X31X0 X” (a hidden hand) has carved and moulded each

cornstalk, blade of grass, herb, fly and little worm [121].
In the course of these reflections the adjective “])1X31X5” (hidden) is used to describe
the hand o f the Creator, which Yankev can detect in the design of every little detail in
the natural world. The corresponding verb has been employed previously in connection
with the concept of “Q‘’:5 inon”, the hiding of God’s face [12,42 f , 54]. But while the
expression "cr:5 DüX) ])1X31X5 0X1” (the hiding of God’s fece) indicates the experience
o f a God, who is seemingly absent from a world, which is full o f evil and suffering [54],
the expression “o:xn 37:37)1X31X6 x ” (a hidden hand) points to an understanding o f God
as the Creator, who, although He Himself remains invisible, has manifested Himself in
His creation [121].
Continuing on his journey to Wanda’s village, Yankev notices an eagle in the sky.
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hanging suspended in mid-air, without moving its wings, looking as if it was kept aloft
by a “DU;” (Divine name) - [131]/^ Looking about him, Yankev realizes that he is as
solitary as

DIX” (the first human being). At nightfall he admires the stars above

him, the lights of the “n’U/yn D^piy” (World of Action), and he begins to reflect on space
and time [131 f.]. For Yankev it is a strange feeling to be

X” (a small

human being), surrounded by eternity, by countless forces, by jD’DllD ,D'*D“iu; ,D’’DX'7D“
“ D'’'7l’7 i

(angels, seraphs, cherubs, mystical wheels), by “ n m o

, m “T’DD”

(Sflrot,

worlds, mysteries).^* But he thinks that the human smallness is not less amazing than the
(Divine greatness) - [132].
The association of the majesty of the nocturnal sky with the higher worlds is a recurrent
motif throughout Bashevis’s work, as stated above.^^ The other passage in this novel,
in which the nocturnal sky is associated with the higher spheres, also includes references
to both the idea of God’s concealment, Zimzum and the hiding of God’s face, and the
idea of God’s revelation in nature. The latter passage also needs to be discussed in this
context.
When Yankev watches the nocturnal sky one summer night on Pilicki’s estate, he
notices a star, shining with a strange, blue-green light

’ (not of this

world). Despite his difficulties here on earth, Yankev finds it comforting to know that
there is “mabiy yp’DD’»'?

jD’DX'?» ,üx:

x ” (a God, angels, seraphs, worlds fiill of

lig h t) - [189]."°
Leafing through various mystical works, the Sefer Yezirah, Sefer Razi ’el and the Tikunei

The English translates this phrase as “kept aloft by cabala” [English: 104], No mention is made o f Kabbalah
in the Yiddish original at this point.
The English translates these words as “angels, seraphim, cherubim, arcane worlds, and divine mysteries”
[English: 105], The reference to the Sfirot is omitted in the translation.
See: Section 2.3, 28 f.; Section 5.4.2, 166-168.
The English translates this phrase as: “But it was a comfort to realize that God and his angels and seraphim
dwelt in their heavenly mansions.” [English: 151]. No mention is made o f “worlds full o f light” in the
translation.
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Zohar, and drawing in the

(holiness) o f the letters, Yankev thinks that it is even

a privilege to exist as a sinful person among so many

,m'7D'’n ,mû*7iy” (worlds,

mystical palaces, heavenly princes)/^ From his study of the ‘Ez Hayim he remembers
that the Klipah is nothing else than Zimzum, emptiness, the hiding of God’s face [189],
as mentioned previously/^
Later on, walking in the fields, Yankev reflects on the “nûDn” (wisdom) of the Creator,
which is visible in every little insect. The summer night seems fiill of joy and music.
Yankev thinks that the night itself is like a ““i5D-n'7np” (kabbalistic work), full of
“ i n n pT i ,n m p ]

(sacred names, vowel signs, mysteries upon mysteries). The

stars appear to him “sxnü ’IT

’n ,nrmx ’n” (like letters, like vowels, like

musical notation) - [190].
In this passage it is again a contemplation of the majesty of the nocturnal sky, which
convinces a person of the existence of higher worlds, of mysterious forces and of a God,
who has created all o f this. The “nûDn” (wisdom) o f the Creator, which is visible in
every little detail of the natural world, is referred to again here. While in a previous
passage in the novel God’s apparent “riQDn” (wisdom) was contrasted with God’s
““TOn” (lovingkindness), so difficult to apprehend in the face of suffering and evil

[16], here the Creator’s revelation in nature is juxtaposed with God’s concealment
through the act of Zimzum, which enabled the existence of evil in the world [189 f.].
In this passage the expression “D’is "inon” (the hiding o f God’s fece) is used again m
connection with the concept o f Zimzum, as it was done previously in the novel [60].
Here the term

(emptiness) is added [189], expressing the idea that in the act

o f Zimzum God has vacated a space, into which He could place His creation. But since

In the English these words are translated as “spheres, chariots, powers, and potentates” [English: 151],
which are all different entities from those mentioned in the Yiddish.
See: Section 3.4.2, 91.
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this empty space was devoid of God’s presence as well as of God’s goodness, it also
enabled the emergence o f evü.
Juxtaposed to this idea o f God’s concealment in the act of Zimzum, is the idea of God’s
revelation in nature, which is not only expressed in the reference to the Creator’s
wisdom, but also in the mystical image o f the nocturnal sky, looking like a kabbalistic
work, full o f sacred names, letters, vowel signs and musical notations. This image can
also be found in other places throughout Bashevis’s work, as stated above."*^ It
expresses the idea of the creation o f the world by means of the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet, an idea, elaborated in the Sefer Yezirah, which is specifically mentioned in this
passage.

On the one hand, Bashevis’s DDV^p i v i contains various references to the Lurianic
concept o f Zimzum, the image of the hiding of God’s face and the experience of God’s
concealment in a world, abundant in evü and suffering. On the other hand, it also
contains many references to God’s “hand” or God’s “wisdom”, visible in the wonders of
nature, expressing the idea of God’s revelation in His creation. But both of these
diametricaUy opposed experiences o f the Divine are placed side by side, and sometimes
they even appear in one and the same passage of the novel.

7.5.2. Lurianic Allusions Concerning the “Breaking of the Vessels**, the Klipot and the
“Sparks of Holiness**
In addition to the references to the Lurianic concept of Zimzum, analyzed above, there
are a few Lurianic aUusions in the novel, connected to the concept of the “breaking of
the vessels".

43

See: Section 3.3, 76 f.
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There are various references to the Klipot, which were formed as a result of the
“breaking o f the vessels”. Thus Klipot are mentioned in connection with Yankev’s
uneasiness concerning dogs. It is necessary for Yankev to keep a dog, in order to
protect the cattle in his care from wüd animals. At first he dislikes the black, barking
creature, remembering that the “’"“ix” (ARI - Rabbi Isaac Luria) and other
(Kabbalists) have compared dogs to the “m9'’*7p” {Klipot). But eventually Yankev grows
accustomed to his dog and even gives him a name: “Dizbn” (Bilem; in the English:
Balaam) - [15
On three occasions Klipot are mentioned in connection with the idea o f “D’B "inon” (the
hiding o f God’s fece), as discussed above [42 f., 54, 189]."^^ Thus Yankev asks, for how
long the Klipah will stiU have the upper hand [42], and why God had found it necessary
to include Klipot, sin and suffering in His creation in the first place [54]. Yankev’s
explanation that the root of evil, for which the Klipah stands, was already inherent in the
Creator’s first act o f Zimzum, has also been discussed previously [189]."^^
There is one more direct reference to the Klipot in the novel, which has not been
mentioned so far. On his return to Pilica from the Land of Israel, Yankev remembers the
words o f the “□’bmpo” (Kabbalists), to whom he has become close during the last years
o f his life. They have tried to dissuade Yankev from returning to Poland, saying that the
end of the

(birthpangs [of the Messiah] ) and the

(War of

Gog and Magog) were near. Satan was drawing up his accusations, and: ipxn ms’bp n ”
“.ion pS bxQUxn n

pbyn

(The Klipot were moving worlds, in

order to weigh down the scales o f [God’s quality of] lovingkindness.) - [284].'*^ The

In the English
is translated as “satanic hosts” [English: 15].
See: Section 3,4.2, 90 f. ; Section 7,5.1, 256 f,, 260 f.
See: Section 3,4,2, 91,
The term Klipot is not employed in the English, The phrase is translated as: “Soon would come that battle
when the evil hosts would attempt to overturn the scale o f mercy,” [English: 221],
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forces, which wanted to bring the "nbiX)" (redemption), could not spare any observant
Jew in the Land o f Israel, or any blessing, prayer or “nmD” (religious intention in
performing a commandment) - [284].
The Kabbalists referred to here, are not those who had calculated the year 1665/66 as
the date for the complete redemption and had endorsed Shabbatai Zvi’s messianic
claims. When Yankev sets out on his journey to Poland, it is already many years after
Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy, and Yankev has distanced himself from the Shabbatean
movement. The Kabbalists, with whom Yankev is acquainted, convey traditional
messianic ideas about the End o f Days, the “birthpangs of the Messiah” and the “War
o f Gog and Magog”, said to precede the coming of the Messiah.'^* The term Klipot is
not used in its strict Lurianic sense in this context, that is as referring to the “shards” of
the broken “vessels”. The term is simply employed to refer to the forces of evil, which
form an obstacle on the path towards redemption, by bringing so much evil into the
world, that God will be forced to judge His creatures with His “Tin m ’ü” (attribute of
justice), instead o f His “D’amn DT’O” (attribute of mercy) or “ion” (lovingkindness),
and will have to decide that the time to send the Messiah has not yet come.
As mentioned above, the literal meaning o f the term “ns’bp” is “husk” or “shell”. In
The novel there are two references to a “bxw” (“husk” or “shell”), in connection with
Sore/Wanda, which are possibly allusions to the Klipah.
When Wanda comes up to Yankev’s bam in the middle o f a thunderstorm, Yankev
looks at her in the twilight of the bam, illumined by an occasional flash of lightning, and
he sees a

iy\27'’bQ'’n” (heavenly glow) on her face. It seems to him that the Wanda

he knew was just “bxiz? yp’iawna x px

48

x ” (a parable and a corporeal shell) of the

On the “birthpangs o f the Messiah”, see: b Sanhédrin 98 a and b. On the “War o f Gog and Magog”, see:
Ezekiel 38, 2 ff,; m Eduyot 2, 10 and b Berakhot 13 a.
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woman, who is revealing herself to him now. Yankev asks himself, whether she is not
created

(in the image o f God), and whether her beauty is not a reflection

of God’s emanation o f “ m x 5 n ” (beauty): i i x o m n x iiD f i s ’: X YT p x v m üW"'] ]Vi ü x n ”
p n r (Does Esau not have a spark o f Abraham and Isaac within himself?...) - [62]."^^
God’s emanation o f “ m x D n ” , o f which Wanda’s beauty is a reflection, is, of course, the
sixth and central one o f the ten Sfirot. In Bashevis’s

ps jDttt ij/7 Rekhele is likewise

connected to the Sflrah of “ m x D n ” at one point.^^
The connection between the image o f the “spark”, alluding to the “sparks of holiness”
and the “husk”, alluding to the Klipah, has been discussed previously.
The idea o f the

m sis’f ’ (“sparks of the souls”) was, in fact, highly developed in

Lurianic Kabbalah and was connected to the concept of

the transmigration of

the soul.^^ While some Kabbalists limited the idea oïgilgul “to the souls of Jews”, many
of them acknowledged it as a “universal law for all human beings” and believed that the
“souls o f the pious Gentiles” deserved to transmigrate “and will be forgiven, and
thereafter will enter into Israel and be sanctified”.^^
Much later, when the Polish Gentile Wanda, the daughter o f Jan Bzik, dies as the
Jewish Sore has Avrom, and Yankev watches over the body of the deceased, he notices
that even the expression o f acquiescence has vanished fi*om her face. Yankev can almost
see that she is somewhere else. The
the

(soul) has become completely separate fi*om

(body). All that is left now is “non X ,bxiz? X

x

” (a small remainder, a

shell, an inanimate object) - [239].

The English translates
ypnnanan x px "pwn x” as “a sign or a husk”. The “spark” o f Abraham and Isaac
is not mentioned at all. Instead this sentence is translated as: “Had not Esau come from the seed o f Abraham
and Isaac?” [English: 53 f.].

in , 122.
See: Section 3.4.2, 92 f.
” Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 347 f.
Cf. G. Scholem, On the M ystical Shape o f the Godhead, 238.
The translation omits these two sentences, stating simply “Clearly, she was no longer there.” [English: 189].
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Previously Yankev had called Sore
departure of her

(holy soul) - [236]. Now - with the

- every trace o f holiness has left her, and even her natural

expression o f humility has vanished from her face. All that remains now is a dead body,
an empty “shell”, without any “spark o f holiness” clinging to it anymore.
Immediately after this Yankev is captured by Polish soldiers [239 f.] for the “crime” of
converting a Christian to Judaism, and has to undergo more tribulations, which are all
the more difficult to bear, since after Sore’s death he has lost aU hope [244].
Later on, when Yankev has already recovered his son from Pilica and has set out on his
journey to the Land o f Israel with the child, he reaUzes how many troubles he has
endured during his life. But he has never been as ftiU o f fear, as he is during that night,
when he carries his smaU child through a completely dark forest. The moon has already
disappeared, but the sun has not yet risen. Yankev prays very intently to God,
surrendering himself to the “nmiz/n “1371 p5 Ü3ï7n” (hands of Providence), although he
knows that a person must not rely on “ D’D J” (miracles). But now he has no other choice
than to thrust his burden upon God. Nothing is left “]int)n

pJiD “1371 ’n ”

(than the spark of

feith)-[272].”
This is the second and last reference to a “spark” in this novel. Throughout Bashevis’s
work these “sparks” appear as gUmpses of Divine light and redemptive good in contexts
o f utter darkness, both physicaUy and metaphoricaUy, as mentioned above.
In this passage we find a context o f darkness, which is both physical and metaphorical. It
is mentioned explicitly that the moon has set, and it is utterly dark in the forest through
which Yankev is carrying his chUd. Apart from this, Yankev’s situation is one of despair
and hopelessness, as stated previously [244], and Yankev is more afraid than he has ever
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In the English this sentence is translated as: “He had nothing left but his feith.” [English: 211]. There is no
reference to a “spark” at this point.
See: Section 3.4.2, 89, 92 f.
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been before, because his child’s life is endangered [272]. In this context o f utter
darkness, despair and fear there is a glimpse of Divine light, a “pnô” (spark), which
enables Yankev to continue on his perilous journey, and this “spark” is his “pn03”
(faith).
Yankev prays to God for the day to come, for the sun to rise, sensing, while he prays,
that his words have a double meaning. It is as if he had meant to say: Let the
(redemption) come! Let there be an end “mb) ]"i57üDrD Dï7l is” (to the dark exhe)! Shortly after this the forest is suddenly filled with “üD’’b u?'’b"iyüD’’ix "|X” (a strange light).
For a moment he thinks that “übyn lyiy’ pô

X” (an other-worldly light) has revealed

itself to him, but then he realizes that it is the light of the rising sun [272 f.].

Unlike some o f Bashevis’s other novels, most notably üSpWü
pD

»7 and

ij/7, which are abundant with “sparks” of light in contexts of

darkness, in DD^:p lÿ7 there are only two references to “sparks”.
This might be put down to the fact that this novel is not an exploration o f human evil,
o f sin or o f metaphorical darkness, but a story o f feith and love, filled with beautiful
descriptions o f nature. Unlike Oyzer-Heshl Banet and Yasha Mazur in the two novels
referred to here, the two main characters of DD^7p ij/7, Yankev and Sore/Wanda, are not
ambiguous characters, but are as good, as loving, as feithful and as righteous as human
beings can be. Thus for most o f the novel there is no need o f showing “sparks” of
redemptive good in an otherwise dark and evü context, since there is little darkness and
evü in Yankev’s and Sore’s situation.
The only two instances o f “sparks” occur within situations of darkness for Yankev,
firstly, when he is afi-aid o f comitting a sin with his love for a Gentüe woman, but then
discovers the “spark” o f holiness within her, and secondly, when Sore has died as a
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righteous Jewish woman and Yankev has lost every desire to carry on with his life, a
"linon

(spark of faith) appears, which helps Yankev to continue on his dark and

difficult journey and to care for his and Sore’s child.

7.5.3. A Vision of Tikun - The Image of the

XMTT” (Sacred Marriage) in

ODJtiP i v i

The love story between Yankev and Sore/Wanda is at the center of Bashevis’s novel
ij/7, which has been called a “mythic narrative with a hierogamy or sacred
marriage at its core”.^^
The idea o f the “xwnp Xlirt” or “sacred marriage” plays a central role in the Zohar and
is fixrther developed by subsequent Kabbalists. As explained previously, it is primarily
understood as the union of the two Sfirot of “mDbû”, closely associated with the
Shekhinah, the female aspect of God, and “mKDn”, its male partner.^*
The love between Yankev and Wanda is at two points in the novel associated with
images from the Biblical love song

(Song of Songs). When Yankev dreams

of Wanda one night and awakes with feelings of love and passion, which he ascribes to
the

(evü inclination), he decides to immerse himself in the nearby river to

purify himself [38]. But even the cold water cannot extinguish his passion. A verse from
-fw” comes to his mind: “nnnxn nx

ibor xb

q’û” (“Many waters

cannot quench love”) - [Shir 8, 7]. But Yankev admonishes himself immediately for
this comparison, reminding himself that the love, referred to in Song o f Songs, is the
“bxiw"» noiD 1371 IS xin-T>"i>X3î77ip pô oôxiz/Tb” (love of the Holy One Blessed Be He to
the community of Israel), and that every word o f this Scriptual text is friü of “pTil-pTi”

Cf. B. Lyons, ‘Sexual Love in LB, Singer’s Work’, in: D. Walden (ed.), A Reconsideration, 69.
Cf. G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 138. See also: Section 3.4.3, 96.
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(mysteries upon mysteries) - [37].
The description o f the first night, which Yankev and Wanda spend together, also
contains Biblical motife. When Wanda comes to the place in the bam, where Yankev is
sleeping, he feels reminded o f the Biblical story of Ruth and Boaz [63 f.].^^ Later it is
stated that Wanda has spoken to Yankev exactly as Ruth had spoken to Naomi:
r n T’K DXi ITT

1^5 TX pbXD

'73711

0091111 iKii” (Where you

will go, I will go. Your people is my people. Your God is my God.) - [71].^®
Ruth, the Moabite, who entered the community of Israel and became the great
grandmother of King David, is seen as the prototype of all converts to Judaism.
In fact, before Yankev and Wanda consummate their union, Yankev requires of her,
what is required of every convert, the complete immersion in water fi*om a natural
source. Usually a “nilpa” (ritual bath) would be used for this purpose, in which water
fi-om a natural source is combined with water fi-om an invalid source, according to strict
halakhic regulations. Here the stream close to Yankev’s bam is used for the immersion,
which as a source of natural water would be completely valid, according to Halakhah.
Yankev’s and Wanda’s immersion in the cold stream in the middle of the night contains
an element o f “WDJ-m’DTD” (the willingness to give up one’s life). Yankev thinks that
thus Jews have jumped into fire and water for the sake of "Dwn-wiTp” (literally: the
sanctification of God’s name ; i.e. martyrdom). When Wanda remarks that she has done
this for Yankev, he replies that it was not for him, but for God, although at the same
time he is fiightened by his ovm words [65].^^
Back in the bam, when the two lovers finally succumb to their passion, Yankev is
surprised by Wanda’s “m'79î3nn” (ecstasy), which could either come fi*om God or fi-om

61

Cf. Ruth 3, 6-14
Cf. Ruth 1, 16.
The English omits the reference to “n^D>nTDD” and translates “Dizn-unTp” as “martyrdom” [English: 56].
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the “X“ins xiü’D” {sîtra ’ahrd). He is also astonished by the force of his own love and
passion, and for the first time in his life he understands the verse fi-om

“I’u;”

which says: “ . . . n n n x m iû D HTS” (“love is strong as death” - Shir 8 , 6 ) - [ 6 9 ] / ^
The Biblical allusions, with which this passage is fi-aught, as well as the references to
“u/ôl-m’oa”,

and the statement that Wanda’s immersion in the stream took

place for the sake o f God, lend a religious significance to the union o f Yankev and
Wanda. The “Biblical parallel” with Song of Songs associates their union ‘Svith the
union in the sacred text”.^^
The love described in Song o f Songs is, according to Jewish tradition, understood
allegorically as referring to the love of God and the

noJD” (community of Israel),

as Yankev has also stated previously [37]. As explained above, in the Kabbalah the
community o f Israel was identified with the Shekhinah, and the interpretation o f Song of
Songs as referring to the community o f Israel and its union with God was “transferred
to the Shekhinah^’’ and her union with the Sflrah of “mxDn”.^'^
The feet that the union o f Yankev and Wanda is associated with the “xu/np XiiVT” or
“sacred marriage” is emphasized by Yankev’s connection with his Biblical namesake
who in kabbalistic terms symbolizes the Sflrah o f “mxDn”. In addition to this there
is one passage in the novel, in which Sore/Wanda is explicitly connected to the Biblical
bm (RokhI or Rachel), who symbolizes the Shekhinah in her state of exile fi-om the rest
o f the Godhead.^^
The main part of the novel ends with a paragraph, in which Yankev’s situation after
Sore’s death is presented in the light o f the Biblical Yankev’s situation after the death of

In the translation the sitra ’ahra is not mentioned explicitly, but the question is asked, whether Wanda’s
“ecstasy” was “from heaven or hell” [English: 57].
Cf. B. Lyons, ‘Sexual Love in LB. Singer’s Work’, in: D. Walden (ed.), A Reconsideration, 71.
Cf. G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 106. See also: Section 3.4.3, 100 f.
Cf. G. Scholem, On the M ystical Shape o f the Godhead, 183; On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 149.
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his beloved wife: ,T%yn5 “lyi rx ’nD yün‘»*?xn x pixüwyi I ’lx n’X t’X’d .2pT I ’lx üO"n "ly”

X p ‘>bnn I ’lx n’x rx'o .:yn p-'ix

tan ’itx p x i:x 3 1’lx n üxn'o .“lyn n ya x ii5 ivüoxü x

“,13V (His name was also Yankev. His beloved wife, the daughter o f an idolater, had
also died among strangers. She was also buried by the way. He was also left with a
child.) - [274]. And a few lines later: m ,t3DXtyn*''7 yta'rx n :pnm ’’n p'»'73yi fx f ‘?x”

pixsty uyn iTta ly n x ]x ^3 ynny px ix'» nT‘’iü nP *]Xi p v m ityôx i^yn'o .p’ta'’'’n iyo7x
ly i p7x oy rx "ityôx ?üO‘’*>n lyn nyix .*7m ynynx ix pnxtatysx d'>x oyn'o px npy» ly n x ix
“?7m yiyi'^'^x px npy’ iy]yr''X (Everything remained as it had been: The old love, the
old pain. Maybe another four thousand years would pass, and somewhere at another
river another Yankev would walk, and another Rokhl would die. But who knows?
Perhaps it was always the same Yankev and the same Rokhl?) - [274].
By associating Yankev and Sore with their Biblical counterparts in this way, these two
characters become part o f the “stream o f Jewish history”.^^ But the statement that
perhaps “it was always the same Yankev and the same Rokhl”, also seems to suggest a
kabbalistic association to the effect that all the earthly unions of various “Yankevs” and
“Rokhls” throughout Jewish history are reflections of the celestial “XU7’7p XllTT” of the
Sfirot o f “mxDn” and “mD7a” (the Shekhinah), with whom the Biblical Yankev and
Rokhl are connected.
When Yankev returns to Wanda’s village fi’om Jozefow after their long separation, he
remembers an idea fi*om the “DnôD-n'73p” (kabbalistic works), which he has studied:
“D'»]r7y ma'piy n px

m w x üxn [...]

üoib y iy ix” (that every physical desire [...]

has its root in the upper worlds). According to this kabbalistic idea, everything is “llTT”
(coupling), “n n ’ ly iy ' ,rmsü v i t pbP n ,nnn” (Torah, prayer, every fulfilment o f a
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Cf. L.S. Friedman, Understanding Isaac Bashevis Singer, 69.
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comnandment, every unification o f holy names) - [129].^^
In the Zohar every “earthly sexual union”, if it is performed “within the limits o f mitsvah
and lahkhah”, is explained in terms o f the “xiz/np x m i”, the “sacred union” in the realm
o f the S f i r o t .Yankev’s thought that every physical desire “has its root in the upper
worlls’’ is thus a reflection o f this Zoharic idea. In Lurianic Kabbalah the process of
Tikuj is described in even more explicit sexual terminology, as mentioned above.^^

In Biskevis’s t^DÿJp iv i there is one passage, quoted at the beginning o f this chapter,
in wfidi the concept o f Tikun is explicitly linked with the union o f Yankev and
Sore Wanda. Yankev reflects on the power of “nmwn” (repentance), which can turn
transgressions into good deeds and God’s justice into lovingkindness:
“1X5 D%5%1 X

“JX

T’X

(Sometimes even a transgression is a vessel for cosmic

restoradons). Yankev knows that he has sinned in his longing for a Gentile woman. But
the Polish Wanda has susequently become the Jewish Sore has Avrom, who is about to
give biith to a Jewish child. This means that the union between Yankev and Wanda,
whici has begun in transgression, has been transformed through Wanda’s conversion to
Judasm and the couple’s marriage into a “vessel” for “D’^p’ri”. Their act of procreation,
leadhgto the birth of a Jewish child, reflects the “sacred union” in the realm o f the
Sfirof in Zoharic terms. In Lurianic terms this “sacred union” forms part of the process
o f re unification of the Shekhinah - or its restructured configuration in the Parzuf of
“Rachel” - with the rest o f the Godhead. This is the process of Tikun.
In another passage of the novel Sore is explicitly connected with the Shekhinah. This
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The translaioi provides an expanded version o f this phrase: “Coupling was the universal act underlying
everything; Torah, prayer, the Commandments, God’s holy names themselves were mysterious unions o f the
male and fcmile principles.” [English: 103].
Cf. G. Schden, On the M ystical Shape o f the Godhead, 183 f.
See: Sectioi 3.4.3, 94-96.
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connection is made in the course o f the description of Sore’s death. Immediately after
Sore’s death it seems to Yankev that, when he is looking at her now, he merits to see a
(Divine being) from the “mbD'’n yw’bû’n” (celestial Palaces), from the
nwyo” (work o f the mystical Chariot) - [235].^“ He thinks that their union has
begun with “av'? 1:1 üDi'?” (physical desire). But now, nine years later he is looking at
pure

(holiness), and he can see the “mibiy” (tranquility) resting on her face

“nrDiy n *’il” (like the Shekhinah) - [235 f.].^^
After Sore’s death Yankev never remarries. In the course o f the years in the Land of
Israel, during which he is involved with the Shabbateans, they try frequently to arrange a
match for him. But he refuses consistently. After his break with the Shabbateans and his
consequent "naiwn” (repentance) it is the rabbis and the “D’h^ipa” (Kabbalists), who try
to convince him that

px p7-‘»9-’7î7” (according to the law and according to

Kabbalah) he should find a new partner to form a ''n i T ” (couple) - [282 f.]. But again
he refrises, feeling that Sore accompanies him, wherever he goes, and continues to talk
to him in spirit. Yankev’s love for Jewish learning continues to grow, and everything he
studies, he explains to Sore in Yiddish and Polish. Sometimes, when yet another match
is being suggested to him, Yankev is even tempted to answer: “ . T ’ ii "[Pü T’X m i n n ”
(The Torah is my wife.) - [283].
Such a statement bears both historical and mystical allusions. On the one hand, it is
reminiscent of the marriage ceremony, which Shabbatai Zvi performed between himself
and a Torah scroll, to the greatest dismay of some of the most prominent rabbis of
Salonika, who were present at this occasion.^^ This association is strengthened by the
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This phrase is interpreted in a completely different way in the translation: “Jacob’s sight became as if
visionary, and he saw her entering a heavenly mansion,” [English: 186],
This reference to the Shekhinah is omitted in the translation [English: 186],
Cf, G, Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi: The M ystical Messiah, 159,
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fact that Yankev was a follower o f Shabbatai Zvi for some part of his life. On the other
hand, there is a more profound mystical significance to this statement, since the Torah
in all its “levels of meaning” is identified in the Kabbalah with the Shekhinah, who is
referred to in the Tikunei Zohar as “ m i n n D l “i9” (the paradise of the Torah), as
mentioned above.^^ Since Sore has previously been associated with the Shekhinah [236]
or with the female partner in the

XiiVT” [37, 69], who is none other than the

Shekhinah, Yankev’s statement that the Torah is his wife, can be understood as an
allusion to the “sacred marriage”. Yankev’s earthly partner of a match, which came to
reflect the celestial “sacred union” cannot be replaced by any other earthly partner.
Instead Yankev is now concentrating on his spiritual union with the Torah and possibly
with the Shekhinah itself, with which it is mystically identified.

One last passage in the novel deserves mentioning in connection with the idea o f the
“sacred marriage”. When Yankev suddenly dies after his return fi*om the Land of Israel,
and the gravedigger, in breaking ground for Yankev’s grave, discovers Sore’s bones,
the Pilica community sees the “nn)wn

(hand of Providence) in this

extraordinary coincidence. Although Sore’s conversion to Judaism was not recognized
by the community at the time o f her death, and she was buried outside the main part of
the cemetery, the cemetery had grown during the course of the years, and it had, as it
were, “nnü na x px TPp

x t’x nniz? tx m posn” (passed the judgement that Sore is a

Jewish child and a pure deceased) - [300]. Thus Yankev is buried next to Sore, and they
are finally united in their death.
Through this miracle at the end o f the novel, the sanctity of Yankev’s and Sore’s union
is ultimately confirmed. It finds its final expression in the inscription on their tombstone.

Cf. G. Scholem, On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, 58. See also: Section 4.4.2, 143 f.
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with which the novel is brought to a close:

ïà omam Dn"nn DW37]m D’anxJH”

( [They] ‘Svere loved and dear in their lives, and in their death they were not divided” 2 Sam 1 ,2 3 )-[3 0 1 ].

7.6. Conclusion
Like Bashevis’s first novel

pt<

ij/7, his later novel

iv i is set in

seventeenth-century Poland in the aftermath o f the Chmielnicki massacres. But despite
its concrete historical setting, this novel has a ‘Vast backward and forward reference”
through its various allusions, reaching back to Biblical times and forward to the time of
the Holocaust.^'^
Yankev “relives biblical bondage” as a slave to Polish peasants presented as “seventeenth
century Egyptians”.^^ Like Moses he carves commandments in stone [39 f.]. The love
story o f Yankev and Wanda/Sore is likewise fi'aught with Biblical allusions. During the
description o f their first night together Wanda and Yankev are likened to Ruth and Boaz
[64]. Verses firom Song o f Songs are employed in connection with their union [37, 69], as
well as the verse fi’om 2 Samuel, with which the novel is brought to a close [301]. But
most of all Yankev is associated with his Biblical namesake, who also had to flee fi“om a
pursuer, whose beloved wife, the daughter of an idolater, had also died among strangers
and who was also left with a child [274].
In addition to these Biblical allusions, the descriptions o f the seventeenth century atrocities
committed by Chmielnicki and his Cossacks contain obvious allusions to the Holocaust.
The cruelty o f these atrocities and the diflSculty of the Jewish community to come to
terms with this tragedy are presented in an even more pronounced way than they are in

Cf. E. Alexander, Isaac Bashevis Singer, 73.
Cf. I.H. Buchen, Isaac Bashevis Singer and the Eternal Past, 152.
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”*7X? ps

ij/7, which deals with the same historical period, but was written before the

Holocaust. One of the most striking images in

W7

in this respect is the idea that

after Chmielnicki’s massacres Poland had become “Dbiy-IT’n

Compared to

ps

“7J/7,

(one cemetery) - [106].

the extent o f Jewish suffering during the calamity of 1648

and its aftermath is described in a more pronounced way in

ivi. On the other hand,

the upsurge o f Shabbatean messianism as a response to the catastrophe, which was at the
center stage o f

ps

ij/7, only plays a marginal role in

1^7. It provides the

historical framework for the description o f the events in Yankev’s later hfe, leading to his
emigration to the Land o f Israel, where he is able to bring up his son as a Jew. But the fact
that Shabbatean messianism is only described as a short episode at the end of the novel,
also shows that it is nothing more than the last in a series of trials and tribulations, which
Yankev has to overcome.
Not only in connection with Shabbatean messianism, as in

p s jDll7 1^7,

but also during

the course o f the whole novel, various kabbalistic references appear. Several Jewish
mystical works are mentioned as having been studied by Yankev, or as being employed by
him for magical or superstitious practices. Thus he is reported to use mystical works like
Sefer Yezirah and Sefer Razi 'el as a protection against demons, both for himself and
particularly for Sore during the time o f her difficult labour.
Apart from these references, it is mainly Lurianic ideas and allusions, which Bashevis
employs at various points throughout the novel. The three main Lurianic concepts referred
to either directly or indirectly in üDV7p 1^7 are: Zimzum, the “breaking o f the vessels” and
Tikun.
Like Yasha Mazur in p^2l^ pD lÿDHüWlp lj/7, Yankev in üDV7p 1^7 experiences God
in the two exremes of concealment and revelation in nature. In üD^7p Iÿ7 Yankev’s

I ll

experience o f a hidden, concealed God in a world full of evil and suffering, finds its
expression in the Lurianic idea of Zimzum, the contraction and withdrawal of ’Ein-Sof, in
order to make the creation o f the world possible, but also enabling the emergence of evü.
This idea is also expressed in the image o f

" in o n ” ,

the hiding of God’s face, which is

juxtaposed to the image o f God’s hand, which to Yankev seems to be visible everywhere
in nature and points to his experience of God’s revelation in His creation.
Several other Lurianic allusions in this novel are connected to the concept of the “breaking
o f the vessels”, which led to the emergence of the Klipot, the forces of evil. Thus the
Klipot are referred to on various occasions in the novel in connection with the question of
evil, sin and suffering in our world. Furthermore there are two references to a “bxw”
(“husk”), which are possible allusions to the KUpah, whose literal meaning is “husk”.
There are also two references to a “fiS’f ’ or “p]i5” (“spark”), which are most likely
allusions to the “nwnpl

(“sparks o f holiness”). As in other novels by Bashevis

these “sparks” appear as glimpses o f redemptive good in contexts of darkness. But while
some o f Bashevis’s novels, particularly

pD

W7 and

»7,

abound with “sparks” of light in contexts o f darkness, in this novel, whose two main
characters are portrayed as studies in goodness, faith and love, these “sparks” of
redemptive good are as rare as the contexts of darkness and evil, which would render
them necessary.
üD'np lj/7 is also Bashevis’s only major novel, in which a vision of Tikun, of redemption,
o f a restoration of the universe to its originally intended state o f harmony, is presented as a
real possibility. This vision finds its expression in the image o f the

XJnT’T” or “sacred

marriage”, which is usually understood as the union of the two Sfirot of “ m x D n ” , the male
aspect o f God, and “niD'?»”, identified with the Shekhinah, the female aspect of God. By
means o f various associations throughout the novel this celestial union appears to be
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reflected in the union o f Yankev, whose Biblical namesake is closely connected with the
Sfirah o f “niKDn”, and Sore/Wanda, who is associated both with the Shekhinah and with
the Biblical Rokhl, who symbolizes the Shekhinah in her state of exile. Yankev and
Sore/Wanda’s union, which has begun in transgression has been transformed through
Wanda’s conversion to Judaism, their marriage and the intensity and continuity of their
love, and become a “□’np’ri “iK5 CWS&f’ (vessel for cosmic restorations), leading to the
birth o f a Jewish child [190]. But it is only after Yankev’s death that the couple is
reunited, and that the union o f Yankev ben Eliezer and Sore bas Avrom is finally
recognized by the Jewish community.
Wanda, the daughter o f the Polish peasant Jan Bzik, has become the Jewish Sore bas
Avrom. The relationship o f Yankev and Sore/Wanda, which has begun with lust, has
become transformed and redeemed by their love and commitment both to Judaism and to
each other. Yankev, who has started off as a slave to Polish peasants at the beginning of
the novel and who has rejected the possibility of fi-eedom without responsibility during the
course o f the novel, has become a slave to God at the end of üDÿ^p W7, both in the Land
o f Israel and on his return to Poland.
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8. Jewish Mystical Motifs in Bashevis’s Short Fiction

8.1. Introduction; Bashevis’s Later Fiction and Short Fiction

üxn - 0 Ü11 W5V

rx r n j mn to ,dv oo-'-'n "lyn;'?: in’?!
.Djyn n pri lymoyi

PD rx y’px Tx ,iTri3 r i iy:xp

.i r i : p’p

mnma mxn
lyjyi'o -

ms mx TT piyp i r i : 3/?x m mn’piy yi’iix x i lyiyi'o ?nio-px
‘...nnx
- That means, something good came out o f this mistake, said
Zaimen Giezer.
Meyer Tumtum started to rub his hands.
- There are no mistakes. How can there be mistakes, if everything
comes from the 'Ein-Sojl There are such worlds, where all mistakes
return to the truth...

This quotation is taken from one o f Bashevis’s hasidic tales, a short story, entitled
which can be found in the collection

jis

1221.

So far this study has concentrated on Bashevis’s use of Jewish mysticism in four o f his
major novels, all of them written between the years 1933 and 1961, which have been
discussed at length. The emphasis has been on these novels, because they are a repository
ivi,

of Jewish mystical motifs, ideas and images. Bashevis’s first novel,

which deals with Shabbatean messianism, is replete with kabbalistic, mainly Lurianic
references and also demonstrates, how Lurianic ideas were reinterpretated in
Shabbateanism. Many references to Lurianic Kabbalah, to the Zohar and to the early
mystical idea of the creation o f the world by means of the letters o f the Hebrew
alphabet can be found in the other three novels discussed here, DSpï22W

‘

yivTjw ;?x

iv7, n y n n -m iw iq p nr ,179.

’7,
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lj/7 and

JJD

ij/7. This study has also extensively explored

Bashevis’s two collections of memoirs (containing material written between 1955 and
1960) to provide a background to Bashevis’s interest in Jewish mysticism and to identify
his mystical sources.
In addition to the two volumes o f Bashevis’s memoirs and five volumes o f his novels (his
novel DSpti^l/D

'>1 consisting, o f course, of two volumes), four more volumes have

appeared in Yiddish book form. These volumes consist o f three collections o f Bashevis’s
short stories,

W iP 7 P7P7;>f

(1971) and

(1963),
ps

ps

pDnr^vx)

i^ i (1975), and one short novel,

entitled n2im-^V2 lÿ i (1974).
In n2Wn-*?V2 lÿ i Bashevis employs the form of a monologue told to the narrator, a
Yiddish writer, by Yoysef Shapiro, a Jew bom in Eastern Europe, who has become a
successful businessman in the United States. But after his bitter disappointment with the
modem world o f business and sex, Shapiro has left all of this behind to join the life of
Jemsalem’s ultra-orthodox community in Me’ah She'arim. The monologue is set in a
frame, which recounts the narrator’s chance encounter with Yoysef Shapiro at the
Westem Wall in Jerusalem. Shapiro’s monologue is a highly moralistic diatribe against
modem life in general and against the modem endorsement o f free sexuality in particular.
It contains very few references to kabbalistic works or ideas. At one point Shapiro
reminds the narrator that the male sexual organ is referred to as

n n a mK” (a letter

of the holy covenant) in kabbalistic literature.^ He mentions Rabbi Isaac Luria and
several hasidic leaders, the Baal Shem Tov, the magid o f Kozienice and the Seer o f
Lublin as examples o f great Jewish personalities, but does not refer to any o f their
mystical ideas.^ The Zohar, as well as three ethical works written under kabbalistic

^ njW Th‘? n 1 V 7 , 1 8.

^ Ibid., 92, cf. also 121.
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in flu en ce, Isaiah H orow itz’s Shnei Luhot ha-Brit, M osh e H ayim L u zza tto ’s Mesilat
Yesharim and E liy ah de V id a s’ Reshit Hokhmah, are lik ew ise m en tion ed in p assin g

w ith ou t any reference to their c o n te n ts / N o n e o f the com p licated Lurianic and earlier
Jew ish m ystical referen ces, ideas and im a ges o f B a sh e v is’s earlier n o v els can be found in
his

1V7. T his short n o v el d o es not therefore require any detailed d iscu ssio n

w ithin a study exp lorin g the u se o f Jew ish m y stica l m o tifs in B a sh e v is’s w orks.
A lth ou gh B a sh ev is initially w rote all h is w ork s in Y id d ish , m any o f h is n o v els and
several c o llec tio n s o f his short stories w ere o n ly p u b lish ed in book form in translation, not
in th e origin al Y iddish. In his later years B a sh ev is w ork ed in creasin gly w ith an E nglish speaking public in m ind. H e collaborated c lo sely w ith h is translators and spent a
con sid erab le am ount o f tim e “p o lish in g ” and editing h is w ritin gs for their p u b lication in
English.^ W hile all o f B a sh e v is’s earlier n o v e ls d iscu ssed here, w ere set in P oland
before th e H olocau st, som e o f h is later n o v e ls and m any o f h is later short stories are set in
A m erica and deal w ith the interactions o f P o lish -Jew ish refu g ees after the W ar. T he first
n o v el o f this genre w h ich appeared in the Y id d ish press in the late 195 0s, but w a s on ly
p u b lish ed p osth u m ou sly in E n g lish bookform , w a s
Shadows on the Hudson.^ T his w a s fo llo w e d b y
Love Story) and

translated as

}S D 7 S n

W.7 ’7

{Enemies, A

{Meshugah), the latter published posthum ously.^ T here are very

few referen ces to the K abbalah in th ese w ork s and none o f the intricate m ystica l m o tifs o f
B a sh e v is’s earlier n o v els set in Eastern E urope, can be found here. S om e o f B a sh e v is’s
later n o v e ls w ith an E astern E uropean setting w ere lik ew ise o n ly p u b lish ed in b ook form

Ibid., 60, 69, 108. On the M esilat Yesharim, the Reshit Hokhmah and the Shnei Luhot ha-Brit, see; Section 2.5,,
41 f.
^ Cf. I. Zamir, Journey to My Father, Isaac Bashevis Singer, 44-47; Lester Goran, The Bright Streets o f Surf side,
4-6.
^ ;X07X/7Z?”3
was originally serialized in Oüiimisô (New York), 1957-1958, translated by Joseph
Sherman as Shadows on the Hudson, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1998.
’
H jiD
'>7
was originally serialized in ODiviiiSD (New York), 1966, translated by Aliza Shevrin
and Elizabeth Shub as Enemies, A Love Story, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1972. On
see: Section
1,19.
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in translation. T h ese w ork s include The King of the Fields, a m ythical narrative,
recreating the birth o f the P o lish nation and th e Jew ish contribution to P o lish history from
its in ception, Scum, the story o f a m an from B u en o s A ires, lo ok in g for his roots in
W arsaw ’s K rochm alna Street in 1906, and The Certificate, a n o v e l w ith strong
autobiographical connotations, w h ich tells the story o f a y ou n g w riter w h o arrives in
W arsaw in 1922 and obtains a certificate to em igrate to Palestine.* N o n e o f th ese w ork s
contains any sign ifican t Jew ish m ystical referen ces.
C oncerning B a sh e v is’s short stories, there are far m ore co llectio n s o f h is short fiction in
translation than in the original Y id d ish . W h ile B a sh e v is’s earlier short stories are set in
various Jew ish com m u n ities in P oland, m ore and m ore o f h is later stories are set in
A m erica after the S econ d W orld W ar. A ll o f the stories in h is earliest co lle c tio n in
Y id d ish b o o k form ,
o f the tw en ty-fou r stories in
all-A m erican setting.^ In the co llectio n

" l/ü ps jdW1^7, are set in Poland. O n ly tw o out
ps an

( ‘f b x ’ and ‘p ï

have an

ps pris Jistmi pDDVW^, this is

the case w ith tw o out o f sev en teen ( ‘ynyD ysxp ’“t’ and ‘DJXÎ7D 1371’) and in ps

1^7

stiV7JS w ith tw o out o f tw en ty stories ('13710 px bi370D3375 X’ and ‘SIX ’). I f on e
com pares th is w ith on e o f B a sh e v is’s late c o llectio n s o f h is short fictio n in E n glish , the
contrast is striking. In The Death of Methuselah and Other Stories, for exam p le, nine ou t
o f the tw en ty stories are set in p ost-w ar A m erica. B a sh e v is’s stories w ith an A m erican
setting tend to be d evoid o f an y sp ecific kabbalistic referen ces or m otifs, although som e
o f th em e m p lo y m ore general supernatural m o tifs. T he b est exa m p les o f this genre in the
Y id d ish c o lle ctio n s are ‘p^bx’ ( ‘A lo n e ’) in Z7/7 ^5^17, w h ich blurs the boundary b etw een

®On 1V7'7}!D ’7 PD n v p 1V7, see: Section 1,19. D'’im was originally serialized in O D iv in s D (New York), 1967,
translated by Rosaline Dukalsky Schwartz as Scum, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1991. DSp^D^Diyo 73/7
was originally serialized in o o i v n i s D (New York), 1967, translated by Leonard W olf as The Certificate, New
York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1992.
^ In
’i ’ the action begins in Poland and ends in America after Aba Shuster’s emigration. This
story has been discussed previously. See: Section 3.4.1, 83 f.
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dream and reality, and ‘y n yoy oxp ’7’ ( ‘T he C afeteria’) in

jm s

'jiD

w h ich

q u estion s the boundary b etw een life and d eath /^
B a sh e v is’s short fiction can be d ivid ed into stories w ith a third-person narrator and stories
e m p lo y in g the “m o n o lo g u e technique”, w h ich has b eco m e a dom inant form in his w orks.
In h is article ‘M o n o lo g u e as N arrative Strategy in the Short Stories o f Isaac B a sh ev is
S in g er’, C hone Shm eruk an alizes different categories o f m o n o lo g u es in B a sh e v is’s
w ork s.

H e d istin gu ish es b etw een th o se m o n o lo g u es, told b y non-hum an, supernatural

narrators, and th ose, told b y hum an narrators. T he m o n o lo g u es told by hum an narrators
in clu d e “co n fessio n a l m o n o lo g u es”, told to th ose present in the p oorh ou se, “old w iv e s ’
ta les”, told in front o f a group o f w om en , and h asid ic tales, told at a gathering o f m en in
the co n tex t o f the hasidic shtibl. Som e o f th ese m o n o lo g u es are “c lo se d ” in form , so m e
in clu d e direct resp on ses o f the hearers or interactions b etw een different narrators. S om e
m o n o lo g u e s are set w ith in a fram e, told either b y a third-person narrator or by a firstperson narrator, identified w ith Singer in h is childhood.'^
S evera l o f B a sh e v is’s short stories, particularly h is m o n o lo g u es told b y non-hum an
narrators and h is various kinds o f hasidic ta les, are replete w ith Jew ish m ystical m otifs.
In the rem ainder o f this chapter several ex a m p les o f sign ifican t m ystical m otifs in various
categories o f B a sh ev is’s short stories w ill be d iscu ssed .

8.2. Mystical Motifs in the Monologues of Supernatural Narrators

B a sh e v is b eg an to em p loy the m o n o lo g u e technique in h is short fictio n w ith the creation
o f non-hum an, supernatural narrators. Four o f the fiv e short stories included in the

10

in: DF! ‘?9D% 168-179, translated as ‘Alone’, in: Short Friday and Other Stories, London: Penguin,
1983,46-55 (first ed. New York: Fawcett Crest, 1964); ‘jnycyDNp n ’, in: ppm pyoj^n jjd nvwys, 43-71,
translated as ‘The Cafeteria’, in: ^ Friend o f Kafka and Other Stories, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux,
1970, 77-96.
Ch. Shmeruk, ‘Monologue as Narrative Strategy in the Short Stories o f Isaac Bashevis Singer’, in:
D.N. Miller (ed.). Recovering the Canon, 98-115. An earlier version o f this article was published in:
isrr
y iin js p s, Hebrew: üd-t, English: v-xxxv.
Ch. Shmeruk, ‘Monologue as Narrative Strategy’, in: D.N. Miller (ed.). Recovering the Canon, 104-111.
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c o llec tio n

ps
j/lj/T Z X p s DD ^ sm

^nSJ

ij/7 and fiv e stories included in the v o lu m e

(three o f th em reprinted in

}^1V12S p s

lÿT)

are su p p osed ly narrated b y supernatural characters. F iv e o f th ese nine m o n o lo g u es share
the sam e narrator, w h o d escribes h im se lf as the “î7“in-"iS’” (literally: the e v il in clin ation ,
i.e. the E vil O ne). T h ese are ‘nyu?ï7“ip p s p m n “I377’ ( ‘T he D estru ction o f K resh ev’),
1577

(translated as: ‘Z eid lu s the P o p e ’) and ‘p jx ü p"'"') D’na

C orpses G o D a n cin g ’) in ” 7>a ps

( ‘T w o

ij/7 and ‘“lyirb •’•>112 ü’û ntZ7375 X’ ( ‘A T ale o f T w o

L iars’) and ‘n x i] ir x i n x n n y i’ (translated as: ‘T he U n se e n ’) in DD ^9^}^
In ‘nyU7577p p s p n n l%7’ the narrator introduces h im se lf in th e fo llo w in g w ay: 1377 p s

“|’X”

“.D"D 7377 7377X ,'7X»D T»» 1377] ÜS17 DnSD-n‘7Sp pX 7:'l7]7pn Wm 7377 ,ptZ7 7377 ,3771-72'' (I am
the E v il O ne, Satan, the P rim eval Serpent. In kabbalistic w o rk s th ey call m e Sam ael, or
the “im pure sid e” .)^"* “S am ael” has b eco m e the m ajor nam e for Satan from the am orale
period onw ard. T he nam e already appears in rabbinic sou rces and there are frequent
referen ces to Sam ael and h is sp ou se L ilith in kabbalistic literature, e.g . in the Zohar
and the Tikunei Zohar. In Lurianic K abbalah, Satan’s nam e w a s not supposed to be
pronounced and therefore the cu stom o f ca llin g him “ D"D” (an abbreviation o f
“xmSXD7]-X7ü'’D”, the “im pure sid e”) b ecam e w idespread.
A fter th is introduction the Satanic narrator te lls the reader, h o w m uch pleasure he d erives
from arranging strange m arriages and b eg in s to tell the tale o f on e such m ism atch he
brought about in K rzeszow , b etw een L ise, the daughter o f th e rich R. G im pl, and
S h loym ele, a yo u n g K abbalist and secret Shabbatean. T he tale is replete w ith kabbalistic
im ages and term in ology, particularly during S h lo y m e le ’s sp eech es. In h is attem pts to

As for the translations, ‘The Destruction o f Kreshev’ and ‘A Tale o f Two Liars’ can be found in: The
Spinoza o f Market Street and Other Stories, Philadelphia: IPS, 1961, 160-214 and 36-60 respectively;
‘Zeidlus the Pope’, in: Short Friday, 150-160; ‘Two Corpses Go Dancing’, in: The Séance and Other Stories,
New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1968,187-201; and ‘The Unseen’, in: Gimpel the Fool and Other Stories,
New York: Noonday Press, 1957,171-205.
p s pm ijn , 193.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 385-388. Some examples o f rabbinic references to Samael are: Ex. R. 18, 5; 21, 7;
b Sotah 10 b.
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persuade L ise to b eg in an adulterous relationship w ith the coach m an L eyb l, S h lo y m ele
m ak es ex ten siv e u se o f im ages con n ected to the Lurianic con cep t o f Tikun, as explained
earlier/^
In ‘"i57üiz;"iy

di'7T’’’T’

th e narrator, w h o again refers to h im se lf as th e

reports

his su ccessfu l attem pts to lead the T alm udic scholar R. Z eyd l to sin. S in ce R. Z ey d l is
neither plagued b y p assion s or desires, nor b y w orries about earning a livin g, he d ev o tes
all h is tim e to h is studies. Z e y d l’s on ly w eak n ess o f character, w h ich the E vil O ne can
ex p loit for h is p u rp oses, is pride. T hus the

com p lim en ts Z ey d l o n his

outstanding scholarship in traditional learning, as w e ll as in H eb rew gram m ar, in
p h ilosop h y, as w e ll as in K abbalah. H e c o n v in ces Z ey d l that he w o u ld never receiv e
recogn ition am on g Jew s, w h ereas he cou ld a ch iev e greatness am ong C hristians, i f he
w ere to con vert to C hristianity. H e also persuades Z ey d l that there is no rew ard and
punishm ent.

Z ey d l con verts and spends h is tim e w riting a p o lem ic against the Talm ud.

H ow ever, he n ever fin ish es h is w ork, d o es n ot receiv e any reco gn ition and en d s up as a
blind beggar at a church in C racow . B efo re his death the “yin-'iS’’” appears to lead Z eyd l
to

(h ell) and Z ey d l fin ally realizes that, i f there is a Satan and a h ell, th en there is

also a G od, w h o m etes out rew ard and punishm ent.
em p lo y s popular im a g es o f

and the

A t the end o f the story B a sh ev is
(a n gels o f destruction), w h ich

can be found in variou s eth ical w ork s, som e o f th em w ritten under L urianic in flu en ce,
like the Kav ha-Yashar and the Shevet Musar}^ B u t he also p lays w ith the im age o f the
tw o m ock in g im ps, aw aitin g the sinner at the entrance o f G ehenna, w h ich is already
fam iliar to Y id d ish readers from Y .L . P erets’s
In

{Monish)?'^

DTIÜ ’’■’n s ’ the “y i n - i s ’” speaks o f the pleasure he derives from p la y in g w ith

/Diy i v i ,2 1 9 , 228 f. See: Section 3.4.3, 98 f.
”*?/ü 7’Af p m 1V7, 273, 275-278.
** Ibid., 286.
See: Section 2.5, 41.
”7/0 7’/Cp m 1V7, 286.
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the dead b y tem porarily returning a spirit o f life or a “nanQ

(anim al sou l) to them . H e

tells the tale o f tw o such corp ses, w h o m he tem porarily returned to life and con vin ced to
m arry ea ch other.
T he supernatural narrator o f ‘ D i y j r b "T W w

X’,

on ce again th e E v il O ne, tells the

tale o f a m atch b etw een tw o liars, w h ich he has brought about. G uided b y the “yn n -iS ’”,
the tw o liars p lay tricks o n each other and both end up o n th e g a llo w s for crim es th ey
have n ot com m itted . T he story en d s w ith the fam iliar im ag es o f “QiirT’Ji” (h ell) and the
“nbnn-oxbû”, w h ich B a sh ev is also em p lo yed in ‘iyüu;“iï7 m
A t the b egin n in g o f'n x n ] ir x i n x n "\vV the

a ck n o w led g es that he is n ot on ly

the on e w h o d escen d s to earth to lead a person to sin and then ascen d s to H eaven to be
(i.e. to a ccu se the sinner), but that he is also the on e w h o starts to punish the
sinner.^^ H e th en te lls the tale o f the crude R. N o sn Y u zefo v er o f Fram pol, w h o m he first
tem pted to su ccu m b to the pleasures o f the flesh , prom ised by the m aid Shifi-e Tsirl, th en
to return to his d ivorced w ife R oyze-T em erl, w h o had rem arried in the m eantim e, and to
live in sin w ith her. A fter R. N o sn dies w ith ou t a “’’iT’i'i” (c o n fe ssio n o f h is sin s), the E vil
O ne has great pleasure in dragging h is sou l into the “n ’nnn-blXtt?” (the N eth er W orld),
w ithout ev en granting him a c c ess to

(hell).^"^

W hile the narrator o f all th ese fiv e stories is the sam e “y in - iS ’”, a different dem on ic
narrator appears in B a sh e v is’s

X

p s iD -iX ü X ’ ( ‘F rom the D iary o f O ne

N o t B o m ’).^^ A t th e b egin n in g o f the story th e narrator exp lain s that h is father had sin n ed
in the m anner o f O nan and that he w as created fi*om h is seeds: “nil-3'7Xn ,"7W-3bxn” (h a lf
dem on, h a lf spirit).^^ The tricks that th is d em on ic figure p la ys u p on hum an b ein gs are

Ibid., 289-305.
DD
133-149.
Ibid., 206.
Ibid., 236.
s po
k’, in:
in: Gimpel the Fool, 135-145.
p s p m 1177, 253.

ps

iv ? , 253-270, translated as ‘From the Diary o f One Not B om ’,
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sim ilar to th ose o f the E v il O ne, but his p o sitio n in the ranks o f the “X"inx K“iüD” (the
“other sid e”) is less exalted. H e starts o f f as an in sign ifican t
to the rank o f a fu lly -fled g ed

(h ob gob lin ), rising

(d em on ), praised b y b oth L ilith and A sh m ed ay

(A sm odeus).^^
In this story B a sh ev is m ak es ex ten siv e u se o f Jew ish d em on o lo g y , w h ich can be found in
various kabbalistic sources. A sh m ed ay, the k in g o f the d em on s, is m entioned, as w e ll
as L ilith and A grath, tw o o f the four m others o f the dem ons. T he id ea that every
p o llu tio n o f sem en g iv e s birth to a dem on can be found in the Zohar and in later
k abbalistic w orks. In later K abbalah su ch d em on s are referred to as a m an’s “m isch iev o u s
so n s” and are said to accom pany the m an at his death and burial.

T his is a lso the case

w ith th e narrator o f B a sh e v is’s story and his d em on ic sib lin gs.
A s C h on e Shm eruk rem inds us, all th ese six stories represent “form s o f w ritten
m o n o lo g u e ” . O ne is su p p osed to be taken from a d em o n ’s diary, the other fiv e form part
o f w h at w a s originally intended as a series o f “m em oirs o f Ûiqyeytser-hore [evil o n e]”,
w h ich w a s later broken up into separate stories, p u blished in tw o separate collections.^^
T he other three stories w h ich are narrated b y supernatural figures, represent sp ok en
m o n o lo g u es, told in front o f som e kind o f u n d efin ed audience. T w o o f th ese stories
are told b y tw o different d em on ic narrators. T h ese are
w h ic h is d efin ed in the subtitle as ‘liz? X

( ‘T he M irror’),

X’ (A m o n o lo g u e o f a dem on ) and

nt27î7û’ (translated as: ‘The L ast D e m o n ’), w h ich is told b y the last Jew ish
d em on rem aining in the shtetl o f

(T isz o w c e) in P oland after the H olocau st. T he

supernatural narrator o f the third o f th ese sp ok en m o n o lo g u es is a rooster and th e story is

29

Ibid., 257, 262.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 322 f.
Ch. Shmeruk, ‘Monologue as Narrative Strategy’, in: D.N. Miller (ed.). Recovering the Canon, 104 f. The
stories ‘liraiiny nsn di'7T'’T’ and ‘ntoi u’io nxii i i n ’ were originally published in the monthly jjtio , 1943,
Nos. 1 & 3, with a specific subtitle, referring to the memoirs o f the “jnn-ns’”.
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entitled ‘ipnypip’ (‘Cockadoodledoo’).^®
The narrator of 'Prsiz/ n%T is a demon, who enjoys sitting inside a mirror and leading
young, beautiful women to sin. In the shtetl of Krasnik he finds a suitable victim in
Tsirl, the young wife o f a rich merchant, who spends much o f her time in front o f the
mirror in her boudoir. The demon appears to her in the mirror, compliments her on her
beauty and persuades her to travel to “DXpu;

(Asmodeus’s castle) with him.^^

She follows all his instructions o f cooking non-kosher food on Shabat, giving it to her
husband, cutting off one o f his sidelocks and half o f his beard in his sleep, etc.
Subsequently her demonic tempter takes her to the mountain o f Seir, where she is
tortured by various demons, before being brought to

(hell).^^

In this story Bashevis once again employs popular images o f

and makes

extensive use o f Jewish demonology. Once again Ashmeday and Lilith are mentioned,
as is Rahab (who sometimes replaces Mahalath as another of the four mothers o f demons
in kabbalistic sources). The gatherings o f the demons under their rule on a particular
mountain can also be found in various kabbalistic sources.

But even more interesting

than Bashevis’s use o f demonology is the style o f his demonic narrator, who combines
the language o f religious learning with the style o f a “imn” (wedding jester).^"^ In this
particular style Bashevis is able to ask some of the eternal metaphysical questions from
the irreverent perspective o f a mocking demon, e.g.: Is there a God? Is He really a
merciful and compassionate God? Did He create the world? Did he give the Torah? Will
the Messiah come?

pw

uvi üsi

?iüDyô nxaiü "iy*Tu’û nwnp n diü” (Does the

sacred fight with the impure? Will God slaughter Satan?) - The demon calls God a “ip’ri”

30

1371% ‘r iW 'D
and ‘ip n y p p ’, in: on
123-132,237-247 and 150-158 respectively, reprinted
in:
1V 7,1-11,12-22 and 23-32 respectively. As for the translations, ‘The Mirror’ can be found in:
Gimpel the Fool, 77-88, ‘The Last Demon’, in: Short Friday, 103-112, and ‘Cockadoodledoo’, in: The Séance,
85-94.
1 V 7 ,1-6.
Ibid., 7-10.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 323.
Cf. Ch. Shmeruk, ‘Monologue as Narrative Strategy’, in: D.N. Miller (ed.). Recovering the Canon, 106.
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(an unsolvable problem in the Talmud) and hints that God actually needs Satan, an idea
corresponding to the teleo logical explanation of the Lurianic concept o ï Zimzum, which
appears so frequently in Bashevis’s writings.^^
A very similar style o f mockery combined with religious scholarship also characterizes
the monologue o f the last demon in

n&PD’. This supernatural tale and its basis in

the mystical linguistic theory o f Sefer Yezirah has been discussed at length previously.
The remainder o f this section will therefore be devoted to the monologue of the rooster in
the story
The narrator o f this story, a rooster, tells his human audience about the life o f cocks and
hens in terms very similar to human life. During the course of his monologue there are
frequent allusions to Jewish mystical ideas, expressed in images pertaining to the world
o f a rooster. The narrator tells his listeners that there is a “IKH

(Heavenly

cock), whom he calls the “nbya bu; billin’’ (Celestial rooster), and that the earthly cocks
and hens are made in his image. According to the narrator, there is also a Heavenly
“ipnypip” (Cockadoodledoo), from which the earthly cocks derive their “ni’ll” (music)
and which crows from the vocal chords o f every earthly cock. He refers to the cock’s
“ipnypip” as the “iZ/nôan-Dlz?” (the ineffable name), which is

(eternal). It existed

long before “iWKin mx” (the first human being), he says, and it will -

(God

willing) - still be there, after all ritual slaughterers and all people who are feasting on
chicken, will have ceased to exist.^’
The rooster’s words about the Heavenly “ipnypip” can be understood as a mock allusion
to the linguistic cosmology expressed in Sefer Yezirah, according to which every existing
thing contains eternal “linguistic elements” and exists by their power, whose foundation

37

ly i, 5,10 f. See also: Section 3.4.1, 85-87.
See: Section 3.3, 78-81.
is i , 24 f.
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is th e o n e in effab le n am e/^
T he rooster also reveals that op p osite the
“pn

“iy\27'>'70'’n” (H eaven ly c o ck ) there is a

(H ea ven ly hen). In co n n ection w ith this, he remarks: o'TTl: ,"|W0]370 ,'T'X"

" . i r m n p5 i i x a px n'?np n

T irx p 3 i%3X ,anDD-n‘7:ip px ip x (Y o u , p eop le,

sp ecu late over kabbalistic w ork s, but w ith u s the K abbalah lie s in the m arrow o f our
bones.).^^ In the secon d sectio n o f the m o n o lo g u e, the rooster tells his au d ien ce about h is
relations w ith various hens and com m ents: y'px p x ,m abiy ybx p x

rûpi p x “idt”

“.iiVT T’X pbx .'lybo’n (In all the w orlds, in all the H eav en s there is m ale and fem ale.
E verything is coupling.)'^^
T his is, o f course, a m ock allu sion to the large am ounts o f sexu al im agery, em p loy ed in
the descrip tion s o f the p ro cesses in the celestia l w orld, w h ich can be found in kabbalistic
w orks lik e the Zohar and various Lurianic w orks. In the Zohar it is the

x :ir ff

(sacred m arriage) b etw een the Shekhinah and its m ale counterpart am ong the Sfirot, in
Lurianic K abbalah it is the un ion b etw een “xaxi X3X” (the celestia l father and m other) as
w e ll as another union b etw een tw o Parzuflm, w h ich is described in ex p lic itly sexu al
term s, as exp lain ed p reviou sly.
In the third sectio n the rooster returns to the subject o f the “ip n y p ip ” and reports a
revelation, w h ich he exp erien ced one night. For him a rooster’s “ip n y p lp ” is an
exp ression o f h is “ruiax” (feith). B ut so m etim es a rooster can lo se this faith, esp ecia lly
in a dark nigh t during the

(ten d ays o f repentence) p ’n i Qyi

( before the great cerem ony o f kaparot)f D uring su ch a night, w h en the
w orld seem ed to ask a difficu lt question, the rooster heard a n e w kind o f ‘Pp’"i37plp” from
an unk n ow n rooster, w h ich answ ered all q u estion s for him . T he crow in g o f this

Cf. G, Scholem, Kabbalah, 25.
tU'BLy W7, 25.
Ibid., 25 f.
See: Section 3.4.3, 94-97.
ly i, 29.
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m y sterio u s rooster revived his so u l and m ade h im understand that everything is part
o f th e eternal “ip n y p lp ”, the ritual slaughterer and the bird, the knife and the throat, the
feath ers and the w o m a n w h o plu ck s them . E verything is n eeded, the crow in g o f the co ck ,
th e quacking o f the hen, the e g g that is hatched, and the eg g that is eaten. A c o c k ’s task
is to sin g and to praise G od , to lo v e h is hens, to eat, to drink and n o t to fight, to stand o n
th e rooftop and to crow , as i f the w h o le w orld w aited for h is crow ing. A s the rooster says:
X üoxüü: üpxn ixo

.üpyôyi üvbv o'pxn ■’n p ip i ix” (W ithout your

crow in g, som eth in g w ou ld be m issin g . O ne w ron g note w ou ld cau se a defect.)."^^
T h e idea, w h ich is o n ce again exp ressed here in im a ges pertaining to the w orld o f a
rooster, is the Lurianic id ea o f Tikun. A ccord in g to Lurianic understanding, the
co m p letio n o f Tikun, the restoration the w orld to its origin ally intended state o f harm ony,
dep en d s o n hum an action. E very transgression can cause a “nû’i s ”, a d efect in the
harm ony o f the w orld, w h ile every religiou s act, every fu lfillm en t o f a com m andm ent
and ev ery prayer can accelerate the p rocess o f Tikun.^^
In th e m o n o lo g u e o f the rooster the eternal “ip’"iJ7plp” o f the H ea v en ly rooster is referred
to a s a “U7"n5an-DU7”, the in effab le nam e, by w h ich everything ex ists. T he earthly c o c k ’s
“ip n y p lp ” is described in term s o f a prayer, a praise to G od, an exp ression o f feith, w h ich ,
in th e v e in o f Lurianic thinking, has the p o w er to restore the “unity o f G o d ’s nam e w h ich
w a s d estroyed by the original d efect” o f the “breaking o f the v e ss e ls” and to prepare the
w a y for the final Tikun.^^

A ll o f B a sh e v is’s short stories d iscu ssed in th is sectio n , are m o n o lo g u es put in the m outh
o f non-hum an, supernatural figures: A rooster, various d em on s and Satan h im self. A s w e
h a ve seen , th ese m o n o lo g u es are replete w ith kabbalistic m otifs, including a rich

Ibid., 30-32.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 142 f., M ajor Trends o f Jewish Mysticism, 273 f. See also: Section 3.4.3., 95 f.
Cf. G. Scholem, M ajor Trends o f Jewish Mysticism, 275,
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dem onology. The creation o f th ese supernatural narrators enabled B a sh ev is to extend the
pow ers o f an “an on ym ou s om n iscien t narrator” b y “a llo w in g h is d em on ic figures to
participate in the action” . It rem ains unclear, h o w ever, w h o is b ein g addressed b y Satan,
by the d em on s or b y the rooster, and all o f th ese m o n o lo g u es rem ain “clo se d ” in form."^^
This problem led B a sh ev is to em p loy on ly hum an narrators in h is later m o n o lo g u es, som e
o f w hich w ill be d iscu ssed b elo w .

8.3. Mystical Motifs in the Short Stories with Anonymous Omniscient Narrators

W hile B a sh e v is d ev elo p ed the m o n o lo g u e form b y introducing various hum an narrators,
he continued to w rite short stories in the third person, told b y an an on ym ou s o m n iscien t
narraior. S o m e o f th ese stories also deal w ith the w orld o f the d em o n s and w ith the
celestial w orld and include so m e interesting Jew ish m ystical m otifs.
O ne story set in the w orld o f the dem ons is
collection rm

px m ’tz?’ ( ‘Shiddah and K u zib a’) in the

Shide is a fem ale d em on sitting w ith her sick ch ild K u zib e by a

subten-anean river. T he child is afraid o f hum an b ein g s and h as nightm ares about them .
H is m other exp lain s to him that hum an b ein g s, w h om sh e calls “DX: po ms7ü "iï77” (G o d ’s
error), o n ly have p o w er on the surface o f the earth and do not tend to disturb the dem on s
living underground."^* In the secon d part o f the story, h ow ever, the tw o dem ons are
disturbed in their abode b y hum an drilling a ctivity in the rock s, underneath w h ich th ey
live. First th ey see ‘pypJlD” (sparks), then broad daylight and e v e n several hum an b ein gs.
K u zile faints and Shide is so frightened that she starts to pray to Satan, to A sh m ed ay and
to Lilith. F in ally she d ecid es to go into “m b)” (e x ile ) and lo o k for so m e ca v es or dark
places o n earth. T he story en d s w ith S h id e’s h o p es for a d em on ic v ersio n o f the End o f

Cf. Ch. Simeruk, ‘Monologue as Narrative Strategy’, in: D.N. Miller (ed.). Recovering the Canon, 106.
‘snmD pxHTW’, in: on
189-194, translated as ‘Shiddah and Kuziba’, in: The Spinoza o f Market Street,
89-96.
on
89 f.
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D a y s, w h en darkness w o u ld w in the last battle and all ligh t w o u ld be ex tin g u ish ed /^
T he story is o n c e again rep lete w ith Jew ish d em o n o lo g y , m entioning Satan, A sh m ed ay
and L ilith and g iv in g a detailed description o f a d em on ’s appearance, a subtle b od y o f
spiderw eb, ch ick en ’s feet, w in g s and horns. The traditional d em o n ic p la ces o f abode are
m en tion ed , both underground and in dark, w a ste and ruined p la ces o n earth. Shida also
refers to the “Km iQ p in Küinn” (“the m aw o f the great abyss”), m entioned in th e Zohar
as the p lace to w h ich d em o n s return o n Shabat, w h en she dream s about the honours
b esto w ed on her husband H urm iz in th is subterranean place.^^ H er husband is said to
study the secret o f silen ce in a d em on ic yeshivah. In con n ection w ith this, the anon ym ou s
narrator o f the story inform s the reader that there are several le v e ls o f silen ce and that

“OK: PK

po rr-'pon l y f ’ (the purpose o f silen ce is G od ), but p'TK o“iyoy'7p p'’'7K ok:”

“TT pK “i!7D’0 (G od H im se lf clim b s m ore and m ore d eep ly into H is o w n S elf), into H is
o w n depth.^*
T his statem ent is based o n the Lurianic id ea o f Zimzum, o f G o d ’s contraction and
w ithdraw al into the depth o f H im se lf prior to the creation o f th e w orld.

T he “iyp:TD” or

“sparks”, intruding the w orld o f the d em on s, are o n ce again an allu sion to the Lurianic
id ea o f the “sparks” o f D iv in e light, scattered during the c o sm ic catastrophe o f the
“breaking o f th e v e sse ls” . T he m o tif is o n ce m ore em p loy ed b y B a sh ev is to express
the idea o f g lim p ses o f redem ptive g o o d appearing in a con text o f darkness and e v il and,
o f course, th e dem on s in h is story are frightenened b y th is appearance.^^
W hile ‘Kn’TlD pK rn’127’ is set in the w orld o f the d em on s, tw o o f B a sh ev is’s short stories,
included in th e c o llectio n

pyorn pDnviyy!D, are set am ong various a n gels in the

celestial w orld: 'DKiyiiK: n ’ (translated as ‘T he W areh ou se’) and ‘riT’TT’ pK

Ibid., 192-194.
Ibid., 192. Cf. G.Scholem, Kabbalah, 323.
DTI
191.
See; Section 3.4.1, 82 f.
” See: Section 3.4.2, 89.
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and Jechidah’).^"^

rhie a ctio n in ‘a K isiiK i ’I ’ tak es p lace in a " n xnyinxi

(celestia l cloak room )

“*7û'>n 'lDlz/137 T’X” (in the first H eaven ), w here naked sou ls are w aitin g to be issu ed w ith
n e w b o d ie s from the an gel “'7XnJQ” . T he sou ls com p lain bitterly about th e unsuitable
b o d ie s that are g iv e n out to them , and about the behaviour o f the resp on sib le a n g e ls/^
T h ey w on d er about G od, w h o rem ains co n sp icu o u sly absent, as on e agn ostic so u l puts
it: “‘.KDU?’: “ly r x xi .jux: x

ibxD nynx ,bo‘>n pyn’Tpx

f v n v nnxi 1 5?” (H e is

su p p o sed to d w ell in the seven th H eaven , but that is quite a distance. H ere H e is
absent.)^^
H ere w e find another parodie referen ce to G o d ’s w ithdraw al in the act o f Zimzum
and th e h id in g o f G o d ’s face, w h ich tim e and again appears in B a sh e v is’s w ritings.
B a sh e v is’s characters tend to express th ou gh ts o f G o d ’s co n cealm en t or absence
in th e fa ce o f suffering or the feelin g o f utter m ea n in g lessn ess. In th is story the feelin g
o f ‘"‘c o sm ic m ea n in g lessn ess” is m ultiplied in a grotesque m anner, sin ce here it is n ot a
hum an character w h o feels e x iled from the celestia l “sou rce o f m ean in g”, but the
inhabitants o f H eaven, w here G od is su p p osed to dw ell.
T he sam e celestia l setting and the sam e sk ep ticism can also be found in B a sh e v is’s
‘nT’H’ fix T m ’. In this story an a gn ostic sou l in a “bD’H” (H ea v en ly p alace) d isb e lie v e s in
G o d and b lasp h em es op en ly. T his fem ale so u l nam ed Y ek h id e is therefore con d em n ed to
lo se her life in H eaven , to be taken aw ay from her b elo v ed Y ok h id and to be send d o w n
to earth. B ut Y ekhide a lso d isb eliev es in earth. A ccord in g to p io u s celestia l teach in g, a
so u l in H ea v en that d ies, is so o n covered w ith a slim y substance called sem en , and g ro w s
into a ch ild in a w o m a n ’s w om b . It has to endure the pain o f birth, grow th and to il and

’I ’, in: p rw j~amrn ps nrim^, 119-130, translated as ‘The Warehouse’, in: The Séance, 125-134;
‘rrrn’ px Tn’’, in: prm pinsrn psn vw vs, 195-207, translated as ‘Jachid and Jechidah’, in: Short Friday, 72-79.
ppiH p jm m psnvw}!B, 119-124.
Ibid., 124.
Cf. G. Farrell, From Exile to Redemption, 26 f.
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purify itself, b efore it is a llo w ed to return to its H eaven ly source. B u t Y ek h id e is
con vin ced that a soul that dies, on ly rots for a short tim e, b efore it disintegrates into
darkness.^* T hus she p lead s w ith the “nnon “iKbû” (an gel o f death), n ot to take her aw ay.
T he an gel o f death tells her that she w ill g et used to life o n earth, w h ich is nothing but
death from a celestia l persp ective. B ut o n earth there is a lso "niTlD" (free w ill). Earthly
existen ce, says the angel o f death, is nothing but a rehabilitation for so u ls that have
transgressed.^^
Y ekhide indeed finds h e r se lf o n earth, h avin g forgotten everything about her life in
H eaven. She m eets a m an nam ed Y okhid, w h o d isb eliev es in sou ls, in G od and in free
w ill. B ut in a dream th ey both return to their H eav en ly sou rce, th ey reco g n ize each
other and realize that there is a G od, that there is a m eaning in creation and that there
is ‘‘m ’rin ,11^^

(cou p lin g, unification, free will).^^

The them e o f

or “free w ill” appears frequently in B a sh e v is’s w ork s and is c lo se ly

connected to L u zzatto’s te le o logica l interpretation o f the L urianic con cep t o f Zimzum, as
explained earlier.^^ In feet, the idea o f Zimzum is ex p licitly m en tion ed at the begin n in g
o f th e story, w here it is co n n ected to the angel Purah, the an gel o f forgetfiiln ess. The
om n iscien t narrator states that sou ls tend to forget their
“i n o n , D IS C ’S r x n m s . n i o - p x p y o ’i x a i o y o i x

(“root” or “sou rce”):
,n rD '» w p o i x b a

ivi , n - n s ”

(Purah, the an gel o f forgetfu ln ess, rules everyw h ere b eyon d the ’Ein-Sof. Purah is
Zimzum, the h iding o f G o d ’s face.).^^
In this story o n ce again w e find an a llu sio n to the idea that the purpose o f G o d ’s
concealm ent in the act o f Zimzum w as free w ill. B ut the statem ent about Purah can also
be understood to sig n ify that the reason, w h y both hum an b ein gs o n earth and sou ls

58
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777W ;-7J7£7J’,7 JID J lV m S , 195 f.
Ibid., 198-200.
Ibid., 201-206.
See: Section 3.4.1, 84-87.
/77’7/f
pD n v m s , 195.
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in H e a v e n exp erien ce G o d ’s w ithdraw al and the hiding o f G o d ’s face, is forgetfu ln ess,
is Tunawareness o f th e ultim ate source o f m eaning. T his is the case w ith Y ek h id e both as
a sjoul in H ea ven and as a hum an bein g o n earth, until her dream h elp s her to reco g n ize
her H ea v en ly origin, the purpose o f G o d ’s creation and the ex isten ce o f free w ill.
In b o th o f th ese stories B a sh ev is em p lo y s traditional Jew ish im ages o f H eaven , including
a n g e ls sin g in g "n'T'W” (the S on g at the S ea),
p e o p le ) sitting in

(cherubs), “D’p’lS ” (righteous

(the garden o f E den / Paradise) and eating

as w e ll as the traditional idea o f the sev en H ea v en s in ' a x in i X )
are inven ted , like the an gels “bx’lJQ” (B e g o d y e l) and

(L eviathan),
S om e o f h is an gels

(M alb u sh yel). O thers are

fam iliar from the traditional J ew ish sources, lik e Purah, the an gel o f forgetfiiln ess and
D u m ah , the an gel o f death, as w e ll as
stories and is referred to in ‘m ’n’ p x T m ’ as

(M etatron), w h o is m entioned in both
(M etatron, the Prince o f

th e Countenance).^^ M etatron has the m ost exalted p o sitio n in Jew ish a n g e lo lo g y and is
frequently m en tion ed in kabbalistic literature. A ccord in g to Likutei ha-Ran (1 3 ^ century),
th e w orld o f the sou ls is su p p osed to correspond to M etatron. A ccord in g to Sefer haTmunah (L em berg, 1 8 96), he “rules from the earth to the h eaven s in their entirety” and
“b rin gs th e sou ls to the b o d y” .^"^
In fact, both stories are built around th e idea o f so u ls in H eav en b ein g g iv e n b od ies and
b ein g sent d o w n to earth. T his idea is also c lo se ly con n ected to the con cep t o f
(transm igration o f the sou l), w h ich is frequently found in kabbalistic sou rces from the
Sefer ha-Bahir onw ards. B o th o f B a sh e v is’s stories em p lo y the kabbalistic id ea o f the
transm igration o f the so u l as a punishm ent for and rectification o f sins co m itted in a
p reviou s ex isten ce. T h ey also include the doctrine o f transm igration into anim als or
plants, advanced by the S afed Kabbalists.^^

Ibid., 126,195.
M. Idel, Studies in Ecstatic Kabbalah, 74, 85. Cf. also: G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 377-381.
;77»7X pim rn pDnrmx}, 125-129,199-201. Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 344-348. See also: Section 5.4.2,169 f.
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B ut although B a sh ev is em p lo y s traditional J ew ish a n g elo lo g y and the fam iliar kabbalistic
con cep t o f the transm igration o f the soul, he subverts the co n ceiv ed ideas o f the celestia l
w orld b y presenting grotesque im ages, such as th e q ueues o f naked sou ls w aitin g for
their b o d ies in a H ea ven ly cloakroom , o f agn ostic so u ls in H ea v en d isb eliev in g in earth,
and o f an ab sen t G od, w h o se very ex isten ce is doubtfiil e v e n to the inhabiteints o f H eaven.
On the other hand, the exp erien ce o f G o d ’s con cealm en t is co n n ected to the idea o f the
prim eval D iv in e act o f Zimzum^ w h o se purpose can be u nderstood to be free w ill. T hus
‘m ’n’ p x Tn""’ en d s w ith Y e k h id e ’s realization that there is a G od, w h o se creation has a
purpose, and that there is free w ill. In ‘nx"iyi“ix:i n ’ the n ew b o d ies g iv en out to the so u ls
correspond exactly to the transgressions that th ey are su p p osed to rectify, w h ich a llo w s
the c o n c lu sio n that there m ust be a H ea v en ly “Dxny'7Xn” (m aster), w h o directs the
procedures w ith w isd o m , although n o -o n e has ever seen H im . T he story ends w ith on e
soul’s p h ilo so p h ica l q u estio n to the an gel B eg o d y el, i f he thinks that the w orld is a
(som eth in g original, un-created, that has a lw a ys ex isted ). B e g o d y e l’s answ er is:
“ .t/7Xayi pbx r x blD’-bD n'”! ” (E verything is p o ssib le to th e Alm ighty.).^^

The three stories w ith an on ym ou s, om n iscien t narrators d iscu ssed so far, are either set
in the celestia l w orld am on g an gels and so u ls or in the w orld o f the dem ons. B u t there
are also several stories, set in our sublunar w orld, w h ich deal w ith the subject o f the
H eavenly spheres, an gels, d em on s and
In B a sh ev is’s

(transm igrated souls).

"i!77’ ( T h e Slaughterer’) the rebe o f T urzysk tells the u n w illin g ritual

slaughterer Y o y n e M eyer that the sou ls o f

(righteous p eop le) px

üDX piyn”

(o ften transm igrate into anim als) and i f the slaughterer k ills th ese anim als in
accordance w ith the halachic regulations, he en ab les the Tikun or redem ption o f th ese

66
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souls.^^ This is, o f course, another example of the Safed Kabbalists’ doctrine o f the
transmigration o f souls into all forms o f existence.
As Yoyne-Meyer becomes more and more disgusted by his profession, he begins to
question the Almighty. He admits that, in order to create the world, the “niD-T’K” ( ’EinSof) had to dim His Divine light, and that there cannot be “m ’na” (free will) without
suffering. But he does not understand, why animals have to suffer, since they do not have
free will.^* Here once again the teleo logical explanation of Zimzum as having occurred
for the sake o f free will is expressed by one of Bashevis’s characters.^^ But this time
Bashevis gives this idea a particular twist by adding a question about the suffering of
those creatures without any free will, the animals.
Disgusted by his work as a ritual slaughterer, Yoyne Meyer tries to find solace in his
studies, but realizes that the Torah is full o f descriptions o f murder and animal sacrifices.
He only finds consolation in the descriptions of the

mabiy” (higher spheres) in

kabbalistic works, like Immanuel Hai Ricchi’s Mishnat Hasidim, Moshe Cordovero’s
Pardes Rimonim, Hayim Vital’s E z Hayim, as well as in the Sefer Yezirah^^ Yoyne
Meyer also enjoys looking at the nocturnal sky. The sight of the glittering stars makes
him realize that above the “n’’'’U?yn D*7lî7” (World of Action, i.e. our sublunar world) there
are higher worlds full o f

nvn

, n ‘’DX'7û”

(angels, seraphs, celestial

wheels, holy creatures) and that in “py-p” (Paradise) the righteous are studying the
secrets o f the Torah and weaving crowns for the Shekhinah. He is convinced that the
nearer one gets to the Throne o f Glory, the brighter is the light and the fewer are the
“ms’Vp” {Klipot)?'
The association o f the nocturnal sky with the higher spheres is already familiar from

'umw TH’, in: 'imn jwdph pDnvmJD, 28; cf. ‘The Slaughterer’, in: The Séance, 18.
ji-jorn pD nrm D , 30.
See: Section 3.4.1, 84-87.
On these works, see: Section 2.5, 46 f.,49, 51.

pvw p;;ürn psurms, 31.
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sev eral o f B a sh e v is’s w ork s, as are the im ages o f the an gels, the righ teou s in Paradise and
the braiding o f crow n s for the ShekhinahJ^ T he Klipot, the forces o f the sitra ’ahra,
form ed from the shards o f the broken “v e sse ls”, according to Lurianic K abbalah, are
a sso cia ted here b y Y o y n e M eyer w ith our sublunar w orld, w h ich he ex p erien ces as a
w orld o f slaughter and o f “n r a m ” (corporeality). B ut it is o n ly by reaching the higher
w orld s after o n e ’s death, that on e can escap e both from corporeality and from the forces
o f evil.^^
T hus Y o y n e M eyer, w h o cannot co p e w ith the su fferin gs o f anim als in our corporeal
w orld , b ec o m e s m ad and fin ally d ies at the end o f the story. B efore he d ies, he a ccu ses
G o d H im se lf o f bein g a

(slaughterer) and a “n'lian-ixba” (an an gel o f death). H e is

co n v in ced that not ev en the M essiah w ill be able to redeem a w orld, w here anim als are
b ein g slaughtered, although th ey all contain a

f IS’3” (a spark o f the D iv in e).

In B a sh e v is’s ‘"lyoTybp "lyü’lü l y f (translated as ‘T he D ead F iddler’), the th em e o f
(transm igrated sou ls) appears a g a i n . I n this story, a you n g girl, nam ed
L ib e Y en tl, is p o ssessed b y a dybbuk, the restless spirit o f a dead m usiciem . W h ile the
girl’s fether, R. Sheftl, and the rabbi o f the to w n try to ex o rcise the dybbuk b y b low in g
the shofar and b y em p loyin g various am ulets and m ystical w ork s, lik e Sefer Yezirah,
Sefer Razi 'el and Tikunei Zohar, a secon d dybbuk enters L ibe Y en tl, th is tim e a fem ale
on e. T he tw o spirits start to argue. T hen th ey plan their w ed d in g. F in ally th ey are
exo rcised . B u t R. Sheftl, h is w ife and L ibe Y en tl die o n e after the other. T he inhabitants
o f th e to w n , w h o try to understand the secret o f th e d em on ic p o sse ssio n , are forced to

See: Section 2.3, 28 f., Section 5.4.2,166-168, Section 6.5,237 f.. Section 8.3,295 f.
liviH 'tiymrn pD n r m s , 31. On the Klipot, see: Section 3.4.2, 87-89. On the association o f our sublunar world
with the world o f the Klipot, see also: Section 5.4.2,168.
jnvH jiyopn psnrwpD, 37,40.
‘"lyntybp -ijra’iD
in: prm jipdpp
209-251, translated as ‘The Dead Fiddler’, in: The Séance,
31-63.
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adm it that H ea ven and earth have conspired that the truth w ill forever be co n ce a le d /^
T his realization is, o f cou rse, c lo se ly con n ected to th e id ea o f G o d ’s w ithdraw al and
co n cealm en t, w h ich cau ses the hum an exp erien ce o f m ean in glessn ess and the
con cealm en t o f truth.
In “ruinn f "ixniz? n ’ ( ‘T he B la ck W ed d in g’) generations o f the fam ily o f the rebe o f
iiy p iv s (p o ssib ly the U krainian IJ|HBKa across the P o lish border) are torm ented b y
d em on s, w h o seem to be reven gin g the exo rcism o f a dybbuk b y R abbi A m N a fto le ’s
grandfather. W hen the rabbi, w h o w as experim enting w ith practical K abbalah, fin ally
d ies, h is daughter H indele is m arried o f f to a d ivorced m an, w h o m sh e p erceiv es as a
dem on.

B u t although B a sh ev is o n ce again em p loy s id eas about Jew ish dem on o lo gy,

d em on ic p o sse ssio n and the d efen ce against d em on s w ith the help o f Sefer Yezirah and
various am ulets, H in d ele’s p erception o f the surrounding w orld as b eing inhabited b y ev il
forces can also be understood in psychiatric term s.
W hile the reality o f the dem on s in ‘m inn

n ’ rem ains am b igu ou s, the dem on in the

story ‘x r a n n p x y'7yT’’ü ’ (translated as ‘T aib ele and H er D e m o n ’) is clearly a hum an
b ein g, the assistant teacher E lkhonen, w h o p o ses as the d em on H urm iza, in order to
sed u ce the deserted w ife Taybele.^^
T here are a fe w m ore short stories w ith anonym ous, om n iscien t narrators in the v olu m e
DD

w h ich contain Jew ish m ystical referen ces, in particular ‘x n r n i IZ/3X bï7 X*?’ ( ‘I

P lace M y R elian ce o n N o M an’) and

(M ishnah).^^ T he stories S73‘’'’bp n ’

‘"iy*7"iyt3DiU7 ( ‘T he L ittle S h oem ak ers’) and ‘nnüWD T”T

(translated as: ‘J o y ’) have

already b een referred to, in co n n ectio n w ith the them e o f con cealm en t and revelation.^®

ppm
p sn vm zt, 209-251.
‘nnnn p t n w
in a? '?9SV, 301-309, translated as ‘The Black Wedding’, in: The Spinoza o f Market Street,
25-35.
‘xrnnrj px y‘7yT’D’, in: ppm pyoJM p sn p m w , 73-88, translated as ‘Taibele and Her Demon’, in: Short Friday,
9-19.
‘ias’m
*757 xb"’, in: on b9m, 256-264, translated as ‘I Place My Reliance on No Man’, in: Short Friday,
174-182; ‘niuWD’ in: on '?9m, 265-274.
See: Section 3.4.1, 83 f.
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The aipocalyptic tale

ly i' (translated as ‘The Gentleman from Cracow’) has also

been mentioned earlier, in connection with the concept of Tikun.^^

8.4. M ystical Motifs in the Hasidic Monologues

The last category o f Bashevis’s short stories, which has to be considered in this context,
are the monologues of various hasidic speakers, since they contain a number of Jewish
mystical motifs. In fact, over the years Bashevis developed the monologue technique in
his hasidic tales, turning from the “closed” monologue of the young hasid Borekh
Rakhever, telling the story o f his father-in-law, a former mitnaged who became a hasid,
in the story ‘nsy n ’ (‘A Piece o f Advice’), to several tales, consisting of a series of three
monologues, after which each of the narrators hears the reactions of the other two.*^
There are three such hasidic tales, which include the monologues of the same three
narrators. These are

" i f (‘Three Tales’), ‘p n x ]“iî7ürn ]1S

(‘Stories from

Behind the Stove’) and ‘iM a ’ (‘Errors’).*^ Each of the three speakers in these stories,
Zalmen Glezer, R. Leyvi-Yitskhok Amshinover and Meyer Tumtum, is characterized by
a unique style o f language. The series o f three monologues are set within the frame of
a gathering of these men in the Radzymin hasidic shtibl, introduced by an anonymous
narrator who, as Chone Shmeruk puts it, conjurs up an “authentic picture of the
development and spread o f the Hassidic tale”.*"^
The earliest o f these tales is

which Bashevis dedicated to Am Tseytlin.*^

During a gathering in the Radzymin shtibl, Zalmen Glezer tells a story about his
encounter with a sorcerer, from whom he only managed to escape on account o f a ‘y’ap’
See: Section 3.4.3,97 f.
‘nsy
in: on
44-50, translated as ‘A Piece o f Advice’, in: The Spinoza o f Market Street, 135-144.
Cf. Ch. Shmeruk, ‘Monologue as Narrative Strategy’, in: D.N. Miller (ed.). Recovering the Canon, 111.
" ‘nTWim ’.m ’, in:
irr, 136-150, translated as ‘Three Tales’, in: Short Friday, 137-149; piyarn t o riTwyn’
‘Tn’iK, in: p ivs p yo rn pDnvmx), 7-25, reprinted in:
ly i, 151-166, translated as: ‘Stories from behind the
Stove’, in: A Friend o f Kafka, 61-76; ‘i r m ’, in:
ij/7 ,167-179, translated as ‘Errors’, in: Passions and
Other Stories, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1975,43-55.
Cf. Ch. Shmeruk, ‘Monologue as Narrative Strategy’, in: D.N. Miller (ed.), Recovering the Canon, 111.
‘TiTWim ’.m ’ was first published in op?
»7, 50 (1964), 282-292.
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(an amulet) from the magid o f Kozienice. R. Leyvi-Yitskhok tells the assembled
company about a young man who could appear at two places at the same time. No
amulets could help against this black magic.

Meyer, the eunuch, finally tells the tale of

a a child, who grew too fast. They named the child “s p ir” (Aramaic: “suckling”) after a
similar case in the Zohar. Before the boy was two years old, he studied the Talmud. At
five he already had a long beard and studied kabbalistic works such as the Tikunei Zohar
and the ‘Ez Hayim, as well as the Sefer Yezirah. The child was married to a girl of
fourteen, but died three months after the wedding as an old man. Meyer Tumtum explains
that this child was a

(transmigrated soul) of a saint. The rebe of Warka had

revealed that it was supposed to become the Messiah, but that Satan had interfered.
Meyer concludes his story by saying that sometimes a soul is sent down to earth
“T’üi 1171

T.’TIpnB f'?*

Dxn” (which has to repair everything quickly). He says

that mistakes can only be corrected in our sublunar world, which he thinks is the
“ms’bpn obiy” (world o f the Klipot), but also the

Dbiy” (world of cosmic

restoration).*^
In this story Bashevis once again employs the motif o f the gilgul, as well as the Lurianic
concept o f Tikun. Like Yoyne Meyer in ‘ümu71371% Meyer Tumtum experiences our
sublunar world as a world o f the Klipot. But unlike him, he also knows that in accordance
with Lurianic Kabbalah, the concluding actions in the process of Tikun are reserved to the
activities o f human beings in our imperfect world.**
In ‘pvix p37ü]"'n pS nriZ7375% the second series o f tales narrated by these three men in the
Radzymin shtibl, Zalmen Glezer tells the story of a storehouse, which disappeared and
reappeared to the greatest dismay o f the enlightened men in the shtetl.^^ R. LeyviYitskhok tells his two companions about the rebe of Kapelnice, to whom he used to travel
1V7, 139-145.
Ibid., 146-150.
Cf. G. Scholem, Kabbalah, 142 f.
;77’7Af p w r n vsnrmvD, 8-13. The story was first published in ü'>'>pmvibip ’7, 66 (1969), 18-28.
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with his father. After the rebe had died, the narrator was praying with a group o f hasidim
and had the feeling that he could hear the droning o f souls, asking the Creator, for how
long the

(darkness of Egypt) had to last and for how long the
(sparks o f holiness) had to remain captured among the Klipot. It is at this point

that the rebe appeared to his hasidim.
Meyer Tumtum’s response is that death does not really exist, since everything is a
“’pyoa pf7H.

(part of God above). The soul never dies and the body never really lives.

He then proceeds to tell about his own initiation to Kabbalah. When he was sixteen, he
began to study kabbalistic works, like the Zohar, the Pardes Rimonim, the ‘E z Hayim and
the Mishnat Hasidim. He also asked a Babylonian Jew, who was visiting his shtetl at the
time, to teach him practical Kabbalah. The Babylonian miracle worker left him with a
book o f spells, “mmD” (religious intentions) and

(combinations o f letters).

But when Meyer tried to conjure up an angel, a “üiü’SK'?” (minor demon) appeared
instead. Not being able to get rid o f the demon, Meyer escaped to Xhsyeshivah o f his rebe
in Parczew, taking the Sefer Yezirah with him for the sake o f protection, and he remained
there for twenty years.^^ In response to Meyer’s story, Zalmen Glezer asks him, why God
created the evil hosts in the first place, and Meyer explains that this was for the sake
of “m ’nn” (free will). He also mentions a comment by the Babylonian Jew that, when
“■
’129-Dipü X

p x ]V '\m

T’T ÜXH T O -p x “1Ï77”

( ’Ein-Sof contracted Himself

and left an empty space), a “ny:n\l7a” (craziness) arose. The Klipah is crazy and our
D*7iy”

is nothing more than a madhouse.^^

Meyer Tumtum’s monologue is replete with mystical motifs. Several kabbalistic works
are mentioned explicitly. When Meyer tells his friends about his desire to study practical
Kabbalah, he refers to some o f the same experiments, which appear frequently in
90

;77*7X PJ/ÜJV7 77*7nvmvü, 14-19. On the “sparks o f holiness” being captured among the Klipot, see: Section 3.4,2,
89.
777»7X iiPDPn 77£7
20-24.
Ibnd., 24 f.
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Bashevis’s works, the tapping o f wine from the wall and the transformation into a
(someone who sees, but is not seen). The power o f language to create
living beings is mentioned, as is the protective quality o f Sefer Yezirah.^^ Meyer
Tumtum’s explanation for the creation o f the forces o f evil for the sake o f free will is
again connected to the teleological explanation of Zimzum?^ In feet, the Divine act of
Zimzum is referred to explicitly and given a grotesque twist by the statement that the
creation of an empty space during the process o f Zimzum, led to the rise o f craziness in
our world.
The third story with the same trio o f narrators is called

(‘Errors’).^^ At first

Zalmen Glezer tells the story o f a member o f the Czarist family who made a mistake in
the name o f an angry Polish nobleman with catastrophic consequences.^^ This is followed
by R. Leyvi-Yitskhok’s tale o f a rich man in Szczebrzeszyn, who was tormented by
demons that had power over his house on account o f a serious mistake in all o f his
mezuzot. The famous scribe, who had written the mezuzot, was a secret Shabbatean and
he had replaced the letter

in the phrase “inx 'n” (The Eternal is One) with the letter

“"i”, so that it read “"inx 'n”. (The Eternal is another one).^^
This tale testifies to the belief in the inherent mystical power of the Hebrew language,
especially of holy names, which is frequently upheld by characters in Bashevis’s works.^^
It also refers to the belief o f radical Shabbateans after Shabbatai Zvi’s apostasy that
the Messiah was not going to come, before the generation had become
(completely guilty), and who therefore tried to lead Jews to commit all kinds of
transgressions. 99

See: Section 3.2, 66-70, Section 6.3.1, 205 f. and 6.4.2, 220 f.
See: Section 3.4.1, 84-87.
‘i r m ’ was first published in ODivnisS, 10 and 11 November 1972.
1V7, 167-170.
Ibid., 170-174.
See: Section 3.2, 66 f., 70 f.. Section 4.4.2,139 f.
1V7, 173. See: Section 3.5, 108-110.
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The series of stories about mistakes is concluded by Meyer Tumtum, who tells the tale
o f the rabbi o f Belczow, the head o f diyeshivah, who hesitantly decided to publish a
religious work in his old age, but was afraid of possible mistakes in his work. He
therefore revised the work together with his best student, whom he also sent to Warsaw
to supervise the process o f printing. But despite all o f this care, the rabbi found a serious
printing error and in his anger he told his student to become a shoemaker instead o f a
rabbi. The student took the rabbi by his word and and learned the craft of shoemaking.
Much later, when the rabbi had died and his student had become the new rabbi and head
o f the yeshivah, he told all o f his students to leam a trade. At this point, Zalmen Glezer
comments that something good came out o f this mistake, and Meyer Tumtum responds
with the statement, quoted at the beginning of this chapter, that in reality there are no
mistakes, since everything comes from the ’Ein-Sof. There are such worlds, he says,
where all mistakes return to the truth.
Meyer’s response here is very similar to his statement in ‘pvix pyürn p5

that

there is no death, since everything is part of God. It is an expression o f the hasidic
teaching o f God’s immanence in the world, which is also expressed by Bashevis’s father
in mow pi-n^n

The idea o f worlds, where all mistakes will return to the truth,

is another very original expression o f the concept of Tikun.
Three other stories consist o f monologues of principal speakers, set within a frame,
which describes a gathering o f men in a hasidic shtibl. In

nvi’ (T he Recluse’) a

young man named Nakhmen tells the story of how he became a recluse after his bitter
disappointment with the head o f his yeshivah, whom he had considered to be a px px)”
‘“ n riD ’a (genius and hidden s a i n t ) . I n ‘ü D x n y m ’n x p x n rü 7 3 z n ’ (translated as: T he

1 V 7 , 174-179.

mnn;
1102

62. See: Section 1 ,1 5 ,1 9 f.
1V7,194-210, especially 208. ‘unis l y i ’ was first published in ü'>’>pviin iio ’7, 75 (1972), translated as
‘The Recluse’, in: A Crown o f Feathers and Other Stories, New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1974, 224239.
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Blizzard’) Bendet tells three stories to two men in the Turzysk hasidic shtibl in Bilgoraj.
The first person narrator of the frame story, a young boy, is also among his listeners. This
boy can easily be identified with Yitskhok Zinger in his youth.

None o f these stories

contains any significant kabbalistic references other than the mystical works that are
mentioned.
In the third of these stories, a hasidic tale entitled
kabbalistic references can be found.

(The Androgyne), several

During a gathering o f hasidim, R. Leyzer Valden,

an old “l ’on lypsxp” (Kock hasid), tells the story o f R. Motele, the rebe of Parczew,
and his union with an androgyne. R. Motele was a widower, who had never remarried. He
was only interested in his Torah studies and his quarrels with the Almighty, while his
court was declining and falling to pieces. The androgyne, named Shevakh, had come to
the area from the big city, where she had been discovered by a merchant’s son, who was
impressed by her erudition and wanted to marry her. But when he found out that she was
an androgyne, he divorced her immediately and she went to Parczew, where she was
welcomed by the rebe. At first R. Motele took her on as his
married her. She

(beadle), then he

üxn” (distributed the remnants of her meal) like a rebe

and danced with the hasidim, just like Hodl, the daughter of the Baal Shem Tov. On
account of R. Motele’s union with Shevakh, his court began to flourish again and when
he died, Shevakh published all his writings.
The hasid, who tells this tale, comments on the phenomenon o f the androgyne, stating
that in the same way that “mi’nn
the soul, and that there are, in fact

üxn qn nizf’ (the body has both genders), so does
570*79X1)” (twin souls). He also says that

1:77,211-229. ‘DDiqijram x px nr^ZD’ was first published in
»7, 78 (1973), translated as
‘The Blizzard’, in: A Crown o f Feathers, 63-79.
The Ma ‘avar-Yabok and the Reshit Hokhmah in ‘i&nis 1V7’,
lirr, 196, 210 and the ‘Ez tfayim in
‘üDXJiiTüJ'm X px nriiT/a’,
ij/7 ,211.
‘o m m a x ’ was written especially for Chone Shmeruk’s anthology o f Bashevis’s short stories,
ly i
;m?7^”y7iZ7V7y7jy ps, Jerusalem: Magnes, 1975,180-193.
titzscr 1^7,191-193.
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according to kabbalistic literature, the “mfipl

miDT "(IDnrna” (category o f masculinity

and femininity) can be found in every human b e i n g . R . Leyzer’s comments are based
on a talmudic idea, which was developed in later kabbalistic writings. According to a
talmudic passage, also quoted by Rashi, the primeval Adam was created as a two-faced
androgynous being that was later separated. This is inferred from the verse in Gen 1, 27,
in which it is stated that God created “DTK” (Adam / the first human being) in God’s
image, using the singular form “imx” (him), followed by the statement that God created
“Dmx” (them) male and female, using the plural form.^^* In Lurianic Kabbalah, Dix”
“pu^xin (the first human being) “on the anthropological plane” corresponds to “pDlp DIX”
(the primordial Adam), consisting o f both male and female Sfirot, on the Divine plane.
Adam’s sin and subsequent fall on the human plane repeats the breaking o f the “vessels”
assigned to the Sfirot o f the Divine ’A dam Kadmon, as a result of which “none of the
worlds is located in its proper place”. The crucial point in the Lurianic discussions is that
it is also up to human beings to conclude the subsequent process of cosmic restoration or
Tikun, which was already begun by Divine “supernal lights”.
R. Leyzer is, of course, fully aware o f these kabbalistic ideas. His statements imply that
the “original ideal o f Creation” in the first androgynous Adam repeats itself in another
androgyne. Shevakh with her androgynous body and spiritually whole “HDW] î7ü*79Xü”
(twin soul) therefore has enormous potential for “spiritual recuperation”.*^®Her union
with R. Motele is a vision o f Tikun, beginning with a restoration of the hasidic
community in Parczew, which is both physical and spiritual. R. Leyzer speaks of their
union as being one o f “DTDm

,nr]nii” (spirituality, not corporeality) and compares

it, very appropriately, to the “'7D’n px D’iiVï” (couplings in Heaven), referred to in the

Ibid., 189 f.
Gen 1, 27 and Rashi ad locum, cf. also b Berakhot 61a, b Ketuvot 8a and b Eruvin 18a.
Cf. G.Scholem, Kabbalah, 142 f.; M ajor Trends in Jewish Mysticism, 279 f ; The Messianic Idea in Judaism,
46 f.
Cf. J. Sherman, ‘What’s Jews? Isaac Bashevis S'mger'sAndroygenus’, in: Prooftexts, 14:2 (May 1994), 178.
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kabbalistic literature.^

Until R. Motele's death, his union with Shevakh is filled with a

great “nnati7” (joy) in serving the Almighty and with a “mnn” (bliss), which can only be
derived from the “□’’IT’'?!? mobiy” (higher spheres).

Unfortunately, R. Motele’s writings,

which Shevakh published after his death, shared the same fate as R. Motele, as R. Leyzer
says, they remained concealed. In his concluding statements, R. Leyzer implicitly
compares human greatness, which remains concealed, such as R. Motele’s and
Shevakh’s, with God’s light, which has remained concealed since the first Divine act
of Zimzum: n

u'pxi'i

D x n D xn p a x x i p i r t 'o .p s y n r a

own

ynTK kt piyt'o”

b x a p v t t p ’T ia o x n o - 'i i n x t p i y r ’o . m ’n a

“.■’■’Tp a D37T“iyp'’r '’n p^x ,pyn ■
”T (There are such lights, as have to remain concealed.
If not, free will would cease to exist. There are such couples, as never need to copulate.
There are truths, which, the clearer they become, the less one sees them.)^*^

8.5. Conclusion

Just like Bashevis’s four major novels from the years 1933-1961, discussed in the course
o f this study, several o f his short stories are replete with Jewish mystical motifs. After
briefly discussing the question o f Bashevis’s use of Jewish mysticism in his later fiction
in general, this chapter has focused on mystical motifs in his short fiction, both earlier
and later. The discussion has concentrated on material published in the four collections o f
Bashevis’s short fiction in Yiddish book form between 1943 and 1975.
There are different categories o f Bashevis’s short stories, stories with a third-person
omniscient narrator and various kinds o f monologue. The monologues can be divided
into those told by supernatural figures and those told by a variety o f human narrators. In
this chapter different mystical motifs in three categories of Bashevis’s short stories have

7V7, 191.
Ibid., 192.
Ibid., 193.
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been identified, in the monologues o f supernatural narrators, in the short stories with
anonymous omniscient narrators and in the hasidic monologues.
Several o f Bashevis’s short stories represent written monologues of supernatural figures,
like various demons or the Evil One himself. These monologues employ a rich
demonology and popular images o f the punishment of the sinners in Gehenna, as they
can be found in various ethical works, written under Lurianic influence. The monologues
of the Evil One also include several interesting characterizations of Satan and insights
into the tricks he plays upon human beings, employing a considerable degree of
kabbalistic terminology. The demonic narrators of two spoken monologues,
(‘The Mirror’) and

(‘The Last Demon’), are far less malign, speaking in

the style o f a “]n7D” (wedding jester), combined with the language of religious learning.
The two monologues again make use of Jewish demonology, but ‘f

ntl^yü’ also

employs profound mystical motives based on the linguistic cosmology o f Sefer Yezirah,
as explained previously.

The supernatural narrator of the last story of this genre, the

rooster in ‘ipnypip’ (‘Cockadoodledoo’), also alludes to the mystical linguistic theory of
Sefer Yezirah, when he refers to the Heavenly

In addition to this, the Zoharic

idea o f the “xwnp Xlin” or “sacred marriage” and the Lurianic concept o f Tikun, replete
with its sexual imagery, are employed and transplanted into the imaginary world o f a
rooster.
Among Bashevis’s short stories with an anonymous omniscient narrator there is one story
set in the world o f demons, and there are two set in the world of angels. In these stories
Bashevis employs a rich Jewish demonology and angelology respectively. In addition to
this, in the stories with a celestial setting he employs familiar kabbalistic ideas about
“'PDbl”, i.e. the transmigration o f souls as a means of rectifying sins committed in a
previous life. But he subverts the traditional images o f the demonic and celestial worlds

See; Section 3.3, 78-81.
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by describing human life on earth from the perspective of demons and of souls in Heaven
respectively. In the two stories with a celestial setting he also presents grotesque images
of chaos, confusion and meaninglessness, caused by the Heavenly souls’ and angels’
experience o f a God who remains conspicuously absent, even in the very Heaven, where
He is supposed to dwell. God’s concealment, however, is explicitly connected to the
Lurianic idea of Zimzum, whose purpose, in accordance with Luzzatto’s teleological
explanation is said to be free will.'^^ Questions concerning the concept o f Zimzum and
free will, as well as the idea o f the transmigration of the soul into all forms o f existence
also feature in Bashevis’s ‘ümu; "lyi’. This is supplemented by the unwilling ritual
slaughterer’s thoughts about our corporeal world as the world o f the Klipot and his
longing for the higher spheres. In several other stories demons, dybbuks and
(transmigrated soul) are mentioned. However, the substantiality of Bashevis’s demons
and dybbuks remains ambiguous and in some stories their appearance can clearly be
understood in psychological terms.
One further category of Bashevis’s short stories, which is replete with Jewish mystical
motifs, is his series of hasidic monologues. There are three hasidic tales told by the same
trio o f narrators during gatherings at the Radzymin Msidic shtibl. They include tales of
supernatural occurances,

the activities of demons, protection from demons by

means of amulets, the inherent power of the Hebrew letters, especially o f holy names,
Shabbatean activities, black magic and practical Kabbalah. The tales of Meyer Tumtum
are particularly frill of mystical motifs and kabbalistic terminology. He tells his
companions about his own initiation to practical Kabbalah, but also utters profound and
sometimes very unusual thoughts about craziness arising as a consequence o f the Divine
act of Zimzum and o f the process o f Tikun, during which all mistakes will return to the
truth. Three more o f Bashevis’s hasidic monologues are set within a frame story o f a

See Section 3.4.1, 84-87
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gathering o f men in a hasidic shtibl, one o f them narrated by a young boy, who can be
identified with Yitskhok Zinger in his youth. The latest of Bashevis’s hasidic tales, which
was included in his 1975 collection

11/7, the story ‘D iriinix’ (The Androgyne),

presents a vision o f Tikun in the highly unusual union o f the old rebe R. Motele with an
androgyne. The enormous potential o f the androgyne as a spiritual descendant of the
androgynous ' ' p w x i n D IX ” (the first human being), corresponding to the “ p D l p D i x ” (the
primordial Adam) on the Divine plane, however, is not recognized by the more mundane
hasidim and her greatness, like that o f R. Motele, remains as concealed as God’s light
after the Divine act o f Zimzum.
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8. Conclusion
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' abw3i afl
LET NONE ATTEMPT TO FORCE THE LORD ; TO END
OUR PAIN WITHIN THE WORLD : THE MESSIAH
WILL COME IN GOD’S OWN TIME : AND FREE
MEN OF DESPAIR AND CRIME : THEN DEATH
WILL PUT AWAY HIS SWORD : AND SATAN
DIE ABJURED, ABHORRED : LILITH WILL
VANISH WITH THE NIGHT ; THE
EXILE END AND ALL BE LIGHT :
AMEN SELAH :

CONCLUDED AND DONE ^

The words of this short poem, written in a stylized archaic Yiddish, are the concluding
words of Bashevis’s first novel "1X7 ps pW lÿi. They call to mind a significant theme
in Bashevis’s works, the theme o f Jewish messianism, the experience o f exile and the hope
for redemption. Redemption is understood in both historical terms, bringing an end to the
exile o f the Jewish people, and in mystical terms, bringing an end to the exile o f the
Shekhinah, who is referred to explicitly in the Yiddish original. After exposing the
excesses and the failure o f Shabbatean messianism in ”1X? ps

1J77, Bashevis presents

' " iw
lüW ly?, 189.
^ Satan in Goray, 159. Jacob Sloan’s version o f this poem captures the meaning o f the Yiddish original, although
it is obviously not an exact translation.
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the traditional Jewish hope for messianic redemption at the end of the novel, as well as the
the traditional view that one should not anger God, as it is expressed in the Yiddish,
implying that one should not attempt to force God to bring the Messiah, as it is spelled out
in the English translation.
In addition to Jewish messianism, Jewish magic and superstition is one o f the major
themes in Bashevis’s works. References to magical and superstitious practices, as well as
to the belief in demons and dybbuks can frequently be found in Bashevis’s short stories.
Examples o f this are the stories

"lyü’iü

and ‘nnnn pxniz;

as well as the

hasidic monologues ‘nrtz/yn ? i i ’, ‘prix piyürn pô nrtyizü’ and ‘ppn:’.^ From the four
novels discussed in this study the theme o f Jewish magic and superstition is most
prominent in Bashevis’s two seventeenth century novels

ps pW IVI and DDVp lj/7.

In both novels it forms part o f the ethnographic background o f seventeenth century shtetl
life, exemplified in the shtetlekh o f Goraj and Pilica respectively. It is also closely
connected in both novels to the practices o f the Shabbatean movement, whose followers
are described as employing Shabbatean amulets and occupying themselves with practical
K abbalah.In Bashevis’s late nineteenth-century novel

pD

the

magician Yasha Mazur dreams o f employing practical Kabbalah for his magical
performances.^ In the early twentieth-century family saga

»7 Bashevis

presents a variety o f characters, some o f them modem, enlightened Jews, some o f them
very traditional hasidic and mitnagdic characters. Among his traditional characters there
are many who are described as employing Jewish mystical works for magical and
superstitious purposes.^
All the Jewish magical and superstitious activities described in Bashevis’s works testify

^ See: Section 8.3, 299 f., Section 8.4, 301-305.
^
;vc pu; lyr, 78, 8 1 ,1 1 9 ,1 6 0 ; WDmp iv i, 278 f.
^ Vbnb pD iVDms2ip 1V7, 72,74.
^ DspunDiP^mD »7, 29,129, 412. See: Section 5.4.1, 162-165.
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to the belief in the power of the letters o f the Hebrew alphabet, by means o f which the
universe was created, according to the cosmogony of the Sefer YezirahJ Creation and
language, the central idea o f the Sefer Yezirah, is another major theme in Bashevis’s
works. While in

7Vf

iv i the Sefer Yezirah is merely employed for magical

purposes by followers o f the Shabbatean movement, in

>7 the central

idea o f the Sefer Yezirah, the creation of the universe out o f the letters of the Hebrew
alphabet, is a significant underlying theme of the novel. ^ The Hebrew letters are
associated with the light o f the stars in the nocturnal sky, testifying to the majesty o f God’s
creation, and with the light o f fire, testifying to the power of the words of the Hebrew
Bible and other Jewish texts to sustain Jews, at least spiritually, in times of calamity.^ In
Bashevis’s tODmp ij/7 the beauty o f creation is a major theme, and at one point the majesty
of the nocturnal sky is likewise associated with Hebrew letters and sacred names.
But the most interesting expression o f the central idea o f Sefer Yezirah can be found in
pD

1^7, where Bashevis links the artist-magician to the Creator-God, who

can be understood as the archetypal artist and writer, having formed the universe out of
endless combinations o f the Hebrew alphabet.

This parallel has significant implications

for the Yiddish writer Bashevis, who employs his own artistic skills to create fictional
worlds by means o f endless combinations o f the Hebrew alphabet in the Yiddish
language.F urther allusions to this idea can be found in the short story

ntz/izü’,

in which the narrator, the last surviving Jewish demon after the Holocaust, who sustains
himself on Yiddish books, bears a clear resemblance to the author, who in his own
Yiddish writings recreates the Polish-Jewish life, which has been destroyed.

^ See: Section 3.2, 67; Section 3.3, 74 f.
*
7’X p w 1V7, 81,160; mpmm jri-'XiHS ’7 , 11 f., 68, 294-298, 320, 351, 757 f.
^ Ibid. See also: Section 3.3,76-78.
ÜDV2P 1V7, 190.
" vbmb p5 lÿDHSwp 177, 64 f., 92. See: Section 6.3.1, 204-209. See also: Section 3.3, 75 f.
See: Section 3.3, 74-76, 80.
See: Section 3.3, 78-80.
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Apart from the central idea on the creation o f the world in Sefer Yezirah, various motifs
and themes can be found in Bashevis’s works, which are connected to the Lurianic
doctrine of creation. As mentioned on various occasions, several o f Bashevis’s characters
experience God in the two extremes o f concealment and of revelation in creation. The
experience of God’s concealment is closely connected to the Lurianic concept of Zimzum,
the Divine act o f withdrawal and contraction preceding the Divine act of emanation.
The two characters, to whom these two extreme experiences o f the Divine are most
prominently ascribed, are Yasha Mazur in

JID

These two characters, as well as Arele in
Komorow in

lÿ i

and Yankev in

ü^p^iX)

’7,

the rehe of

I’’’’! nixYü’ and Yoyne-Meyer in 'um w “IS?7’, also express a particular

interpretation of the Lurianic concept o f Zimzum, namely a teleological explanation, which
was developed in the writings o f Moshe Hayim Luzzatto. This teleological understanding
on the part of Bashevis’s characters finds its expression in the statement that the Divine act
of Zimzum, which made the existence o f evil possible, had to occur for the sake o f free
will.^^
However, the formation o f the Klipot, the forces o f evil, only came about as a result o f the
second stage in the Lurianic doctrine o f creation, the Divine act of emanation, during
which the “breaking o f the vessels” occurred. In Bashevis’s writings these two distinctive
stages are often conflated by his characters and a teleological interpretation is given for
both. This is the case with Yasha in
Arele in

’7.

Rabbi Dan in

JJD D ^ D H D W l p 1S 77,
’7

Yankev in ü D S 7 ]p 1 V 7 and

only expresses a teleological

explanation of the formation o f the Klipah, saying that its purpose is

(free will).^^

In addition to this several references to the Klipot as the forces of evil can be found
throughout Bashevis’s works, as well as several mock allusions to the “breaking o f the

16

See; Section 6.3.1, 204-209; Section 6.3.2, 209-211; Section 7.5.1, 254-262.
See: Section 3.4.1, 84-87; Section 8.3, 297 f.
See: Section 3.4.2, 87-91.
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v e sse ls”, particularly in co n n ectio n w ith R ek h ele in

ps pW

A nother recurrent

im age in B a sh e v is’s w ork s is the im age o f “lypnô” or “sparks” o f light in co n tex ts o f either
p h ysical or m etaphorical darkness, alluding to the “n irn p l m s is ’!” or “sparks o f h o lin ess”
scattered throughout the universe during the co sm ic incident o f the “breaking o f the
v e sse ls” and a lso captured am ong the Klipot, the dark forces o f the sitra ’ahra. T hese
“sparks” o f redem ptive g o o d in co n tex ts o f darkness and e v il can be found in a ll the four
o f B a sh e v is’s n o v e ls d iscu ssed here, as w e ll as in so m e o f h is short sto ries/^ T h ey appear
m ost abundantly in

»7 and in p^m^ pD

11/7. In the latter th ey form

part o f a carefully d esig n ed pattern, w h ich accom p an ies the m ain character’s jou rn ey both
back to h im se lf and to h is h idden G od and leads to h is return to Judaism .
T he last stage in the L urianic doctrine o f creation, “pp’D”, the co sm ic restoration o f the
universe to its origin ally intended state o f harm ony, w h ich it never en joyed sin ce the
“breaking o f the v e s se ls ” is lik e w ise referred to in B a sh e v is’s w orks. T he com p letion o f
Tikun en com p asses b oth m essian ic redem ption, the end o f the historical e x ile o f the p eo p le
o f Israel, and the end o f the m yth ical e x ile o f the Shekhinah and her reunification w ith the
rest o f the G odhead. In B a sh e v is’s w ritin gs variou s characters express th e h op e for Tikun
and the im portance o f hum an action s tow ard s the co m p letio n o f this p rocess. Such is the
case for exam ple w ith th e o ld B ialod rew n a rebe in üîtpWü

>7, w ith Y ash a in

p^nû pD litDStûWlp 11/7, w ith Y an k ev in DDPJp 11/7, as w e ll as w ith M eyer T um tum in

‘nvtz/ya T‘11’.^®
B ut in m ost o f B a sh e v is’s w o rk s th is hop e for redem ption rem ains u n fu lfilled . In
”1 ^ ps

11/7 B a sh ev is e v e n p resents tw o extrem e experim ents to bring about

redem ption b y force. B o th exp erim en ts are carried out w ithin the fram ew ork o f the

See: Section 3.4,2, 90-92; Section 4,4.2, 138-142.
See; Section 3,4.2, 88 f., 92 f,; Section 4.4.2,145-147; Section 5.4.4, 176-186; Section 6.4,215-233;
Section 7.5.2,264-268; Section 8.3, 292 f. ; Section 8.4, 302 f.
See: Section 6.4, 215-233.
See: Section 3.4.3,93-96; Section 6.5, 236-238; Section 7.5.3, 272; Section 8.4, 301 f.
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Shabbatean m essian ic m ass m ov em en t, and both have catastrophic consequences.^^ In
the short story

“l y s i p 1V1\ h ow ever, w e find on e o f B a sh e v is’s rare v isio n s

o f Tikun. In this story the u n ion o f S h m u el-L ey b ele and S h osh e o n Shabat o n the hum an
plane c o m es to reflect the

or “sacred m arriage” o n the D iv in e plane.^^

T he on ly longer w ork o f B a sh ev is, in w h ich a v isio n o f Tikun is presented as a real
p o ssib ility is

Iÿ7. In this w ork the story o f true lo v e b etw een Sore/W anda and

Y an k ev is also fraught w ith a llu sio n s to the

xnrT” b etw een the Shekhinah and

her m ale partner w ith in the G odhead, exp ressin g a v isio n o f redem ption, o f an end
to the ex ile o f b oth the com m unity o f Israel and the ShekhinahP

T his lead s us back to the p oem , cited at the begin n in g o f this co n clu sio n , w ith w h ich
B a sh e v is’s

l^i is brought to a clo se, w h ich a lso exp resses the h op e for

redem ption and for an end to the ex ile. T his h op e for redem ption is exp ressed in on e
w a y or another at the end o f m any o f B a sh e v is’s w ritings.
In the ep ilogu e o f üDÿ2p ij/7 a beautiful v isio n o f red em p tion is presented in the m iraculous
reu n ification o f Y a n k ev and S ore after their death, through w h ich the sanctity o f their
“sacred m arriage” is confirm ed. B y contrast, the ep ilo g u e o f

pD D^DSüWlp i^i is

h igh ly ironical. T he solu tion to the m a g icia n ’s dilem m a and h is particular v ersio n o f a
return to Judaism rem ains h ig h ly am b igu ou s, w h ich w e m ay sa fely assu m e to be p erfectly
intentional. H o w ever, Y asha also exp resses h is h op e for redem ption and is presented as
b ein g sincere in h is w ish to atone for the transgressions he has com m itted and to contribute
w ith h is prayers and h is Torah studies to the p ro cess o f Tikun. In ü^pu/lü

v all the

different m o d els o f redem ption p rove to be failures, and the m ain part o f the n o v e l ends
w ith the im pending death and destruction o f the S eco n d W orld W ar and w ith a m o d e m

See: Section 4.4.1,124-133.
See: Section 3.4.3, 99-101.
See: Section 7.5.3, 268-275.
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in tellectiia rs n ih ilistic resp on se, w h ich se e s redem ption o n ly in death. T he last chapter o f
the Y id d ish original, h o w ev er, w h ich is om itted in the E n glish , hints at the p o ssib ility o f
an alternative by presenting the traditional Jew ish h op e for m essian ic red em p tion and the
p ow er o f the w ord s o f th e H eb rew B ib le to provide strength to the Jew ish p eo p le in all
persecutions and calam ities, until o n e day the M essia h w ill com e. In the fe c e o f the
im pending destruction o f the S econ d W orld W ar this m ay provide scant com fort, but there
is no other alternative.
In ” 7 ^ ps pW lÿ i B a sh ev is e x p o se s the failure o f Shabbatean m essian ism and o f the
tw o extrem e m o d els to bring about redem ption. T he last tw o chapters o f the n o v e l do not
provide any n e w v isio n o f redem ption after the destruction o f the com m u n ity o f Goraj, nor
do th ey provide any an sw ers to the m any q u estion s left op en by the m ain narrative. Instead
th ey represent a retreat into the stylization o f a m oral parable. B ut d espite all th e irony
contained in B a sh e v is’s stylization , the on ly h op e, w h ich is exp ressed here, is again the
traditional Jew ish h op e for a m essian ic red em p tion in the far-aw ay future, w h o se tim e and
circum stances on ly G od alone w ill know.^'^ “ly n y x iy i "iyr’’p bXT xin i n n lox) DX7” (“L et
none attem pt to force th e L ord”). T he Eternal w ill bring about m essian ic redem ption in H is
o w n tim e.

on ; n'PD p x ” (“A m en S elah : C on clu d ed and d on e”).^^

It is interesting to note, however, that Bashevis had envisaged an epilogue to n x : ;’X p w isn, in which
the old Rabbi Beynesh, the only one, who had recognized the dangers o f Shabbatean messianism and who
had disappeared half way through the novel, was supposed to return from Lublin, to help rebuilding the
community o f Goraj and to reestablish the rigorous observance o f traditional Jewish law. - Cf.: Chone
Shmeruk, ‘"’nKi px p ir ivr" oyo’t w i q pra’
is opjriris i i n ’, in:
25
(Jerusalem, 1996), 268 f.
”7 ^
pm 7jrr, 189. Satan in Goray, 159.

